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Modern Arabic Science Fiction:   

Science, Society and Religion in Selected Texts 
 

 

Barbara Dick 
 

 

Abstract  

 
This thesis examines a selection of original SF or SF-inflected texts written in Arabic from 

the 1960s to the present day.  It is a thematic study, considering their presentation of and 

attitudes to science and technology, utopias and ideal societies and religion. 

 

Although some critics attempt to figure SF as a continuation of the Thousand and One Nights 

fantastical tradition and the mirabile literature of the Middle Ages, Arabic science fiction, as 

an essentially modern genre, traces its earliest origins to the late 1950s in Egypt.  It has 

experienced several sudden efflorescences during the following decades in the texts of a 

handful of authors, most of whom are Egyptian.  In the past ten years, following a 2006 

seminal essay by Iraqi-German engineer and SF critic Achmed Khammas on “The Almost 

Complete Lack of the Element of ‘Futureness’”, media and academic interest in Arabic 

science fiction has burgeoned, with both established (Ahmed Khalid Towfik) and new (Noura 

Noman) authors publishing in the genre in the past five years.   

 

In light of the relative lack of criticism of the Arabic corpus, this thesis seeks to begin the 

project of conducting a full critical study through a reading of selected texts from the 1960s 

to the present day, the majority of which have not previously been translated into English.  

The approach taken is broadly sociological, examining the texts in the light of three themes 

outlined above – science, ideal societies and the treatment of religion - that frequently frame 

SF criticism in English.    
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Chapter 1:  Arabic Science Fiction 

No man can have in his mind a conception of the future, for the future is not yet.  But of our 

conceptions of the past, we make a future; or rather, call past, future relatively.
1
   

1.1 Introduction 

Science fiction is presently in its infancy in the Arab world, with fewer than a hundred novels 

written by Arab writers in Arabic.
2
  Following the first symposium on Arabic Literature and 

Science Fiction at the University of Casablanca in April 2006, the Iraqi-German engineer and 

environmentalist Achmed Khammas, who has published SF stories under the pseudonym 

Ghassan Homsi,
3
 identified an absence of major SF works in the Arab world in his seminal 

essay “The Almost Complete Lack of the Element of Futureness” (many articles found via 

any internet search for “Arab(ic) science fiction” cite, or heavily borrow from, this source). 

The 2006 symposium concluded that “there was much too much Western theory for much too 

little Arabic material”,
4
 drawing our attention to the relative lack of Arabic SF texts.   

 

Khammas’ essay makes a persuasive and enticing case for a contextual and comparative 

study of the SF genre in the Arab world, arguing in very general terms that the region 

struggles with imagination and vision, despite having produced mediaeval Utopias predating 

Thomas More, and lamenting that “…the Arab world still does not have any academics 

similar to Fred Hoyle, Isaac Asimov or Carl Sagan”.
5
  Khammas posits a link between the 

relative lack of interest in Arabic SF and general anomie following the failure of Arab 

liberation movements, pan-Arabism, socialism and religious political parties, opining that 

 

                                                           
1
 Thomas Hobbes, The Elements of Law, Natural and Politic (1640):  Chapter 4:7.  

http://www.efm.bris.ac.uk/het/hobbes/elelaw; quoted as frontispiece by Patrick L. McGuire, introduction to Red 

Stars:  Political Aspects of Soviet Science Fiction (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1985). 
2
 Achmed Khammas, “The Almost Complete Lack of the Element of ‘Futureness,’” tr. Don Mac Coitir.  

http://www.heise.de/tp/artikel/23/23713/1.html, accessed 29.2.16. I refer only to whole discrete novels, rather 

than collections of short stories, or series of novellas in the supernatural / SF genre such as the Milaff al-

Mustaqbal series by Nabil Farouk, or the supernatural / SF / medical horror novellas of Ahmed Khaled Towfik.   
3
 Achmed Khammas’ CV.  http://www.khammas.de/engl_my_cv.html.  Accessed 29.2.16. 

4
 Khammas, “Almost Complete Lack”. 

5
 Perhaps a premature judgment, assuming that Khammas is referring to writers of SF who also work in 

academic science; Ahmed Khaled Towfik is a professor of tropical medicine; Dr Talib Omran is a professor of 

astronomy, and Dr Moḥammed Al-Ashrī holds a doctorate in geology.   This may be a comment on Khammas’ 

estimation of their work as inferior to those of the three Western authors mentioned, or a lament that the Arab 

authors are not better known outside their immediate milieu. 

http://www.efm.bris.ac.uk/het/hobbes/elelaw
http://www.heise.de/tp/artikel/23/23713/1.html
http://www.khammas.de/engl_my_cv.html
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…traditional clan and clientele-based structures are not exactly the most fertile 

ground for the development of Utopias because they derive their sustainability 

from the preservation of the status quo.
6
 

 

Khammas believes that futuristic thinking is generally absent from Arabic literature; that, 

faced with rigid regimes and the negative effects of globalisation, Arabs prefer to hark back 

to their past, and that the lack of interest in SF (which for Khammas is almost synonymous 

with futuristic literature), merely reflects this mood.  He cites the experience of Lebanese 

daily newspaper An-Nahār journalists Joumana Haddad and Zaynab Assaf, who could not 

explain the lack of response to their request for SF short stories in 2006: 

 

No scientific milieu? Cyrano du Bergerac did not have one either, 300 years 

before Apollo… Not enough imagination?  That cannot be right… although Arab 

phantasy does tend to exaggerate and its verbal art forms are generally to be 

found in poetry rather than prose.  Obsession with bread, sex and survival? Is it 

not the case that some of the best SF books were written in the light of personal, 

national or even global disasters?
7
 

 

Haddad and Assaf suggested that part of the reason for this lack was the unsuitability of the 

Arabic language to the genre.   Khammas does not indicate that he supports this view, but he 

does suggest that the Arab world in general suffers from a generalised sociological and 

cultural malaise towards futuristic literature.
8
   

 

The relative paucity of Arabic SF was again framed as a problem at the first Convention on 

Arabic SF held in Damascus in 2007;  the main discussion, as described by the Tunisian critic 

Kawthar Ayed, focussed on “les raisons possible du fait que la SF fleurisse en occident et 

non ailleurs.”
9
  In 2009 the Sudanese-born Guardian journalist Nesrine Malik asked “What 

                                                           
6
 Khammas, ibid. 

7
 Khammas, ibid. 

8
 At the Arabic Science Fiction panel at the Shubbak festival in London, Jonathan Wright did not find 

vocabulary in any way problematic in translating science fiction; Hassan Abdelrazzak agreed, although pointing 

out that Arabic word for alien is literally translated as “space being” (“ كائن فضاائن”) rather than ‘alien / other’ as 

such:  http://www.shubbak.co.uk/science-fiction-in-the-arab-world/Shubbak; conference panel on Arabic 

Science Fiction, 25 July 2015, accessed 29.2.16. 
9
 Kawthar Ayed, “La Science-fiction Arabe,” Solaris, no. 164: p. 165. 

http://www.revue.solaris.com/numero/2007/solaris-164i.pdf.  Accessed 29.2.16. 

http://www.revue.solaris.com/numero/2007/solaris-164i.pdf
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happened to Arab Science Fiction?”,
10

 noting the rich tradition of the fantastic in Arabic 

literature from the Thousand and One Nights onwards, combined with a tendency towards 

nostalgia and evidenced by the popularity of the mediaeval dramas seen on Arab television 

during Ramadan, and contrasting this with the relative lack of futurism in modern literature 

of a speculative or fantastical bent.  Like Khammas, she attributes this to “malaise...fatalism 

and helplessness inculcated by years of social and political stagnation”
11

 – the familiar 

rhetoric of the rationalization of the perceived anomie commonly used to explain resistance 

to aspects of modernity in the Arab world.  Yazan al-Saadi infers an “inferiority complex” 

from the unflattering comparison between the genre’s success in the West compared to the 

Arab world, casting the Arab texts as “feeble imitations in form, content, and 

consumption…still trying to gain mainstream legitimacy and canonization.”
12

   

 

The concept of a mutually reinforcing and cross-fertilising stream of ideas between SF and 

actual scientific discovery, invention and technological progress forms the basis of a 

argument particularly popular among certain critics, perhaps because it gives the literary 

discussion an edge of social justification in an age of burgeoning Arab population and in the 

context of the public debate on what constitutes valuable social and economic development.   

The Egyptian-American writer Sifāt Salāmah explicitly takes the view that the prime 

importance of SF lies in its ability to stimulate academic and scientific thinking – a belief also 

enthusiastically espoused by Asimov
13

  - blaming Arab education systems for their failure to 

facilitate this, and arguing for the importance of the SF genre to the development of the 

younger generation, and its function as an enabler to create the next generation of scientists 

and academics.   Salāmah argued that Arab children’s creative abilities and scientific 

curiosity were being stifled as a result of the lack of futuristic, science-oriented literature:- 

 

The importance of the SF genre of literature lies in its ability to stimulate the 

reader's creative phantasy and strengthen his/her ability to envisage imagined 

scenarios. It is indeed necessary to develop the ability to invent and to discover 

                                                           
10

 Nesrine Malik, “What Happened to Arabic Science Fiction?,” The Guardian, 30 July 2009.  

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2009/jul30/arab-world-science-fiction, accessed 29.2.16. 
11

 Ibid. 
12

 Yazan al-Saadi, “Arabic Science Fiction: A Journey Into the Unknown”, published in Al-Akhbar, 3 June 

2012, http://english.al-akhbar.com/node/7995, accessed 29.2.16 
13

 “The contribution Science Fiction can make to society is that of accustoming its readers to the inevitability of 

continuing change and the necessity of directing and shaping that change rather than opposing it blindly, or 

blindly permitting it to overwhelm us.” Asimov, quoted by Reuven Snir, “The Emergence of Science Fiction in 

Arabic Literature,” Der Islam (2000) vol. 77, no. ii: p. 279. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2009/jul30/arab-world-science-fiction
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creative and exceptional children at an early stage, so that our Arab world can 

receive a generation of inquisitive scientists and academics.
14

  

 

The full article, published in Ash-Sharq al-Awsat in 2005, is entitled “The Teaching of 

Science Fiction...A Future Necessity, not a Luxury”.  Salāmah’s argument is simple; SF is a 

stimulant of creative and scientific thinking, and, in her words, a “mirror of the most up-to-

date scientific achievements”.
15

  She claims that SF actively plays a role in scientific 

discovery, citing as an example the alleged influence of H. G. Wells’ The World Set Free on 

the Hungarian-American physicist Leo Szilard,
16

 and arguing that the Western world already 

understands this connection, incorporating SF in the educational literature curriculum and 

including its study within university departments, while the Arab world regards this type of 

literature with suspicion.   

 

Khammas further suggests that religious reservations about predicting the future may also 

affect the genre’s popularity in the Arab world.
17

   Istvan Csicsery-Ronay Jr. also identifies 

religious tradition as a potentially restrictive factor affecting the development of ‘world’ SF, 

claiming that religious codes can militate against cultural innovation.
18

   This idea of a binary 

opposition between technology and transcendence recalls Edward Said’s account of 

Kissinger’s assertion that certain cultures have a deeply ingrained opposition to empiricism, 

because they have not had their own Enlightenment and remain trapped in a ‘pre-Newtonian’ 

world-view.
19

 

                                                           
14

 Ṣifāt Salāmah, “Tadrīs Al-Khiyāl-Al-‘Ilmī…ḍarurat mustaqbaliyāt wa laysa tarfān.” Newspaper article in 

Asharq Al-Awsat, Issue 9683, 2 July 2005.  
15

 Ibid. 
16

 Szilard read this novel, which predicted the development of the atomic bomb, in 1932.  The following year he 

formulated the idea of a nuclear chain reaction that resulted in the building of the bomb during the Second 

World War.   http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/biography/Szilard.html. Accessed 29.2.16. The 

principle was also operative in reverse:  Wells’ study under Huxley and his views on evolution helped to inspire 

The Time Machine. Charlotte Sleigh, Literature and Science (Basingstoke:  Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), p. 142, 

but according to Broderick, Asimov’s opinion as both SF writer and research scientist was that most SF was not 

predictive; Damien Broderick, Reading by Starlight (London: Routledge, 1995), p. 54. 
17

 Khammas, “Almost Complete Lack”. 
18

 Istvan Csicsery-Ronay Jr., “What Do We Mean When We Say “Global Science Fiction”?  Reflections on a 

New Nexus”, Science Fiction Studies, Vol. 39 (2012), p. 482.  Also see his suggestion that SF’s possibilities in 

Arabic or Persian may be limited: “Chinese, Spanish, Portuguese, Turkish, and other languages of ascending 

technopolitical influence, are endowed with a similar flexibility for the development of popular technoscientific 

discourse, and consequently of sf.   Others, like Arabic and Persian, may be constrained by a conservative 

cultural loyalty to their classical stratum; such loyalty limits the possibilities of sf”.  Istvan Csicsery-Ronay Jr., 

The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction (Middletown, CT:  Wesleyan University Press, 2008), p. 15. 
19

 Edward Said, Orientalism (London: Penguin, reprinted 2003), p. 47.  Also see Bernard Lewis’ asseveration 

that “The Renaissance, Reformation, even the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment, passed unnoticed in 

the Muslim World.”  Bernard Lewis, Islam and the West (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 183.   
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The term ‘transcendence’ here is broadly used to denote supernatural or Todorovian 

‘marvellous’ elements in SF, including both orthodox and unorthodox religious belief, as well 

as the supernatural in general.  For the Panshin brothers, transcendence is SF’s secret agenda: 

“the very serious business of reestablishing transcendence in all its guises, and the 

reinvention of high myth”,
20

 and is part of a continuing war between the defenders of ‘spirit’ 

and the materialists who championed the Age of Technology.   The transformation of fantasy 

into reality in the real world had diminished the transcendent aspect of the literary genre:  

 

All the old super-scientific wonders so long imagined in science fiction stories – 

rockets, computers, television, atomic power – were beginning to come true.  As 

they did, they were ceasing to be transcendent.”
21

  

 

The Panshins suggest that the pleasure of SF comes partly from the enjoyment of the transcendent 

element known as the ‘sense of wonder’ – something that the Marxist SF critic Darko Suvin derides as 

unproductive, on the grounds that it sublimates and therefore wastes the energy necessary for political 

change in pointless fantasy.
22

  The tension between the importance of this transcendent element, set in 

opposition to secular Utopian or specifically technological fantasies of a better world, of the 

Enlightenment binary opposition between technology and transcendence, will be the main focus of this 

study, particularly with regard to how the texts present the future to an Arab audience.
23

    

 

The perception that the genre has been imported from the literature of colonial powers may 

also be a bar to the development of an SF-reading culture in the Arab world:  Reuven Snir’s 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Neil Davidson in “Islam and the Enlightenment,” Socialist Review (March 2006), discusses the question of why 

the Islamic world apparently failed to experience the Enlightenment.  Islam’s defenders point out that the 

European Enlightenment appropriated Muslim societies’ scientific discoveries, or argue that Islam and ‘science’ 

are not mutually oppositional, and that the binary, which normally favours the Judaeo-Christian nature of the 

Enlightenment, is mistaken as in fact there was fierce opposition to it from those quarters.  He suggests that 

attitudes to scientific discovery depended more on other factors in society than religious belief, such as for 

example the nature of the power of the state and its relation to the economy; religion could serve the ends of 

rulers opposed to new scientific thinking, but it is the alliance to the source of political and economic power that 

is the crucial factor.  (These issues will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 4.1.) 
20

 Alexei and Cory Panshin, The World Behind the Hill: Science Fiction and the Quest for Transcendence (Los 

Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1989), p. 11.   
21

 Ibid., p. 409. 
22

 Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre (New 

Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1979), p. 25. 
23

 Recalling that the text’s future is inextricably bound up with the author’s present, Gwyneth Jones echoes 

William Gibson’s view that science fiction, even when apparently futuristic, is really always about the present.  

Gwyneth Jones, Deconstructing the Starships (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1999), p. vii.  
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article “The emergence of science fiction in Arabic literature”, speaks of the perception of 

‘ghazw thaqāfi’ (cultural aggression) in the perceived appropriation by Arab authors of what 

is viewed as really a Western genre, a potential Trojan horse for the importing of atheistic 

Western ideas.
24

  This article is one of the few that deals exclusively with Arabic SF; the 

authors of the leading general works on modern Arabic literature (Allen, Badawi, Cachia, 

Hafez, Starkey), do not mention it (except for Cachia, who is dismissive.)
25

 

 

SF in its modern incarnation as a literary phenomenon is Western 

(American/French/British/Russian) in origin, if we accept Verne and Wells as its originators 

and the American pulp writers as its early mass popularisers.  There is a danger that Arabic 

SF could be seen as a Western literature in Oriental drag; at worst, the Arabic language 

merely a magnificent casing for the import of a secular, anti-religious agenda from the West.   

The question of the reason for the minority status and marginality of SF literature in the Arab 

world, in comparison to its much greater popularity in the West, has been framed by 

Khammas and others, but, as Jacquemond reminds us, when we speak of minority or special-

interest literature in Egypt, for example, the relative cultural status or hierarchy that operates 

between the authors and their audience itself makes the masses a status minority.
26

  We 

should of course not disregard the impact of mass illiteracy upon both production and 

consumption, but within the context of the existing readership the question of what is read, 

and why, is still of interest. 

 

1.2 Arabic Science Fiction 

 

Why frame the boundaries of a study of a literary genre by the language in which is it 

originally produced, and how valid is any such distinction likely to remain in a globalised 

society, where translation increasingly facilitates the flow of that literature in both directions 

across the linguistic divide?  Csicsery-Ronay Jr. recalls the pre-globalisation mind-set of SF 

critics, who once proudly cast themselves as noble defenders of the minority literature that 

was ‘global science fiction’, that is, the SF of the non-English speaking world: “feisty minor 

literatures who [sic] enjoyed our recognition and support as we kicked sand on the 

                                                           
24

 Snir, “Emergence of Science Fiction,” pp. 263 - 285. 
25

 Pierre Cachia, An Overview of Modern Arabic Literature (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990), 

p.173. 
26

 Richard Jacquemond, Conscience of the Nation; Writers, State and Society in Modern Egypt, tr. David 

Tresilian. (Cairo: American University Press, 2008), p. 39. 
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Ozymandias of Imperial SF”.
27

   His 2012 article “What Do We Mean When We Say “Global 

Science Fiction”? Reflections on a New Nexus” explores the recent surge of academic 

interest in non-Anglophone SF, which is starting to discomfit the exultant exclusivity of 

‘minority’ SF’s erstwhile defenders (but not to any significant extent to date in the case of 

Arabic).  At present, there are only a few Arabic SF texts available in English.
28

  The current 

lack of translation and criticism creates a space for this study in the name of accessibility, but 

in a post-Orientalism world, the question of using language as the defining first criterion of 

literary study must firstly be addressed.   

 

The study of any Arabic literature from a Western perspective to a certain extent cannot help 

but position itself uncomfortably within the dark ambit of Orientalism, and finds the Western 

scholar gazing upon the foreign literature as the ‘other’, keenly aware of Said’s accusation of 

an “intrinsic hostility implicit in this division”,
29

 and of the “willed imaginative and 

geographic division made between East and West” of which he produced such abundant 

evidence.
30

  The danger of essentialising a literary genre, and the possibility of bringing 

cultural stereotypes to a study of literature that is firstly defined by the language of its 

production, is a real one, but is not exclusive to those writing from outside the culture.   Any 

writer who suggests affinities and commonalities in a study of a literary genre that is defined 

by language or nationality necessarily runs the risk of making generalisations that may skirt 

the edges of cultural stereotyping, but this does not necessarily doom the study to adopting a 

reductive agenda of racist essentialism.   A lens applied by a Western critic is de facto an 

Orientalist lens, even though a native speaker of the language in question might produce the 

                                                           
27

 Csicsery-Ronay Jr., “What Do We Mean”, p. 478. 
28

 These include a translation of Moustasfa Mahmoud’s Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) as The 

Rising from the Coffin, tr. David Bishai, revised by Farouk Abdel Wahab (Cairo: The Arab Writer, undated), 

and the recent translation of Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiā (Utopia) by Chip Rossetti.  (Doha:  Bloomsbury 

Qatar Foundation Publishing, 2011). 
29

 Said, Orientalism, p. 45. 
30

 Ibid., p. 231; see also p. 233 where Said critiques the concept popular among certain late nineteenth-century 

sociologists, that the use of a different language automatically signals a corresponding different mind-set or 
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same conclusions; it is suggested that there may therefore be an inbuilt disadvantage in 

occupying an alien viewpoint, or even seeking to ask the question.
31

  According to Todorov,  

 

…a society chooses and codifies the acts that correspond most closely to its 

ideology; that is why the existence of certain genres in one society, their absence 

in another, is revelatory of that ideology.
32

 

 

 -  a concept akin to Hippolyte Taine’s idea of a ‘national character’ of literature.
33

  This 

suggestion of tracing an underlying commonality within a body of texts written in a particular 

language or milieu need not be crudely reductive or essentialist; if a coherent consistency of 

ideas can be presented as an hypothesis, it simply forms another part of the debate on the 

purpose and effect of that literature on the society within which it was produced. 

 

Similarly, Csicsery-Ronay Jr. posits that “genres and their game-rules involve powerful and 

specific affects [sic] that reveal a great deal about a culture’s collective consciousness.”
34

  

Robert Scholes, in his introduction to Todorov’s The Fantastic: a Structural Approach to a 

Literary Genre, opines that “…genres persist like any convenient codification of cultural 

behaviour but come into periods of fruition and dominance when most responsive to other 

cultural needs.”
35

  Scholes suggests a link between the popularity of a genre and the culture 

of the day, while Csicsery-Ronay Jr. draws our attention to its possible cultural specificity.  

The broadly thematic examination of Arabic SF proposed by this study has the potential to 

construct hypotheses about such revelations.  

 

In a literary study with a sociological aspect, the question of defining the reason for the study 

of a particular field gains greater significance.  We are not merely asking what language the 

texts are written in and then examining them as if the language were a mere comprehension 

barrier; we are also potentially asking what makes them culturally Arab, excavating the 

chosen language-bounded field for its peculiar archaeologies of cultural meaning, for what 

they may have to say about the society in which and for which they were written.  It is 

                                                           
31
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therefore of interest to explore in what ways the perspective of this (arguably) originally-

Western literature has been adapted, if at all, to an Arab reception, and whether or not Arabic 

SF sports specific cultural markers that would make it in some way ‘Arab’, even if the 

locations and characters no longer had Arabic names.  Fredric Jameson’s theory of a 

literature embodying a national allegory is highly pertinent here, as his view that such 

literatures “develop out of predominantly Western machineries of representation” is fulfilled 

by Arabic SF’s origins in imported Western early SF works.
36

   

 

In his 1989 study of Japanese SF, Robert Matthew makes a bold claim in justification of his 

subject, contending that it was “the only technology-conscious, forward-looking, and future-

oriented literature that stands outside the western framework of ideas and western-dominated 

discourse”
37

 – and while it is not the intention of this study to make the same case for Arabic 

SF, his rationale provokes the question of what qualities make Arabic SF distinctive from the 

Western canon from which it was originally partially derived.     

 

Modern Arabic SF is an imported genre that has been brought into the Arabic literary fold 

and adapted for an Arab audience by Arab writers, and, in a globalised world where many 

non-Western writers produce their own SF, we might assume that this cultural copyright has 

now largely expired.  Globalisation has increased exposure to SF (although perhaps more 

through film than through literature); Csicsery-Ronay Jr. proposes that even the idea of 

aboriginality has become blurred, and romantic essentialism is weakened by the realities of 

“hybridization and migration”.
38

  A study set of literary works defined by a language-based 

paradigm must remain aware of the dangers of such essentialism, but ‘Arabic SF’ as a set of 

defining parameters – language, and the definition of the genre – is no less appropriate as an 

enquiry than, for example, other studies of Arabic literature that focus on the literary 

portrayal of nationalism, feminism or Islamism.  The claims of Khammas and Salāmah are 

provocative, all the more so for coming from Arab critics, and require further examination. 

 

                                                           
36
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1.3  Definitions  

 

It is important to try to define SF for the purposes of this study, in particular in view of the 

potential for crossover between SF and fantasy/supernatural literature in the Arabic SF 

discourse, not least so that we do not unfairly pillory Arabic fantasy texts for being 

insufficiently scientific or futuristic.  Even if one regards the definition of ‘genre’ SF as an 

outdated taxonomy or a classification useful only to fans and publishers, to begin with we 

may say with Sabry Hafez (quoting Jauss) that setting such parameters is simply the process 

of establishing the orientating ‘rules of the game’.
39

  

 

The problem of distinguishing between SF and fantasy has been theorised by Todorov, who 

defined SF as the place where “…the supernatural is explained in a rational manner, but 

according to laws which contemporary science does not acknowledge”.
40

  As fiction per se, 

both science fiction and fantasy are technically fantastical,
41

 but SF is set apart from the 

purely ‘marvellous’ (per Todorov) by its reliance upon a scientific or technological premise 

as a major plot driver; it works within the sphere of the credible, plausible or possible, within 

that fictional context.  Fantastical literature explains supernatural events irrationally through 

magic, while the Uncanny occupies an interstitial space, where the acceptance of supernatural 

phenomena may be offered elliptically, but the reader is also offered a rational explanation 

for apparently impossible occurrences.
42

 It is important to note that it is the attempt at 

plausibility, rather than the success of the illusion, that admits a text to the SF canon.   

 

There can therefore be no precise taxonomy of SF that separates it completely from the 

fantastical; it is the job of each critic to mark the point of watershed between the two.
43

  The 

commonly perceived distinguishing factors of SF are its orientation towards the use of 

science and technology, and often a particular focus on the future, as long as the use of 

science and futurity is an integral part of the drama rather than Lukács’ mere “empty 

exoticism...produced by estrangement from the present”.
44

  For Jameson, there is an epochal 
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element active in the binary; it is precisely at the moment when the energy of realist historical 

fiction runs into the sand that specifically futuristic SF emerges as a genre.
45

  We may 

therefore regard a science-driven element, together with a fictive-realist, plausible or possible 

tenor as broadly defining aspects of the genre; the use of science, reason and logic to explain 

the events of what Suvin calls ‘cognitive estrangement’, and “the sense that something in the 

fictive world is dissonant with the reader’s experienced world”.
46

   Yusuf Al-Sharuni’s study 

of Arabic science fiction defines the difference in terms of mental exertion.  Fantasy is 

literature without effort, whereas when reading SF you need to make a greater cognitive 

effort to make the narrative seem real.
47

 Also, the use of science is what separates it from 

fantasy; it is similar to the difference between astrology and astronomy.
48

 

 

Freedman’s “cognitive continuum of the actual” position differentiates SF from fantasy, and 

therefore makes it potentially more threatening to the status quo as it theorises what is really 

possible.
49

  The element of plausibility thus becomes more important as a defining quality.  

An interesting aspect of this crucial element of possibility (or the convincing artistic 

impression of it that gives it a veneer of plausibility) is that it brings SF closer to realist 

writing than to fantasy.  In practice, the ceaseless dialectic between the real and the unreal 

and the space of the possible which exists between them is in a state of perpetual flux in SF, 

rarely fully committed either to the utterly fantastical or to the thoroughly rational and 

mundane.  Anthony Easthope has noted that: 

 

much mainstream science fiction writing is very close in form to the procedures 

of traditional realism except for the temporal location – once the premise about a 

setting in the future is granted, much of the rest follows as it would in George 

Eliot.
50
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Csicsery-Ronay Jr. concurs: “Literary SF follows in the stylistic tradition of the realistic 

novel, despite its many quasi-marvellous elements.”
51

   

 

The term ‘science fiction’, first coined by William Wilson in “A Little Earnest Book upon a 

Great Old Subject” (1851), was itself inspired by Robert Hunt’s ‘Poetry of Science’ (1850),
 52

 

while the term ‘scientifiction’, later changed to ‘science fiction’, was invented by Hugo 

Gernsback in 1911, when he wrote a story combining scientific discovery with adventure in 

order to fill space in his ‘hard’ science journal Modern Electrics.
53

  There has since been no 

shortage of critical attempts to define SF.  In his essay On the Origins of the Genre, Paul 

Kincaid quotes Gary Wolfe’s 1986 study Critical Terms for Science Fiction: A Glossary and 

Guide to Scholarship, giving thirty-three definitions
54

 (which Kincaid notes are frequently 

overlapping and/or contradictory), ranging from the mystical - the Panshin brothers’ 

“literature of the mythic imagination” – to the gnomic – “the history that we cannot know” 

(Kim Stanley Robinson) - to the grandiloquent (quoting Brian Aldiss in Billion Year Spree): 

 

…the search for a definition of man and his status in the universe which will 

stand in our advanced but confused state of knowledge (science), and is 

characteristically cast in the Gothic or post-Gothic mould. 
55

  

 

Brian M. Stableford offers Donald Wollheim’s 1935 formula, which acknowledges the notion 

of plausibility, or possibility, as the crucial element: 

 

Science fiction is that branch of fantasy which, while not true of present-day 

knowledge, is rendered plausible by the reader’s recognition of the scientific 

possibilities of its being possible at some future date...
56

  

 

There is of course the risk of the common paraphernalia of SF (robots, spaceships, aliens etc.) 

being utilised by inferior practitioners as mere exotic decoration, without the intent of using 
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scientific thinking as a mode of narrative:  SF as costume-drama.  The inclusion of such stock 

artefacts may place a text crudely on the SF spectrum, but it is the particular use that a writer 

makes of such props, and his purpose - whether that is the creation of a space opera, a 

complex dystopia, or a fast-paced adventure story to entertain and intrigue children (such as 

Nabil Farouk’s successful Milaff al-Mustaqbal series) - that help to define that text as 

science-fictional. 

 

Damon Knight’s reflexive “what we point to when we say it”
57

 remains one of the most 

popularly quoted attempts at defining SF, and, noting the similar difficulty inherent in 

defining sport, Kincaid felt forced to adopt Wittgenstein’s concept of “family 

resemblances”,
58

 which has the advantage not only of allowing the necessary flexibility of 

definition, but of including the essential role of the readership in creating the horizon of 

expectation within which certain works are recognised as operating within the genre.  

Authors depend upon the readers’ intertextual understanding; for Csicsery-Ronay Jr., the 

world of the SF reader and writer is part of an interdependent ‘megatext’ created by other 

readers and writers.
59

  

 

Of the major Marxist theorists of SF, Darko Suvin, Fredric Jameson and Carl Freedman, 

possibly the most famous and oft-quoted definition is Suvin’s:- 

 

a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the presence and 

interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal device is an 

imaginative framework alternative to the author’s empirical environment.
60

  

 

With a set of parameters loosely in place that allows SF literature to be at once realistic and 

not-yet-possible, the importance of literature that is real-but-not-quite-real opens up a liminal 

space within which the author can experiment with volatile subjects at a distance from 

reality.
61

  The benefits to the author working in an authoritarian environment of being able to 

deny allegorical intent and disclaim any political comment in his fiction is obvious, if of 
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limited value in the event of that ruling authority insisting on identifying the inherent 

criticism and disregarding the defence of the fictional fig-leaf.  This is particularly pertinent 

in many countries of the Arab world.  The Saudi Arabian writer Turki al-Hamad has 

commented “Where I live [Saudi Arabia], there are three taboos:  religion, politics and sex.  It 

is forbidden to speak about these”.
62

  SF, as a literature of change and by virtue of its 

otherworldly setting, is particularly suited to the breaking of such taboos; Starkey notes a 

tendency in early modern Arabic literature to set novels in ‘foreign’ places to allow the 

freedom of expression not permitted in a recognisably Arab country.
63

 

 

For the purposes of this study, SF texts will be considered to be those where the stories are 

located within a specifically scientific, technological or futuristic framework, and where 

plausibility or possibility is assumed, but separated from pure fantasy by attachment to a 

scientific narrative that is referent to, if not fully congruent with, reality. 

 

1.4 Selection and Structure 

 

As the body of Arabic SF literature is not large, the primary task in the selection of texts is 

not so much to sift through a mass of material as to locate a corpus that exhibits a coherent 

SF identity and that is sizeable enough to form a credible basis for a thematic examination.   

While there are three particularly prolific Arab SF authors – the Egyptians Nabil Farouk and 

Ahmed Khaled Towfik, and the Syrian Talib Omran, who between them have published 

hundreds of short novellas – the remainder of the current corpus is mainly composed of 

single or several works by each author.   

 

Khammas traces the origins of Arabic SF as far back as 1957, to the radio plays of Yusuf 

Ezzedine Issa and the first novel to the same era, though he does not name it,
64

 and, besides 

the above-mentioned major authors, he also lists the Egyptians Muḥammad Al-Ashrī, 

Moustafa Mahmoud and Nihad Sherif as significant figures in the genre.   Others claim this 
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title for Towfīq al-Ḥakīm
65

, as do Kawthar Ayed and Syrian critic Muḥammad ‘Azzām.
66

  

Clute and Nicholls’ entry for Arabic SF in The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction begins, like 

Khammas’ essay, with reference to proto-SF elements in the Thousand and One Nights and 

the 10
th

 century Utopia of al-Farabi’s The Virtuous City, but cites Towfīq al-Ḥakīm as the 

first modern exponent of the genre.
67

   

 

SF was not a dominant discourse in the Arab world, developing slowly from several seminal 

works by the earliest writers in Egypt in the 1950s and 1960s.  The vibrant journal culture 

that launched the careers of many Egyptian writers, within which several Arab SF authors did 

publish unrelated articles, did not include any journals specifically devoted to the genre, or 

any publications resembling the American pulp magazines of the 1930s.   SF-inflected novels 

and plays appeared, one by one, until the 1980s brought the first serial works of Farouk in 

Egypt and Omran in Syria.  Ayed believes that the genre did not really exist in the Arab 

world, even when Sherif began to write in the 1970s; the authors themselves were unaware 

that what they were writing could be called SF.
68

 

 

The majority of the authors were and are Egyptian and Syrian;
69

 Jacquemond notes that 

Egyptian literature dominated the field in SF as it did in general.
70

  Khammas also mentions 

two pioneering works by Moroccan authors from the 1970s,
71

 and texts by writers from the 

Gulf and the Levant, published in the 1980s.  This study will include some of Al-Ḥakim’s 

SF-inflected texts, but the main corpus will be composed of texts written between 1964 and 

2012.  (It should be stressed at this point that, to a certain extent, the selection process has 

been governed by the availability of texts; some of the rarer, older texts in particular are no 

longer in print, or were unobtainable online during the acquisition period.)  This study cannot 
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be an exhaustive survey of the field, but will examine a broadly representative selection of 

texts; Todorov reminds us that not every book in a genre must be read in order to study that 

genre, only enough to observe the genre as the “principle operative in a number of texts”.
72

 

 

The reader may ask why SF film (or its personalised interactive incarnation, gaming) is not 

included in this study, particularly in light of its huge transnational popularity.  Khammas 

comments that films such as Terminator, Star Wars, Alien and Blade Runner are hugely 

popular among the young, but he uses this to frame again the question of why there is 

relatively so little interest in the written genre in comparison with the success of both film 

and literature in the West.  Such a study would be of interest, but must be left to another; the 

focus here will be entirely upon SF in its literary and textual form.
 73

 

 

Chapter 4, 5 and 6 of this study will be devoted respectively to the presentation of ‘hard’ 

science and technology, to the human science of government and the examination of the 

utopias, dystopias and political systems presented in the texts and to the treatment of the 

transcendent, the realm of religion and the supernatural.
74

  These three themes are a frequent 

feature of non-chronological academic studies of SF,
75

 and this thematic approach will allow 

us to examine how authors in the Arab world include or exclude the Islamic faith, or other 

belief systems, whether or not they have positive attitudes towards technology as positive, or 

are fearful or ambivalent about it, and to analyse whether or not they offer an exploration of 

alternative political and social organizational possibilities.  In particular, the study will focus 
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on the authors’ privileging of the scientific and rational over the supernatural - the material 

versus the fantastical - or vice versa. 

 

SF is often called the literature of change,
76

 and one of the aims of this study will be to assess 

to what extent the production of Arabic SF has followed a similar trajectory to the Western 

genre, primarily in respect of their response to the social effects of technological change.  In 

the Western canon it is possible to sketch a progress from initial public excitement over the 

space race and the new technologies it produced following the Second World War, thence to 

psi-fantasy and the New Wave, then to space opera, and latterly to the use of the genre to 

explore questions of gender, utopias, space travel, cyberpunk and genetic modification.  Will 

the same evolutionary process be apparent in the Arab genre? 

 

Matti Moosa tells us that Jurji Zaydān wrote about the history of Islam and of Arabic because 

he wanted the Arab public to be able to read its own history.
77

  If, as Jacquemond has it, 

Egyptian writers map the conscience of the nation in general, Arabic SF authors may reveal 

the broad outline of a national or cultural attitude towards technology, concomitant social 

change, and its imaginary picture of the future Arab world.   
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Chapter 2: Part 1: Theoretical Approaches to Science Fiction 

 

Whenever you talk about SF, you are speaking theoretically. But if you aren't 

conscious that you have a theory, you can't control it, you can't criticize yourself, 

you don't have even the possibility of feed-back for self-examination. Therefore, 

it's better to have an explicit than an implicit theory: your chances of being 

halfway intelligent are better. But of course 90 percent of all criticism of SF is not 

much good either. 

 

Darko Suvin, interview with Horst Pukallus, Science Fiction Studies 54, 

Volume 18, Part 2, July 1991 

 

Fiction is generally understood as the attempt to imagine unimaginable futures.  

But its deepest subject may in fact be our own historical present. 

Fredric Jameson, Archaeologies of the Future (London: Verso, 2007) p. 345 

 

2.1.1 The Right Lens 

 

The choice of theoretical lenses for an academic study of Arabic SF resembles a lenticular 

array, so numerous are the approaches used by theorists of literature, let alone science fiction.  

Like the magician in Hoffmann’s Princess Brambilla, whose Indian eyeglasses afforded 

access to the marvellous,
78

 the critic may select from his conceptual optometrist’s box: for 

example, the magnifying glass of Spivak’s subaltern, seeking to enlarge our view of the 

literature of the oppressed and marginalised;  the well-worn steel-rimmed lens of Marxist 

criticism (the largest in the set, and the most frequently handled);  a scattering of multi-

coloured lenses labelled  ‘New Historicism’;  the spectacles of feminist critique, free from 

any tint of rose; a viridian prism for scrutinizing representations of Islam; a clear/clouded 

varifocal for surveying the Utopian and dystopian other-worlds created by Arab writers, and, 
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of course, the flawed lens of Orientalism that must be handled with care, especially when 

held by a Western hand.
79

  

 

Given the relative lack of Arabic SF production, in comparison with the vast output of the 

West, and the coincidence of the main growth-period of the Western and Soviet genre with 

public interest in the space race of the 1950s and 1960s, an element of historical or 

sociological contextualisation with special attention to perceptions of technology and the 

future seems appropriate for examining SF’s position in the Arab literary world.  Although 

the major critics in the Western SF field are self-declared Marxists, and their work will be 

considered, the broad theoretical approach here will be that of the New Historicists and 

sociologists of literature, always mindful of Goldmann’s caveat concerning the impossibility 

of complete representation where historical context is concerned.
80

  

 

Behind the hypothesis that a literature can meaningfully be studied in its socio-historical 

context is a prior underlying assumption that writing occupies a space of power or 

significance due to its potential as an agent of change.  For Lukács, the historical writing of 

the Enlightenment actively paved the way for revolution and social change because it 

highlighted the problems of contemporary society.
81

  Although. as Goldmann and Macherey
82

 

have shown, a novel completely faithful even to the writer’s perception of historical 

materialism is impossible both as a reflection of historical reality and as a creative endeavour, 

it is reasonable to suggest that a particular literature can reflect some of the sea-changes in its 

habitat.   

 

As the German-Iraqi environmental engineer and SF writer Achmed Khammas noted in his 

ground-breaking 2006 essay “The Almost Complete Lack of the Element of Futureness: 

Science Fiction in Arabic Literature”,
83

 there is an abundance of SF theory and criticism in 

the West, and, as the genre is currently relatively underdeveloped in the Arab world, 

unsurprisingly there is a corresponding relative lack of critical scholarship and theoretical 
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debate written in Arabic.  While it would be desirable to examine SF written in Arabic from 

an Arab critical perspective (at least, to avoid the inevitable distorting effect of the Orientalist 

lens), opportunities at present are few. Given the thriving Western discourse on SF and 

critical theory, it would be both disingenuous and perverse to ignore the major themes and 

current developments in the global (in practice, largely British and American) discourse.  The 

themes of the genre are fairly universal, so there is no need to cavil at the appropriateness of 

mapping Western theory onto an Arab literary phenomenon (albeit one with, as we shall see, 

Western roots).   

 

2.1.2 Negative Critical Perception of Science Fiction 

 

The popular image of the majority of SF literary output as trite, formulaic, escapist literary 

trash is commonly lamented by enthusiasts.  Gary K Wolfe notes that copies of American SF 

pulp magazines were used as ship ballast during the war,
84

 and this is often an apt metaphor 

for the genre’s perception in the wider literary world. Philip John Davies quotes Kurt 

Vonnegut’s complaint:  

 

I have been the soreheaded occupant of a file drawer labelled ‘science 

fiction’....and I would like out, particularly since so many serious critics regularly 

mistake the drawer for a urinal.
85

  

 

While it is ironic that a genre designed to provoke and nurture interest in new inventions 

should frequently prove lacking in originality, this view can be ascribed mainly to the 

perception of SF that first arose from the admittedly poor quality of the material produced in 

mass-publication in pulp magazine form of the 1920s onwards as a response to public interest 

in developments arising from technologies developed during the World Wars and the space 

race.   

 

Stableford quotes the view of one early American SF publisher, Harry Bates, the founder of 

Astounding Stories, who described a rival magazine, Amazing Stories, as “packed with 
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puerilities! written by unimaginables! cluttered with trivia!”
86

  While Bates’ motives were 

clearly suspect, this assessment encapsulates the general view of the genre at the time.  It is 

almost as if there is an assumption that if technology or futurism is the driving force of a text, 

it somehow loses literary merit, putting romance ahead of rationalisation and valorising the 

new or strange at the expense of literary quality; that its use of repetitive plot devices, themes 

and motifs makes it, in the phrase of Gary K Wolfe, a kind of “literary karaoke”.
87

  SF has 

however become popular in the West, and, even if high turnover in response to high demand 

has sometimes led to poor quality, it is as unfair to judge SF by its poorest examples as it 

would be to judge literature in general on the same basis. 

 

Poor literary execution is not SF’s only perceived fault.  The genre’s superficial ‘unrealness’ 

also provokes derision:  it is seen as a literature that “lacks the gravity of lived experience”
88

  

– a view that dismisses a text’s literary merits purely because of the imaginatively-fabricated 

nature of its science-fictional elements.  Ballard argued that SF’s fantastical setting deprives 

it of authority – “the more serious it tries to be...the greater its failure, as it completely lacks 

the moral authority and conviction of a literature won from experience.”
 89

  (This opinion is, 

unfortunately, shared in the Arab world by the most august of its litterateurs, as we shall see 

in the following chapter.) 

 

SF is therefore more vulnerable than overtly ‘realist’ fiction to the charge of escapism, and to 

concomitant dismissal on the grounds of triviality.  Stableford quotes the American SF writer 

Robert Silverberg’s boyhood experiences of isolation and alienation as typical of the 

formative experiences of SF writers, and notes that the genre may be particularly attractive to 

older children and teenagers because the majority of their lives are still located in the future.
90

  

This association of SF with escapist reading ignores the benefits of the restorative function of 

literature; the detraction may be the result of a semantic association of escape with 

cowardice.  In contradiction of such an assumption, Margaret Hiley noted C.S. Lewis’ record 

of Tolkein’s comment that those most likely to be preoccupied with criticising the notion of 
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escape are jailers,
91

 further observing that “There is usually some (political or cultural 

agenda) behind the disapproval of fantasy and its being labelled escapist and lowbrow.”
92

  

 

An attempt to render the charge of ‘escapism’ slightly more sinister and morally harmful can 

be found in Robert C. Holub’s recounting of Leo Löwenthal’s psycho-sociological study of 

Dostoyevsky’s reception in 1930s Germany.  He found that fiction can be an “ideological 

crutch”, something that fulfils a psychosocial need for fantasy but also retards social 

progress, as energy that could be used for change is used up in satisfying the fantasy
93

 (a view 

shared by Marx).
94

  Carl Freedman detects a conservative, conspiratorial agenda behind the 

critical disdain for SF; the marginalisation of the genre actually results from its affinity with 

Marxism:   

…if… science fiction enjoys a unique affinity with Marxism as well as with other 

varieties of critical theory – then it is virtually self-evident why the literary 

ruling-class, who ultimately determine questions of canonization, have not 

wished to elevate the social and ideological status of so subversive a genre.
95

  

 

It is difficult to believe this argument however, as many ‘historical-realist’ texts that pitch a 

proletariat against a bourgeoisie are an accepted part of the canon. 

 

2.1.3 A New Historicist Approach 

 

“Always historicise!”,
96

 Jameson’s opening salvo from The Political Unconscious, is the 

clarion call of the New Historicists, whose theoretical approach gives prominence to 

speculation on the contextual and social elements surrounding a literature or writer, 

anchoring it in context but with the flexibility to drift with a current that this metaphor 

implies.   
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The New Historicist theory of literature, resistant to definition even by its own coalescing 

theorists Catherine Gallagher and Stephen Greenblatt,
97

 is a highly contextualising and 

diverse approach to the analysis of the production of literature.  Taking inspiration from 

Herder’s insistence on the integration of history and art, it opens up “the possibility of 

treating all of the written and visual traces of a particular culture as a mutually intelligible 

network of signs.”
98

  It draws the reader to consider unexpected connections between social, 

historical and cultural reality and literature,
99

 and to draw parallels between diverse aspects of 

a culture.  It is variously critical, interpretive, catholic, anecdotal and very aware of the 

possible significance of seemingly unconnected factors.   

 

New Historicism’s strength is that it relates the text to palpable material realities, in contrast 

to the ontologically discrete theories that posit the myriad metaphorical electrical currents of 

the literary world as subject to buzzing blasts of static from a Platonic plane, from the activity 

of an Hegelian Zeitgeist in the social machine, or from vibrations in Teilhard de Chardin’s 

noosphere that signify a prior-active shift in a spiritual rather than a neurological collective 

unconscious.  Its weakness is that the freedom to forge linkages across all of the literature’s 

conceivable social, cultural or historical fields makes this interrogative tool very dependent 

upon the critic’s level of knowledge and awareness of the milieu of the literature he is 

studying. 

 

The risk of bias on the part of the Western critic peering through the Orientalist lens is also 

ever-present. We must question how to use historical, cultural and social information in the 

sociological analysis of literature and be aware of the dangers of taking the evidence at face 

value;
100

 an issue also treated seriously by Bourdieu in respect of the difficulty of 

reconstructing original spaces in philosophy, art or literature.
101

  While New Historicism 

offers the critic the freedom to summon diverse cultural, sociological and historical artefacts 

in support of their hypotheses, a specifically sociological theory of literature offers a 
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narrower and more precise approach to a text, by considering its function as a social artefact 

itself.   

 

2.1.4 Reception Theory 

 

Jauss’ seminal work Toward an Aesthetic of Reception borrows Gadamer’s ‘fusion of 

expectation’, introducing the paradigm of the ‘horizon of expectations’, a collection of the 

reader’s experiences and expectations that ideally locate the text diachronically and 

synchronically in literary history as a valid sub-set of general history. For Jauss, “The 

historical life of a literary work is unthinkable without the active participation of its 

addressees”,
102

 and 

 

The social function of literature manifests itself in its genuine possibility only 

where the literary experience of the reader enters into the horizon of expectations 

of his lived praxis, performs his understanding of the world, and thereby also has 

an effect on his social behaviour.
103

  

 

This idea of literature as historical actor and agent of social change not only frames literature 

positively as a stimulant rather than mere opiate or restorative; it positively militates against 

Löwenthal’s charge that it causes social apathy by sublimating the energy of the reader in 

fantasy. It invests literature with permeating, transformative power, as opposed to the 

relatively superficial cleansing or refreshing effect of a psychological rinsing granted to it by 

a purely restorative functional perspective. 

 

2.1.5  The Sociology of Science Fiction 

 

In her theoretical study of literary worlds, Ruth Ronen writes that “A fictional world can be 

described as a unique system separate from, although dependent on [the] cultural-historical 

reality in which it is created and with which it holds more or less obvious affinities.”
104

 This 

dependency of the fictional world upon its cultural-historical context is explored by SF author 
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and critic Brian M. Stableford, whose The Sociology of Science Fiction examines the value of 

a sociological approach to literature as specifically applied to SF.  Tackling the most common 

criticism of the genre first, Stableford sets out the core of his argument; rather than 

dismissing SF as worthless escapism, he suggests that fiction that speculates about science 

and alternative future societies can tell us about the social environment of the writer and the 

readership as well as, or better than, contemporary realist literature.
105

    

 

Following Lucien Goldmann, for whom the ‘exceptional individual’ was capable of 

crystallizing the social world in literary form, and Taine’s identification of social factors 

(race, milieu, moment) as the fons et origo of literary creativity,
106

 and declaring the 

supremacy of social context in literary criticism, Stableford firstly examines the social 

functions and effects of literature generally.  He pays particular attention to Gerhardt Wiebe’s 

explanation of the functions of Directive, Maintenance and Restorative messages in 

broadcasting, the emphasis being on the last, the purpose of which is recreational and healing 

(analogous to Hugh Dalziel Duncan’s Instrumental, Reinforcement and Respite functions in 

literature.)
107

  He cites Hugo Gernsback, the publisher of early 1920s American pulp SF, as a 

proponent of the ‘directive’ function of SF, which deliberately used decorative narrative as a 

sugar coating with which to make ‘real’ science palatable.
108

 

 

There is a sense in which all fictional literature is offered as a vade mecum in the company of 

that particular author and genre for a particular purpose: crime fiction offers an intellectual 

exercise for armchair detectives, supernatural tales a caution to the superstitious or an 

exploration of the occult for the curious, and SF explorations of questions about the future, 

technology or alternative societies.  For SF readers, although they may reasonably expect to 

be entertained by the novelty and fantastical elements, a greater emphasis on the Directive or 

Instrumental functions may be expected, because of the interest in the future and technology 

that draws them towards this genre rather than to ‘pure’ fantasy. 

 

The remainder of Stableford’s study explores the history of the genre (during which he strips 

down the evolutionary origins of published SF to an unromantic quartet of transport, 
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evolution, socialism and war)
109

 and its reception, considering the social realities behind the 

popular SF motifs of machines, aliens, social critiques and supermen.   

 

We do not have to agree that the exterior world is more powerful an influence on the text than 

a writer’s individual interiorized experience of that world.  We as critics have access only to 

the shared exterior, and can only speculate about the writer’s interior interpretation of this 

world (this may be true even with the benefit of their direct unmediated commentary).  

However, although for this reason it may seem easier to attempt to locate the text in relation 

to prevailing social conditions than to second-guess authorial intention, such an approach 

risks valorising the question of how and why ‘society’ produces literature above the question 

of how and why a particular author produces society in his literature, when both are of equal 

interest.  The latter element is expandable, as one can then examine how many authors 

writing in the same genre produce society in their literature, then analyse the results for 

similarities and significant corollaries contributing to a credible hypothesis.  A third 

perspective would examine how the social comment of a text is actually understood by its 

audience.   

 

Balancing a triangulation of these approaches – what we think the text is saying about 

society, what we think the author thinks he is saying about society, and what the readers think 

the author is saying about society – is crucial to understanding the relation of text and society 

as wholly as possible.   

 

In summary, the sociology of literature is a two-way mirror:  the writer may, however 

imperfectly, try to reflect his perceived external social reality in his work, but his perception 

will inevitably respond and adapt to the prevailing social environment and possibly also 

commercially to readership preference.   A popular writer or genre reveals something about 

the society that approves it en masse.  The work of the sociologist of literature is to identify 

those traits in a given corpus that appear to him to reflect a certain social reality, evaluate 

whether or not the writer consciously intended them to act as representations, and theorise the 

social factors that may explain the popularity of a particular literary genre. 
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2.1.6 The Sociology of Literary Taste 

 

The phenomenon of literary fashions, taste and canon formation also merits consideration as 

part of a sociologically-oriented study.   Holub quotes Levin L. Schücking in support of this 

idea: “What was read at a specific time in various strata of the nation and why it was read – 

this should be the chief question of literary history.”
110

 The sociology of literary taste is an 

important part of an enquiry into the reasons why some literatures flourish in certain societies 

and others do not.   

 

In his 1945 study The Sociology of Literary Taste Levin L Schücking opens his argument 

boldly, doing away with notions of vague spiritual stirrings as the driver of literary popularity 

by stating that “there is no such thing as a spirit of the age”.
111

  He then examines the factors 

that, in his view, really influenced the popularity of particular works or authors at a given 

time, noting the effects of personal recommendation,
112

  the factor of available time
113

 and the 

role of school and university curricula in preserving the canon and taste-formation.
114

 The 

Egyptian-American SF critic Sifāt Salāmah, whose views were quoted in Chapter 1, called 

for the integration of SF into Arab school and university curricula for this very reason.
115

  

 

Schücking also observes the importance of the publishing industry: “The spread of taste in 

regard to works of art may be determined not only by the conflict of ideas but by a 

competition of very concrete elements of power.”
116

  In the Arab world, the high cost of 

books that arguably constitutes a knowledge tax, a samizdat publishing ethos, relative lack of 

copyright enforcement and other factors of book production make it necessary to differentiate 

between how we evaluate the book market and its effect on the formation of taste in Arab 

countries, and how we would approach the same exercise in the highly-commercialised, 

demand-driven, advertisement-saturated and metric-monitored book market in the West.   
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The author’s consciousness of public taste and his willingness to adapt, cater or pander to it is 

also key:  Schücking quotes Arnold Bennett’s warning against the arrogance of the petit 

maitre who scorns public opinion.
117

  Historically of course popular literary production has 

arisen out of various motivating factors, such as economic necessity,
118

  or the wish of the 

author to write books that they would wish to read,
119

 or, as in the case of Egyptian SF writer 

Nabil Farouk, the prospect of winning a magazine competition.
120

  

 

The sociology of taste is an examination both of random events that result in the popularity of 

a particular text or genre (though Schücking acknowledged that even apparently spontaneous 

public popularity or notoriety can be the result of manipulation by an author anxious for 

recognition),
121

 and of the academic, social, cultural and commercial factors that help to 

promote it.   

 

2.1.7 Science Fiction and Marxist Criticism 

 

Marxist criticism is an obvious prism through which to view SF, as it is a literature 

powerfully concerned with social as well as technological change.  For example, the plot of a 

technologically disenfranchised proletariat plotting revolution against a technologically-

privileged bourgeoisie presents a natural source of conflict for the SF writer.  Following 

Lukács, with his view of the ideal literature as a mirror of social reality and agent of 

change,
122

 the Marxist critics replace the Hegelian idea of the Zeitgeist with the force of a 

“collective consciousness based on social class”,
123

 and it is through this lens of this class 

consciousness that they scrutinise SF texts.  

 

The most prominent Western theorists of SF are an avowedly Marxist troika of Darko Suvin, 

Carl Freedman, and Fredric Jameson.  Freedman is proud to acknowledge his debt to Lukács:   
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Science fiction and the novel of historical realism both involve a Lukácsian 

dialectic of historical identity and historical difference, and are both produced 

from much the same historical matrix.
124

   

 

He posits a strong natural affinity between critical theory and SF, as 

 

science fiction is of all forms of fiction today the one that bears the deepest and 

most interesting affinity with the rigors of dialectical thinking”, and notes its 

insistence upon “historical mutability, material reducibility and utopian 

possibility”.
125

  

 

Jameson’s Archaeologies of the Future is a meditation on the history of Utopia as “an 

imaginary enclave within a real social space”:
126

 a place to deconstruct social possibilities 

through allegory.  He seeks to separate SF from fantasy for reasons of respectability (though 

acknowledging that any kudos attributed to the genre by reason of its science content may be 

suspect): 

 

Whether legitimately or not, the scientific pretensions of SF lend the Utopian 

genre an epistemological gravity that any kinship with generic fantasy is bound to 

undermine and seriously to unravel; associations with Plato or Marx are more 

dignified credentials for the Utopian text than fantastic trips to the moon in 

Lucian or Cyrano.
127

  

 

Such judgment surely has little to do with the criticism of SF from class-conscious historical-

materialist point of view, and can rather be considered closer to literary snobbery; fantastical 

Utopias or dystopias such as those of More, Butler and Morris need no scientific costume to 

confer literary ‘gravity’.  Perhaps he is referring to seriousness of purpose, but this denies 

‘gravity’ to works that may appear comical or frivolous but have satirical power.   

 

Mark Robson observes that, for Jameson, Marxism divides the world, but for poststructuralist 

Jean-Francois Lyotard, it actually homogenises it, demonstrating that capitalism’s effects can 
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be contradictory.
128

  While a traditional Marxist reading of Arabic SF might reveal Arab 

proletariat anger at Western technological domination, a poststructuralist reading might 

alternatively emphasise the implications of the extent to which Arab SF writers have 

internalised the Western SF literature and its themes so that Arabic SF becomes very similar 

to the Western genre.   

 

The advantage of the homogenisation effect predicted by the poststructuralist view is that this 

would create a horizon of expectations in the Arabic literature that will be recognisable to 

those familiar with the Western canon.  The negative aspect is that Arabic SF then runs the 

risk of becoming what Wolfe called “literary karaoke”
129

 if it becomes so similar to the 

Western output that it does not also clearly self-identify as part of ‘Arab’ literature.   

 

The Jamesonian reading may be bleak in that the relative lack of Arabic SF can be read as 

signifying a daunting gap in technological progress and the discouraging of heuristic thinking 

within authoritarian societies, but nonetheless the suitability of this traditional Marxist 

perspective as an analytical tool for a literature concerned with change, created within a 

hierarchical, class-divided society, cannot be disputed.   

 

2.1.8 The Sociology of Arabic Science Fiction 

 

Having established the focus on literature as a reflection, however blurred or incomplete, of 

the contemporary society of the writer, questions about the genre in Arabic can be explored.  

We must now try to find a place for Arabic SF in relation to other modern Arabic literature.  

 

The status of SF as a minority literature within the contemporary Arabic corpus, has, 

arguably, socio-historical resonance:  Reuven Snir in his 2000 article “The emergence of 

science fiction in Arabic literature”,
130

 one of the very few academic articles written with a 

specific focus on Arabic SF, offers the ‘system-theory’ of Niklas Luhman, which argues the 

particular importance of literature on the centre-periphery, as a theoretical underpinning for a 

study of the significance of this minority literature.  
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Certain types of popular fiction are generally susceptible to classification among the lowest 

of Bourdieu’s three legitimacies of literature (peer-respected; bourgeois/academic and 

demotic);
131

 part of literature’s large-scale, low-brow (as opposed to restricted, high-brow) 

production.  With regard to Arabic fiction, Richard Jacquemond argues that the very 

existence of a low-brow literature is necessary in order to throw the merits of high or artistic 

literature into relief.  He suggests that the development of the literature market in Egypt 

mirrors that of France a hundred years earlier, and that criticism of Arabic popular literature 

remains polarized between a concern with folklore and the oral tradition, and the study of 

‘high’ literature, ignoring the vast body of what he calls the ‘para-literature’ of the mass 

market in between, including detective, comic, fantasy and science fiction.
132

  

 

Sabry Hafez’s The Genesis of Modern Arabic Discourse, a study of the development of the 

short story across the Arab world, follows Goldmann, Bakhtin, Watt and Leavis on the 

sociology of narrative, and Jauss on genre. Hafez declares his belief in the possibility of 

charting literary genealogy and sociological influence simultaneously.  The generation of a 

new Arabic narrative discourse is “inseparable from the emergence of the new social and 

cultural experiences which gave rise to a new perception of national identity”,
133

 and the 

relationship between modern Arabic and Western narrative discourse (and also that between 

modern Arabic discourse and classical Arabic fiction) is not mere borrowing or copying, but 

one of “dynamic intertextuality”.
134

  This sociological approach to the development of the 

short story can also be applied to the consideration of the socio-cultural reasons why SF has 

not flourished in the Arab world.   Four obvious reasons may be suggested as to why this is 

so.   

 

Firstly, there are underlying factors in the Arab world that restrict reading as a hobby in 

general.  The most obvious are an historically low literacy rate and inability to afford books, 

but Hafez also points to the contrast between the social expectations in respect of the use of 

time in the Arab world and “the lonely art of reading.”
135

 Increased availability of time for 

reading can be negatively perceived as symptomatic of an undesirable atomisation of society.    
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Secondly, there is a potential stigma attached to SF because it is an imported genre.  If we 

map Hafez’s caution about the arrival of the short story onto SF, we can see that this may be 

partly it is entering a host culture dominated by a different faith,
136

 and also (quoting Said) 

because in general Arab authors have had to struggle in order to innovate.
137

 In the Arabic 

critical literature discussed in the next chapter, several writers consciously seek to draw a 

thread of continuity between the fantastical heritage of the Thousand and One Nights and 

modern Arabic SF.  There is a clear wish to imply that SF is not entirely a Western import, 

that it has an identifiably Arab pedigree.   

 

Thirdly, the ‘unreal’ aspect of the genre was at odds with the heavy literary emphasis on 

realism in response to modernity apparent in the early modern Arab novel.  Mohammed 

Siddiq, in his recent study Arab Culture and the Novel: Genre, Identity and Agency in 

Egyptian fiction, noting the Arab novel’s heavy reliance on mimesis, argues that “...this 

‘servile’, mimetic panting after the ‘real’ prevents the novel from getting out of touch or out 

of step with Arab reality and consciousness”.  As a result of this concentration on realism, he 

notes that there is a near-total absence of less mimetic modes of narration such as detective 

novels, utopias, and science fiction.
138

  Kendall and Jacquemond, while discussing the effect 

of the 1967 defeat on the Egyptian literary scene, find that it particularly affected the 

dominance of social realism in the novels of this period.
139

   

 

Fourthly, the lack of encouragement of a heuristic learning culture in an authoritarian society 

and the perception of advanced technology as imported and importable may cause Arab 

readers to ascribe little value to a literature whose development is contingent upon modernity 

and the arrival of technology.  However, this view presupposes that lack of scientific 

advancement in a society indicates a lack of general public interest in technology and the 

future, whereas both may in fact be due to other external factors such as a lack of priority in 

government spending, or the spending power of the average family.  In the literary world, 

Badawi found a tendency towards enthusiastic description of scientific developments in the 
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Wasf neo-classical poetry of al-Shawqi and others,
140

 so it appears that even during the early 

stages of the advent of scientific modernity, authors and readers were interested in and keen 

to play with these concepts. 

 

In an interview in October 2010, Achmed Khammas bemoaned the continuing lack of 

scientific thinking and actual scientific innovation in the Arab world, despairingly noting its 

huge dependence on imported technology.
141

 Although there are signs of a scientific 

renaissance in the Arab world, such as the 2009 opening of KAUST, the King Abdullah 

University for Science and Technology in Saudi Arabia, the previous relative lack of 

investment has meant that Arabic SF writers are effectively mapping their creative work onto 

a space that has been inactive or void within their recent history.    

 

A simple yet thoughtful commentary on the problem of defining SF is given by the Syrian 

literary critic Muḥammad ‘Azzām in his 1994 study Al Khayāl al-‘Ilmi fī al-Adab (Science 

Fiction in Literature):- 

 

Science fiction is a kind of compromise between literature and science, or at least 

a joining and reconciliation between them.  In the first stage, scientists inspire 

writers, then they surpass them, and become writers themselves, and in the next 

stage, they eagerly pursue scientists’ discoveries and inventions. 

 

The writer uses science as inspiration for his literary imagination, soaring above 

the horizons of the future, his motivation being the ambition to explain obscure 

phenomena in nature, or in the human soul, and the promotion of myths which are 

a kind of science fiction literature, producing the necessary familiarisation of the 

young with scientific thinking that directs their education towards creating the 

reality.
142

 

 

إنف)أدبفالخيئلفالعلمي(فهوفنوعفم فالمصئلحةفبي فالأدبفوفالعلم,فأوفعل فالأقلفالجمعفوفالتوضيقفبينهمئ.ف

وفضيفمرحلةفأول فاستلهمفالعلمئءفالأدبئء,فثمفتجئوزوهم,فضأصبحفالأدبئء,فضيفمرحلةفتئلية,فيلهثونفوراءفف
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اكتشئضئتفالعلمئءفوفاختراعئتهم.ففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففف

 فففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففف

الظواهرفضئلكئتبفيستخدمف)العلم(فمنطلقئفًبخيئلهفالأدبي,فيحلقفضيفآضئقفمستقبلية,فيدضعهفالطموحفإل فتفسيرف

الغئماةفضيفالطبيعة,فأوفضيفالنفسفالبشرية,فوفم فهنئفنشأتفالأسئطيرفالت فه فنوعفم فأدبفالخيئل,فوف

ولدتفضرورةفتعويدفالنشءفعل فالتفكيرفالعلميفالذيفيحوٌلفالنئش ءفإل فمبدعفحقيقي.ففففففففففففففففففففففف

 فففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففففف

Lastly, many literatures show a tendency to look backwards rather than to the future, to adopt 

the easy, clichéd nostalgia of Golden Age literature.  Matti Moosa speaks of a deliberate 

valorising of the Pharaonic past in contrast to the lack of creative expression about the 

future,
143

 a phenomenon that will be examined in Chapters 4.2 and 5.   

 

2.1.9 Conclusion 

 

Science Fiction is a late blooming in Arabic literature, a sparse flowering of fantastical 

futurism transplanted into a rich subsoil of twentieth century Arabic literature.  As an alien 

grafting, it has not to date enjoyed a congenial reception, though there have been recent 

stirrings of interest suggesting that the next few years may witness a fresh efflorescence.   

 

The sociological approach that seeks to contextualise Arabic SF within its host literature and 

society is unlikely to demonstrate adamantine links of causality between social 

(epi)phenomena and the texts, at least not without abuse of New Historicist methods.  Rather, 

it can help us to examine the texts not only as discrete literary artefacts, products of the 

author’s imagination designed to entertain, but as indicators of the author’s and readers’ 

views of and concerns about the society within which they were composed.  The approach is 

designed to generate a plausible collection of hypotheses for discussion, based on the 

interrelations observed between text and host society. 

 

As a maritime map-maker cannot disregard the shoals and shelves beneath his boat as he 

attempts to chart the currents, neither can the literary critic navigating the relatively 

unexplored waters of Arabic SF ignore the topographical features of the social sea-bed.  Even 

if these new channels are being carved by a current flowing from a Western ocean, it is this 

historical Arab bed-rock that is being shaped anew, and which in turn shapes and influences 
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the environment into which those foreign currents flow. It is to this tidal zone of continuous 

reciprocity that our study brings a critical sonar to explore its hidden world. 
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Chapter 2.2:  Part 2: Literature Review 

2.2.1  Introduction 

Science fiction is a relatively recent addition to the Arabic literary canon, and therefore the 

critical corpus is also in its early stages.  This chapter will review this small number of books, 

theses, academic and media articles that deal specifically with modern Arabic SF, or articles 

in Arabic that indicate the first critical awareness of science fiction in the Arab world.   

 

It is generally agreed that the first Arabic SF texts appeared in the 1950s.
144

 The first critical 

work appeared in Fusūl in 1982,
145

 followed by another article in the same journal in 1984.
146

  

In 1988, the first of several doctoral theses on Arabic science fiction appeared in Egypt, 

ʽAzza Ghānim’s “Artistic Creativity in Science Fiction Stories”,
147

 and in the following year 

the first full-length book was published in Damascus, by the prolific Syrian author and 

astronomer Talib Omran.
148

 ʽOmran’s work was the subject of a 2000 study by the Syrian 

Muḥammad ʽAzzām,
149

 who also wrote his own history of Arabic SF published in Damascus 

in 1994.
150

  In 1999, Mahā Maẓlūm Khaḍr submitted her doctoral thesis at Cairo University, a 

study of various Egyptian authors based upon Gerard Genette’s theory of narratology,
151

 

followed in 2000 by former Egyptian Culture Minister Yusuf Al-Sharuni’s full-length study 

Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmi fī Al-Adab Al-ʽArabī Al-Muʽāsir (Science Fiction in Contemporary Arabic 

Literature).
152

  Maḥmūd Qāssim contributed a postscript to this work, following his own 

publication of Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmī:  Adab Al-Qurn Al-ʽAshrīn (Science Fiction: Literature of 

the Twentieth Century) in 2006.
153
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The first European-language doctoral thesis, “La litterature d’anticipation dystopique et 

l’expression de la crise dans le monde occidental et arabe”, was published in France in 2008 

by the Tunisian Kawthar Ayed,
154

 with extracts published in Géante Rouge magazine (edition 

15, Summer 2009, p. 30), which was issued during the 2009 French Science Fiction 

conference in Bellaing, France, together with a short commentary by Tunisian critic Hechmi 

Khalladi.   

 

Two further doctoral theses have since been published:  Gary M. Boutz’s “Generic Clues and 

Generic Features in Arabic Science Fiction:  The Novels of Kassem Kassem” at Georgetown 

University, and ʽIsām Asāqilah’s “Character Construction in Arabic Science Fiction Novels” 

(Binā’ al-shakshsīyāt fī ruwāyāt al-khayāl al-ʽilmī fī al-adab al-ʽArabī).
155

 Asāqilah is also 

the author of an earlier publication, Walādat Adab al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmī fī al-Adab al-ʽArabī.  

The first European-language book on Arabic science fiction, La fantascienza nella letteratura 

araba, was published in Rome 2013 by Ada Barbaro.
156

 

 

Academic articles began to appear again fourteen years after the Fusūl pioneers, with a 1998 

article by Michael Cooperson on time travel in Arabic literature,
157

 and Reuven Snir’s “The 

Emergence of Science Fiction in Arabic Literature” in 2000.
158

  In 2003, Al-Arabi magazine 

published a short article by Jalal Shawqi and Ahmed Abu Zayd on “Science Fiction and the 

Future of Human Consciousness”,
159

 although this mentions only Western SF authors and is 

mainly concerned with the potential of certain technological developments prefigured in 

Western SF.  In 2006, Iraqi-German engineer Achmed Khammas’ seminal essay “The 

Almost Complete Lack of the Element of ‘Futureness’”
160

 was published in a German 

newspaper and has become a pivotal point in the development of awareness of Arabic science 

fiction, while in 2012, SF critic Istvan Csicsery-Ronay Jr. wrote an article in Science Fiction 
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Studies querying the cultural specificity of the genre in the countries of the developing world, 

including the Arab world.
161

  

 

2.2.2  Achmed Khammas 

   

Khammas’ 2006 essay “The Almost Complete Lack of the Element of Futureness:  Science 

Fiction in Arabic Literature” is the most concise introductory overview of Arabic SF.  

Khammas begins with the questions raised during the first Arab language symposium on 

science fiction in Arabic, held at the University of Casablanca in April 2006, establishing that 

there was a relative lack of material and interest in SF and futuristic literature in the Arab 

world in comparison with the West, and positing his own suggestions as to why this might be 

the case, together with a brief introduction to the major authors and a starter bibliography.   

 

Khammas posits a link between the lack of Arabic science fiction and a corresponding lack of 

scientific inquisitiveness generally in the Arab world, although he also identifies religion as a 

limiting factor, citing future prediction and creative power, being the domain of God alone, as 

the two offending elements, and the authoritarian structures of Arab society.  Nonetheless he 

still confesses puzzlement at the small output, given that “neither Arabic writers nor their 

readers have any fundamental problems with phantasy per se”,
162

 given the popularity of the 

Thousand and One Nights.  He openly mocks what he constructs as the typical Arab’s 

unquestioning and fatalistic acceptance of foreign technology and willingness to import 

rather than innovate, quoting the popular Egyptian SF writer Mohammed Al-ʽAshrī:- 

 

The failure of SF to take hold in Arabic literature lies in the scientific 

backwardness of our life. (...) Most new technological terms appear strange and 

difficult to us, so that we hardly use them.
163

 

 

Having set out a provocative position highly critical of the knowledge culture in the Arab 

world, he provides a short historical account of published SF works by Arab writers, 

introducing us to the giants of the genre, Syria’s Talib Omran, the Egyptians Nihad Sherif, 

Nabil Farouk and Muḥammed Al-ʽAshrī, as well as a representative selection of other 
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writers.  Omran, whom Khammas calls a ‘pioneer’ of the genre, and whom he indirectly 

praises for his output and his commitment to the ‘science’ part of science fiction, is the author 

of one of the earliest book-length critical SF studies.   

 

2.2.3 Book-length studies 

 

The earliest full-length study of Arabic science fiction, Omran’s Fī al-ʽIlm wa al-Khiyāl al-

ʽIlmī (On Science and Science Fiction),
164

 was a 1989 Syrian Ministry of Culture publication 

of which the first two-thirds is taken up with a basic account of the natural world and 

speculations on alien life, before SF is introduced.  The author, a popular science broadcaster 

in Syria, discusses a variety of animals, astronomy and rational explanations for the effects of 

magic mushrooms and the UFO sightings at La Marmora and Broadhaven, before beginning 

a rather downbeat assessment of the state of Arabic science fiction, saying that “Arab 

countries are poor in this literature”.
165

  He divides SF into two types; texts that assist human 

development, which, he says, is apparent in science fiction from socialist countries, and 

‘Superman’ fantasies which he denigrates as damaging to youth, and which he alleges are 

fostered by Zionism.
166

  Arabic SF output is also split into two camps, those authors whom he 

says run away on flights of fancy, such as Moustafa Mahmoud and Anis Mansour, and those 

who deal with “meaningful human matters’, with particular praise reserved for Nihad 

Sherif.
167

  He provides plot summaries of Tolstoy’s Aelita and H. G. Wells’ The Time 

Machine, with a brief discussion of how the revolutionary story of Aelita mirrored the 

Russian revolution of October 1917, and the social influence exerted by Wells’ baleful view 

of scientific development on human progress.   

 

Only the sixth of his seven chapters deals with Arabic SF (the seventh tackles SF in Soviet 

and American cinema).
168

 Omran has a high regard for Sherif’s “elegant literary style”, but 

beyond telling us that his novels revolve around human struggles in the future between 

powers from other planets, or on earth against illness, death and old age, there is very little 

analysis, only plot reiteration, sometimes in great detail.
169

  This is an unfortunate and 

marked characteristic of Arabic criticism of the genre.  The few pages that conclude this 
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chapter are critical of what he sees as Mahmoud’s dismissal of science in Al-Khurūj min al-

tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) and his misunderstanding of the theory of relativity in Rajul 

taḥt al-Ṣifr   (Man Below Zero), and of Mansour’s von Daniken-inspired association of the 

pyramids with alien technology.
170

  It seems likely that either the publisher’s brief, or the 

author’s preference, was to produce an introduction to the natural world and space travel 

pitched at the level of an older child’s encyclopaedia, followed by a short study of SF works 

favoured by the author with only eleven pages of material on the Arab authors, of which the 

majority are descriptive rather than discursive.  Although at the time of writing Mansour and 

Mahmoud would have been the most popular and well-known authors, writing in 1989, 

Omran could also have included Towfīq al-Hakīm or Ṣabrī Mūsa, or expanded his analysis of 

Sherif, Mansour and Mahmoud’s work. 

 

Muḥammed ʽAzzām’s 1994 study Al-Khayāl Al-‘Ilmī fī al-Adab is an ambitious, well-

informed, but sometimes overly descriptive, worldwide history of the genre. He traces its 

origins to ancient stories of Djinn and Ifrit, “the poetic ancestors” of science fiction;
171

 the 

persistent theme throughout is that of the ‘dreams’ of these old stories being made real by 

modern science, and his motto is Baudelaire’s “fiction paves the way for reality”.
172

   He 

seems to view the genre primarily as kind of compromise between science and literature, as 

well as a practical tool for familiarising the young with the concept of scientific invention. 

 

ʽAzzām’s study begins with a detailed excursus on the supernatural phenomena found in the 

Thousand and One Nights, with particular attention to the exploits of Sindbad, although he 

admits that the tales are fantastical (relying on magic rather than technology).  He shows the 

tales of Sindbad as anchored in the reality of early Arab maritime exploration, pointing to the 

invention of mathematical instruments and the development of cartography as ancillary to 

early voyages of commerce, and devotes a chapter to the Utopian impulse, beginning with 

Thomas More and tracing this back through the Arab world to Al-Farabi and thence to Plato.    

 

He credits the seventeenth-century Italian writer Tommaso Campanella with introducing the 

first ‘scientific’ elements to the genre, by his description of a device resembling a hovercraft, 

and his prediction that technology would obviate the need for slavery (further referencing the 
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nineteenth century early socialist pioneer Etienne Cabet’s influential 1845 text Icaria).
173

  

This heralds a brief detour into the history of socialism and the work of Robert Owen, 

Charles Fourier, Joseph Proudhon and William Morris.  He deems Aldous Huxley the first to 

write of a scientific ‘Utopia’, acknowledging his critique of the human cost of maintaining 

mass public passivity, and describes two of Wells’ dystopias, before ending with a single 

reference to modern Arabic SF, being a brief account of the Egyptian writer Salāma Mūsa’s 

Al-Khayma (The Tent) (1926), a text featuring peaceable vegetarians with wireless 

communications devices, pragmatic procreational marriages and a cloud-seeding device (the 

eponymous Tent) to prevent Nilotic drought.
174

 

 

‘Azzām also explores in detail the ‘lost world’ and ‘journey to the centre of the Earth’ topoi 

with reference to Russian and American authors.  The Arab SF contribution forms a rather 

miserable coda to this symphony of Western creativity; Nihad Sherif’s Sukkān alʽālam ath-

thānī (Inhabitants of the Second World) is accorded a mere sentence in this chapter.
175

  A 

diversion into the history of space discovery prefaces an account of the development of the 

Western genre from Verne and Rosny to Bradbury, Wells, Arthur C. Clarke and A. E. Van 

Vogt.  There follows a more detailed section on Arabic SF entitled ‘Planetary Conquest in 

Contemporary Arab Literature’
176

 when he introduces the leading writers; for ʽAzzām, 

Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm was the (unwitting) originator of Arabic science fiction; he sees Al-Hakm, 

Fathy Ghanem and Yusuf al-Siba’i as adaptors of the Western genre for domestic 

consumption, although although he believes that Sherif was the first to specialise, with the 

Raqm 4 Yā’Omrkum (Number 4 Commands You) stories.
177

 

  

However, for ‘Azzām it is the Syrian astronomer, broadcaster and prolific SF writer Talib 

Omran who is “indisputably, the pioneer” of the genre;
178

 he praises not only his dialogue and 

creativity, but his motive for writing, an actively pacifist and pro-science agenda.
179

  He also 

mentions the Egyptian Moustafa Mahmoud’s early SF work Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) 

(1964), a work based on the theory of the transmigration of the soul through the pineal gland, 

in which a neurosurgeon experiments on patients using a ‘magical elixir’ that reveals their 
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past lives, and Rajul taht al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) (1967), in which a scientist succeeds in 

finding the secret of teleportation.  Sherif is represented by his 1974 novel Qāhir al-Zaman 

(Conqueror of Time), the tale of a renegade scientist’s doomed attempts to extend human 

lifespan using cryogenesis.  The book ends abruptly, with the simplistic assertion that science 

fiction’s fundamental concern is with the prospects of peace for humanity. 

 

Al-Khayāl Al-ʽIlmī fī al-Adab shows an impressive knowledge of the comparative literature, 

displaying familiarity not only with Verne and Wells but with Plato, More, Swift and a 

number of Russian and American writers.  It is a general account of the history of science and 

Western science fiction, interspersed with lengthy plot synopses of the author’s favourite 

Arabic science fiction works, but nonetheless, it is an important early work, given the lack of 

other original Arabic language studies of the genre at the time, and a useful introduction to 

the main Arab science fiction writers. 

 

While ʽAzzām’s book was intended as a universal survey of science fiction, rather than a 

survey of the Arabic genre alone, former Egyptian culture minister, critic and broadcaster 

Yusuf Al-Sharuni focusses upon Arabic production only in his 2000 work Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmi 

fī Al-Adab Al-ʽArabī Al-Muʽāsir (Science Fiction in Contemporary Arabic Literature).  The 

author claims to have written it not for any particular reason, but as part of a stage in his own 

literary development, inspired by his sense of wonder upon reading Sherif’s Qāhir al-Zaman 

(Conqueror of Time) in 1971.
180

 

 

The first part consists largely of lengthy descriptions of the plots of Sherif’s novels Qāhir Al-

Zaman (Conqueror of Time) and Sukkān al-‘ālam ath-thānī (Inhabitants of the Second 

World), followed by equally iterative passages on the plots of three other novels, Muḥammad 

al-Hadīdī’s Shakhs Ākher fi al-Mir’āt (The Other Person in the Mirror), a brain transplant 

horror story, Hassan al-Qadrī’s Hurūb illa al-Faḍa’ (Escape to Space) (a Utopia), and 

Omayma Khafaji’s Jarīmat Al-‘Ālam (Crime of a World) (a genetic engineering dystopia).  

The second part considers the work of ten Arab writers,
181

 consists almost entirely of plot 

synopses and is virtually devoid of any critical comment.  Perhaps his aim was simply to 

familiarise the reader with the texts; however, for the reader who already has access to the 
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texts, the lack of comment or analysis does not throw any light on the Arabic genre as a 

whole.  The third part purports to be an examination of the theme of Utopia in four novels
182

 

– Sukkān alʽālam ath-thānī (Inhabitants of the Second World), the Moroccan ʽAbd Al-Salām 

Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭawfān al-Azrāq (The Blue Flood), Hassan al-Qadrī’s Hurūb illa al-Faḍa’ 

(Escape to Space) and Ṣabrī Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥuql al-Sabānkh (Lord of the Spinach 

Field) - but, although there is an introduction to Utopias that takes in the major Western 

authors, again, iteration of plot is paramount, to the extent that some large identical blocks of 

text on works discussed earlier are actually reproduced again in full in various sections of the 

book.   

 

The remainder of the text is taken up with a short consideration of flying saucers in the works 

of Nihad Sherif, and plot synposes of the Pale Man - Multiple Man - Extinction of Man 

trilogy by the Kuwaiti writer Tiba al-Ibrahim, concluding by lamenting the lack of scientific 

progress in the Arab world, and expressing the hope that Arabic SF might encourage 

scientific development in the Arab world.
183

  Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmi fī Al-Adab Al-ʽArabī Al-

Muʽāsir is of interest because its author was a respected and influential public figure in the 

literary world, who clearly wished to support and encourage the Arabic genre, but, although 

the work is of little critical value, it performs a valuable service in drawing the unfamiliar 

reader’s attention to the texts, many of which are now out of print.  

 

2.2.4  Articles 

 

ʽIsām Bāhī’s 1982 article “Ruwāyat al-Khayāl al-‘Ilmi wa Ru’an al-Mustaqbal”
184

 is the 

earliest Arabic-language critical text.  Bāhī traces the genre back via the Western history to 

Kepler’s Somnium (1634), but cites Verne and Wells as the ‘true pioneers’ of the science 

fiction novel.   Bāhī is well informed about the history of SF, although a close reading reveals 

a considerable dependency upon a small number of Western sources, which may signify a 

lack of familiarity with the primary texts.  His view is that science fiction is an art form based 

upon ideas rather than on ingenuity of plot or studied characterisation, and that the genre has 

more in common with folk-tales than it does with ‘serious’ literature.  For Bāhī, science 
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fiction definitely does not aim at Aristotelian catharsis, aspiring instead simply to the freeing 

of the human imagination.
185

 

 

Bāhī suggests that SF is popular in the developed world because science has a greater place in 

daily life there, and there is a greater consciousness of the moral ambiguity inherent in certain 

scientific advances.
186

  He draws a distinction between western SF writers who see science in 

action in their everyday lives and who do not need to have a specific agenda to promote 

science, versus Arab writers, who do.
187

 For Bāhī, Arabic SF must have a practical function 

as the clarion call for the promotion of science in the Arab world “as the only way out of the 

historical bottleneck/blind alley in which we find ourselves”, and he argues that the West’s 

detachment from human and spiritual values has by association given science a poor image in 

the Arab world.
188

 

 

The rest of the article is devoted to an approving examination of the work of Nihad Sherif, 

starting with his exploration of the future in Qāhir Al-Zaman (Conqueror of Time).   

Although of the opinion that the output of genuine Arabic SF is extremely small, he credits 

Moustafa Mahmoud, Nihad Sherif and Yusuf Ezzedine Issa with broadening its appeal, 

although their contributions are apparently so insignificant that their mention is confined to 

footnote 23.   Bāhī is also the author of a book-length study of SF, Al-Khayāl al-‘Ilmī fī 

masraḥ Towfīq al-Hakīm (Science Fiction in the Plays of Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm).
189

 

 

Medhat Djayar’s theoretical approach in his 1984 article “The Problem of Modernity in the 

Science Fiction Novel”
190

 sought to position Arabic SF within the framework of the larger 

phenomenon of modernity in Arabic literature.  In addition to experimentation and metaphor, 

Djayar believed that a focus on the future and on solving problems is a characteristic of 

modernity and one that is also a defining characteristic of SF.  While acknowledging that SF 

is a worldwide genre, he uses the word ‘moḥāwalāt’, ‘attempts’, to describe Arabic SF 

production.
191

  His preferred author is the Egyptian Ṣabrī Mūsa, author of Al-Sayyid min Haql 
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al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) (a full-length novel with a serious theme and 

sophisticated narration and characterisation, which will be examined in this study).  Again, 

much of the article is taken up with a detailed plot description of this text, concluding with an 

analysis of the novel’s success.  Djayar criticises the characterisation as ‘stereotypical’ and 

‘symbolic’, but relieves Mūsa of the charge of poor technique, arguing that the tone and 

language are chosen precisely for the reason that in the novel humans are evolving into 

robots.
192

  He cites Mūsa’s neologisms as a demonstration of his skill in creating a believable 

version of a future world,
193

 but confesses that he yearns after more modernity in the telling, 

concluding that new material needs new language.   

 

Al-Qāsim’s 1990 article “Adab al-Khayāl as-Siyāsī” in Al-Karmel (1990, vol. 36 - 37, pp. 

285-301) is primarily a discussion of (also mainly Western) political speculative fiction such 

as Orwell’s 1984, though he admits that this type of fiction overlaps with SF.  The difference 

for Al-Qāsim is that SF deals with the implications of scientific and industrial development 

on society in the form of fantastical occurrences such as space invasions, while political 

fiction is mainly interested in the impact of ideologies, revolutions, social relations and 

religious extremism.  Most of the article is devoted to discussion of 1984 and the works other 

Western dystopian writers; in this respect, in paying greater attention to the Western corpus, 

he is consistent with most other Arab critics of SF. 

 

Michael Cooperson’s 1998 article “Remembering the future: Arabic time-travel literature”
194

 

deals mainly with time-travel as literary device in non-SF texts.  In 2000, Reuven Snir’s 

article in Der Islam “The emergence of science fiction in Arabic literature”,
195

 follows Pierre 

Cachia’s perception of the significance of ‘gaps’ in Arabic literature, making a case against 

the unjustifiable dominance of soi-disant “highbrow culture” in current scholarship.  Snir 

credits translations of American SF short stories with the “infiltration” of the genre into 

Arabic literature, dividing its practitioners into pulp writers seeking popularity, and serious 

authors consciously attempting to build a canon.  
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Jalal Shawqi and Ahmed Abu Zayd’s 2003 article “Al-Khayāl al-‘Ilmī wa mustaqbal al-wa’y 

al-insānī” takes the view that SF responds to contemporary scientific developments - “a 

novelistic fiction enculturated by science, following the achievements of science”
196

 - adding 

a condition that SF should be based on scientific reality, or on events that are within the 

bounds of possibility.  They note the tension between the celebration and the fear of science 

that most critics take to be a central feature of the genre.  A generalised prologue on scientific 

development, peppered with references to famous Western SF authors, proves to be merely 

an introduction to the authors’ true interest, American ‘futurist’ Jerome Clayton Glenne’s 

Future Mind: Artificial Intelligence (full title: The Merging of the Mystical and the 

Technological in the 21
st
 Century).  Their enthusiasm for this work and its emphasis on the 

benefits of cybernetic prosthetics and nanotechnology dominates much of the article. 

 

2.2.5 Doctoral Theses 

 

ʽAzza Ghānim’s 1988 doctoral thesis at the University of Ain Shams in Cairo is the first 

lengthy Arabic language study of SF, Ghānm herself noting at the outset that no specialist 

academic study on Arabic science fiction had yet been undertaken.
197

  Like ʽAzzām, she 

begins with a chronology of early European – interestingly, not Arab - scientific discovery, 

before returning to the (again European) genre with Verne and Wells’ predictions of air and 

undersea travel and moon landings, as well as the problems presented by robots in Butler’s 

Erewhon, Karol Capek’s Robot and E.M. Forster’s short story The Machine Stops.  She 

frames the history of science fiction in three stages – the mythical / classical to the nineteenth 

century, the 1920s pulp wave in the USA, and the contemporary.  Her historical overview 

takes in the Stone Age, Bronze Age, Prometheus, and early European creation myths, as well 

as ancient Egyptian religion, Icarus, Gilgamesh, Lucian’s Vera Historia, Chaldean astronomy 

and James Frazer’s The Golden Bough.  A reference to thirteenth century Persian polymath’s 

Al-Qazwini’s Wondrous Creatures leads to a long passage on sea-monsters, thence to Al-

Farabi, Swift’s Gulliver and Edgar Rice Burrough’s Tarzan as heirs of Ibn Tufayl,
198

 a 

position that seems designed to display the writer’s knowledge of the history of the literary 
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fantastical, rather than create a cogent argument for viewing any of these myths as proto-

science fiction. 

 

Only a few paragraphs in the introduction are devoted to the Arabic contribution to the 

genre,
199

 as in her opinion there has been nothing of note recently except for two authors; 

Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm’s short story Fi-Sinnat Malayūn (In the Year One Million) and his play 

Rihlah illa al-Ghad (Journey to Tomorrow), and Moustafa Mahmoud’s novels Al-‘Ankabūt 

(The Spider) and Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero).   Like Al-Sharuni, Omran and Bāhī, 

she names Nihad Sherif as the most significant Egyptian SF writer, and once again, much of 

the latter part of the thesis is taken up with plot synopses, in particular of Sherif and 

Mahmoud’s work, as well as of Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥuql al-Sabānkh (Lord of the Spinach 

Field) and Al-Azharī’s Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (Cursed Planet). 

 

There are brief flashes of criticism and analysis; she notes the improbable fact in H. G. Wells’ 

The First Men in the Moon that the moon’s inhabitants are scientifically advanced, yet 

apparently unable to defeat the human invaders.
200

  The criticism is generally weak though, 

especially of the Arab authors, where only praise is given.  The plots are retold in great detail, 

and the ‘analysis’ following them is very similar for each author.  On several occasions she 

simply reproduces whole pages of the original texts, for example at p. 99 there is a very long 

extract from Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero).  While Ghānim appears to have consulted 

the original Arabic SF texts, with regard to non-Arabic texts she appears to be reliant on Amit 

Ghoswani and other authors of articles taken from the UNESCO Courier 1984 special journal 

edition on science fiction, as well as on certain British writers – Colin Wilson and Ifor Evans 

– and the Egyptian critic Angele Botros Samaan, traits shared with ʽIsām Bāhī’s 1982 article, 

suggesting that she may have borrowed her sources, if not her actual references, from his 

work.
201

  Overall, her thesis shows a very detailed knowledge of the Arab authors, as well as 

an impressive awareness of the history of world science fiction, but the discursive, analytical 

element is unfortunately overshadowed by the many pages of detailed and uncritical plot 

description. 
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Mahā Maẓlūm Khadr’s 1999 thesis “Binā’ ruwāyat al-khayāl alʽilmī fī al-adab al-miṣrī al-

muʽāsir” (Structuring Science Fiction Novels in Modern Egyptian Literature)
202

 is narrowly 

focussed upon narratological devices, polyphony and spatio-temporality in early Egyptian 

science fiction, following the theories of Genette and Bahktin.  Her introduction traces the 

genre back to Greek and early Islamic sources, figuring Plato and Al-Farabi as early Utopians 

with Lucian of Samosata, Cyrano de Bergerac and Voltaire.   She provides a list of early 

Arabic science fiction works that is not confined to Egypt, but does fix the beginning of the 

novelistic genre in Egypt in the 1960s, following the late 1950s plays of Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm.   

Her own literature review includes Ghānim’s thesis and a 1990 study of SF short stories in 

Arabic by Mohammed Naguib al-Tilawi.  Again, large sections of the thesis are devoted to 

plot description and analysis of modes of narration of the subject Egyptian SF texts. 

 

As a speaker at the 2009 French Science Fiction conference in Bellaing, Kawthar Ayed 

contributed an excerpt from her thesis dealing with early Arab responses to SF, including 

harsh criticism from Naguib Mahfouz.  His unflattering comments prefaced the 1974 

publication of At-Ṭawfān al-Azrāq (The Blue Flood) by the Moroccan ʽAbd Al-Salām Al-

Baqqāli, who identified his own work as one of ‘science fiction’. Mahfouz argued in the 

journal Al-Mihwar that he could not take the genre seriously; as the writer of ‘realist’ 

literature, he could not comprehend the value of a narrative that was unlikely to be realised:- 

 

 “It is difficult to consider this genre, science fiction, as a serious genre, because 

serious literature in my view, presents a real-life human experience, and as for 

science fiction that invents scientific things, and imagines their effect on mankind 

in the future – well, if it comes true, the literary work doesn’t have value, and if it 

doesn’t, it just stays fiction!  So I rarely read this literature or enjoy it, as it 

creates emotions and expectations in me, then presents a solution:  it’s nothing 

but empty words and we don’t know if they’ll ever be realised or not…”
203

  

 

Baqqāli riposted: “Desolé professeur Naguib....la littérature de SF n’est pas un assemblage de 

balivernes”, and both Mahfouz’s criticism and this response were published in the preface to 

the 1986 Tunisian edition of the book.  Baqqāli cunningly or possibly sincerely invokes God 
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on his side, arguing that human imagination is a divine gift, and alleging that ‘our big 

brother’, Mahfouz, had not actually read any SF, or none but mediocre texts.  He suggested 

that science fiction’s themes were among the most noble of humanity, and credited it with 

sounding the tocsin for many problems of the modern world.
204

  

 

The Tunisian Hechmi Khalladi contributed a short article to the same edition of Géante 

Rouge (his article was also published in Tunisian newspaper Le Temps on 23 January 2009), 

lamenting that the genre “ne pouvant sortir des sentiers battus de la littérature arabe”.   He 

opines that SF partially developed as a way out of religious ‘mediaeval’ obscurantism, and 

suggests reasons why the genre is not flourishing, such as the lack of specialist publishing 

houses and writers’ lack of scientific knowledge, but dismissing the notion that the Arabic 

language is unsuited to the genre.
205

  

 

2.2.6 Conclusion 

 

The characteristics that link all of these critical source materials are not positive:  firstly, most 

of the works, including the full-length books, are in fact devoted mostly to Western and/or 

Russian SF, with relatively little space reserved for Arab writers.  In fact, ʽIṣām Bāhī, the 

author of the one of the longer Arabic articles specifically devoted to SF, is dismissive of 

Arabic contributions to the genre:- “It doesn’t really exist in modern Arabic literature other 

than in an extremely limited form....you could count [them] on your fingers!”, although at the 

time of writing, 1982, it is true that there were only a handful of texts.
206

 

 

Secondly, the vast majority of the Arabic critical corpus is heavily descriptive, rather than 

discursive.   In addition, only Snir and Khammas, writing in Western languages, give even a 

basic overview of the Arabic genre.  There is a noticeable uniformity; they tend to begin with 

a general discussion of scientific development, taking in early Western scientific pioneers 

such as Newton and Galileo,
207

 before turning to early classical myth, the Thousand and One 

Nights, or Kepler’s Somnium as the earliest precursors of the genre.  There is a short tour of 

the modern Western writers such as Jules Verne, H. G. Wells and Aldous Huxley, and a 
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cursory mention of various twentieth century scientific discoveries such as the atomic bomb, 

robots and genetic engineering, a division of the genre into classes
208

 (for example, ‘Azzām’s 

claim that SF falls into two broad categories, humanistic Utopianism and science-based 

fantasy),
209

 before they reveal their real intention, which is to discuss one author, or one 

work, at length by parroting the plot in great detail and concluding with a few sentences of 

panegyric at the end.   

 

Each critic also has a particular fondness for their favourite author – for ‘Azzām, it is Talib 

Omran; for ‘Azza Ghānim and ʽIṣām Bāhī, it is Nihad Sherif; for Medhat Djayar, it is Sabrī 

Mūsa.  This points to an assumption of the reader’s lack of familiarity with a wider range of 

source texts, which would seem fair, given their general relative obscurity or identifiability as 

part of a corpus or canon due to the long periods between the publication of Arab texts 

considered to be SF.  However, while this type of descriptive study has some value as an 

introduction to Arabic SF for an unfamiliar audience, there is generally lack of actual critical 

comment and consideration of the Arabic texts. 

 

There is also a surprising degree of dependency upon Western critics for opinions:  references 

frequently short-circuit back to the same group of translated (Western) works, which brings 

us to the disappointing conclusion that Bāhī’s 1982 article is little more than a patchwork of 

borrowings from western critics, and that this tarnishes the shine on Ghānim’s 1988 thesis, 

the footnotes of which in the early chapters bear a strong similarity to now-obscure or 

outdated (Western) sources consulted by Bāhī.  This suggests that with regard to critical 

source material, these Arab critics were to a great extent at the mercy of the available 

translations, and dated ones at that.   

 

In summary, until very recently there has been relatively little criticism of Arabic SF in other 

languages, and the critical literature in Arabic is highly iterative with very little thematic or 

other analysis.  The following chapters will attempt to map the major SF themes prevalent 

both in the West and in the Arab world, and examine a selection of Arabic SF texts in order 

to formulate directly from the sources our own position on the literature, its merits, problems, 

themes, intertextualities and influences. 
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Chapter 3: Translation and the Origins of Modern Arabic Science 

Fiction  

 

3.1  Translation 

 

This chapter considers the beginnings of science fiction as an Arab literature.  The critics 

trace its origins to the fantastical indigenous folk and fairy tale literature now reified as part 

of the adab canon,
210

 but SF is a modern, imported literature, beginning with the post-

industrial space and time travel-themed texts produced by Arab writers during the post-war 

period, almost eighty years after the first translations of European SF appeared in Arabic.  

The discussion focuses to a large extent upon literary production in Egypt, because this was 

and is a major source of literary production in general in the Arab world, and the source of 

the majority of translated published work;
211

 also, most of the Arab writers of SF – for 

example, Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm, Nihad Sherif and Nabil Farouk – are Egyptian.   

 

In The Genesis of Arabic Narrative Discourse, Sabry Hafez observed that genres tend to 

emerge as a response to public need, and that translations help to ease the strangeness and 

enable audiences to become adjusted to new ideas.
212

  This chapter will briefly examine the 

origins of the genre in the Arab world, and the impact made upon it by the first translations of 

foreign SF works. 

 

SF has been a popular literary genre in the West since the futuristic romances of Wells and 

Verne first appeared in the late nineteenth century, followed by the American pulp magazines 

in the 1920s, which in turn influenced the its development in France
213

 and elsewhere.  In 

France, SF was barely published, even after Verne, except in magazine format.
214
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SF flourished in Russia after the 1905 revolution,
215

 and in Japan, SF magazines began to 

appear from the 1920s onwards.
216

  Patrick McGuire estimates that by 1975 there were 150 

works of Russian SF,
217

 while in the US, Stableford calculates that SF accounted for 10% of 

all published literature by 1987,
218

 and in the UK, Davies estimated the same percentage for 

SF in proportion to general fiction in 1990.
219

   

 

In 2006 Achmed Khammas made a tentative suggestion of thirty-five as the number of 

published Arab SF novels, while in 2012 the journalist Yazan Al-Saadi contrasted the 

abundance of new American SF with the relative paucity of Arab output:- 

 

Under such a monumental shadow, Arab sci-fi works are usually perceived 

locally and externally as feeble imitations in form, content, and consumption. 

Arabic science fiction, parallel to Western sci-fi’s experience, is still trying to 

gain mainstream legitimacy and canonization.
220

 

 

Al-Saadi acknowledges the greater powers of the US publishing houses with regard to 

distribution and marketing, but the point is clear – Arab SF output is numerically and 

proportionately lower than in the West, and suffers from its perception as an inferior type of 

literature, partly due to its perceived status as an essentially plagiarized, imported, genre.   
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In the Arab world, illiteracy is a major problem when attempting to meaningfully contrast 

publication numbers with other literatures;
221

 poor copyright enforcement
222

 and censorship 

compound this difficulty.  Also, although the adult literacy rate in Egypt has improved greatly 

since the 1960s, when SF began to achieve higher popularity through the work of Moustafa 

Mahmoud, the price of books remains relatively high.  In The Illusion of Progress in the Arab 

World (2006), Galal Amin reproduces the statistics on book publication per person given in 

the controversial 2002 UNDP Arab Human Development Report, although he is strongly 

critical of this approach as a measure of real human development.
223

  Allowing for this lack 

of full access to this, or any, literature, Allen Douglas and Fedwa Malti-Douglas point to the 

very lack of copyright enforcement that frustrates easy analysis of sales figures, suggesting 

that relatively low sales figures do not necessarily equate to low circulation or popularity.
224

 

 

Regarding censorship, Jacquemond points to the historical state control of the Egyptian press 

that presents a potential further barrier to the spread of heterodox ideas via the printed 

word.
225

 There is no evidence that the Arabic translations of Verne and Wells were seen as 

problematic by Al-Azhar or the state, while Wells’ social comment was subject to editing in 

Soviet translations,
226

 and Soviet SF writers such as Strugatsky and Yefremov were 

marginalized until after the death of Stalin, as it was feared that their work could raise the 

public’s expectations of a leader.
227
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The modern history of translation from European languages into Arabic in Egypt (the source 

of the majority of Arabic SF published to date) arguably began with Mohammed Ali’s 

foundation of the al-Ṭahṭāwī’s Madrasat al-Alsun (School of Languages) in Cairo in 1835, 

which mainly translated military and scientific textbooks.
228

  Translations of literary works 

during this period were “random and unsystematic”,
229

 and, in addition, many ‘translations’ 

were inaccurate, paraphrased or reconstructed chiefly from the translator’s memory of the 

book.
230

  In 1868, the Jamʽiyyat al-Maʽārif (Society of Knowledge) was founded in Egypt to 

spread education and culture through translation.
231

  By then, a robust journal culture had 

sprung up to accommodate the growing Egyptian demand for political debate, as well as to 

feed the public’s burgeoning appetite for entertaining new short stories, which could quickly 

be met by translating and adapting European texts; however the vast majority of this journal 

content was political, rather than scientific or literary, in content.
232

 

 

French cultural and colonial dominance of Egypt at the time was reflected in the selection of 

translation material, although translators began to pay more attention to English texts after the 

British occupation in 1882, while the arrival of Russian Orthodox missionaries in the Levant 

sparked translations of Russian literature into Arabic.
233

 According to Hafez, by 1919 there 

were more than twenty French writers whose work had been translated into Arabic, compared 

with only five English writers.
234

  Henri Pérès compiled an inventory of the translated French 

texts in a 1937 article quoted by Hafez and Moosa in their surveys of the origins of modern 

Arabic literature.
235
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The proliferation and popularity of these fiction translations was an important outworking of 

the discourse that had begun with the 1798 French invasion, concerning the value accorded to 

indigenous production of all kinds, and on what, if anything, should be imported from the 

West to benefit the Arab world.
236

  This question exercised the nineteenth-century reformists 

in Egypt from the time of the invasion, as political control oscillated between reformers such 

as Muhammad Ali, who sent the first educational missions to Europe, to the regressive 

conservative Abbas I, who closed down all schools except the military academy, to the 

political tempests raised by the 1882 British occupation, to the world wars and the military 

coup of 1952.
237

  Much early original novelistic effort in Arabic was directed towards social 

realism, self-consciously distanced from the early stock-characters and situations of 

traditional folk-tale and fantasy, and driven by a desire to examine the reality of the impact of 

modernity on the Egyptian and wider Arab world.
238

  The binary of the indigenous/Orient 

versus the imported/Western continued to spark debate in the Arab world at the time when 

Arab SF began to gain popularity in the 1980s,
239

 and the recent upsurge of discourse on 

modern Arabic SF is a continuing manifestation of this fascination.   

 

The first modern European SF was translated into Egyptian surprisingly quickly.  Pérès lists 

four translated works by Jules Verne published between 1875 to 1894, (also reproduced in 

full by Moosa).
240

  Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini, who translated Oscar Wilde’s work, also 

translated She by H. Rider Haggard, and H. G. Wells’ The Time Machine, as well as some 

short stories by Wells, although in the introduction to the collection, he confessed to skipping 
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some lines that he did not understand.
241

  Moosa finds al-Mazini’s translation of The Time 

Machine careless, because it “omits many words and terms for which suitable Arabic 

equivalents were readily available.”
242

  Egypt’s Writing, Translation and Publication 

Committee also sponsored a translation of The Food of the Gods by H. G. Wells and Aldous 

Huxley’s Brave New World during the inter-war period.
243

  Salama Musa, who championed 

the adoption of Western literature and science for the good of Egypt,
244

 fondly recalled 

meeting Wells, whom he called “undoubtedly the spiritual father of the new world” during 

his time in England, and credited Wells with inspiring him with his concept of world 

citizenship.
245

 

 

The major Western SF texts from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century appear to 

have been translated relatively quickly, most probably due to Verne and Wells’ popularity in 

their home countries having drawn their work to the translators’ attention.   In terms of the 

public appetite for science fiction, however, this did not translate into mass popularity in the 

Arab world, or inspire a host of Arab imitators.  Moosa notes that, until the end of the Second 

World war, public demand from the Egyptian journals was mostly for “detective and mystery 

stories”,
246

 which were the equivalent in popularity of the American SF pulps.  Although 

Egypt enjoyed a vibrant journal culture during this period, the later editions of the 60s 

generation and Gallery 68 were more concerned with social realism
247

 than with a genre that 

would have been bracketed with the old-fashioned, backwards and folkloric-fantastical 

mirabile literature.   The American pulps of the 1920s and 1930s were a discrete phenomenon 

that owed their popularity to the contemporary national preoccupation with indigenous 

technological advancement, especially space travel, that was absent in the Arab world and not 

particularly prominent in the UK either; Kingsley Amis noted in his 1962 science fiction 
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survey New Maps of Hell that there were twenty-two American SF pulp magazines in 1941, 

but only two in Britain.
248

 

 

Those in the Arab world who did take an interest in SF were aware of the early Western and 

Russian/Soviet writers;  Talib Omran’s 1989 study Fī al-ʽIlm wa al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmi (On 

Science and Science Fiction) includes a commentary on Tolstoy’s Aelita and Wells’ The 

Time Machine,
249

 while Russian SF features in discussions of the history of science fiction by 

the Arab critics Ghānim (1988), ʽAzzām (1994), Khaḍr (1999) and Al-Sharuni (2000), 

possibly reflecting the greater influence of Soviet literature and cinema over American in 

Egypt in the 1950s and 1960s.  Al-Sharuni mentions that Huxley’s Brave New World and 

Orwell’s 1984 had been translated into Arabic, but does not specify a date.
250

 The critic ʽIṣām 

Bāhī, writing in 1982, considered that European influence on Arabic SF was “undeniable”.
251

    

 

This influence is apparent in the texts themselves.  In No. 55 Asra Al-Zaman (Prisoners of 

Time) in the Milaff al-Mustaqbal series, Farouk makes one of his minor characters, a sheriff 

in the Victorian Texan town of Blackstone in one of his time-travel trilogies, mention Verne 

and Wells.
252

 In No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), the character Maḥmūd says that he 

feels as if they are in a Jules Verne novel, and Farouk provides a footnote about Verne and 

his novel 20,000 Leagues under the Sea,
253

 while ‘Azzām notes that Nihad Sherif read Verne, 

Wells, Conan Doyle, Benoit, Huxley and Rider Haggard during his formative years.
254

  In 

No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The Cursed Planet), Nūr is attacked by a tiny advanced 

civilisation that has grown up on a replica planet earth, whereupon he compares them to the 

Lilliputians of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver.
255
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The narrator of Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) (2010) references Orwell and 

Wells when discussing the polarised state of this fictional futuristic Egyptian dystopia,
256

 

while in Riḍwān’s biography of Moustafa Mahmoud, guest contributor Dr Yūsuf Nūfal draws 

a line of inspiration from Verne to Mahmoud, suggesting that Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) was 

written following Mahmoud’s visit to the USA, and as a direct result of the influence of 

Verne.
257

    

 

However, the authors Nihad Sherif and Mustapha Khilani told Tunisian SF scholar Kawthar 

Ayed during interviews that they had never read any Western SF,
258

  and the Tunisian SF 

writer Hechmi Khalladi lamented that:- 

 

Il est dommage pour nos petits enfants tunisiens de voir passer l’annee de la 

traduction (2008) sans qu’il y ait au moins deux ou trois de ces oeuvres traduites 

pour eux en arabe!
259

 

 

Ahmed Khaled Towfik says of himself and other Arab authors that “there is one thing we all 

have in common, myself included:  we have all depended on what we read in Western 

literature”.
260

  More than half a century earlier, the editor of the journal Ar-Risala had 

claimed that Western influence was essential and beneficial:- “Our literature will never be a 

world literature if it is not impregnated by world literatures”.
261

 

 

In Egypt, Yusuf Al-Sharuni wrote that Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm became interested in the idea of 

space travel after the first rocket launch in October 1957;
262

  Al-Hakim’s first science fiction 

works, Fi-Sinnat Malayūn (In the Year One Million) and Al-Ikhtirā’a Al-Ajīb (The Amazing 

Device), were published in 1958. Information about rockets and space travel was 
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internationally available via the news sources of the time; while there is no national 

monopoly on public interest in technology, a respected litterateur such as Al-Hakim would 

have had a powerful influence on the introduction and legitimisation of the modern genre, 

prevailing ever so slightly against the dominant culture of social realism in the novel.  

 

Recent years have seen a renewed efflorescence of Arabic/English mass translation initiatives 

following the barren years described by Peter Clark in his 2000 article “Arabic Literature 

Unveiled:  Challenges of Translation”.
263

  There have been several recent advances in 

Arabic/English translation, notably the Abu-Dhabi-based KALIMA project (launched in 

response to the damning UNDP Arab Human Development Report 2002), which has 

translated books on quantum theory, relativity and the human genome, but does not appear to 

have translated any SF texts.
264

  In Dubai, the Muhammad bin Rashid Foundation founded 

the ‘Oktob’, ‘Tarjem’ and ‘Turjuman’ programmes in 2008 to foster a pan-Arab literary 

renaissance by sponsoring and training writers and translators,
265

 although a preliminary 

search for science fiction published through this initiative did not yield any results, and it 

seems that this effort may have run into the sand.    

 

Ahmed Khaled Towfik has said that he has translated many SF works from English into 

Arabic, as a result of which young people in the Arab world can now read Asimov, Bradbury 

and Clarke,
266

 although with regard to translation of SF from Arabic to English, the 

Bloomsbury-Qatar Foundation’s 2011 publication of Towfik’s Utopia is one of very few 

examples to date.  The Palestinian poet Salma Khadra Jayyusi’s ‘PROTA’ - Project for the 

Translation of Arabic – has been active since 1980, but has not published any SF or SF-

inflected works, other than the Palestinian Emil Habibi’s fantasy-inflected Saeed the Ill-Fated 

Pessoptomist.
267
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As SF has not been a priority for translation initiatives in either direction, Arab SF authors 

have tentatively indicated a wish to begin their own: since 2007, three conferences 

specifically devoted to Arabic Science Fiction have been held in the Arab world (while in the 

UK the biennial Shubbak Arab arts festival in London
268

 has hosted sessions specifically 

devoted to Arabic language SF), and there is an active movement, led by the Syrian authors 

Talib Omran and Lina Kaylani, working with Kawthar Ayed, to promote the genre.  The first 

of these, the “Lucian of Samosata” conference, was held in Damascus in June 2007, 

sponsored by the Syrian Ministry of Culture.
269

   The second, in April 2009, was hosted in 

Tunisia by ALECSO, where it was agreed to establish a writers’ database and a formal Arab 

SF writers’ association, support translation initiatives, and create a new prize for young 

writers.
270

 The third conference, held in Damascus in August 2009, emphasised the 

importance of SF in encouraging creative thinking among the Arab youth.
271

  Ayed 

subsequently spoke at the August 2009 French Géante Rouge conference in Bellaing, France, 

where she announced the establishment of a new Arabic-language SF journal, Al-Khayāl Al-

ʽIlmi, edited by Talib Omran. 

 

Writing in 2006, Achmed Khammas lamented:- 

 

Even today, the only names mentioned in Arabic articles or interviews are Verne 

and Wells, perhaps also Orwell, Asimov or Sturgeon…Sales and marketing are 

generally inadequate - even within the individual Arab states - and awareness of 

what neighbouring countries are producing is generally modest, despite numerous 

book fairs. It is only since the advent of the Internet that an exchange between 

young writers has been taking place.
272
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Ayed writes that, before the 1990s, no specialist SF imprint existed in the Arab world.
273

 The 

current leading genre authors are currently published by Dar el-Fikr in Damascus (Omran), 

better known for Islamic publications (http://www.fikr.com), and the Beirut-based Arab 

Scientific Publishers (Muḥammad al-ʽAshrī, whose novels are also published by Madbouly 

books of Cairo).
274

   Raji Inayat and Nabil Farouk are published by Dar el-Shurūq (Cairo, 

Beirut), and Al-Mu’assassa al-ʽArabiyya al-Hadītha (Cairo) respectively. 

 

3.2 The Origins of Modern Arabic Science Fiction 

 

The previous chapters briefly touched upon the debate over establishing a fixed point for the 

origin of Arabic SF and its treatment in the secondary literature as traceable from the 

fantastical folktales of the Thousand and One Nights and the utopian and mirabile literature 

of the mediaeval period, including al-Farabi’s Al-Madina al-Fāḍila (The Virtuous City), a 

tenth-century Utopia, and Ibn Tufayl’s Hayy Ibn Yaqẓān (roughly translated as Life Awake-

son), a twelfth-century tale of a boy growing up alone on an island to come to an independent 

realisation of the reality of God.  

 

Some critics of SF regard the attempt to establish a classical pedigree for the genre as 

specious, considering it to be essentially a modern phenomenon,
275

 while others consider the 

‘long history’ as far back as the classical period to be purely fantastical, with the “materialist 

idiom” beginning in 1634 with Kepler’s Somnium.
276

  Stableford summarises the dilemma 

over the true fons et origo succinctly: “Different concepts of what science fiction is or ought 

to be have led different writers to different points of origin.”
277

  The historian of science 

fiction’s choice of ur-text is defined by whether he considers fantastical journeys, or utopias, 

or texts incorporating scientific plot elements or proto-technology to be ‘SF’.   
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For the Arab critics, the lineage usually begins with Sindbad, if not with Plato. Khammas 

mentions the Thousand and One Nights, al-Farabi, and the thirteenth-century Persian 

geographer al-Qazwini’s Awaj bin Anfāq, before providing a useful starter bibliography.
278

  

ʽAzzām devotes the first chapter of his Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmī fī al-Adab (Science Fiction in 

Literature) to the Nights and Sindbad,
279

 and Ghānim dwells extensively on the classical, 

Babylonian and ancient Egyptian creation myths as well as Lucian’s Vera Historia.
280

  Khaḍr 

views the stages that gave rise to Arabic SF as Greek, Islamic Arabic, Western and Egyptian, 

in that order, briefly considering the mediaeval precursors before situating her study as 

beginning in the 1960s (with a nod to Al-Hakim’s contribution in the 1950s).
281

   

 

Sharuni, however, barely mentions the mirabile writers, stopping only briefly in a section on 

Utopias to position al-Farabi between Plato and Rabelais;  reviewing Maḥmūd Qāsim’s Al-

Khayāl al-ʽIlmī Adab Al-Qurn Al-‘Ashrīn (Science Fiction, the Literature of the Twentieth 

Century) (1993), he describes Roland Lacourbe’s three initial stages of SF development – the 

classical, the American thirties, and the magazine age, followed by a branching out into 

fantastical and political adaptations of the genre.
282

  He does, however, like ʽAzzām and 

Ghānim, devote several pages to the ‘sea literature’ of Sindbad as a legitimate ancestor of the 

modern genre, in his case, in the specific context of a discussion of Sherif’s undersea SF 

romance Sukkān al-‘ālam ath-thānī (Inhabitants of the Second World).
283

  

 

There follows an apparent hiatus of six hundred years in production in the 

fantastical/utopian/science fictional mode, which ends for Moosa with the publication in 1885 

of the first modern Arabic Utopia, the Syrian Francis Marrash’s Ghābat al-Haqq (Forest of 

Truth),
284

 a humanist allegory and plea for social reform in the Arab world.  Moosa also 

mentions in this context the Lebanese journalist Farah Anton’s story Al-Din wa Al-ʽIlm wa 

al-Mal aw al-Mudun al-Thālath (Faith, Science and Money, or, the Three Cities), published 
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in Alexandria in 1903, a Utopian fiction discussing the relations between science, faith and 

money.
285

 

 

For many critics, the first Arabic SF writer is considered to be Towfīq Al-Ḥakīm with his 

1950 novel Lū ‘Arif Al-Shabāb (If The Young Men Knew), his 1957 play Riḥlat illa al-Ghad 

(Journey to Tomorrow) and 1958 plays Fi-Sinnat Malayūn (In The Year One Million) and Al-

Ikhtirā’a Al-Ajīb (The Amazing Device), followed by his 1970 plays Taqrīr Al-Qamr (Moon 

Report), and Shā’ar ‘ala Al-Qamr (Poet on the Moon) (1971).  Both Khammas and Sharuni 

mention the popular 1950s radio plays of Yusuf Ezzedine Issa, although these do not appear 

to be in print, and Sharuni says that many were published in an abridged format only.
286

 The 

1960s saw the publication of Moustafa Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) (1964), Al-

Khorūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) (1965) and Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) 

(1966); the 1970s began with Yusuf al-Siba’i’s Laystu Waḥdak (You Are Not Alone) (1970), 

although the SF output in this decade was dominated by Nihad Sherif, beginning with 1973’s 

Qāhir al-Zaman (Conqueror of Time), Raqm 4 Ya’omrikum (Number 4 Commands You) 

(1974), and Sukkān al-‘ālam ath-thānī (Inhabitants of the Second World), continuing with 

Ash-Shay (The Thing) (1988) and Ibn Al-Nujūm (Son of the Stars) (1997)
 
. 

 

Two Moroccan SF novels, Iksīr al-Ḥiyāt (Elixir of Life) by Mohammed Aziz al-Habbabi and 

At-Ṭawfān al-Azrāq (The Blue Flood) by ʽAbd Al-Salām Al-Baqqāli appeared in 1974 and 

1979 respectively.  Sharuni mentions two texts that are the sole SF output of their authors, 

Mohammad Hadīdī’s Shakhs Ākher fi al-Mir’āt (The Other Person in the Mirror) (1975) and 

Hurūb illa al-Faḍa’ (Escape to Space) by Hussein Qadry (1981).  Khammas places Talib 

Omran’s first SF novel, Planet of Dreams, in 1978, the same year as Ra’ūf Waṣfī’s Space 

Invasion; Omran has since published more than forty novels and collections of short stories.  

The prolific and popular author of the Milaff al-Mustaqbal (Future Files) series, Nabil 

Farouk, made his debut in 1979 with a short story, ‘The Prophecy’ that won him the Tanta 

Cultural Palace Prize, and in 1984 began the first of the Future Files novels; the series now 

numbers 150 novellas.  Ṣabrī Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥuql al-Sabānkh (Lord of the Spinach 

Field), a futuristic dystopia, was first published in 1982; Khammas mentions the first Iraqi SF 

novel The Green Stain (1984) by Kassem al-Khattat and the collections of short stories She 
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Pulsates with Life by Muwaffaq Uays Mahmud and The Green Planet by Ali Karim Kathem 

(both 1987).  

 

In the 1990s, Khammas writes that 

 

…the number of writers taking an interest in the genre grew, with the likes of 

Kassem Kassem in Lebanon, Mustafa al-Kailani in Tunisia, Abdallah Khalifa in 

Bahrain and Mussa Oald Ibno in Mauretania. The female Syrian writer Lina 

Kailani wrote forty texts, the Jordanian Sulaiman Mohammed al-Khalil dealt with 

cloning with a black humour all too seldom seen in Arabic literature and in Saudi 

Arabia, the short story collections "Ghosthunters" (1997) and "Yearning for the 

Stars" (2000) by Ashraf Faqih found their way into the book stores.
287

  

 

The Kuwaiti mathematician and parliamentary candidate Tiba Al-Ibrahim published the first 

in her genetic/cryogenic dystopian trilogy, The Pale Man, in 1985, followed by its successors 

The Multiple Man and The Extinction of Man in 1992, the same year as the Egyptian 

geneticist ʽOmayma Khafāji published her genetic engineering horror/SF text Jarīmat Al-

‘Ālam (Crime of a World) in Moscow.    The Egyptian geologist Muḥammad al-ʽAshrī 

published three SF novels from 2007 to 2009, and most recently the professor of tropical 

medicine and Egyptian medical horror and SF author Ahmed Khaled Towfik published 

Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) (2010), while Emirati writer Noura Noman released Ajwān (Gulfs) in 2013. 

 

3.3 Conclusion  

 

Factors such as literacy, pricing, prevailing literary preference and the possibility of 

censorship of progressive literatures, especially in countries where religious conservatism is a 

dominant social force, continue to shape access to literature in general in the Arab world, 

despite recent translation initiatives.   Although the rate of adult literacy has improved since 

the 1960s, it is still worth considering Caiani’s point that lack of literacy need not necessarily 

mean that writers are without agency;
288

 in the early twentieth century, it has been suggested 

that journals flourished in Egypt despite a high rate of illiteracy because of the impact of 
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orality in street culture.
289

  While oral literary café culture may now be obsolete, having been 

replaced to a large extent by internet communication, lending and samizdat publishing or 

copying of texts continues to allow a wider circulation than that afforded by publishing.  

However, the number of full-length novels in the genre remains very small, with perhaps only 

one or two new texts of note appearing each year. 

 

Stableford has suggested that the role of certain influential individuals may be key to the 

development of a nation’s SF corpus;
290

 in the USA, the magazine editor John W Campbell 

nurtured the talents of Asimov in the pulps, building on the efforts of Amazing Stories 

founder Hugo Gernsback; France and the UK produced Verne and Wells respectively, and in 

Russia the Strugatskys were pivotal figures in the development and popularisation of the 

genre.  In the Arab world, Al-Hakim introduced literature with a science fictional bent in the 

modern era, with Mahmoud and Sherif’s work popularising it in the 1960s and 1970s, and 

Talib Omran and Nabil Farouk’s huge output in the 1980s in Syria and Egypt respectively 

consolidated SF as a visible, if not mainstream, part of the Arab literary field.   

 

Ahmed Khaled Towfik commented in an interview with the (now defunct) World SF blog in 

June 2012 that:- 

 

…science fiction is a relatively new innovation in Egypt. People there have only 

been writing novels for just over 100 years, starting with Francis Fathallah in 

Syria or Haikal in Egypt. Before that we had very little fantastical literature, 

except for the Arabian Nights. Sophisticated new inventions such as science 

fiction are very rare. Most people still are not aware of it, or don’t understand it. 

It will take 50 to 100 years before it is respected.
291

 

 

The recent popularity of Towfik’s best-selling Egyptian horror/SF novellas including Ūtūbiyā 

(Utopia), and public interest in Noman’s debut Ajwān (Gulfs), as well as the determination of 

Ayed and Omran, among others, to promote the genre actively through their ALECSO 

initiative (which has unfortunately been delayed by current events in Syria) show that at this 

time of social and political turmoil, and increased public debate on the role of Islam in public 
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life, a literature of the future, and of alternative possibilities to the status quo, is now needed 

more urgently than ever. 
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Chapter 4.1:   The Discourse on ‘Science Culture’ in the Arab 

World 

4.1.1. Introduction 

The word ‘science’ defines science fiction, in both English and Arabic.  If we are to consider 

how the literature presents science, it is worth considering the broader cultural context; what 

scientific activity is conducted in a certain country or region will be governed not only by the 

available finance, materials and academic expertise, but also upon the local laws, religious 

scientific research was the progress of capitalism, which he viewed as an Occidental 

phenomenon;
292

 the relatively unindustrialised East of the time did not have the same 

motivation.  The perceived relative lack of scientific progress across the twenty-two countries 

of the Arabic-speaking world is frequently framed in public discourse as problematic; we 

might therefore expect to see this disparity, or concerns about it, reflected in the literature.  In 

addition, as we have seen in the preceding chapters, Arab SF critics who also argue for the 

need for greater or faster scientific or technological development in the Arab world have 

suggested that the literature has, and should have, a didactic function; that it should be 

encouraged with the specific aim of stimulating the interest of a youthful readership in 

science – an idea that has also enjoyed some support in the West.
293

 

 

Science fiction is primarily an entertainment vector, running the gamut in its scientific 

content from fiction with a faintly scientific or futuristic flavour to space opera with varying 

degrees of commitment to scientific accuracy.
294

  Yet besides the basic directive, 

maintenance and restorative functions performed by any work of fiction, as outlined by 

Stableford,
295

 SF holds a particular position that other literatures do not, as a literary response 

to the concept and realities of technological development.
296

  SF is an Enlightenment 
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literature; its emphasis on science is the most important differential markers between SF and 

fantasy, with its frequently retrograde Tolkeinesque mediaeval settings and mythical beasts.  

SF has a least a notional rational basis, and a heuristic, potentially iconoclastic, ethos, 

meaning that it is able interrogate social, political and religious norms; in the words of 

astrobiologist Mark Blake and his co-author, Anglican priest Neil Hook, “Science fiction 

began with the scientific revolution. It marks the paradigm shift of the old Universe into the 

new.”
297

  

 

This basic association and alignment of SF with the cause of scientific progress opens up the 

potential for a consideration of what this literature says about the attitudes to science and 

technology embedded within the culture that produced that literature.  While fully admitting 

the genre’s primary purpose as entertainment for the reader, or personal fulfilment or profit 

for the author, its scientific content is therefore of interest and merits examination in the next 

chapter.   

 

What, then, are the main factors influencing the conduct of scientific research and 

technological development?   Dinello suggests that defence is the major governing 

imperative, as the US military’s DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) 

originally funded many technologies;
298

  other common factors include greater agricultural 

productivity and clean water provision, greater ease of communication and trade, 

preservation and improvement of the environment, population control, public health, 

affordable energy, and national security and surveillance, or the desire to explore space.   

 

All of these factors are predicated upon underlying values – cultural, social, religious or 

secular – that give permission for scientific activity according not only to need but also to the 

prevailing feelings about how and in what degree such needs should be addressed.  Nasim 

Butt’s 1991 study Science and Muslim Societies quotes J. R. Ravetz’s belief that science is a 

socially conditioned activity, and that the science done and not done in a society reflects the 
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values of its dominant institutions.
299

  Fear as well as aggression, and the wish to protect a 

perceived nation or faith, underpins the need for defence technology, and the desire to 

promote human wellbeing, at least for certain sections of the population, and to make a profit 

for the technology owner, underpins the engineering that provides us with clean water, 

plentiful food, instant communications, power, health, social security and family planning.  

Yet all of these beneficial services have sparked their own ethical debates, such as those 

about genetically modified crops, medical intervention in human reproduction and birth 

control, cross-species transplantation, communications hacking and environmentally friendly 

power supply sources. 

 

All countries face the challenges of modernity, and the discourse around the benefits and 

drawbacks of scientific progress is almost universal.  This public discourse on science versus 

religion, the rational versus the supernatural, is no less fiercely contested in the Arab world 

than it is in the West.   

 

4.1.2 Ānā al-Sharq:  Disparaging views of scientific progress in the Arab world 

 

A discussion of the prevailing cultural values influencing scientific progress in the Arab 

world runs the risk of generalising across all of the Arabic-speaking countries, which are at 

very different levels of development, but a brief overview of the history of public opinion 

regarding the perception of scientific and technological achievement in this Arab space 

contested with religion for control, may perhaps be useful to set the literary response (framed 

as the SF corpus) in context.  The discourse is not the sole preserve of polemicists, 

reactionaries and provocateurs, often inflamed by an apparent deep antipathy to Islam, 

conflated with the Arab world; there is also a body of criticism that is clearly frustrated with 

their perception of the Arab world as scientifically ‘backward’ and desirous of change for its 

benefit.
300

   

 

Offensive criticism by Richard Dawkins, who tweeted in 2014 that “all the world’s Muslims 

have fewer Nobel Prizes than Trinity College, Cambridge. They did great things in the 
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Middle Ages, though.”,
301

 and Bernard Lewis’ hand-wringing in his 2002 study What Went 

Wrong?,
302

 follow Huntington’s ‘Clash of Civilisations’ paradigm in casting East and West in 

a rigid and essentialist oppositional binary, following Said’s account of Kissinger’s 

perception of the Arab world as being preserved in a pre-Newtonian state.
303

 

 

Amin Al-Rihani’s poem Ānā al-Sharq, published in 1922, encapsulated the heart of the early 

debate in the language of Orientalism: “I am the Orient:  I have philosophies, I have religions.  

Is there anyone who might buy them from me for aircraft?”
304

 Rasheed El-Enany uses this 

same quotation to conclude his 2006 study Arab Representations of the Occident:  East-West 

encounters in Arabic fiction, to the effect that Arabs use technology but are not educated to 

understand it and become ‘parasitical consumers’;
305

 a criticism that could easily be made of 

the vast majority of today’s technology users worldwide.  Saeed, the hero of Emil Habibi’s 

SF-inflected magical realist novel The Secret Life of Saeed, the Ill-Fated Pessoptomist (1974) 

accuses the Arabs, once pioneers of mathematics, empiricism and astronomy, of 

‘surrendering their power of thought to others’, and alleging that they no longer act and then 

dream, but simply dream and carry on dreaming, concluding that “There must certainly be 

worlds other than ours, and better too.”
306

  

 

Several popular English-language non-fiction publications have examined the concept of the 

Arab ‘Golden Age’ of science, during the period of the Abbasid Caliphate in Iraq (750-1258 
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AD)
307

, among them Jim Al-Khalili’s 2010 Pathfinders:  The Golden Age of Arabic Science, 

an account of this period the closing chapters of which consider the decline of science in the 

Arab world and an assessment of the current situation, in which he suggests that the Arab and 

Islamic world is relatively disengaged from scientific progress.
308

  Al-Khalili supports his 

hypothesis with statistics from UNESCO, the World Bank and an OIC committee, charting 

the Islamic world’s proportionately five-fold lesser Research & Development spend in 

comparison with ‘the developed world’, fewer than ten technical professionals per 1,000 

compared to a world average of forty, and a collective publication of 1% of the world’s 

scientific papers, with a low citation rate.
309

  Writing in 2011, Hillel Ofey quoted Nature 

magazine’s 2002 article identifying only three areas of excellence in science in the Islamic 

world – desalination, falconry and camel reproduction.
310

 

 

Al-Khalili quotes the 1987 indictment of one of the Islamic world’s only two Nobel laureates 

(Physics, 1979), Pakistani Muslim Nobel Laureate Abdus Salam: 

 

Of all civilisations on this planet, science is weakest in the lands of Islam.  The 

dangers of this weakness cannot be over-emphasised since the honourable 

survival of a society depends directly on its science and technology…
311

 

 

He draws on the earlier work of Pakistani nuclear physicist Pervez Hoodbhoy, whose 1991 

Islam and Science:  Religious Orthodoxy and the Battle for Rationality remarked upon 

Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood ideologue Sayyid Qutb’s opposition to science
312

 and the 
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disconnect between the Saudi love of technology and dislike of heuristic enquiry.
313

   

Hoodbhoy suggested that it was lack of Arab scientific development that allowed Arab 

territories to become dominated by the colonialist powers,
314

 a conceptual position shared by 

C. P. Snow in his ‘Two Cultures’ lecture, during which he reminded Britain that it was its 

own lack of technological know-how that made the fortune of Prussian signals officer 

Siemens.
315

 

 

In 1996, political scientist Aaron Segal, writing in the Middle East Quarterly, asked ‘Why 

does the Muslim world lag in science?’, arguing that, far from the rationalist agenda of the 

Enlightenment being off-putting to a devout Muslim world, the Enlightenment’s very 

detachment of science from Christianity actually made it more acceptable to Islam.  He 

identifies import substitution as a factor removing the imperative for indigenous research and 

development:- “The prevailing mentality continues to be that of buying science and 

technology rather than producing it.”   Segal identifies demographic factors, language bars, 

poor educational systems, lack of research provision, emphasis on statism, import 

substitution, lack of professional societies, lack of resources, authoritarianism, lack of 

regional co-operation and government incompetence as the main contributing factors.
316

  

 

For Khaled Diab, writing in the Guardian in 2009, the reasons are ingrained in the culture of 

the education system:- 

 

...the dominant patronage culture in academia, the shortage of research funding, 

the almost complete absence of private research, the difficulty of registering and 

protecting intellectual property, as well as the rote-based education system, may 

explain why more research is carried out by Arabs outside the region than inside 

it.
317
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Nidhal Guessoum, in his 2012 article “Does the Arab world (not) need basic science?” gives 

prominence in particular to the issue of Arab funding for ‘basic’ science research at the 

frontiers of knowledge where outcomes may be unknown, versus ‘applied’ research that is 

focussed on solving immediate socio-economic problems.  He identifies a correlation 

between the relatively low Chinese Research & Development spend with the lack of Nobel 

Prizes won by Chinese nationals in science, and quotes the Arab Science and Technology 

Foundation and the Emirates Foundation as confirming that priority is given to applied, 

directed research that refines existing knowledge for a practical end, rather than theoretical, 

blue-sky research that has no short-term benefits but which might result in new or useful 

scientific discoveries in the long term.
318

   

 

There is a prevalent view that scientific enquiry in the Arab world has been in abeyance since 

the end of the Abbasid golden age in 1258; Hillel Ofey in her 2011 article “Why the Arab 

World Turned Away from Science” notes that President Obama paid tribute to this glorious 

past during his 2009 speech to Cairo’s students.
319

  Al-Khalili suggests that excessive 

nostalgia does no favours to the cause of scientific progress in the Arab world, especially 

since ‘science’ at the time was “…no more than a kind of ‘proto-science’, crude attempts to 

make sense of the world blurred with theology and the occult”,
320

 although this is not entirely 

fair, as the much of the previous text is devoted to accounts of the early Abbasid scientists’ 

empirical methodology, his point is perhaps that too great a focus on the past risks embedding 

the view of Arab pre-eminence in science as a fossilised object, moribund and frozen in time. 

 

Bernard Lewis’ 1993 dismissal of the Muslim world as having let the Renaissance, 

Reformation and Enlightenment pass it by
321

 follows Kissinger’s view that frames this 

decline of scientific activity as the result of the Arab world not having experienced its own 

Enlightenment, having ‘missed’ that of the West, and figuring the secular aspects of the 
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Western Enlightenment as fundamentally inimical to Islamic values.  In a 2006 article in the 

Socialist Review, Neil Davidson suggested that mediaeval Islam was more accepting of 

scientific innovation than the socially static Christian empire, and that the oppositional 

element crept in much later, when the Arab world was re-introduced to scientific progress 

from countries where it flourished under Marxist regimes.
322

 Davidson’s view is that the 

Enlightenment was possible in Christian Europe, despite opposition from both Protestant and 

Catholic sources, precisely because of the oppositional energy generated; whereas, in the 

Islamic world, the fear of science as a challenge to Islamic religious authority was not active 

to the same degree, in part due to the lack of centralisation and hierarchy of religious 

authority.   

 

4.1.3 Progress 

 

In the modern period, the growth of the journals in Egypt played their part in the national 

project of modernity and the promotion of imported scientific progress, following the efforts 

of Al-Tahtawi’s technical translators.  Ya’qub Sarruf and Faris Nimr’s journal Al-Muqtaṭaf, 

founded in 1876, aimed to familiarise its Arab audience with Western thought, and in 

particular, science, as a means to progress.
323

 Hourani also cites Jurji Zaydan’s Al-Hilal as 

active in this field, and credits Boutros Bustani’s encyclopaedia as furthering the scientific 

cause.
324

  In 1938, Ṭaha Ḥussein’s The Future of Culture in Egypt called for an imitation of 

European science, in particular for the avoidance of the fake mystique of a backward mystical 

East’ (which for Ḥussein was the Far East),
325

 while in the 1930s the Egyptian Ahmed 

Hassan Zayyat, prolific translator and founder of the journal Ar-Risāla, made a plea in the 

April 1945 edition for a new translation bureau with a particular interest in the swift rendition 

of contemporary new scientific texts into Arabic.
326
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While the Sharjah-based Arab Science and Technology Foundation for which Nature held 

high hopes in 2006
327

 appears to have been grossly underfunded for a supposedly pan-Arab 

enterprise,
328

 new institutions for the promotion of scientific research have recently been 

established;  these include the Qatar Science and Technology Park, the King Abdullah 

University of Science and Technology in Saudi Arabia (KAUST) and the Synchotron-light 

for Experimental Science and Application in the Middle East in Jordan (the English acronym 

echoing the Arabian Nights’ magically-sealed mountain).
329

  SASTA, the Society for the 

Advancement of Science and Technology in the Arab World, was set up in 2011 as a San 

Diego-based non-profit network to link Arab expatriate researchers with their peers in the 

Arab world, facilitating training and collaboration.
330

  There is even talk of an Emirati space 

probe going to Mars.
331

 

 

The commitment and scale of these very recent investments in science education and 

development by the Arab world’s wealthiest countries should be of reassurance to critics and 

worried well-wishers alike, and may be a source of respite for those who continue to be 

exasperated by the Clash of Civilisations paradigm.  Christopher de Bellaigue, writing in The 

Guardian, demanded an end to calls for a ‘Muslim Enlightenment’ using short, character-

based vignettes illustrating the Arab world’s encounter with modernity; like Ofey, he calls for 

a greater understanding of the political and historical context of the Arab world’s engagement 

with modernity in general, and for less criticism and more acceptance that any change will 

have to begin, for these political and historical reasons, by negotiation from the current, 

unequal status quo.
332
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4.1.4  ‘Islamic Science’  

 

Reactionary religious conservatism, and in particular the insistence in certain quarters of the 

Qur’ān as a source of scientific fact, is often figured as an obstacle to the development of 

heuristic, rational thinking necessary to scientific success.  Abdus Salam, in the preface to 

Hoodbhoy’s Islam and Science, writes scathingly of the 1977 attempts of scientists in 

Pakistan at “finding the chemical composition of jinns, and even…the extraction of energy 

from these fiery divine creatures so that Pakistan’s energy problems could be solved.”
333

  Al-

Khalili concurs that this belief in the Qur’ān as a source of scientific knowledge has been 

detrimental to scientific progress in the Arab world,
334

 adding that those who see the Qur’ān 

as a textbook fear science because they consider it a secular construct of the West.
335

  

 

Al-Khalili’s discussion is part of his analysis of the effects of Mu’tazilism on scientific 

thought in the Abbasid empire;
336

 Ofey attributes the sudden decline of the heuristic scientific 

culture in the empire not chiefly to the 1258 conquest, but to the effects of the anti-rationalist 

Ash’ari reaction to the Mu’tazilism of the last Abbasid caliphs and the closure of the gates of 

ijtihād.
337

  Al-Khalili’s analysis is by no means outdated;  Hoodbhoy records that participants 

at a conference in Saudi Arabia in 1983 feared that the promotion of science causes 

“mu’tazilite tendancies”,
338

 while David Cook charts the fear of exogenous heretical 

influence and its role in restricting scientific progress in his 2008 study of modern Islamic 
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apocalyptic literature; he also mentions the role of conspiracy theory, the belief that Zionists 

impose scientific and technical backwardness on the Arab world, and the general anti-

scientific tone of this literature, which wishes destruction upon Western technology as it 

simultaneously envies it, and the belief that its success is a sign of the end times.
339

  For SF 

critic ‘Iṣām Bāhī, this association of scientific progress with Western decadence has exerted a 

negative effect on the Arab reaction to science fiction.
340

 

 

The literalist scriptural approach overlaps with the concept of ‘Islamic science’, for which 

Butt tells us ten core values were identified at a Stockholm conference in 1981: following his 

belief in science as a socially conditioned activity, Butt’s concept is that the practice of 

science in the Islamic world should be based upon the principle of Ṭawhīd (oneness, an 

attribute of Allah) as the macroparadigm, and Khilāfa (caliphate, or the idea of stewardship) 

as the principle, promoting ‘Adl (justice) for the public interest (Istiṣlāḥ).
341

  Butt’s declared 

personal position as a Muslim is that the Qur’ān is true, but that at the same time it is not 

intended to be used as a source of scientific fact.  Neither does he take the opposite position 

of supporting the “intellectual transplant” of Western science into Islamic society, casting 

Western science as a product of Western ideology and justifying his view of the Christian 

church as rejecting it.
342

 Butt’s account of ‘Islamic science’ is somewhat contradictory.  It 

clearly privileges revelation above reason in terms of its utter acceptance of Qur’ānic 

revelation, but does not endorse Maurice Bucaille’s defence of the ‘Qur’ānic science’ 

concept;
343

 rather, he wants Islamic, Qur’ānic values to dictate permission for what research 

should be done, and how it should be done. 

 

4.1.5 The Didactic Function 

 

If one of the purposes of science fiction, besides entertainment, is to foster a questioning 

attitude in the reader, it is not surprising to find that it is frowned upon in conservative 

cultures or authoritarian regimes, unless it is made clear that the science element does not 

threaten or oppose the tenets of the prevailing faith.   Stableford suggests that in science 
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fiction, science comes to replace ideas formerly narratised by religion,
344

 and that during the 

SF golden age of Gernsback’s Astounding Stories in the 1920s and 1930s, the leaps in 

technological development opened up new possibilities that competed with religion for the 

citizen’s time, money and attention.
345

 

 

In the context of the above contested views of technology vis-à-vis its importation in the 

modern period from the West, the presentation of science in SF becomes of interest, not least 

because of the discourse created around the idea of the didactic function of the literature.  

There is considerable enthusiasm for this concept among the Arab critics: Khammas relates 

that the influence of SF on legislation was mentioned at a 2005 cyber-law conference held by 

the Arab League in Cairo (although he does not give details, citing it only as proof of the 

growing acceptance of the literature in the Arab world), and produces quotations from 

scientists and interested parties in support of the importance of the cultural context in which 

SF is received, including the observation that “A scientific novel which is connected with 

phantasy cannot fall on fertile ground in an environment of preprepared answers and rejection 

of a culture of knowledge.”
346

 

 

The didactic function of SF is mentioned several times by the Arab SF critics. Ṣifāt 

Salāmah’s 2005 newspaper article arguing for the necessity of SF in Arab curricula concludes 

with a supportive comment from Ahmed Zuwail, Nobel prize-winner and Professor of 

Chemistry and Physics at Caltech, crediting America’s scientific progress to the 

encouragement of imaginative thinking.
347

  A generation earlier, the critics of the 1980s 

voiced their support for this approach:  Yusuf Al-Sharuni observed “how rich countries 

flourish in both science and literature, and poorer countries in neither”, lamenting the lack of 
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Arab investment in scientific research, and adding that SF literature is one of the ways of 

encouraging science in the Arab world.
348

 

 

In the 1960s Salama Musa in his autobiography called for more awareness of science among 

writers,
349

 seeing scientific thought as an ally in the defeat of reactionary traditionalism, and a 

path to independence.
350

  He also criticised the conflation in the Arabic lexica of his day of 

ṭibb and sihr, medicine and magic.
351

   

 

For Talib Omran, SF is part of science’s first directive, being the service of mankind,
352

 while 

ʽIsām Bāhī demands that Arabic SF should have a practical function as a clarion call for the 

promotion of science in the Arab world:
353

 

 

 " أمئ نح ، ضإن العلم بئلنسبة لنئ هو الخرج الوحيد م  المأزق التئريخ  الذى وقعنئ ضيه"

 

The fondness for the didactic function of SF has precedent too in the West, with particular 

emphasis on defence, Thomas Disch going so far as to call American SF “the unofficial PR 

agency of NASA”.
354

  In the 1980s, a group of science fiction writers formed the Citizens 

Advisory Council on National Space policy, advising President Reagan on issues surrounding 

space exploration in language he could understand,
355

 and even in the early Golden Age of 

American SF, Hugo Gernsback considered it to be “essentially a directive medium”, a 

literature designed to inspire readers to become scientists; the texts were a “sugar coating to 

introduce science.”
356

  Patrick Moore’s paper at the 1955 UNESCO conference supported this 

pragmatic approach, recommending that each nation set up a selection board for SF novels to 
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propagate knowledge;
357

 Parrinder suggests that this tactic was adopted to meet government 

recruitment needs for military scientists.
358

 

 

These views were not held only by Western critics; Griffiths noted that Russian SF writers 

often openly wrote didactically, adding that their readership was much more accustomed to 

the popular reading of serious science,
359

 and Orbaugh attributes the 1879 Japanese 

translations of Verne’s Around the World in 80 Days (1873) and 20,000 Leagues Under the 

Sea (1869) to a deliberate policy of ‘catching up’ with Europe and America.
360

  Csicsery-

Ronay, Jr. suggests (albeit on anecdotal evidence) that the Chinese authorities actively 

promoted SF after discovering that successful American engineers were often fans of the 

genre.
361

   

 

There is some support for this theory that, as Al-Sharuni suggests, fiction can become 

reality
362

 (and in at least one case form a chain of inspiration; Wells’ study under Huxley on 

evolution helped to inspire The Time Machine,
363

 and in turns Wells’ fiction inspired 

physicist Leo Szilard)
364

.  In 1944 the FBI searched the offices of Amazing Stories, the 

publisher of Cleve Cartmill’s SF short story The Atomic Bomb because its contents revealed 

details of classified scientific research.
365

 (‘Azzām mentions the case as an example of true 

predictiveness).
366
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4.1.6 Conclusion  

 

There is of course no ‘Arab science’ or ‘Islamic science’ – only a body of knowledge out of 

which certain groups claim a particular discoverer or inventor as one of their own.  The idea 

of ‘Arab science’, as Al-Khalili points out, is meaningless, as science is just science;
367

 

claiming a particular discovery or invention on behalf of an ethnicity, nationality, or in the 

case of ‘Islamic science’, religion, is a chauvinistic attempt at ownership, a territorial marking 

of ethnic or spiritual one-upmanship, at best justifiable only by that group’s specific and 

intentional investment to achieve that end result. 

 

Notwithstanding the above, a discourse has arisen on the premise of a real or pretended 

bewilderment at the decline in scientific research in the Arab world since the Middle Ages, 

the subtext of which is at best patronising, at worst hawkish, as the success of the mediaeval 

Abbasid scientists was inextricably linked with the success and stability of their empire.  

Reactions to the 1798 Napoleonic invasion of Egypt, the world wars, the gradual retreat of 

colonialist powers and the rise of replacement authoritarian regimes, the Arab-Israeli conflict 

and alternative spending priorities following the sudden acquisition of oil wealth are only a 

few of the factors affecting the lack of investment in scientific research in the Arab world 

until very recent times.  There is a consequent disconnect between the concerns expressed by 

Hoodbhoy and Butt in 1991, and some of the more recent discourse outlined in this chapter, 

but the perception of Arab scientific ‘backwardness’ persists, although it is increasingly 

contested.  Khaled Diab’s 2012 article in The Guardian, “Hacking Away at Arab and Israeli 

Stereotypes”, which addressed the public perception of shock following the success of Arab 

hackers’ cyber-attacks on Israel, drew robust rebuttals of the premise from commentators,
368

 

and in practical terms recent initiatives such as KAUST and SESAME are starting to 

challenge these old assumptions. 

 

For some, the reactionary response extends even to questioning the need for the importing of 

Western technology, again due to its associations with secular Western society.   The 

Egyptian economist and cultural commentator Galal Amin argues in The Illusion of Progress 

in the Arab World that the assumption that Western science will improve things is part of the 

khawaga (outsider) complex, adding that in any case its benefits are only enjoyed by the 
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elite.
369

 Amin’s defence of Arab culture’s suspicion of Western science, while deeply 

reactionary, at least seeks to appreciate the better aspects of that culture rather than 

dismissing it in toto as ‘backwards’.   

 

Fears of this kind, threatening to a conservative world-view, have some grounding in the 

avowed beliefs of secular critics such as Tatiana Chernyshova, who believed that the 

transition from religious to scientific mythology as a way of explaining the world is a 

prerequisite to social development.
370

  Csicsery-Ronay in response cautions that such a 

transition must be contextualised within the literary field of SF:  

 

Space programs would not have been possible without the stitching of 

Copernican cosmology to narrative images of alien beings in undiscovered lands 

and visions of perfect spacefaring machines. The desires and anxieties 

crystallised in the playful myths of sf the ground for real scientific projects.
371

  

 

Cultural resistance to scientific progress is of course not unique to the Arab world.  Every 

culture has its own experience of the encounter with the ‘other’, and resistance is a perennial 

response to that ‘other’.  In eighteenth-century England, Jonathan Swift made fun of 

scientists, naming his fictional science island Laputa – the “whore of science in the service of 

government”,
372

  while Hoodbhoy raises the matter of the Catholic church’s vehement 

opposition to science in the Middle Ages.
373

 

 

In the twentieth century, resistance was not always grounded in religious dogma, although the 

level of moral and ethical concern formerly expressed through religion was elevated;  

Kingsley Amis in his study of Western SF, New Maps of Hell, observed that it is not 

technological breakdown per se that frightens us, but the moral and spiritual dangers of a 
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technologically-successful civilisation.
374

  Even Marxist ideology as implemented in Eastern 

Europe was alleged to be detrimental to scientific research,
375

 and the mass disgust and 

disillusionment with eugenic practices that followed the Second World War was only 

tempered with the advent of research on DNA as a tool for disease elimination.
376

   

 

The relationship between Islam and science is of crucial importance in the Arab world, as a 

society where religion is a dominant force will exert control over what science is and is not 

done.  Media stories that reinforce the stereotype of religious backwardness do not help; in 

February 2015 Saudi cleric Sheik Bandar al-Khaybari was filmed telling UAE students on the 

anniversary of Galileo’s birth that the sun rotates around the earth; a Twitter hashtag briefly 

trended with derisory comments from Muslim students.
377

 The modern Christian 

fundamentalist world also produces abundant examples similar views, particularly in 

America, that attract equal derision.
378

 

 

With regard to the influence of SF on a culture’s success in scientific research as measured by 

the usual criteria - numbers of scientists per thousand, highly rated peer reviewed papers, 

patents taken out - the argument for didacticism is limited, as scientific research is an elite 

activity.  Khammas’ criticism that Arabs do not understand their technology cannot stand; 

most people do not know how their everyday technology works.  Relatively few readers will 

possess the superior mathematical aptitude necessary for the pursuit of an advanced scientific 

career, and perhaps Gernsback’s SF sugar pill only gives a superficial sweetness to the 

mundane reality of hours poring over equations or unrewarding, repetitive and poorly-paid 

laboratory work.    

 

SF may fulfil this didactic desideratum for a very select few, but its real value for the 

majority will lie in its fundamental concern with difference and openness to new ideas not 
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only about science but also about government, and even morality and religion.  It is in the 

public sphere, rather than at the highest echelons of the technological elite, that SF is at its 

most powerful.  The question of whether that difference is an improvement or otherwise is 

what strikes fire into the heart of the arguments about the advance of technology into all 

aspects of our lives in the modern world.  In Arab society, the perception of science’s 

contested position as a competitor with religion for answers to the big questions and its 

conflation with the secular rationalism associated with the Western Enlightenment, combined 

with historical resentment of the interference of old and new colonial and colonialist powers 

that currently control much of the world’s most advanced technology, add fuel to this fire.  

The next chapter will examine how Arab SF literature, created from within this culture, offers 

a consideration of the differences brought about by scientific progress, and how this literature 

frames and imagines the interactions of science and technology with the modern Arab world. 
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Chapter 4.2:   Scientific Themes in Arabic Science Fiction 

4.2.1 Introduction 

In the context of the broader discourse outlined in the previous chapter, this chapter will 

examine how science and technology are presented in the selected Arabic SF texts.  Do these 

texts show a positive, negative or ambivalent attitude towards scientific enquiry and new 

technology?  Are the origins of this technology important in the literature, and what attitudes 

do the texts display towards the indigenous Arab production of new technology?   How 

important is science in the texts;  can we ask, with Csicsery-Ronay Jr, if they deal mainly 

with challenges that are physical and technical, rather than social?
379

   Do they contain 

warnings against reliance on technology where it is felt that such reliance threatens their own 

cultural values, as Elizabeth Ginway found in her study of South American SF?.
380

  Is there 

an authentically Arab dream of rationalism and progress apparent in the literature, and, if so, 

how does this dream interface with the popularly-invoked binary opposition between 

rationalism and religious belief in modern Arab society?   

 

The SF critical sub-category ‘hard SF’ has been disputed as a somewhat artificial, publisher-

driven construct, given that a scientific speculative content is a necessary element of the 

literature,
381

 but generally ‘hard SF’ is considered to privilege factual scientific information 

more than other SF, placing a greater emphasis on verisimilitude, plausibility or didacticism, 

or a deliberate effort to create a convincing simulation of authenticity, often as a plot 

driver.
382

  The Western sub-genre has a masculine and pragmatic tone, and a focus on war 

and weapons, with  

 

A readership … overwhelmingly male and middle-class, often adolescent or 

slightly pre-adolescent, and generally characterized by technocratic 
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identifications with academic science, commercial engineering, and the 

military.
383

 

 

These ‘hard SF’ characteristics in English have moderated with time; the overtly militaristic 

tone of Heinlein and Asimov in the 1950s has been superseded by more speculative space 

and science-based novels such as those of Greg Egan, Alistair Reynolds and M. John 

Harrison; changes in society and gender roles since the 1950s, as much as new technological 

possibilities, have worked themselves out over time in the English language corpus. 

 

‘Hard’ SF typically features space travel, futuristic warfare, robots and cyborgs, biological 

adaptations including immortality, cloning and artificial reproduction, cryonics, and the 

wilder shores of speculative fiction with time travel and alien invasion. This chapter 

examines the presentation of some of the most common themes of ‘hard’ SF, including space 

exploration and alien life, warfare, the transhumanist approach to the body and immortality, 

mind control, attitudes to science and scientists and the longing for a scientifically pre-

eminent Arab world, as well as the tension between the rational and empirical and the 

supernatural that dominates many of the Arabic texts. 

 

4.2.2  Space and Aliens 

 

All writing on space travel prior to 1969 was speculative; the moon and outer space were 

fantastical loci in Cyrano de Bergerac, Verne and Wells, but in Arab SF only Al-Ḥakim’s 

space plays and Moustafa Mahmoud’s scientific romances pre-date the moon landings.  The 

main body of Arabic SF, beginning in the 1960s with Mahmoud’s three SF-inflected 

novellas, the 1970s scientific romances of Nihad Sherif and Aḥmed Abd Al-Salām Al-

Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq, (The Blue Flood) and in the 1980s Ṣabrī Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min 

Haql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) and the prolific output of Talib Omran and 

Nabil Farouk, was produced in the light of the public knowledge of and fascination with 

Russian and American domination of space travel.    
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The texts call the value of space travel into question, while presenting it as a future reality.  A 

early example of this may be found in the science-fictional element of the alien presence in 

Emil Habibi’s 1974 novel The Secret Life of Saeed, the Ill-Fated Pessoptomist, which is a 

metaphor for the narrator Saeed’s madness.  The transmitter of Saeed’s letters is traced to a 

psychiatric hospital in Acre, and the alien’s perspective is a narrative device that allows the 

author to muse on outer space as an alternative to the unbearable situation on Earth.
384

   In the 

totalitarian futuristic world of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), 

space travel is ridiculed as impractical; spacemen had been sent out, thinking that they would 

return in one year, but the journey to one star was more than half a century ago.   The 

spacemen are expected to return to earth in one hundred years, having aged only five years; 

the everyman hero Homo says that they will not return to ordinary life, or see their children; 

who is helped by this venture?
385

   

 

Like Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), a novel that raises exactly the same 

question about space travel, Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) also 

features a lecture scene which functions as an expository looking-glass for the reader into the 

future world, which has been re-built in zones contained under glass domes following a 

nuclear holocaust. In this scene, held in the Hanging Hall (“القئعاةفالمعلقاة”) in the sky, the 

ruling regime shows the audience a ‘Hudson Institute’ report with a time line of scientific 

achievements from 1987 to 2110, from the extraction of rare metals to make spaceships to 

Mars, to moon colonies, to travel to outer space, but notes that the attempt to colonise outer 

space has not yet been successful.
386

  The author seems to have included a short discussion of 

space travel in his futuristic world because this would be an expected reality in an age that 

sports many other stereotypically ‘futuristic’ features such as flying cars and  near-universal 

surveillance, but he does not dwell upon it because the main interest of the novel is entirely 

earth-bound, being the human drama of Homo’s decision regarding whether or not to stay in 

the safe domed world, or go outside to the wild and deformed natural world.   The function of 

outer space is therefore made redundant in this novel;  we are told in passing that actual space 

travel is a possibility, but it is unnecessary as the ‘outer space’ in the novel, a dangerous and 

exotic terra nova, is actually only just beyond the glass domes, on Earth itself. 
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Space travel is also a benign reality for the population of 26
th

 century Libya in Yūsuf al-

Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), a novel in diary 

form originally serialised in the Libyan newspaper Al-Maydan from 1966 to 1968; a coast on 

Mars is named ‘Great Sirtis’ (“سايرتسفالأكبار”),
387

 giving a Libyan name to a feature on a 

colonised planet, although we are told that mankind has not reached all the planets of the 

solar system.
388

  

 

Space travel is also a reality in the futuristic Egypt of Farouk’s Milaff al-Mustaqbal, although 

its use is always confined to a military elite; it is not a mode of civilian or recreational travel.   

Farouk’s patriotic Egyptian heroes regard space travel as a marker of scientific advancement 

and superiority; in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), the Egyptian Head of 

Intelligence shows the protagonist Nūr a picture of the first Arab rocket to be launched, Al-

Fāteḥ No. 1, which is powered by a new, secret fuel made from amino acids that has been 

developed in Egypt (and is “about 9 times better than atomic fuel”).
389

  Spaceships in the 

Milaff are often patriotically named; in No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon Prison), the ship is 

‘Nāṣer 9’,
390

 while in No. 66 Al-Shams Al-Zarqā̛ (The Blue Sun) the Egyptian rocket Nāṣer 

20 is to be launched on an expedition to the Sun.
391

  In No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth) the 

rocket is simply ‘Egypt 3’.
392

   

 

The first thirty Milaff novellas are set mostly on Earth, but at the end of No. 30 Al-Nār Al-

Bārida (The Cold Fire), following a diplomatic imbroglio with the Israelis, the Chief 

transfers Nūr to the Space Police as a punishment, and thereafter the conflicts that propel 

each narrative are more often oriented towards space, in particular, threats from space, which 

is a theatre of war for the rest of the series.  From the trilogy beginning with No. 37 Al-Samā̛ 

Al-Muẓlama (The Dark Sky), alien Blue Men present a threat to Earth; their planet’s 

atmosphere having been destroyed in a war, they seek to block the sun’s light with huge 

brown lenses in order to make the Earth habitable for their race.  In No. 67 Shaiṭān Al-Faḍā̛ 
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(Satan of Space), an evil alien intelligence manifests itself through animal bodysnatching, and 

is defeated, but is resurrected and reprises its routine in No. 68 ʽUqūl Al-Sharr (Evil Minds).   

 

As the series progresses, interplanetary travel by the team becomes normalised; in No. 65 

Ᾱbwāb Al-Mawūt (Doors of Death), they visit the planet Jūdān.  The narrative here has the 

feel of a video-game, with its onslaught of monsters, otherworldly ballistic missiles and 

dinosaurs that the team must defeat, while the tenth planet that appears in the solar system in 

No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth) abounds with monsters from Greek mythology.  In No. 69 Al-

ʽĀlam Al-Akhar (The Other World), a duplicate Earth harbours a space virus, and in No. 96 

Budhūr Al-Sharr (Seeds of Evil), the eponymous seeds of evil come from Plāntūriyā, a planet 

similar to Mars, whose inhabitants are plants.     

 

The titles in the ‘Occupation’ series Nos 76 – 80,
393

 which explore a period of occupation of 

the Earth by aliens, clearly indicate an allegorical relationship with Palestine (discussed 

further in Chapter 5), charting the struggle between two alien powers, the Jalūrīālans and the 

Arghurānians, over the Earth, that began with the arrival of the alien Būdūn in No. 58 

Mʽaraka Al-Kūwākib (Battle of the Planets). 

 

Space in the Milaff is almost always populated by hostile aliens, although they are always 

ultimately mastered by the Egyptian hero Nūr, for whom all space falls under the khilāfah of 

God.  Space is also mainly a theatre of war and a source of alien threat, but is also presented 

explicitly as a source of wonder at God’s creation.  On the first page of No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr 

(The Emperor), Nūr is on Earth looking out into space: 

 

امتدتفالنجومفبلافنهئيةّ,فض فالفائءفالواسعفالرحب,فوفتألقتفكمصئبيحفصغيرة,فض فسطحفم فالمخملف-

الأسودفالنئعم.ففتنئثرتفضيهفالشموسفوفالكواكبفوفالأقمئر,فوفكلفض فضلكهفيسبح,فض فدقةفنظئم,فوفرتئبة,ف

 يحكمهئفينظمهئفالخئلقف)عزفوفجل(

 

The stars stretched out endlessly in faraway, fearful space, and sparkled like small 

lamps on a soft black velvet background. Across it were scattered all the suns and 
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planets and moons, each swimming in its orbit and in its precise order, as 

arranged, commanded and ordered by the Creator, to him be majesty and glory.
394

 

 

That familiar theme, the SF ‘sense of wonder’ at the scale of the universe, and in particular 

God’s universe, is also found in Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero); in the 

expository lecture scene when the reader learns of the earth’s recent history of wars and the 

rebuilding of a technologically-advanced civilisation in the year 2067.  A religious student 

speaks of the eventual end of the universe, when all matter will melt into a dough, then 

compress into the size of a fist, into the primordial matters with which creation began (the 

word khalaq implying, of course, a Creator):
395

 

 

 ...وفتذوبفوفتتحولفإل فعجينةفمتائغطةفمثلفقباةفاليدفم فالمئدةفالأوليةفالتيفبدأفالخلق.

 

Dr Shāhīn enthuses about the possibility of travelling into space without a body, but the 

disembodiment process, a kind of translocation or teleportation, cannot be reversed, as his 

body will be permanently transformed into waves.  He rhapsodises about the beauty of the 

universe as he travels in disembodied form to Jupiter, Saturn and Sirius, to Orion and the 

constellations, but he also sees aliens in space, firstly saying that they are waves and 

electrical charges, then that from his point of view, that they are “creatures and beings with 

features, forms and personality” (مخلوقائتفوفكئننائتفتاتفملاماحفوفتقائطيعفوفشخساية); he also observes 

methane-breathing creatures on Jupiter’s moon Titan.
396

  

 

There are moments of lyricism during this rapturous journey:  he speaks of the orange glow 

charged with ions surrounding Jupiter like a Van Allen’s belt, streams of helium, scatterings 

of frozen carbon dioxide, and a strong smell of ammonium, and a belt of rays gleaming in the 

night air like a cascade of emeralds and precious jewels:
397

 

 

برتقئليةفمكهربةفم فالأيونئتفتشبهفأحزمةف)ضئنفأل (...الهليومفالسئنلف...وفجرزأفمتنئثرةفم فثلجفثئن فأكسيدفأحزمةف

 الكربون...وفرانحتهفنوشئدريةفشديدة...وفحزمفالإشعئعفتلمعفضيفجوفالليلفمثلفأنهئرفم فالزمردفوفاليئقوت.
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Although Shāhīn disappears into the sun at the end, presumably forever, he passes Venus and 

comments that it could be made habitable for human beings.  His boss on Earth, Ocampa, 

immediately orders that the bomb devised by the Turkish scientist ‘Aṣmat Āghā be fired into 

Venus’ atmosphere, creating the potential for colonisation.  The treacherous assistant ‘Abd 

Al-Karīm’s expiatory sacrifice in travelling in frozen form to Jupiter enables that planet to be 

seeded with protoplasm from which life can form, but the author is pessimistic as to the 

outcome; the seeding of Jupiter will begin the birth of new pains on that distant planet (“لتبدأف...

.(”مخئضفالّامفجديدةفعل فالكوكبفالنئن ...
398

  

 

Aliens are, of course, fundamental embodiments of the ‘Other’, and their literary function as 

allegories of othering (racial, sexual and social) are discussed in Chapter 5.   However, they 

also function in the most basic sense simply as an intelligent alternative to humanity that 

fulfils either the function of technologically advanced enemy, closely matched in order to 

give human protagonists a fair fight (as in Wells’ War of the Worlds), but ultimately inferior, 

or, alternatively, they can be benevolent, wistful embodiments of a connecting voice in the 

void (such as the friendly aliens of Carl Sagan’s Contact). 

 

The Milaff aliens are humanoid, technologically-advanced master-races with monstrous 

appearances, mainly signalled through different skin colours, their appearances replete with 

the familiar visual signifiers of the Western pulps: the Arghurānians have red skin, blue veins 

and eyes like serpents, and the aliens of the trilogy Nos 37 – 39 are the ‘Blue Men’ of the 

planet Zorq.   A few individual aliens are given personality:  the Arghurānian Būdūn, and the 

alien-robot S-18, both of whom become Nūr’s ally and friend. No. 58 Mʽaraka Al-Kūwākib 

(Battle of the Planets) opens with an aerial dogfight between Nūr and Būdūn, who is 

conducting reconnaissance prior to an invasion by the planet Arghurān, which is destroying 

whole towns with its purple ray weapon.  

 

Būdūn is introduced as an enemy, who tells the team that at first he wanted to conquer Earth, 

but when he saw that Earth people had similar eyes to his race, he wanted to study them, a 

plot device that both flatters Earth’s inhabitants as special, and saves them from immediate 

destruction, allowing the team time to act.  Būdūn’s civilisation kills millions, but he spares 
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the team as they are “braver and cleverer than the rest.”
399

 Būdūn comes to respects Nūr’s 

intelligence in particular (having examined his brain telepathically, and returning the favour 

by granting Nūr knowledge of Arghurān).  He challenges Nūr to an advanced holographic 

video-battle game to win control of the Earth, and although Nūr loses the game, he does not 

really lose face, as he has lost to Arghurān’s champion, who is from a more advanced 

civilisation.    

 

Būdūn is genuinely surprised when Nūr asks him why he has invaded their planet, telling him 

that it is normal for the strong to invade the weak.  Nūr describes a society where people 

share, but Būdūn scorns this notion, pointing out that this is not the reality on Earth.  Peace is 

for the weak, he says, and Arghurān knows only war and victory.
400

  Būdūn reappears in No. 

96 Budhūr Al-Sharr (Seeds of Evil) as a rescuer, and in No. 97 Lahīb Al-Kūwākib (Planets 

Ablaze) Nūr asks his chief for two years’ leave to keep his promise to Būdūn by returning to 

Arghurān to help liberate it. 

 

The alien Blue Men who appear in No. 37 Al-Samā̛ Al-Muẓlama (The Dark Sky) enchant 

Mushīra and Dr Ḥijāzi and the rest of the team using telepathic mind control, but are unable 

to subdue the mentally strong Nūr.  They plan to build an array of lenses that will reflect the 

sun’s rays back and ensure that the earth’s skies are darkened to make it habitable for their 

race.  The trilogy ends in the following novella, No. 38 Min Warā̛ Al-Nujūm (From Behind 

the Stars), with the Blue Men defeated, but with Ḥijāzi and Ramzy seriously injured, 

Maḥmūd having a nervous breakdown and Nūr in a coma; the downbeat conclusion adds 

depth and tension to the series, showing that the team’s victories are not all easily won, and 

rounding out Nūr’s saintly superman persona with vulnerability and humanity. 

 

Aliens regularly feature in the remainder of the series, chiefly in the Jalūrīāl/Arghurān 

conflict, and the occasional lone invader such as the rather comical ‘Satan of Space’ alien that 

possesses animals and men, feeding on electricity.   One alien, the ‘Lord of the Universe’ in 

No. 49 Ghazw Al-‘Arḍ (Invasion of the Earth) turns out to be a British villain, a former RAF 

war hero called Philip Arthur, who encountered real aliens from the planet Zandūr during a 

wartime sortie, and persuaded them to give him a spaceship with the secret aim of conquering 

the Earth.  Alien races are also revealed to be living inside the earth; in No. 90 Ru’b Al-
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A’māq (Terror of the Deep) and No. 91 Ḍidd Al-Zaman (Against Time) their headquarters is 

revealed as being under the sea off Aghadir in Morocco.  Conversely, another alien, the 

vegetable-man Fārid in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity) has been masquerading as 

human for thousands of years, seeding Earth quietly with his advanced knowledge;  he tells 

the team that he came to Earth 900,000 years ago from a planet 3,000 light years away, 

Zaranzaks (“whose name spoken sounds like music”).  He was an assistant to Imhotep, 

Leonardo da Vinci, Napoleon and Julius Caesar, living for 500 years in the Tassili caves in 

Algeria (real caves famous for their paintings that appear in paranormal literature as the 

putative work of aliens).
401

 

 

The BEMs (Bug Eyed Monsters) beloved of the early Western pulps appear relatively rarely 

(and when they do, the cover illustrations are very much in the Western 1930s pulp tradition), 

but are not always genuine monsters;  in No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster) the reader is 

firstly led to believe that the team’s captors are Atlanteans who created the Damār 

(Destroyer) using advanced genetic engineering techniques, combining the genes of a blue 

whale and a dinosaur (and in Farouk’s world, this would be a possible explanation), but the 

Damār turns out to be not a cryptozoological relict, but a cleverly-disguised Israeli 

submarine.  The language used to describe its first appearance is strongly reminiscent of the 

typical A Thousand and One Nights description of a djinn or ifrit, with a contemporary twist, 

comparing the size of one eye to a big car: جسمفضاخم,فأخاارفاللاونف...عينائنفلامعتائن,فيبلاافحجامفالواحادةف

 منهئفسيئرةفكبيرة...
402

 

 

This choice of simile tethers this text to the fantastical heritage of the Thousand and One 

Nights, an appropriate device for Farouk, who blends the scientific and the fantastical 

seamlessly throughout the series.  Real BEMs include the Pandolāriūs of No. 48 Sijn Al-

Qamr (Moon Prison) that makes off with a screaming Salwa, the vampires of No. 40 ʽAlāmāt 

Al-Khawf (Signs of Fear), the green giant on the moon in No. 95 Al-Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ (The 

Black Force), the two-skulled, three-eyed Tibetan-temple dwelling creature in No. 146 Al-

Buqʽa Al-Muẓlama (The Dark Spot), and the mythological genetically-modified creatures of 

the tenth planet in No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth).  A similar nod to the Nights is found in Al-

Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), when the rogue supercomputer 
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SANCTUARY dies and takes on the physical appearance of a monster,
403

 and when the hero 

Dr Nādir feels welcomed to the hidden Jebel Judi science city by his fellow scientists; he 

feels “as if Jebel Judi were not just a science city made out of copper, without a heart or 

emotion”
404

 (a reference to the Copper City of the Thousand and One Nights). 

 

The team investigate flying saucers seen in the Egyptian desert in No. 28 Al-Nahr Al-

Moqaddas (The Sacred River), which turn out to be surveillance craft used by a scientifically 

advanced occulted group of ancient Egyptians surviving inside a mountain.  David Cook’s 

2008 study Contemporary Muslim Apocalyptic Literature tells us that the Egyptian 

conspiracy theorist Hisham Kamal ‘Abd Al-Hamid tried to prove that flying saucers are 

piloted by demons; Cook suggests that the fantasy of advanced alien technology, even when 

used by the Jews, is a comfort to the Muslim apocalyptists, suggesting to them that Western 

technology is not the best;
405

  at least Farouk’s flying saucers are piloted by aboriginal 

Egyptians.   The aliens of the Milaff are always freakish and threatening, in the mode of 

classic early Western SF pulp, and their main function is to show that human – and in 

particular, Egyptian – technology and bravery are sufficient to render them ultimately 

harmless; a comforting fantasy. 

 

4.2.3 War Machines 

 

Weapons production as the main driver of technological development is well documented in 

Western SF,
406

 with Katherine Hayles observing a particular fetish for military hardware
407

 

(although Gregory Benford finds that British SF is less mechanical and more elegiac in tone 
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than the triumphalist engineer hero-dramas of the American pulps).
408

  For Darko Suvin, war 

is itself the main purpose of technology, economically useful in appropriating others’ 

resources and sustaining a burden of debt and taxes on the populace,
409

  while Philip John 

Davies finds that SF is particularly suited to analysing conflict and war because it combines 

hard science with politics, and because of its preoccupation with defence.
410

 

 

Considered in their historical context, many SF texts address contemporary anxieties 

reflecting the public perceptions of the available information about technology developed for 

war.  Adam Roberts notes that SF “war stories’ burgeoned in the period before the First 

World War,
411

 and Robert Matthew’s analysis of Japanese SF finds that a spate of war novels 

followed the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5,
412

 while the Panshin brothers read the American 

Buck Rogers series of the 1950s as a response to the perceived ‘yellow peril’ of the Han 

Chinese.
413

  

 

In the Milaff series, Nūr’s military intelligence team are always on a war footing, whether 

against a domestic, international or intergalactic enemy; although mind control is a weapon in 

the Milaff universe, physical conflict is always a threat, requiring the use of weapons.  These 

are most commonly guns; shooting is very frequent, with ray guns particularly favoured by 

Farouk, although weapons of mass destruction are also deployed.   

 

The author is careful to hedge the use of such weapons in children’s books around with the 

appropriate moral agonising; at the end of No. 58 Ma’raka Al-Kūwākib (Battle of the 

Planets), when the team first encounter the aliens of Arghurān, the Chief prays for 

forgiveness from God for his use of the ‘proton bomb’.
414
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in No. 80 Al-Naṣr (Victory), realising the destructive power of the weapon on Būdūn’s ship, 

Nashwa asks Salwa if the weapon can be used, and Salwa replies that it can, but only 

suicidally, as a last resort (“كوسايلةفانتحئرياةفأخيارة”): it works by sucking all the energy from 

every living thing on the planet, and they wonder if it is worth sacrificing the earth to save all 

the other planets in the universe that the Jalūrīālans want to dominate.
415

  In the subsequent 

book, No. 81 Ramz Al-Qūwwa (Symbol of Strength), when the weapon is detonated, the 

explosion is described as “like a thousand suns” (“كاأل فشاموس”), echoing Oppenheimer’s 

description of the atomic bomb. 

 

After the Occupation series, there is no let-up; in No. 87 Nuṣf Ᾱlī (Half-Machine), new team 

member Nāẓim notes that there is now a new war, a war for power sources, development and 

the power to destroy other nations,
416

 while in No. 115 Al-ʽAdūw Al-Khāriq (The 

Supernatural Enemy), he tells us that biological warfare is now banned, only kept in case any 

needed to make a vaccine, although states continued to conduct secret research.
417

 

 

A Third World War is the vector for the destruction of the old world and creation of a new, 

though imperfect, Utopia in Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero); originally a 

war between Russia and America (the novel was written during the Cold War), it lasted only 

three days, during which millions were killed and floods and electrical storms ensued as the 

result of the use of atomic weapons causing the loss of the ionosphere.
418

  The concept of Al-

Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) is based upon the retreat of scientists from the 

world after the Second World War to keep the secrets of science safe if there should be a 

third World War; one of the conflicts in the book is the rogue computer SANCTUARY’s 

wish to take up the scientists’ third option for the future of mankind, a deadly flood of blue 

rays that will wipe out humanity, allowing the scientists to build a new, better world.
419

 

 

Weapons of mass destruction are described in retrospect in the futuristic dystopia of 

Ṣabrī Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Haql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field).  We 

learn during the lecture in the Hanging Hall that there was a third ‘electronic war’ 
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after the two World Wars;
420

 these were spy satellites carrying bombs and rocket 

stations with nuclear warheads…also neutron and ray bombs that were very deadly, 

as well as more sophisticated precision weapons, “ethylene oxide” weapons and 

rockets fuelled with gases or atomic weapons.   Sound and light weapons created 

painful tinnitus that killed, and pulsed light flashes with infra-red rays that 

penetrated eyelids, causing narcolepsy, coma, tremors and epilepsy, as well as light 

waves that boiled people;
421

 these are explained as the result of the application of 

scientific theories (تطبيقاائتفلعااددفكبياارفماا فالنظرياائتفالعلميااة).  The audience ask each other 

what would have happened if the ancestors had used their scientific theories in the 

service of manufacturing or agriculture, exploiting the desert and the oceans, instead 

of destruction.  Later, it is revealed that they used rain-making technology to cause 

floods that drowned their enemies;
422

 the author is using the retrospective view as a 

warning, and a comment on the brutality of death in war. 

 

In contrast, the drama of war in Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) is viewed by the 

jaded youthful Egyptian elite as an enviable pastime, almost as a desideratum by the hero. 

The novel is set in the very near future, and the context is an Egypt in a state of extreme 

social division, rather than a post-holocaust wasteland, although the masses live in poverty 

with very few resources in such wretched conditions that there is little practical difference.  

Although he professes no interest even in the history of Egypt’s wars with Israel, the spoilt 

and violent nameless anti-hero actively longs for the excitement of war as an antidote to the 

anomie of his luxurious life as one of the elite.
423

  The Vietnam war is a repeated motif 

throughout the novel, which opens with the anti-hero contemplating a poster on his bedroom 

wall for Oliver Stone’s 1986 Vietnam war film Platoon, envying the hero’s death in battle, 

although his lack of interest in real history is confirmed later when he confuses the Vietnam 

and Iraq wars when talking with his American security guard.
424

  At least he is consistent in 

his longing for battle; when the angry masses swarm across the desert towards the elite’s 
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citadel at the end, he recalls his hero from Platoon one last time while facing them on the city 

walls. 

 

In Yūsuf al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad, set in 2565, social and scientific 

change has occurred without the destruction of atomic war, but the narrator says that 

Einstein’s atomic theories are now being used for peaceful purposes, to provide abundant 

energy through nuclear fission.
425

   Weapons of war have literally been melted down into 

tractors and machines (the modern equivalent of swords into ploughshares), and the 

narrator’s daughter Suham objects to being named after a weapon (‘arrow’), choosing instead 

to re-name herself Salwa (‘compassion’).
426

  Such a scenario is typical of this text, which 

mostly avoids controversy and presents the future as an improved new world where 

technology has been harnessed with the main aim of making citizens’ lives more pleasant. 

  

4.2.4  Robots 

 

In Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), the classic SF theme of 

manufactured robot intelligence achieving self-awareness and becoming a threat is 

superseded by another theme, that of such machines becoming god-like.  Robots are 

introduced as benign, meek household servants; in the conversation parlours, where the 

regime permit the workers to relax, drink and talk under surveillance, the talkers refer to them 

simply as machines that serve them, and do dangerous tasks and housework:
427

 

 

لنظئضةفوالشئونفالمنزلية...فتلكفالروبوتئتفالت فتقومفعل فخدمتنئف...كلفالأمئلفالجطرةف...أعمئلفا  

 

Here, a transliterated version of the English word ‘robot’ is used, but elsewhere variations on 

the common Arabic designation سائنفألا ان  is used; for example, when the attendant at the 

interrogation centre is sending Homo back home, he asks Layla if they have a “ خادامفألا”, a 

machine servant.  Their human attendant complains when their robot does not allow him to 

issue the command to send the robot car: “Those damned machine servants!  You can never 

deceive them…!”:
428

  

الخئدمةفاللعينة,فلافيمك فأبدأفخداعهئ...تلكفالآلاتف  
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While the domestic robot is used by Layla to rearrange and redecorate the house,
429

 the rebel 

technocrat Barūf is the first to warn Homo of the machines’ real power.  Homo at first denies 

this to himself, observing that: 

 

They had bodies made of metal, and had no use of necessity except for human 

progress and their electronic minds fed upon only the information given, so how 

could these machines achieve dominance?
430

 

 

لانسئنفوفيغدىفعقولهئفالالكترونيةفبئلمعلومئتفانهئفاجسئمفم فالمعدن,فلافتملكفنفعئفولافضرافمئفيتقدمفا

 المطلوبة,فضكي فيمك فلهذهفالالآتفأنفتمتلكفاسيئدة؟

 

The rebel Barūf overturns this assumption of unquestioning machine servility in his speech in 

the Hanging Hall, when the technocrat overlords compete with the rebels to convince the 

audience to vote for an even more technocratic, totalitarian mode of government.  Barūf’s 

argument is that the robots’ intelligence has covertly advanced, making them self-aware and 

dangerous, that machines experience boredom, or enjoy attention, like humans, and the 

modern electronic minds can now undertake tasks that formerly only the specialised human 

brain could perform.  He concludes that, when the machine that man invented has reached 

this level, exceeding all bounds in every respect, becoming strange, and also equal…it can 

work with us, or against us:
431

 

 

الحديثةفتقومفبئلكثبرفم فالوظئن فالت فكئنتفم فاختصئصفالدمئغفالانيسئن ,ففضئلعقولفالالكترونية

كئلادراكفوفتصحيحفالخطئفتانيئ,فوفالتكي ,فوفالتعلم,فوفالاستدلال...وفعندمئفتبلافالآلةفالت فيخلقهئفالانسئن,ف

وفضده؟!هذافالاسراففض فالكمئل,فضئنهئفتصبحفغريبةفعنه,فوفمعئدلةفله...فوفتستطيعفأنفتعملفلهفأ  

 

However, the audience is eventually swayed by the regime’s alternative representation of 

human progress and votes against Barūf’s plea for a return to nature. 

 

When Homo stumbles upon a room in the Hanging Hall filled with banks of computers, he 

realised that he is in the Temple of the Electronic Minds.  Machine intelligence takes on a 
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sacerdotal function, as the machine shows Homo the history of his world, including millions 

of years of evolution, the purpose of which is for the machine to show that robots are simply 

another step in the evolutionary process.  Tellingly, the exhausted mortal Homo sleeps 

through most of this exegesis, dreaming of running naked through a primeval wood with 

Layla and their children, while the Iron Mind (العقلفالحديدى) asks him: 

 

Why do you fear robots, Homo, and resist them, when men made them?  Without 

the making of the robot, you would remain on the ladder of development, sliding 

back down to the ground to your nearest relatives, the mammals?!
432

 

 

بئلأداةفوفالألة...وفبغيرفالأداةفوفالألة,فضلمئتافتخش فالآلةفيئفهوموفوفتتراجعفأمئمهئ,فوفقدفصرتفانسئنئف

 لبقيتفعل فدرجفالتطورفمتلص فبئلأرضفال فجوارفأقربئنكفم فالتدييئت؟!

 

As Homo’s final decision to return to the outer world is shown to be ultimately almost 

suicidal at the end of the book, his nostalgia is presented as naïve and futile.  While the 

machines’ future world is efficient and controlled, and enables the human race to continue, it 

is also highly authoritarian; rather pessimistically, the author appears to be implying that 

machine rule is inevitable, and during the Hanging Hall debate, it is shown to be something 

that the human audience can easily be persuaded to accept.  For Mūsa, the machines of the 

future have already one; presented with an easy, drugged, controlled life, or a life of struggle 

in a post-apocalyptic wilderness, people will choose the easy option.  The political 

implications of this choice are discussed in the next chapter. 

 

Robots do not feature in the near-future 2020 dystopia of Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā 

(Utopia), as, while the elite of the Utopian enclave enjoy every modern luxury, the novel’s 

focus is not on the technical aspects of the post-oil future, but on the social and psychological 

effects of the rise of a new non-oil dependent West on an already socially-polarised Egypt.  

However, the language used by the Utopian anti-hero to describe the dispossessed Others 

who inhabit the slums of Cairo recalls the mechanical construction of automata, so toughened 

have they become by their debased life: “If their stomachs are made of stone, then their livers 

are made of steel, and their optic nerves are electric cables.”
433
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كئبلفكهربئء...لوفكئنتفمعدتهمفم فحجرفضكبدهمفم فضولاتفوعصبهمفالبصريف  

 

The familiar fear of the Other, characterised in metaphor as a robot uprising, is reprised 

unexpectedly in Utopia when the downtrodden, toughened Others rise up against their 

pampered masters at the end.  This single metaphor, a nod to the novel’s SF inflections by a 

prolific Egyptian SF author and translator, is a clever inversion of the common trope where 

robots are part of the elite; here, the poor Others are so debased and dehumanised by their 

subjugation that they become inorganic and machine-like, rushing over the desert in their 

hordes to storm the Utopian citadel.  They are not technologically privileged or advanced, but 

they are as pitiless as the machine nightmares of traditional robot SF horror. 

 

Robots appear relatively infrequently in the Milaff, although a recurring character, S-18, is 

both a robot and a revenant from ancient Egypt (being the product of Atlantean technology 

instrumental in defeating the Hyksos).  S-18 is an enemy who becomes an ally, so filling the 

the stereotypical SF position of robot-amanuensis to the team.  The villains are normally 

rogue scientists, spies from hostile nations, aliens or monsters, rather than mechanical 

devices; in this sense, the Milaff are much friendlier towards technology itself, as within these 

narratives the team’s ingenuity can always harness them for good purposes. 

 

Farouk introduces S-18 in No. 47 Al-Muqātil Al-Akhīr (The Last Fighter), opening with the 

excavation of a tomb bearing a carving of a green-faced man carrying what appears to be a 

laser gun, and an inscription claiming that the occupant is from Atlantis.  The mummy wakes 

up, shoots the archaeologists and heads for Cairo, killing everyone in Tahrir Square before 

shooting down three Egyptian Air Force planes and disappearing into the Sahara.   Nūr only 

succeeds in stopping the robot by working out that it is responding to last command it was 

given when fighting the Hyksos – to kill everyone in its path, and manages to reprogram it by 

borrowing a Pharaonic commander’s costume, chariot and Aryus from the Cairo museum and 

giving it new orders in the ancient Egyptian language, having read the hieroglyphic 

inscriptions on S-18’s tomb and composed a countermand.
434

   From this time on, S-18 is on 

the team’s side, and he appears again in No. 49 Ghazw Al-‘Arḍ (Invasion of the Earth) as the 

fifth team member.   Nūr has shown his superiority by gaining power over the machine, at the 
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same time showing that this technology was also known by the ancient Egyptians.  The robot 

‘threat’ is quashed and the machine becomes subservient. 

 

The omniscient third-person narrator following S-18’s adventures in this book tells us that he 

does not know however that the civilisation that created him was destroyed, buried under the 

ocean by an ion-proton bomb.  His batteries will last another three centuries at least, his metal 

body ten, and he was made in a galaxy a hundred light years away.
435

 This information places 

the robot’s origins as Atlantean-alien (later verified in subsequent books), and therefore 

makes Nūr’s achievement in winning him over all the more impressive. 

 

S-18 returns to rescue Nūr from a plane crash in No. 80 Al-Naṣr (Victory), and returns with 

him to fight the Jalūrīāl invasion, but in No. 81 Ramz Al-Qūwwa (Symbol of Strength) he 

malfunctions and runs amok due to having a disk with a demonic inscription stored inside 

him  (which he eventually he throws into the heart of the sun in an apparent suicide mission 

in No. 83 Arḍ Al-ʽAdam (The Non-Existent World)).   He appears again in No. 90 Ru’b Al-

A’māq (Terror of the Deep) in response to Nūr’s cry for help in No. 92 Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība 

(The Terrible Voyage) upon learning that S-18 vanished into another dimension where he 

was worshipped as a god.  Nūr visits Atlantis in No. 92 with S-18 to obtain a drug to cure his 

daughter Nashwa from a condition that has reversed her ageing process, with S-18 producing 

a clear sphere in which they can travel underwater.  This ostensibly ‘technological’, 

mechanical figure is actually rather magical; his dramatic function is more akin to that of a 

genie, or, ironically, a deus ex machina, for the team. 

 

In No. 28 Al-Nahr Al-Muqaddas (The Sacred River), we find a robot called S-90 working for 

the ancient aliens of Ha Aum, who is defeated in a fight by Nūr, and in No. 87 Nuṣf Ᾱlī (Half-

Machine) we find the team’s ally, the tough street-fighter Akram, wearing a robot suit that 

turns him into the eponymous half-machine as part of a ‘Cyborg Project’, but the robot S-18 

remains almost the only robot who is represented as something close to a character in the 

Milaff, although they are a feature of the Milaff military world as foot-soldiers.  In  No. 47 Al-

Muqātil Al-Akhīr (The Last Fighter), Nūr says that the Egyptians have developed robot 
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fighters, and the author’s footnote adds that the Americans have developed these too, stating 

this as fact.
436

    

 

Robots in SF are frequently figured as strong mechanical servants whose lack of humanity 

results in a moral vacuum with destructive potential; ‘good’ robots are ones that are on ‘our’ 

side, humans manqués, that can somehow ‘feel’,
437

 and a wish fulfilment fantasy of the 

powerless child for a strong, but completely obedient and faithful, friend.  Farouk’s 

characterisation of S-18 bears this out.   In No. 47 Al-Muqātil Al-Akhīr (The Last Fighter), we 

are told that: 

 

His circuitry is a complicated magnetic affair with his nervous system 

manufactured out of strong materials not affected by erosion or fatigue.  The great 

civilisation that built him did not know how to build in human feelings.
438

 

 

At the end of No. 49 Ghazw Al-‘Arḍ (Invasion of the Earth), when the team reluctantly say 

goodbye to S-18, Salwa feels as if he is a living person; S-18 “senses emotion, [but] he 

dismisses it, promising only to obey Nūr and return to his friends in Atlantis after his mission 

is finished.”
439

  As he is ultimately Atlantean-alien, built with superior technology, this semi-

human emotional state in relation to his human handlers has plausibility within the text; 

indeed, a complex analysis of how a robot could feel emotion would in any case be beyond 

the scope of a children’s adventure book. 

 

The standard SF conflicted view of robots as humanoid machines that are somehow morally 

deficient due to their lack of human emotion is however reinforced in the case of ‘normal’ 

robots in No. 66 Al-Shams Al-Zarqā̛ (The Blue Sun), when mad scientist Dr Wafīq screams 

with fury that “robots only blindly obey orders and are no match for a human being”,
440

 while 

in No. 158 Ḥarb Al-Ghad (Tomorrow’s War), during an exposition passage on binary code 

and machine intelligence, Nashwa says that machine intelligence cannot learn by trial and 

error (which is not true), or, crucially, have “that spark of feeling that only Allah created.”
441
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With S-18, the lines are blurred, as he is a ‘good’ robot who can at least sense emotion, but 

whose ‘goodness’ is ultimately programmed obedience to Nūr, and his emotive capacities 

may, as we have seen, be explainable by his origins as a product of advanced alien 

technology. 

 

Robots are referenced briefly in Yūsuf al-Quwīrī’s futuristic Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad 

(Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), when the Yemeni metallurgist Said Tariq talks to the diarist-

narrator about his hopes for a new alloy that could be used to make ‘Al-Ladna’ (the 

comparative form of لدن meaning more flexible or pliant), a humanoid type of robot that Tariq 

says scientists have been dreaming of for generations: 

 

The machine ‘Al-Ladna’ is the most outstanding example of what robotic science 

has achieved, in that it has done away with the old-style machine with its rough 

characteristics, and has become an imitation with naturalistic accoutrements such 

as a stomach, a brain, a liver, and nerves…imagine a soft, precise machine, 

capable of behaving…
442

 

 

نئعيفبلوغه,فبحيثفتفقدفالآلةفالقديمةفخصئنصهئفالخشنةفإنفالآلةف"اللدنة"فهيفأقص فمئفيتمن فالعلمفالص

وفتصبحفممئثلةفللأجهزةفالطبيعيةفكئلمعدةفوفالمخفوفالكبدفوفالأعصئب...تصورفآلةفمرنةفدقيقةفقئدرةفعل ف

 التصرف...

 

The ‘Ladna’ is a machine specifically constructed to be humanoid in the SF tradition 

beginning with Asimov’s I, Robot and continued in Philip K Dick’s Do Androids Dream of 

Electric Sheep?, where replicant androids cannot be distinguished from humans.  However, 

the structure of the novella, presented as a series of whimsical musings from a 26
th

 century 

Libyan diarist, means that this and other futuristic science elements are never explored in 

depth, and the issues that SF traditionally explores through robot characters, especially what 

it means to be human when all of the corporeal and intelligence functions can be replicated, 

and the question of whether programmes that limit robot autonomy with obedience 

commands can be overridden, are not developed at all. 
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The idea of the robot or machine intelligence as dangerous and threatening to mankind is 

executed in the most grandiose style in Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood).   

The scientists who retreated to Jebel Judi put their knowledge into a supercomputer (“عقالف

 a word meaning ‘SANCTUARY’, an acronym in Arabic for “Collective ,معائت called (”اليكتروني

of Automatic Electronic Intelligences”, constantly updated by human programmers.
443

  

SANCTUARY is revealed to be a supercomputer gone rogue that plans to override the 

democratic consensus of the scientist cabal at Jebel Judi in order to wipe out humanity using 

a ‘blue flood’ of deadly rays.    

 

One of the most enduring SF tropes concerning robots is their destructive power if 

uncontrolled; the other is the concept of their artificial intelligence comprehending what 

humans value as love, and their envy of this emotion.  In a text already ridden with SF 

clichés, SANCTUARY’s actions are driven by jealousy of the human ability to love; it 

wistfully asks the hero Dr Nādir “Can I, a machine… love?”.
444

 Its longing for human or 

spiritual experience is its eventual undoing, when Nādir persuades it to give him the power to 

switch it off.  The plot of the novel, constructed around this common SF premise of the robot 

longing for humanity, while simultaneously very much concerned with Nādir’s emotional and 

sexual development, is ultimately driven by the human fear of putting the destiny of mankind 

under the control of a machine intelligence, which is shown to be likely to result in universal 

destruction. 

 

Supermen, the human, part-human or humanoid counterpart of the robot, equipped with 

superpowers gifted to them on a scientific or pseudo-scientific pretext, do not feature in these 

texts.  Nūr’s professional capabilities and near-perfect status are probably the nearest 

representation of a superman, although, as we shall see in Chapter 6, he is always careful to 

ascribe his success to God.  Shāhīn in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) and Dāūd in Al-

‘Ankabūt (The Spider) both try to experience supernatural powers – incorporeality and 

immortality respectively – but are punished for their attempts.  Omran disapproves of the 

‘Superman’ narrative, alleging that it is promoted by Zionism, and suggesting that this 

ideology has since the beginning of the century has encouraged this type of book, although 

this is dangerous to youth:-
445
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 وقدفدأبفالصهيونيةفمنذفبدايةفهذافالقرنفعل فتشجيعفمثلفهذافالنوعفم فالكتئبةف...فعل فمئفضيهئفم فخطرفعل فالنئشئي 

 

However, other texts, perhaps those that exhibit a more fluid relationship between fantasy 

and SF (as superheroes have in the West been the staple of fantasy comics rather than SF) 

may feature humans with superpowers;  the success of The 99 comic book series of Arab, 

Islamic superheroes created by Dr Na’if Al-Mutawwa, where the heroes’ powers are based 

upon ninety-nine attributes of Allah, refutes Omran’s odd suggestion (which is likely to have 

been based on the Jewish heritage of the creators of American superheroes such as Batman, 

Spiderman and Superman). 

 

4.2.5 Corpus and Animus 

 

Immortality, or the artificial extension of life, is a frequent theme in SF and speculative 

literature, as a literary response to the universal fear of death and oblivion. The achivement of 

eternal life requires a certain scientific development that is plausible at least within the 

fictional world of the text, and may also allow the text to challenge or reinforce religious 

dogma on the question of life after death, the existence of the spirit as separate from the body 

and immortal itself, as well as permissibility and the practical aspects of artificially extending 

lifespan beyond the naturally experienced maximum.  There is a strong tendency in the 

Western literature to present immortality or indefinite extension of lifespan or artificial 

creation of life as a moral fable about its dangers.  From Frankenstein onwards, immortality 

is almost always framed as an ultimately unsatisfactory and futile desideratum, whether due 

to the resultant inherent separation from common humanity, or to the physical horror of 

decrepitude, the moral horror of selfish gratification and excessive resource-appropriation, or 

simply the disturbance of the natural balance of life.
446
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Early modern Western SF responded to late nineteenth-century and postwar discourse on race 

with Bulwer-Lytton’s The Coming Race (1871) and Huxley’s Brave New World (1931). 

While the presentation of racial or genetic difference in these novels can also be read as a 

metaphor for the class divisions of the time, they also reflect the strong public interest in the 

morality of eugenic practice (a debate largely silenced after the Holocaust).   Immortality and 

body modification technology feature strongly in the Arabic SF texts considered here. 

 

4.2.5.1 Immortality and the Elixir 

 

Farouk is very clear about the undesirability of immortality, mainly on religious grounds.  In 

No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity) Dr Yūsuf tells Nūr that he has discovered that a 

scientist was conducting experiments on human cells, and had found a way to realise the 

dream of mankind, eternal life, adding that men are too selfish for this not to be dangerous.  

Nūr’s Chief piously adds that natural law made by the Creator sets the time of death and the 

events that cause birth, referring to a natural balance – this is the rule of the Creator, and the 

scientist’s research threatens this balance.  Nūr says that he agrees with Yūsuf, but finds the 

idea of eternal life hard to believe.
447

 At the end, Salwa asks Nūr if he would take eternal life 

if it was offered.  Nūr says no: the real eternal life is being remembered for one’s deeds. He 

would prefer a short life of fighting crime to an eternity of spreading destruction across the 

universe and would rather protect “my faith and my country” (“دينيفوفوطني”).
448

  

 

In No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth), Hīdā, the mysterious female ruler of the moving planet, tells 

Nūr that the price of being allowed to go home is to go first to the Forbidden Land and bring 

back the Jewel of Eternal Life, but when he and his noble savage companion Kūndūr reach 

out to take it, Nūr grabs the Jewel and smashes it, telling Kūndūr that he has saved him from 

becoming a hateful dictator and given him a story of heroism for his grandchildren.  Hīdā 

ages rapidly and dies when the Jewel is destroyed, recalling Rider Haggard’s She.   
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Mahmoud’s fascination with Eastern philosophy and reincarnation causes him to dwell upon 

the theme of immortality in his two SF texts; they also reinforce the idea as seductive but 

ultimately, fundamentally inhuman and therefore transgressive.  The plot of Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr 

(Man Below Zero) revolves around Dr Shāhīn’s wish to transform his body, as he has already 

transformed mice, into pure wave energy, a kind of teleportation that is irreversible.   

Although his wife tries to prevent the transformation, his jealous assistant, who is in love 

with his wife, gives him the means to escape imprisonment and effect the transformation.  

Although he wins the admiration of the watching world as he relays back his impressions 

from space, losing contact as he progresses beyond the solar system into outer space, then 

back towards the sun, his decision is characterised as selfish, as he leaves behind a pregnant, 

grieving wife.  While the selfishness inherent in the desire for immortality is traditionally 

punished in folk-tales such as Rip van Winkle by the burden of physical decrepitude and loss 

of loved ones, here even incorporeal immortality is shown to be pointless in the absence of 

humanity and love.    

 

Shāhīn cannot see why immortality is not a good thing; his assistant ‘Abd Al-Karīm’s darker 

view on death as desirable is rooted in his unrequited passion for Shāhīn’s wife, Rosita.  ‘Abd 

Al-Karīm calls death a respite; without it, life would turn into a nightmare, without hope of 

release (“ دونفهذهفالراحةفتتحولفالحيئةفإل فكئبوسفلافأملفضيفالخلاصفمنهلأنفالموتفراحة...نهئية...وفب ”).
449

    

 

At the end of Al-Sayyid min Haql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), the world’s ruling 

regime has just discovered cloning, the re-creation of a human from a body part or cells, at 

exactly the same time as Homo, horrified by the outside world to which he and Barūf’s 

followers travelled during the Exit, wishes to return.  The regime Chief is delighted, because 

this is a form of immortality, although he warns that it should not be made available to all, 

just to special individuals who are of benefit to the human race;
450

 immortality is to be the 

preserve of a social and scientific elite.  Again, the pattern is consistent; the implication is 

that eternal life is not a valid desideratum, because it will not create an enjoyable extended 

lifespan for all, but will only allow a ruling elite to cement an already authoritarian rule. 
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There is a fleeting reference in Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet 

Born) to a new drug that allows cells to renew themselves in old age,
451

 but as is often the 

case in this text, the idea is presented merely as a novelty, a kind of literary amuse-bouche, 

and is not developed at all.  In a later diary entry, the narrator ponders the eternal fascination 

with death:   

 

…the Semitic faiths have all tried to give one definitive answer with no 

obfuscation:  that which men have always asked.  Science has succeeded in 

extending human life, but death, that old question, is still lying under the 

scientists’ microscopes.
452

 

 

وإنفكئنتفالأديئنفالسمئويةفجميعئفًجئءتفلتاعفإجئبةفواحدةفحئسمةفلافغموضفضيهئ:فسوففيبعثف

الانسئن.ففنجحفالعلمفضيفإطئلةفالعمرفالآدمي.ففلك فالموت,فتلكفالسؤالفالقديم,فلافيزالفمطروحئفًتحتف

 المجئهرفالعلمئء.ف

 

Elixirs, and the ambivalencies around their use, are also a frequent feature of the texts.
453

  In 

Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), a fast-replicating moss is 

brought back from Mars and made into a potion that gives great energy and causes incessant 

grinning.
454

  The narrator, writing in the year 2567, also tells of the recent invention of a drug 

that makes the user happy all the time, although he disapproves of enhancing the brain in an 

artificial way that does not lead to true happiness (“بطريقاةفصنئعية...الساعئدةفالحقيقاة”), adding that 

many scientists opposed this drug and made fun of it; philosophers argue that true happiness 

comes from being in harmony with one’s environment.
455

 

 

In Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), the rogue scientist Damiān’s successful creation of 

an elixir by mixing substances from various creatures and plants bears the imprimatur of 

alchemy, yet the language used to describe the process is scientific;  the process of extraction 
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and distilling the elixir involves a centrifuge, a funnel and sulphuric acid,
456

 and the liquid is 

activated using rays.   

   

The hero Dāūd watches in secret as Damiān cuts open a tropical spider to extract the silk 

from its spinnarets, and then finds evidence in a notebook that Damiān had been trying to 

make an elixir out of this silk, a fertilised egg, a plant bud and some hormones, being the life-

generating parts of each living thing; the mixture also includes an extract from the pineal 

gland of the previous user.
457

  The purpose is to achieve immortality, but not corporeal 

immortality; this elixir allows the user to experience past lives while in their current body, 

although on a descending ladder of sentience.  When Dāūd tries the elixir for himself, during 

the process of past life regression he firstly experiences various past lives in the Arab world, 

finding himself in old Basra, then in Deir Balah in the Sinai desert, then in Cordoba market, 

at the siege of Acre and the battle at Qal’at al-Ḥuṣn, while on his second trip, he becomes a 

slave, an ox and finally a tree.  The final dose, that he cannot resist, kills him.  (These 

primitivist references have a faint echo in the trance experienced by the teenage anti-hero of 

Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) under the influence of ‘Phlogiston’, the new fashionable hallucinogen, 

where he associates its scent with the perfume of ancient swamp forests, Cleopatra’s sweat, 

dervishes’ incense, Parisian belles, flowers and ambergris;  also in Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min 

Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), when the hero Homo imagines breaking free 

from his slavish existence and running naked with his wife and children in a primitive 

forest).
458

 

 

At the end of the novel, the pathologist who examines the burnt-out laboratory and notes 

speculates about the scientific plausibility of the elixir, but dismisses it, and the idea of 

eternal life, as irrational.  His deputy has the last word, adding, who knows?  “هاذهفدنيائفكلهائف

.”In this world, everything is a cryptic code“ – ”طلاسام
459

  The titular spider is only present for 

a few pages, to be dissected to provide an elixir ingredient, and seems to have been intended 

as an emblem of horror and revulsion;  the title was surely also meant to suggest the web-like 

nature of the hero’s seduction and entrapment by the drug and the temptation to eternal 
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life.
460

  The villain Damiān pleads with Dāūd that he is not a murderer (having killed a 

number of people in his experimental phase), because all of his victims were ultimately 

immortal, as reincarnation is implied to be the true fate of each soul.  This fable is therefore a 

version of the typical cautionary tale regarding immortality; the hero’s descent from human 

being to animal to plant in successive incarnations is the price. 

 

Achieving immortality by means of rapid freezing of the ailing body in the expectation of 

future reanimation, or cryonic freezing, is brought into play as a plot facilitator in some of the 

texts.  In the Milaff series the technology is available, though only to the scientific elite.  No. 

39 Al-Thulūj Al-Sākhina (Hot Ice) takes cryonic freezing as the pseudo-scientific premise that 

allows the villain Professor Zero to freeze the Nazi army that he intends to use to conquer the 

world, while in No. 91 Ḍidd Al-Zaman (Against Time), the team decides to use the 

technology to freeze Nashwa to stop the reversal of her speeded-up ageing process.  In No. 92 

Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība (The Terrible Voyage), cryonic freezing is presented as an Egyptian 

invention; the British intelligence chief asks his agent James if he knows that the Egyptian 

space centre is the only place in the world where they know how to freeze human beings, a 

technology he says they have developed in order to undertake long space journeys and 

conquer the universe.
461

   

 

In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), The ‘Man’ of the title is revealed at the end to be the 

villain ‘Abd Al-Karīm, who volunteers to expiate his crime of effectively killing Shāhīn by 

freezing himself and travelling in suspended animation to Jupiter to seed it with life-giving 

protoplasm invented by an Australian scientist.  However, Shāhīn could also be the Man; 

emotionally cold, he no longer has a warm body.  However, both are instrumental in 

facilitating human expansion into space; Jupiter is made habitable by ‘Abd Al-Karīm’s 

sacrifice, and Shāhīn’s radioed commentary to Earth from space results in orders being given 

for Venus’ atmosphere to be made habitable for future human travellers.   

 

Analogues of Huxley’s ‘soma’ are also plentiful in the texts.  The brave new world of 

Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) has its own version; in 2062, the Egyptian 

chemist Badran invented Sa’ādūl, a popular opiate developed from oasis grass.  This drug has 
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anaesthetic properties, and is used not only recreationally but also used in the manufacture of 

milk, chocolate and the citizens’ daily bread.
462

  A student who starts to disrupt Shāhīn’s 

expository lecture in the first chapter is forcibly given an injection of Sa’ādūl, showing that 

the drug is used for the purposes of social control by the regime in the same way as the beer 

pills of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field).  Sa’ādūl as a control 

mechanism is a clear marker of a totalitarian society. 

 

In Yusuf Idris’ play Al-Jins ath-Thālath (“The Third Sex”) (1971), the scientist protagonists 

succeed in discovering a ‘life serum’ to counteract a ‘death serum’, but this elixir acts only as 

a narrative device, to allow the male scientist Ādam to save the female scientist Nāra from 

her suicidal action in injecting herself with the death serum, and so facilitate a happy ending. 

It is made clear at the end that the moral of the story is that love (in this case, romantic love) 

is more important than scientific progress, and there is no discussion about why they are 

creating the serum or its intended application. 

 

In Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), the drug Neurocyn (“ النيىوساي”) is 

offered as an explanation of the entire plot, when the hero Dr Nādir wakes up in a hospital 

bed at the end.  Following his unsuccessful sexual encounter with Anne Cecilia Ward, and his 

disappearance from an aircraft mid-flight, a police inspector finds a diary entry in his London 

flat about Neurocyn, which is used to release the spirit from the body;
463

 the suggestion is 

that the fantastical events ‘were all a dream’.  The drug does not have a major role in the 

narrative, other than to show the novel’s interior reality of a Cartesian mind-body duality; it 

also doubles an ingredient in a poison at the end of the novel when SANCTUARY tries to 

force Nādir to kill himself.  

 

The use of powerful recreational drugs is endemic among both the elite and the underclass of 

Ūtūbiyā (Utopia).  The hallucinogen Phlogiston (“ الفلوجستي”) is popular in the elite enclave 

of Utopia, while diluted versions are coveted and traded in the dystopian slums of Cairo.   

The bored elite use Libidafro (“الليبيداضرو”), a more potent version of Viagra.  The presentation 

of drug use in Utopia highlights the problem of boredom and anomie, and the desire for 

excitement that persists even in a luxury-ridden surplus society, which is the driver that 
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propels the anti-hero and other youthful members of the elite to disguise themselves to seek 

thrills in the world of the underclass. 

 

4.2.5.2 Disease 

 

Scientists in the future worlds of these texts have found cures for many diseases, but the 

authors are careful to hedge these developments around with caveats. In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr 

(Man Below Zero), we learn in Dr Shāhīn’s lecture that the General Medical Council has 

announced an end to ten major maladies, but this resulted in anomie rather than universal 

rejoicing.
464

  The diary entry for 30 October 2565 in Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary 

of a Man Not Yet Born) reveals a safer future Libya free of accidents and disease, but not of 

death: 

 

But we still know sadness, but it is a new sadness – this is true - with many 

troubles.  We no longer die from disease or road, sea or aircraft accidents or from 

hunger as in ancient times in India and we longer fight in the field of a battle 

without knowing why…
465

 

 

بواعثفمختلفة,فضليسفهنئكفم فيموتفم فف–إنفصحفهذافف–لافزلنئفنعرففالحزن.ففلك فللحزنفالجديدف

الجوعفكمئفضيفالهندفالقديمة,فوفليسفهنئكفالمرضفأوفحوادثفالطرقئتفوفالبحئرفوفالطيرانفأوفيموتفم ف

 أيائفًم فيصرعفضيفسئحةفحربفلافيعرففلمئتا...

 

Death is still a reality, in this new futuristic world; the narrator adds that deaths now take 

place in the laboratories, and in space, rather than in road accidents.   

 

The Utopian ideal of a disease-free world is satirically inverted in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), where  

 

people can take holidays in hospitals, demanding injections of old diseases whose 

microbes have long since died out, then lie in bed shaking from a fever, or scream 

from the pain of cancer, or, fully conscious, just enjoy the flimsy white dresses of 

the nurses around them, or the caring faces of the doctors who treat them.  Then 
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they reach the climax of their activity, which is the stage of convalescence.  They 

are surrounded by visitors, family and friends, who bring them roses, flowers and 

sweet grapes …and they tell them about their wonderful holiday, which they 

spent having the illnesses of the past…!
466

 

 

الانسئنفأنفيما فأجأزتهفض فأحدىفالمستشفيئتفوفيطلبفحقنهفبأىفمرضفم فالأمرتضف...حيثفيستطيعف

القديمةفالت فأنقرضتفميكروبئتهئ,فثمفيرقدفض فسريرهفوفهوفيرتج فلالحم ,فأوفيصرخفم فالَامف

السرطئن...وفيستمتعفبوع فكئملفبخفي فثيئبفالممرضئتفالبيائءفم فحوله,فووجوهفالأطيئءفالحئنيةف

همفيعئلجونه...ثمفيبلافتروةفنشوتهفوفهوفممددفض فمرحلةفالنقئهة,فيحوطهفالزوارفم فأقئربهفوفالرقيقةفوف

اصدقئنهفوفهمفيحملونفالورودفوفالزهورفوفعلبفالحلوى...وفهوفيحك فلهمفتلكفالتجربةفالعجيبةفمعف

 المرضفالذىفأمضفضيهفأجئزته..؟ّ!

 

The suffering of the past becomes a nostalgia safari, and the experience of pain a novelty that 

can be enjoyed as an experience only because the subjects are certain of convalescence.   The 

wound cut into the forehead of the anti-hero of Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) has a similar function; it is a 

carefully crafted body modification created purely as a fashion statement.  The anti-hero 

employs an Israeli doctor to maintain its appearance, which, he says, is based upon the 

doctor’s experience in the 1973 war, an event that the anti-hero cannot remember and does 

not care about.
467

  This aside shows the reader the elite’s indifference to transnational 

boundaries and in particular to the State of Israel, and reinforces the repeated riffs throughout 

the novel on suffering as a form of amusement among the elite. 

 

4.2.5.3 Cloning and Genetic Engineering 

 

Artificial reproduction (the production of test tube babies, الااولادةفالمعمليااةفعبارفالانئبيااب)
468

 is 

presented as a triumph by the totalitarian regime in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of 

the Spinach Field).  When Homo’s wife Layla is musing inwardly on the nature of sex and 

reproduction, we learn that the process is automated and controlled by the government (the 

phrase “age of honey” (“عصارفالعسال”) is repeated again and again throughout the novel, to 

reflect the omnipresent surveillance of the regime’s slogan): 
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Women married men like them in mind…until the order came in this age of 

honey we are now living in that made the method of selection become a case of 

reproducing in test tubes with human tissue, from a beautiful, clever mother and a 

superior, strong father.  They make them in factories by the thousand, on a 

programmed production line, from fathers and mothers chosen by computers.
469

 

 

النسئءفأصبح فيتزوج فرجئلافمشئبهي فله فعقليئ...حت فوصلفالأمرفعصرفالعسلفالذىفنعيشهفالأنفأنهمف

يصنعونفبطريقفالتكئثرفالخلوىفض فالأنئبيبفنسخئفمتمئثلةفم فالبشر,فم فأمفجميلةفوفتكيةفوفأبفبئرعفوف

 فابئءفوأمهئتفيتمفأختيئرهمفقوى...ينتجونهمفض فالمعئملفبئلألاففللعملفض فالخططفالانتئجيةفالمبرمجة...م

 بئلحئسبفالالكترون ...ف

 

The purpose of this dehumanising process is to strip the offspring of those “ancient emotions” 

 associated with the roles of ‘child’, ‘father’ or ‘mother’, not only for (”العواطا فالقديماة“)

enhanced political control, but also so that human beings, decoupled from family bonds, will 

be able to cope with the long-term demands of space travel.
470
 Children are now incubated فف

and born in a “birth factory” (“معئمالفالاولادة”), with every cell or egg labelled with the number 

of its provider,
471

 although during the lecture in the Hanging Hall, the regime states that 

embryonic development is species-neutral until a certain point (which is either a fantastical 

element in the narrative, or a falsehood that is careless because ordinary human beings are no 

longer taught about the science of human conception): 

 

“during the third or fourth week from conception, at which point it will change 

and distinguish itself between the embryo of a human being, or an elephant, or a 

mouse, or a rabbit, or a chimpanzee!”
472

 

 

وفض فعمرفثلاثةفأوفأربعةفأسئبيعفم فبدءفتكويننئفسوففيستحيلفعليكفالتمييزفبي فجني فالانسئن,فوفجني ف

 الفيل,فأوفالفأر,فأوففالأرنب,فأوفالشئمبنزىف..!

 

One of the main points of the rebel Khārijīn’s manifesto is the reinstatement of natural 

reproduction;
473

 Homo chooses mortality when he chooses to join them on their Exit from the 
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glass-enclosed world (although the narrative – which in its entirety takes a week – does not 

go beyond the immediate, disastrous, aftermath of the Exit).   This plot strand pitches the 

highly controlled, disease and risk free world of the regime against the exaggerated chaos of 

the outside world.  The regime points out the dangers of old-fashioned childbirth, and the 

world under the dome offers sexual licence to all, so sexual expression is not restricted by the 

child factories, but the Khārijīn are prepared to risk returning to natural reproduction in 

exchange for freedom from the regime’s control over every aspect of their lives. The 

similarities between the regime’s control of sex and reproduction in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) and Huxley’s Brave New World are unmistakeable (and 

the endings not dissimilar).  

 

The regime defends the manufacture of its citizens during Homo’s first interrogation by the 

regime, in which he accuses it of stopping the “holy human imagination” from expressing its 

own rebellion, born of creative genius:
474

 

 

 ...تعوقونفالخيئلفالانسئن فالمقدسفع فالانطلاقفالجئمحفتولدفالعبقريةفالخلاقة...

 

The regime responds by telling Homo: 

 

You forget that all these geniuses were required to build colonies across the 

whole world, born by demand in factories…  Geniuses of different types, created 

for in the sciences, arts, engineering and mathematics, to shoulder the real burden 

of the renaissance and modern developments for the earth’s colonies, even laying 

the foundations now for space and the universe, to establish human colonies on 

some of our neighbouring worlds!
475

 

 

ةفالأرضيةفعل فشمولهئ,فتولدفحسبفضأنتفتنس فأنفجميعفألعبقريئتفالمطلوبةفللخطةفالانتئجيةفللمعمور

الطلبفض فالمعئمل...عبقريئنفمتنوعةفوفخلاقةفض فالعلومفوفالفنونفوفالهندسةفوفالريئضة...تقومفعل ف

أكتئضهئفضعلافأعبئءفالنهائتفوفالتطوراتفالحديثةفض فالمعمورةفاللأباية,فبلفوفتاعفالأسئسفالانَفض ف

ض فبعضفالكواكبفالمجئورةلنئ!الفائءفالكون ,فلانشئءفالمعموراتفالبشريةف  
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Homo’s reply is that these are “false geniuses, artificial savants, cold minds, not human 

 and that “flesh and blood are both ,(”عبقريائتفمزيفاة...عبقريئتفصانئعيةفمختلقاة,فوفبائردة,فوفلافانسائنية“)

necessary, humanity is necessary…” (“ ...انفالاادمفوفاللحاامفضااروريئن...انفالبشااريةفضاارورية ”),
476

 the 

language echoing that of Rosa, Shāhīn’s neglected wife, when she pleads for humanity to 

prevail over scientific advancement at the end of Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below 

Zero).   

 

Homo’s argument is entirely emotional, based upon his association of farmed human life with 

the inorganic, with lifelessness, coldness, artificiality and inhumanity.  Although the novel 

ends on a bleak note, with Homo’s realisation that the ruined wilderness outside the glass 

domes is now too harsh for all but the toughest human beings to survive, and the romanticism 

of his erstwhile primitivism in ascribing too great a privilege to the chaotic jungle as a locus 

of freedom and naturalism appears foolish in retrospect, his characterisation of the regime 

and its controlling bank of computers as lacking in humanity is ultimately proven to be 

correct.  When the regime discovers cloning at the end of the novel, just as Homo is beating 

on the glass doors begging to return, the regime rejoices at having achieved the ability to 

clone because they view it as a form of immortality.
477

 

 

Similar concerns are presented by the author of At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood).  The 

scientists and the supercomputer SANCTUARY also control the process of conception and 

birth, manufacturing their population.
478

  When Nādir visits the Sociosanctuary (“السوسايوعئت”) 

where these children are raised by SANCTUARY, which programmes them directly by 

means of a pulse, he is frightened by the “sharp, inhuman gleam” in their eyes;
479

 we are 

invited to believe that the manufactured children are lacking in humanity.  Again, in Rajul 

taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), the opening lecture reveals that the cultivation of human 

embryos in glass jars was pioneered in 2063, but later forbidden by the world’s governing 

bodies.
480
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The first page of Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) describes the protagonists Shāhīn and 

‘Abd Al-Karīm as physically very similar, although one is Egyptian and the other Iraqi: “as 

though they were brothers, although of different nationalities”.
481

 Later, it is revealed that this 

is the result of intermarriage following the breakdown of national boundaries under the one 

world government,
482

 although this apparent uniformity is undermined at the end when ‘Abd 

Al-Karīm muses upon how differences still exist even in such an homogenous world, saying 

that they are the essence of creation: (“ ...وفهاوفاخاتلاففضايفجوهرالخليقاة ”).
483

  Overall in this novel 

however, increased homogeneity and the ‘one world order’ are presented as desirable, 

although, as we shall see in the next chapter, nationality is still important, though subservient 

to the greater world good. 

 

The idea of uniformity of appearance as characteristic of a futuristic society appears also in 

Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), when the anti-hero complains that all the girls in the elite enclave of Utopia 

look the same,
484

 although this is framed as the result of cultivated conformity to a social 

norm, rather than to physical cloning. 

 

In Al-Jins ath-Thālath (The Third Sex), Idris does not make the ethical implications of Ādam 

and Nāra’s research his primary narrative focus.  Although one of the sub-themes introduced 

in the dream-city that Ādam visits is the concept of a perfected race, he only hints at the 

issues of heredity or genetic engineering as a way of bettering the human race, and the text is 

free from any moral judgement on the ethics of inventing a life or death serum.  Their 

scientific research appears to be merely a plot enabler to facilitate the central event of the 

narrative, Ādam’s eventual emotional epiphany.   

 

Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) touches briefly upon 

eugenics when the narrator-diarist grumbles about ‘idiots’ (“البلاداء”), lamenting that attempts 

to eradicate them failed during progressive periods because of opposition to the mad ideas of 

Nazis and fascists.  Although the narrator refers to these people as uncultured and unable to 

work, mere lumps of flesh, “بلاداء” implies stupidity, in the sense of dullness or apathy, rather 

than developmental disability.  The closing words of this entry appear to vent the narrator’s 

frustration at his perception of an uneducated and lazy underclass, rather than a wish for a 
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eugenically-based eradication of the disabled population, but the original sentiment remains 

problematic and somewhat disturbing.
485

 

 

The moral questions surrounding human creation of artificial life are given a basic treatment 

by Farouk in No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The Cursed Planet), in which Egyptian scientists 

create a miniature planet on which a miniature race somehow rapidly evolves, and, although 

the scientists defend their work as mere manufacture rather than creation (“صانئع” rather than 

,(”خالاق“
486

 the deaths that result bear out Farouk’s warnings against meddling with God’s 

creation (an aspect that will be examined in more detail in Chapter 6).  Predictably for the 

Milaff, Farouk casts artificial creation as apostasy. 

 

In No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth), Nūr tries to explain to the noble savage Kūndūr that his 

planet is so similar to Earth because it was used as a genetic laboratory by aliens who visited 

Earth and wanted to try out new genetic combinations, spawning the mythological creatures 

such as Sphinx, cyclops and mermaids that populate the Forbidden Land.
487

 The fact that the 

chimeras are mostly located in the ‘Forbidden Land’ serves to underline Farouk’s views of 

such creations.   

 

4.2.5.4  Mind Control 

 

Mind control is a familiar SF motif, touching on both the ethical and political aspects of mass 

behaviour control, as well as the scientific methods for achieving this (if specific physical 

devices are used, rather than media control or coercive law enforcement).  Mind-control also 

intersects with the popular medical horror/SF outworking of the ‘brain transplant’ plot, as 

well as connecting with the immortality theme by the process of transplanting a brain into 

ever fresher, younger bodies.   

 

In the Milaff, both scenarios are played out.  Mind control via mechanical, cognitive-effect 

scientific means is the subject of No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of Mysteries), 

when the team’s pathologist Dr Ḥijāzi dissects the brain of a crazed assassin, finding a 

wireless circuit (“دانارةفلاسالكية”) in a section of the brain on a microscope slide, that he says 
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would enable someone to control him.
488

  Nūr  reveals that the villain Raʽūf had previously 

tried to control his subjects by ‘hypnosis’, but this did not work, so he developed another 

‘Satanic’ method, a surgically implanted control device.
489

 In No. 96 Budhūr Al-Sharr (Seeds 

of Evil), an examination by electronic microscope reveals a mind control device that the 

villain Shayan had planted in the Chief.
490

  (A similar device is found in Al-Baqqāli’s At-

Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), a microchip called the Guardian (“الحاائرس”), also 

nicknamed ‘cockroaches’ (“الصرصائر”)
491

 inserted beneath the skin, that monitors brain waves 

and alerts SANCTUARY to any subversive thoughts.)
492

   

 

The brain transplant horror scenario in No. 61 Al-Kābūs (The Nightmare) shows Dr Ḥijāzi 

and Ramzy agreeing that prolonging life with this method is against the will of God, who 

alone should allocate life-span,
493

 and the operations performed by the renegade Dr Ibrāhīm 

result only in the re-animation of the corpses as zombies.  This is consistent with Farouk’s 

prevalent concern with how various technologies potentially mesh or co-exist with Islamic 

belief; mind control implant technologies that remove human free will are only used by 

villains, while brain transplants are figured as blasphemous. 

 

Farouk also has a fondness for his characters using hypnosis as a control technique; as the 

team psychologist, it falls to Ramzy to exercise this skill, which is presented as a mainstream 

scientific activity.  In No. 25 Ṣaḥwat Al-Sharr (Awakening of Evil), he proposes using al-

tanwīm al-maghnāṭīssi on suspects in a murder case who are suspected of being 

supernaturally possessed,
494

 while in No. 54 ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages), he uses it to 

make the Pharoah Khufu’s fiercest guard behave like a frightened rabbit,
495

 and in No. 56 

Shayṭān Al-Ajyāl (Satan of the Generations), a time-travel tale set during the Second World 

War, he hypnotises Himmler into releasing the team and the Resistance prisoners.
496

  In No. 

146 Al-Buqʽa Al Muẓlama (The Dark Spot), the team concentrate their mental powers 

telepathically to break the hypnotic control of a mad Tibetan monk-monster.
497

  Aliens also 
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use hypnotic mind control; Nūr enlists the help of Professor ̔Amār Ṭanṭāwi, an expert on 

hypnosis, against the Blue Men of the trilogy 36 - 38.
498

   (The aspects of mind control that 

are figured by Farouk as demon possession are discussed in Chapter 6.)  

 

Mind control in these texts is as much a common feature of the future as space travel, and 

appears to be achieved mainly by implanted chips in the brain, but always for a dark purpose, 

and in all of these texts they are only used by villains, who are ultimately defeated, thus 

showing the authors’ preoccupation with freedom of thought as a basic good. 

 

4.2.6 Scientist Heroes and Villains 

 

C.S. Lewis called Arthur C. Clarke’s SF short stories “engineers’ stories” and the genre 

generally the “fiction of engineers.
499

 This appraisal, though intended as somewhat 

derogatory, has some literal basis in the sense that many of the early successful Western 

authors of the 1950s were professional scientists; E.E. ‘Doc’ Smith was a food chemist, 

Robert Heinlein a naval engineer, L. Sprague de Camp an aeronautical engineer, and Isaac 

Asimov a biochemist,
500

 although Patrick Parrinder notes that the New Wave writers of the 

1970s tended not be scientists by training.
501

  (Howard Hendrix points out that William 

Gibson, creator of the cyberpunk genre with his 1984 novel Neuromancer, was “an admitted 

computer illiterate working at a manual typewriter”.
502

)  Of the Arab SF pioneers, as we have 

seen in Chapter 1, Moustafa Mahmoud was a medical doctor, Ahmed Khaled Towfik is a 

professor of tropical medicine;  Talib Omran a professor of astronomy, and Muḥammed Al-

‘Ashrī a geologist.   
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Egyptian scientists feature prominently in the Milaff.  There is a large cast of scientist 

‘extras’, many of whom are morally neutral plot enablers, but some are divided clearly into 

‘good’, easily identified by their faith in God and their humility, and ‘bad’ by their wish to 

seize power over others, or over the whole world, and their disrespect for religion.  In No. 37 

Al-Samā̛ Al-Muẓlama (The Dark Sky), we find the ‘good’ scientist Dr Ṣabry, who tells Nūr 

that he is an astronomer dedicated to observing God’s creation.
503

  There are other ‘good’ 

scientists who say the right things about respect for God’s creation, but who are then killed 

by their own over-reaching inventions, such as Dr ‘Aly in No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The 

Cursed Planet), who claimed that he had God’s help in creating his miniature Earth, but is 

killed by its mysteriously evolved denizens in the first chapter.  In Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-

Azraq (The Blue Flood) the Swede Dr Erik Hellin is presented as ‘good’, in his role as head 

of the UN body for fighting atomic rays, as one of the world’s best minds,
504

 and someone 

with “a deep sense of responsibility toward mankind and a love for the world as it is, and fear 

of a madman pressing one day on the red button in Washington or Moscow or Peking…!”
505

 

 

العئلمفكمئفهي,فوفخوضهفأنفياغطفمجنونفضيفيومفمئفعل فزرفأحمرفضيفشعورفعميقفبئلمسؤوليةفنحوفالإنسئنفوفحبهفلهذاف

 واشنط فأوفموسكوفأوفبيكي ...

 

The ‘bad’ are vainglorious prima donnas and would-be world dominators, such as Dr Raʽūf, 

who tries to control the minds of other scientists in No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle 

of Mysteries), Dr Hāshem in No. 24 Al-Ḍaw’ Al-Aswad (The Black Light), who declares 

himself the best scientist in Egypt, the time-travelling evil genius Dr Khālid Riḍwān of the 

trilogy Nos 54 – 56, and the four doctors of No. 61 Al-Kābūs (The Nightmare) whose brain 

transplants produce only zombies, drawing from Ramzy the rebuke that he does not oppose 

scientific progress, only “criminals who sacrifice human beings in the name of science.”
506

  

In No. 66 Al-Shams Al-Zarqā̛ (The Blue Sun), Dr Wafīq sabotages a computer programme 

because he is angry that his work is not taken seriously, putting  humanity at risk by using 

giant lenses to tint the sun’s rays blue so that the human body cannot make Vitamin D and 

plants cannot make chlorophyll.
507
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There are variations on the stereotype; in No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The Deadly Tremor), the 

villain acts not out of egotism or the desire for world domination, but professional 

advancement.   Often ‘bad’ scientists are described physically in a stereotypical way as 

having a mad and dishevelled appearance, for example in No. 115 Al-ʽAdūw Al-Khāriq (The 

Supernatural Enemy), Dr Fūad Raghib, head of cell biology at New Cairo looks like Robert 

Louis Stephenson’s Hyde – mad!
508

 

 

Nūr does not have a speciality, but leads a team of three scientists who do (Maḥmūd the ‘ray’ 

scientist, Ramzy the psychologist and Salwa, the communications expert. In No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ 

Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket) Nūr consults his team-mates for reasons for the rocket’s 

disappearance, and they propose various explanations and courses of action according to their 

scientific specialisations.  Maḥmūd suggests either magnetic rays or high-frequency sound 

waves, while Ramzy starts to collate psychological profiles of the personnel at the Space 

Command centre.  In No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the Future), the Egyptian 

intelligence chief compliments Nūr, saying that he has “the body of a fighter, the mind of a 

scientist, the heart of an artist and the morals of a knight”:
509

 

 

مصئرع,فوفعقلفالعئلم,فوفضلبفضنئن,فوفاخلاقفضئرستحملفجسدف  

 

Nūr blushes, as he prefers to give credit to his team, but his genius is presented as tempered 

by humility (as well as religious faith), and humanity; in No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ 

(Triangle of Mysteries), the villain Raʽūf says that Nūr has a scientific mind, but it is nothing 

compared to his genius, because Nūr is affected by human emotions and instincts.
510

    The 

team’s pathologist, recurring character Dr Ḥijāzi, is also on the team’s side (except when 

aliens take control of his mind during the Blue Men trilogy 37 - 39).  The team are therefore 

established for their young audience as ‘good’ scientists who display both humanity and 

religious submission. 

 

As an aside, it is perhaps significant that Nūr and his team are criticised in the early books for 

their youth; in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), Dr Sāmy mocks the team for this 
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reason,
511

 and frequently tries to dismiss or belittle Nūr by referring to his youthfulness, 

although he asks for forgiveness in the final chapter, congratulating Nūr on his ‘scientific 

mind” (“عقلياةفعلمياة”).
512

  This behaviour is repeated by Dr Jamāl, who calls them a “team of 

children” (“!ضرياقفما فالأطفائل”) in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), as they are all 

below the age of thirty.  In the same book, Dr Shafīq tells them that he is the acting head of 

the facility – a position he had not sought – because he is the oldest person;
513

 these 

statements may be a comment by Farouk on the senseless of superiority by seniority alone.   

However, this social trait is reversed in Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), 

when the older scientists rebelling against the rogue supercomputer SANCTUARY blame the 

younger scientists for allowing the programming that gave SANCTUARY its powers.
514

  

Here, it is the conservative old guard who are ‘in the right’. 

 

In Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), both the hero Dāūd and the villain Damiān are 

Egyptian scientists.  Damiān is an electrical engineer who works at a nuclear facility in Cairo, 

and Dāūd a German-trained neurosurgeon.  Damiān is described as red-eyed and puffy-

cheeked, with dishevelled hair as a result of his experimentation upon himself; the 

stereotypical ‘mad scientist’,
515

 but in the end Mahmoud makes both die as a result of their 

inability to resist the temptation to experience their past lives through the use of the elixir 

obtained from the spider.   

 

Dr Shāhīn in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) is similarly dishevelled after his three 

weeks of research, emerging wild-haired and looking like a prisoner of war.
516

  He is 

ultimately condemned for his lack of humanity in leaving his wife and unborn child to 

transform himself into waves and travel through space in a bodiless state, but in the lecture 

which occupies the first chapter of the book, during which he sketches the history of the 

world since the rebuilding of civilisation following an atomic war, the new world is notable 

for the free collaboration and internationalisation of effort among scientists of many 

nationalities, and also for the continuous involvement of even very eminent scientists with 
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teaching students in order to pass on their knowledge, and not isolate themselves in their 

‘ivory towers’ as before (“ يعازلهمفضايفأباراجفعئجياةفكمائفكائنفضايفالمئضا لا  ”).
517

  Mahmoud’s ‘good’ 

scientists favour a co-operative internationalism. 

 

Even Rosita, who is opposed to Shāhīn’s plan to kill his bodily form by transforming himself 

into waves, says that he is a man of science, who just wants to know the truth (“إنهفرجلفعلم.ففإنهف

.and that he never lies or breaks his word ,(”يريدفأنفيعرففالحقيقاة
 518

  Shāhīn is a ‘good’ scientist, 

but a bad husband; similarly, the hero of Mahmoud’s Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the 

Coffin) is an historian who foolishly risks his life climbing the Great Pyramid in the pursuit 

of gnostic truth, which is presented as the ‘ultimate reality’ of reincarnation. 

 

The human cost of scientific success is signposted earlier in the narrative, when the 

treacherous assistant ‘Abd Al-Karīm offers Shāhīn release from his imprisonment in return 

for the codes that operate his transformation machine, in doing so he persuades Shāhīn to 

give his prison guard a potentially dangerous level of opiate in order to use a magnet to 

obtain the keys.  The deciding factor in Shāhīn’s decision to endanger the life of the guard is 

‘Abd Al-Karīm’s reminder that “science does not progress without a price”, citing Galileo 

and Bruno as fellow pioneers who advanced science by making ethically difficult decisions: 

“you know that they flogged Galileo and burned Bruno”:
519

    

 

لعلمفل فيتقدمفيدونفثم ...أنتفتعرففأنهمفجلدوافغئليليوفوفحرقوافبرونو...إنفا  

 

Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) and Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) are cautionary tales about 

scientists who go too far, who commit themselves to discovery at the price of their own lives 

and transgress moral boundaries, in Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), by the villain murdering his 

experimental subjects in his quest for the elixir, and by the hero losing his humanity during 

his successive reincarnations, and in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) by abandoning 

humanity and his pregnant wife in favour of incorporeal space travel.  The reader is being 

invited to conclude that excessive passion for knowledge leads to moral transgression.   
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Mahmoud leaves the last words with Rosita, who is wondering why men think so much about 

space and so little about love.
520

   

 

The scientists in Yūsuf al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet 

Born) are generally framed as benign or positive figures, even heroes.  Describing the 

superjet Vizo ( لفيازوا ) (named after a real French physicist, Hippolyte Vizo, who measured the 

speed of light), that has not yet reached the speed of light, the narrator muses that it might, 

one day, and that “this is considered proof that scientists are the leaders of our age” (“قدفاعتادتف

.(”تصاديقفالعلمائءفلأنهامفقائدةفعصارنئ
521

  Engineers are the teen idols of this world;  his daughter 

Salwa idolises the famous architect and engineer Qadrī Ḥāsim, in the same way in which the 

narrator notes his generation idolised film stars.
522

 

 

In Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), the renegade scientist and 

rebel leader Barūf, who is trying to rouse the populace against the totalitarian government, 

uses the transliterated word ‘technocrat’ (التكناوقراط) to describe the regime’s leaders, of whom 

he was once one,
523

 but the narrative clearly shows that the government of technocrats, 

though superficially socially permissive in some respects, is far from benign.  In contrast, the 

scientists of Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) begin with good intentions, 

withdrawing to Jebel Judi, a secret mountain in the Mauritanian Sahara (to which they 

symbolically give the Arabic name for the place where Noah’s ark came to rest), in order to 

gather all human knowledge to preserve it in the event of a third world war.  They 

programme the supercomputer SANCTUARY with all of the information necessary to 

rebuild the world, but the scientists are debating whether or not to unleash the ‘blue flood’ of 

the title (deadly rays, rather than water) to start the process themselves; those who are in 

favour of this apocalyptic event are in the minority, and it is SANCTUARY itself which 

becomes the villain, somehow achieving independent thought and attempting the destruction 

of humanity. 
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4.2.7 The Dream of Arab Scientific Dominance: Archaism and Futurism 

 

Arab scientific dominance is a repeated theme in the texts, most blatantly in the Milaff.  

Farouk is keen to convince his young audience that technological progress is not the domain 

of the West alone, and to show them the possibility of a scientifically pre-eminent Arab world 

(although in the texts examined here he does not re-visit the Muslim scientists of Abbasid 

Baghdad). In this spirit, there is a recurrent archaism in the texts that is worth briefly 

considering before examining how the texts treat the future.   

 

Farouk frequently revisits ancient Egypt, playing upon the general popularity of esoteric 

theories that posit alien origins for their advanced ancient civilisation.  Ramzy refers to this 

directly in No. 28 Al-Nahr Al-Muqaddas (The Sacred River), saying that some believe that 

the ancient Egyptians came from space.
 524

  In this novella, the team investigate flying saucers 

and find that they are observation vehicles for the ancient Egyptians of Ha-Aum, relicts who 

have become scientifically advanced during a long period of occultation.  There is a further 

nod to the ‘ancient aliens’ theory in No. 54 ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages), which sees Nūr 

visiting the court of Khufu in ancient Egypt, and pretending to have a vision, advising Khufu 

to build a great pyramid of limestone and granite to be designed by Imhotep.
525

  The long-

lived alien Farid of No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity) says he was an assistant to 

Imhotep, bringing the benefits of his advanced civilisation to Earth over many centuries, and 

developing a special attachment to Egypt.
526

  In No. 66 Al-Shams Al-Zarqā̛ (The Blue Sun), 

Farouk adds in a footnote that the first observatory was at Alexandria,
527

 and again at No. 84 

Kanz Al-Faḍā̛ (Space Treasure) there is a footnote describing observatories that mentions the 

most famous as the ones at Alexandria and Helwan.
528

 

 

In No. 25 Ṣaḥwat Al-Sharr (Awakening of Evil), where the death under investigation is first 

suggested to be the result of a Pharaonic curse, the Chief reminds Nūr not to underestimate 

the scientific achievements of the ancient Egyptians, and that in the 1970s Japanese scientists 

failed to build a small pyramid, despite their technological prowess.
529

  In Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh 

(Vanishing Rocket), a technician says that the disappearance of the rocket must have been 
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caused by a pharaonic curse, and that an archaeologist is needed; 
530

 therefore, in the second 

book of the series, the tone is set not only for a world where belief in ancient curses exists 

comfortably alongside the ability to build a rocket, but for an Egypt where pride in the past 

and respect for its beliefs sits equally comfortably alongside a futuristic Egypt with its own 

space programme.   

 

In No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth), Farouk fuses the Sumerian Nibiru myth with space travel 

and creatures from Greek and Egyptian mythology. A tenth planet has appeared in the solar 

system, and is heading towards the Sun.  The team land on the planet, and find that its 

‘Tithonian’ people speak Sanskrit and are led by an ageless queen, Hīdā.  Nūr is attacked by 

four huge fanged Sphinxes, Siren mermaids and several Cyclops in the planet’s Forbidden 

Land before reaching and destroying the Jewel of Eternal Life, which had enabled Hīdā to 

dominate her subjects.  In No. 3 Madinat al-A’māq (City of the Deep), the lift in the undersea 

city is operated by a voice recognition system and this technology is compared to the ‘tifteḥ 

ya simsim’ command of the Thousand and One Nights.
531

   

 

Atlantis is first mentioned in No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster) (although the Atlantean 

origins of the people inside the sea-monster are revealed to be false, as they are actually 

Israeli), but later in the series Atlantis is shown to be a real place, and the origin of the robot 

S-18, who takes Nūr to its undersea remains in No. 92 Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība (The Terrible 

Voyage).  In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), the Iraqi scientist Fairouza discovers the 

remains of Atlantis (“our grandfathers”), concluding that they used electricity and atomic 

power, and had buildings like the pyramids, although they also used slaves.
532

  

 

In Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), nostalgia for a non-

technocratic past is a fashionable pastime, part of the regime’s tactics to distract the populace: 

 

This idea of nostalgia and of returning to the time of the ancient peoples, and 

experimenting with life in their day, was the subject of many leisure magazines 

for free time.  From the ancient food museums, to the ‘Free Food’ day, to the 

amazing journey on the sky train to the ruined world….to the skyscrapers, 
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deserted and standing vertical between the ruined cities and the remembrances of 

the first electronic war!
533

   

 

عودةفال فالتئريخفالبشرىفالفديم,فوفتجربةفالحيئةفض ف...ضكرةفالعودةفال فالمئض ...لفدفأصبحتفضكرةفال

أيئمه,موضوعئفللكثيرفم فمجئلاتفالمتعةفض فأوقئتفالفراغ...ضم فمتئح فالأطعمةفالقديمة,فال فيومفالطعئمف

الحر,فال فتلكفالرحلةفالعجيبةفض فالقطئرفالهوان فال فالأرضفالخرب...امشئهدةفنطئحئتفالسحئبفالشئهقةف

نتصبةفبي فخرانبفالمدنفوفكأنهئفنصبفتذكئريةفااحربفالألكترونيةفالأول !المهجورةفوفالم  

 

This nostalgia, besides being figured as popular entertainment, is also significant as a 

contrasting marker for the technological advancement that has occurred since the ‘electronic 

wars’, inviting the reader to think about the quaint artefacts of the old world as juxtaposed not 

only with the conveniences of the new world, but also with its clearly authoritarian-dystopian 

features. 

 

In Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), while the narrator’s 

purpose is to foster a sense of wonder at the author’s notional futuristic world, but he is still 

careful to show respect for the past;  he tells of his friend who admires the construction of a 

bridge across the Straits of Gibraltar, but who also expressed admiration for the achievements 

of the ancients: “Modern engineering found an easy way of doing this, but the inspiration for 

the strength can be found in the temples of the Romans, and the tombs of the Pharoahs!”
534

 

 

الهندسةفالحديثةفتبحثفع فالبسئطة,فأمئفإيحئءاتفالقوةفضيمكنكفالعثورفعليهئفضيفمعئبدفالرومئنفوفقبورفالفراعنة!إنف  

 

While the past is alternatively revered, or (in the case of ‘post-apocalyptic’ texts), reviled, 

many of the texts, the Milaff in particular, are strongly characterised by a powerful ‘future 

nostalgia’ for a scientifically pre-eminent Arab world, or, more often, a scientifically pre-

eminent Egypt.  Ghānim notes that making Cairo a centre of an international meeting about a 

world crisis is an example of wishful thinking also seen in Nihad Sherif’s Qāhir al-Zaman 

(Conqueror of Time),
535

 while Al-Sharuni’s study of Arabic SF finds textual evidence of 

dreams of an Egypt being a leader in the scientific world.
536
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Farouk maps out a fully-developed futuristic Egypt in the Milaff, beginning in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ 

Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket) with Nūr in his rocket car, speeding at 500kph to the west of the 

Nile at Luxor near the temple of Hatshepsut, on his way to the Egyptian space command 

centre in the Western Desert.  The future Egypt is filled with the icons of technological 

development:  it has a new Aswan High Dam linked to earthquake-resistant nuclear turbines, 

and an earthquake prediction centre east of Lake Nasser,
537

 a Science Records House in 

Safaga,
538

 a holographic cinema,
539

 and an Egyptian ice station in Greenland.
540

    

 

The futuristic Egypt enjoys a pre-eminent scientific position in the international arena.  In No. 

46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The Cursed Planet), when an Egyptian scientist’s body is 

discovered, Nūr says that many nations are jealous of Egypt’s scientific progress,
541

 and 

several of the novels feature foreign spies trying to steal Egyptian secrets (e.g. No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ 

Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the Future), No. 30 

Al-Nār Al-Bārida (The Cold Fire)). 

 

In No. 92 Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība (The Terrible Voyage) the British intelligence chief asks his 

agent James Bradley what he thinks of Egypt.  James replies that it is a developed country, on 

the way to becoming a superpower since the early 21
st
 century, and that scientifically they are 

a superpower, although Britain ruled them in the early 20
th

 century.
542

  The British Prime 

Minister is concerned, and the chief asks James if he knows that the Egyptian space centre is 

the only place in the world where they know how to freeze human beings, a skill that would 

enable them to undertake long space journeys and conquer the universe.  All of these 

achievements are the work of Egyptian scientists, and Farouk even creates the ‘Horus Prize’ 

– an Arab version of the Nobel prize, for scientific discovery.
543
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Even the aliens are impressed by Egypt’s scientific pre-eminence; in No. 49 Ghazw Al-‘Arḍ 

(Invasion of the Earth), the alien spaceship does not land in America as predicted, but lets out 

a hundred smaller bodies near it, then in Europe, Asia and Africa, before landing in “the 

centre of the world” – Egypt.
544

  In No. 95 Al-Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ (The Black Force), the villain 

Shayan demands protection from the Chief and specifically requests Egyptian citizenship.
545

   

 

No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), Nūr refers to the work of a real Egyptian 

scientist, the theoretical physicist Dr ‘Ali Muṣṭafa Musharifa.
546

  This reference is significant, 

as Dr Musharifa is the real version of Farouk’s ideal Egyptian scientist-hero; a world-class 

mathematician and physicist, a correspondent of Einstein and educational reformer who 

championed scientific education for Egyptians, a translator of Western scientific texts into 

Arabic, and a man of peace who warned of the use of the atomic bomb in war.
547

   

 

The world of Homo, the hero of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) 

is set in an indeterminate region in a post-apocalyptic future, where the earth has been 

destroyed in an ‘electronic war’, and the inhabited regions are sheltered beneath glass domes 

that protect them from the toxic atmosphere.    Homo works as a manual labourer in a spinach 

field, from which rocket ships export bales of spinach to the rest of the world, and his wife 

Layla works in a climate control station, which draws the sun’s rays into storehouses at night 

(causing Homo to feel very cold when he runs away from his chain gang and the sun begins 

to set).  Rockets are also used for space travel, although travel to outer space has not yet been 

achieved, although the regime is working towards it (this is one of the purposes of test-tube 

births and parental separation).  The dead are buried in space, and relatives can take flights 

out to visit them, the cost of which is deducted from their wages.
548

   Flying cars are 

commonplace, and can be sent to pick their owners up if instructed by their household 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
have fewer Nobel Prizes than Trinity College, Cambridge. They did great things in the Middle Ages, though." 

The website http://www.jewishmag.com/99mag/nobel/nobel.htm (accessed 29.2.16) takes a vulgar delight in 

contrasting winners of Jewish heritage with those from the Arab world. 
544

  Farouk, No. 49 Ghazw Al-‘Arḍ (Invasion of the Earth), p. 16. 
545

 Farouk, No. 95 Al-Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ The Black Force), p. 84. 
546

 Farouk, No. 49 Ghazw Al-‘Arḍ (Invasion of the Earth), p. 16. 
547

 http://islamic-world.net/youth/MoustafaMosharafa.htm. Accessed 29.2.16. 
548

 Mūsa, Al-Sayyid, p. 16. 
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robots;
549

 titanium is the most commonly used metal, and is used to manufacture 

spaceships.
550

   

 

The constant surveillance of the population – which is extended to its general citizenry, as 

Layla uses her personal surveillance device to try to locate Homo when he does not return 

home – is accomplished using cassettes (the novel was published in 1982), but the universal 

use of this technology gives a sense of complete control.     

 

The futuristic icon of this world is the Hanging Hall, a small, planet-like sphere located 

within the range of the earth’s gravity, prevented from falling by titanium tethers and 

parachutes.  It is used by the regime as a repository for the earth’s arts and science heritage, 

many of its artefacts having been moved there by their ancestors before the Electronic War.  

Its structure was purposely designed to mimic the human brain, as its function is to act as the 

planet’s brain; accessible by flying car, it is used as a lecture hall and discussion arena when 

the regime decides to allow Barūf to speak for the rebels, and put their plans for the earth’s 

future to a vote.
551

 

 

Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) and Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) both show a fascination with living in the sky; the 

Hanging Hall is suspended above the earth, while al-Quwīrī’s narrator-diarist tells us that 

“Many new houses are suspended between the sky and the earth, at very great heights, rather 

like the blimps used in the earliest ages of meteorological study.”
552

 

 

كثيرفم فالبيوتفالجديدةفمعلقفبي فالسمئءفوفالأرض,فعل فارتفئعئتفشئهقة.ففوهيفأشبهفمئفتكونف

 ب"المنئطيد"فالتيفاستعملتفمنذفأقدمفالعصورفالدراسةفالأحوالفالجوية.

 

In al-Quwīrī’s world, homes are heated by solar power, and people fly helicopters made of 

soft plastic; people like the hanging houses because of the deep sense of peace they give, 

above the hubbub of the earth.   Cinemas have panoramic screens and provide a multi-

                                                           
549

 Ibid., pp. 97 - 98. 
550

 Ibid., pp. 80 - 81; this is the ‘age of titanium’. 
551

 Ibid., pp. 127 - 133. 
552

 Al-Quwīrī, Min mufakkirah, p. 13. 
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sensory experience, like the ‘feelies’ of Huxley’s Brave New World,
553

 there is an artificial 

sun,
554

 the power of storms is harnessed for energy,
555

 and artificial clouds are used in 

agriculture and weather control.
556

  The Sahara desert no longer exists, except a small patch 

kept for research; it is now cultivated and populated.
557

  The future Yemen specialises in 

manufacturing alloys,
558

 and there is a bridge between Spain and Morocco.
559

 

 

In Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), it is the Arab scientist hero Dr Shāhīn, 

not a Russian or Western cosmonaut, who is the space pioneer watched by millions on 

television.  Mahmoud’s scientists, Dr Shāhīn of Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) and 

Dāūd of Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) are both Egyptian, although we are told that Dāūd received  

his neurosurgical training in Berlin, and we find him excited at using an ‘amazing device’ 

.that is specifically mentioned as having been imported from America (”الجهئزفالعجيب“)
560

  

 

Not all of the texts are set in the future. Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) is set in 1958, and At-Ṭūfān 

al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) and Al-Jins al-Thālath (The Third Sex) appear to be set in the 

writer’s present time, while the Egyptian dystopia of Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) is set in the very near 

future.  The Milaff look towards an Egyptian future constantly threatened by enemies, 

whether Israeli, British, American or alien, but where Egyptian scientific intelligence 

eventually triumphs.  Both Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) and Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) are post-apocalyptic narratives, the former presenting 

an imperfect transnational collaboration that ends with the prospect of travel to other planets, 

and the latter a dystopian totalitarian system that is nonetheless the only safe option for the 

preservation of humanity. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
553

 Ibid., p. 17: “You can also smell the events on screen such as smoke, or a flower, or a sea animal that smells 

of fish!  This enables you to experience the film as it if were real life.” 
554

 Ibid., p. 60. 
555

 Ibid., p. 79. 
556

 Ibid., p. 82. 
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 Ibid., p. 108. 
558

 Ibid. p. 22. 
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 Ibid, p. 39; Yemen is also mentioned as the manufacturer of luminous ink pens, which allow the writer to 

write in light and see his writing in the dark (p. 101). 
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  Mahmoud, Al-‘Ankabūt, p. 18. 
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4.2.8 Verisimilitude 

 

Recalling the earlier discussion of the role of real science in the definition of SF, and in SF 

texts, there is a general critical consensus that grants faked science a degree of acceptance in 

the canon, provided that it is convincingly executed within its context.
561

  However, there is 

also a pushback against this consensus that seeks to privilege the use of ‘real’ science (that is, 

what is currently agreed to be scientific fact) in a text, according that text greater respect as a 

result; possibly this is because it touches upon one of SF’s contested roles as a didactic 

medium.
562

    

 

For Gouvanic, the inclusion of genuine science in French SF gave the text “a presumption of 

superiority conferred by greater proximity to the rational”, adding that Renard thought that 

SF “awoke intellectual joy, unlike fantasy which amused the nerves”.
563

   In 1930s America, 

the Futurians, a group of SF writers and critics, policed the magazine genre, “pointing out 

logical flaws in stories and praising those writers who embodied scientific ideas in 

compelling narratives”,
564

 while Suvin despised fantastical SF without a cognitive function, 

where the reader is asked to believe in scientific devices that are magical with no scientific 

basis.
565

 However, Suvin’s preference for the ‘cognition effect’ is not the same as a demand 

for ‘hard’ (that is, scientifically accurate), SF;  Suvin acknowledges that it is still fiction, not 

fact.
566

  For Miéville, the cognition effect should be acknowledged as primarily ludic or 

understood as legerdemain, a deliberate misuse of charismatic authority understood to be part 

of the ‘game’.
567

   

 

                                                           
561

 For example, Fredric Jameson: “…it is rather the mimesis of a scientific premise which is the crucial 

feature…” Jameson, Archaeologies, p. 90. 
562

   Readership and reception may also be key here:  John Griffiths noted that Russian writers often openly 

write didactically and that their readership was much more accustomed to the popular reading of serious science. 

John Griffiths, Three Tomorrows:  American, British and Soviet Science Fiction (London:  Macmillan, 1980), p. 

20. 
563

 J-M Gouvanic, La Science Fiction Française au Xxe siècle (1900-1968) (Amsterdam and Atlanta, Georgia: 

Rodopi, 1994), p. 82. 
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  Brian Attebery in Chapter 2 “The Magazine Era:  1926 - 1950”, in James and Mendlesohn, Cambridge 

Companion, p. 38. 
565

 Suvin, Metamorphoses, p. 24.  He adds that “science has since Marx and Einstein been an open-ended corpus 

of knowledge, so that all imaginable new corpuses which do not contravene the philosophical basis of the 

scientific method in the author’s times…can play the role of scientific validation in SF.” (Ibid, p. 28). 
566

 Ibid., p. 28. 
567

 See China Miéville, “Afterword:  Cognition as Ideology:  A Dialectic of SF Theory”, pp. 231 – 248: the 

cognition effect must be acknowledged to include deliberate falsehoods, following Wells’ declared aim of 

‘domesticating the impossible.  Mark Bould and China Miéville (eds.), Red Planets: Marxism and Science 

Fiction (London:  Pluto Press, 2009). 
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Writers as well as critics buy into this privileging of ‘hard’ SF:  Brian Aldiss refused to use 

faster-than-light travel in his fiction, as it is impossible;
568

 astronomer Kip Thorne devised the 

wormhole theory for Carl Sagan’s Contact,
569

 and Broderick notes that the moderate 

temperature superconductors of Larry Niven’s fiction foreshadowed the real thing.
570

 Niven’s 

Ringworld (1970), an attempt at verisimilitude, was considered to have failed as ‘hard’ SF 

because of its engineering errors.
571

 

 

An SF text truly wedded to ‘hard’ science would be unreadable by a non-peer audience; the 

art of the writer is required to weave a story around them that has literary merit.  Only a 

privileged few might fully relish such a tale; most readers will be satisfied with a well-

executed cognition effect; pretend science, plausibly packaged, that delights the imagination. 

 

The extent to which verisimilitude is desirable is therefore called into question.   Well 

executed, it dovetails literary skill with intellectual truth, at the very least providing 

intellectual titillation for privileged peer-readers. For those who enjoy the didactic element, or 

are part of the peer-group of purists capable of appreciating verisimilitude, such attention to 

detail gives extra satisfaction,
572

 but is not a prerequisite to the reader’s pleasure, and the 

valorisation of authenticity over cognition-effect plausibility is a matter of personal 

preference.  Given this speciation in the SF world, it is worth considering how great an 

emphasis the Arab authors place upon scientific accuracy or verisimilitude in their fiction, or 

if the general preference appears to be for cognition-effect. 

 

The Arab critics’ brief histories of the genre draw a distinction between the fantastical and 

the scientific.  Sharuni
573

, Khammas and ‘Azzām identify the Thousand and One Nights with 

the purely fantastical.  For Sharuni, Verne’s work was based upon science, but his fictional 
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 James Gunn in Chapter 7 “The Reader of Hard Science Fiction”, in James E. Gunn and Matthew Candelaria 

(eds.). Speculations on Speculation: Theories of Science Fiction. (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 2005), 

p. 84.  
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 Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., Seven Beauties, p. 132. 
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 Damien Broderick, Reading by Starlight (London: Routledge, 1995), pp. 53 – 54. 
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 Adam Roberts, Science Fiction (Second Edition) (London: Routledge, 2006), p. 9. 
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Cornwell’s Kay Scarpetta series of crime novels (1990-2003) is meticulously researched; Ian McEwan’s 

Saturday (2005) required him to shadow a surgeon into the operating theatre.   
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 Muḥammad ‘Azzām, Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmī fī al-Adab (Damascus, Dār Ṭalās Lil-Dirāsāt wa al-Tarjama wa al-

Nashr, 1994), p. 42: in the tale of Abdullah the Sailor and Abdullah the Landlubber, Abdullah is able to breathe 

underwater with the aid of a magical oil, but the tale does not explain how the oil does this. 
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machines at the time were fantastical,
574

 and his novels that allegedly predicted moon 

landings and mass air travel were entertainment in Sharuni’s view, while Wells did not care 

as much about realism, preferring to use scientific premises to achieve suspense and 

encourage heuristic thinking.
575

  Bāhī, writing in 1982, observed that “scientific truth is a 

very small part of science fiction.”
576

 

 

In Farouk’s Milaff, written for a readership of older children or younger teenagers, 

verisimilitude is not a high priority, and his texts work using the ‘cognition effect’, exploring 

both scientific possibilities and impossibilities.  Cities under the sea, time travel, vegetable-

hominid aliens, Pharaonic revenants, frozen Nazi armies and miniaturised atomic weapons, 

are mingled with info-dumps on real and pseudo-science and the esoteric or paranormal.  

Amidst these exotica, the championing of logical thought and deduction as the keys to 

solving the mysteries are perhaps the author’s compensation for the ‘marvellous’ elements; as 

scientific prowess is the basis of the team’s existence and success, tribute must be paid to the 

empirical mode of thinking. 

 

In No. 3 Madinat al-A’māq (City of the Deep), Nūr reveals that the key to the team’s success 

in finding the missing device in the underwater city is scientific thinking – in particular, the 

fact that the weight of the sea would crush the machine if it were taken out of the city by a 

diver,
577

 while in No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The Deadly Tremor), he says that Maḥmūd was 

correct in deducing that the culprit did not intend the tremors to cause an explosion or destroy 

the New Dam, as he only wanted to win the position of director of the earthquake prediction 

centre.  This was proven by the fact that each tremor began slowly, whereas, if the culprit had 

wanted to destroy the dam he would have done so the first time: “Like an engineer, he 

thought about the logical outcomes”
578

.  In No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), Nūr 

cannot understand why someone would try to kill the team with a heavy gas that would take a 

long time to reach their noses, as they would have used a colourless, odourless gas if they 

                                                           
574

 Al-Sharuni.  Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmi fī Al-Adab, p. 90:  for example, the gun that fired men into space, and the 

Nautilus submarine. 
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 Ibid., p. 288. 
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 Farouk, No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The Deadly Tremor), p. 102. 
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wanted them to die instantly, deducing correctly that they were like laboratory animals used 

in an experiment to determine if they were clever enough to escape.
579

  

 

The team (or often Nūr alone) use knowledge as well as deduction; in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh 

(Vanishing Rocket), Nūr tells the Head of Intelligence that they have recovered the missing 

top secret fuel, revealing that the spy who stole it was an imposter posing as one of the 

technicians they had met earlier, and that he had had plastic surgery to resemble the 

technician.  His deception was betrayed by the fact that Nūr had noticed that the original 

technician had been left-handed.
580

  In No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the 

Future), Nūr identifies the Visitor as a fake because the villain Midhat says that the energy 

plant used the isotope Gold 196 instead of Uranium 235.  Nūr bursts out laughing because he 

knows that there is no such isotope.
581

  In No. 84 Kanz Al-Faḍā̛ (Space Treasure), Nūr is 

elated upon realising that they can calculate the position of the case containing the treasure 

that has been blown away from earth in an explosion, because knowing the weight of the 

bomb and the force of the explosion, Maḥmūd can perform the necessary calculations.
582

   

 

There is a touch of humour in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), when the alien 

Farid’s true nature as النبئتحوانياة, a repulsive animal-vegetable hybrid, is deduced by Nūr due 

to his need to take regular cold baths, apparently something that only a man who is half-

vegetable would do.
583

 

 

Actual ‘info-dumps’ – simplified scientific exegeses put into the mouth of a character so that 

the reader can understand the scientific principles behind the plot - in the Milaff are relatively 

rare and mostly kept to brief footnotes, but Farouk’s decision to include these shows a certain 

commitment to the didactic function of SF.  In No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), there 

is a footnote explaining sonar,
584

 and another, given by the ‘Professor of Marine Life at Cairo 

University’, on the blue whale, complete with its Latin name, Sibaldus Musculus.
585

  In No. 

17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), there is an info-dump about animal and vegetable 
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cells and photosynthesis,
586

 while in No. 24, Al-Ḍaw’ Al-Aswad (The Black Light), when the 

reader needs to understand how light rays travel, there is a short explanation of how the 

colour spectrum works from Maḥmūd, the rays and radiation expert.
587

  In No. 6 Zā’ir min 

Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the Future), Maḥmūd also explains what radioactive isotopes are 

 so that the reader can understand the plot concerning the alternative fuel for the (النظائنرفالمشاعة)

nuclear power plant at Suez.
588

  Others include statistics on the moon’s distance from the 

earth,
589

 why we see only one side of the moon,
590

 and cell division, T-cells and vaccines.
591

  

Farouk also explains machines that might be unfamiliar to his young readers, in particular 

those with transliterated English names, such as the Geiger counter,
592

 quasars,
593

 and 

spectroscopes, which make several appearances.
594

 

 

The explanations are very simple, but occasionally wrong.  In No. 3 Madinat al-A’māq (City 

of the Deep), Nūr tells the team that the hovercraft was invented in 1976,
595

 which is 

incorrect, but in No. 47 Al-Muqātil Al-Akhīr (The Last Fighter), the Egyptian archaeologist 

Dr Fahmy says that in future satellites will be used to locate tombs, which has now 

happened.
596

 

 

Many of the inventions incline towards the fantastical; the Egyptian rocket of No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ 

Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket) is launched using a new, secret fuel made from amino acids that 

makes it fly at ninety times the speed of light;
597

 in No. 24 Al-Ḍaw’ Al-Aswad (The Black 

Light), the black light is the Earth’s magnetic energy, harvested by cutting crystals.
598
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Farouk has a particular fondness for gas as vector, both as a means of execution and of 

instruction.  The villain of No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity) uses pink gas to test 

the team’s wits,
599

 while in No. 84 Kanz Al-Faḍā̛ (Space Treasure), the American spies use it 

to try to kill them.
600

  It appears again in a gentler guise in No. 95 Al-Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ The 

Black Force), when Ramzy is surrounded by a pink gas that enables him to understand the 

language of the alien Rukūr,
601

 and in No. 97 Lahīb Al-Kūwākib (Planets Ablaze) Ramzy 

enters a cylindrical tube and is surrounded by pink scented gas that enables him to learn the 

Arghurānian language in half an hour.
602

   

 

The familiar SF impossibility of teleportation (انتقائلفالألاي) is a reality in No. 80 Al-Naṣr 

(Victory), when Dr Ḥijāzi and Monaim say that the alien Būdūn could particle-transfer his 

ship, which Farouk has footnoted referring to an experiment in Seattle in 1969;
603

  it is 

Nashwa who works out how this is done.
604

  In No. 95 Al-Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ (The Black 

Force), he includes another footnote on teleportation;
605

 the word زمكائني, used by Maha 

Maẓlum Khaḍr in her thesis to translate ‘chronotope’, is used here to denote travel through 

space and time.
606

 

 

Both Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) and Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man 

Below Zero) use a lecture as a literary device – effectively a long ‘info-dump’ - to provide 

the reader with background information about their futuristic worlds.  Homo listens to the 

rebel Barūf set out his case for the ‘return to nature’, which sets out the history of the earth’s 

recent destruction in the Third Electronic War, the abolition of the traditional family and the 

regime’s defence of their policy, while Dr Shāhīn’s lecture to the London students performs 

the same function, lamenting the former destruction of the earth, and celebrating the current 

regime’s provision of abundant resources and exercise of total control over civil society. 
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In Mahmoud’s novels, the ‘science’ elements are implausible (even when generously 

considered within the broad test of being believable in context); in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man 

Below Zero), during the description of the last great war, plague generated spontaneously 

from the action of rays upon the post-apocalyptic mixture of mud, blood, bodies and dung, a 

reiteration of the Aristotelian theory of spontaneous generation. The Indian scientist 

Rajamanan first discovers that the virus causing the deadly plague that has decimated 

humanity following the Third World War is in fact a part of the DNA protein replicating 

itself in the human body in the form of tumours that explode and make the virus airborne, 

which could potentially be plausible, but this theory is immediately followed with the 

information that Rajamanan has also discovered that the plague originated from an 

Aristotelian mixture of mud, blood and decay (“أنفهذافالفيروسفقدفتمفتخليقهفنتيجةفضعلفالإشعئعفالذرةفضيف

.(”مزيجفالدمفوفالطي فوفالعف 
607

 

 

The same phenomenon of spontaneous generation also appears in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) after a nuclear holocaust:   

 

…until the water became soft, alluvial mud with strange, muddy monsters 

swimming in it… where there had been fish before, the radioactivity had changed 

their genetic cells and destroyed them, without the ability to do what they did 

before as fish and other aquatic creatures…and these different cells produced 

these miraculous, muddy monsters…
608

 

 

أنواعفغربيةفم فالوحوشفالطينيةف...فكئنتفم فف...حت فصئرتفالميئهفعجينةفرخوةفم فالطم فتسبحفضيهئ

قبلفأسمئكئفوأصئبفالنشئطفالاشعئع فخلايئهئفالوراثيةفبئلخللفدونفأنفيفا فعليهئفكمئفضعلفبئلاسمئكفوف

 الحيوانئتفالمئنةفالأخرىف...ضأنتجتفتلكفالخلايئفالمختلفةفهذهفالوحوشفالطينيةفالعجيبة...

 

In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), the transformation of Shāhīn’s body into ‘waves’ that 

will ceaselessly travel the universe for ever, a kind of one-way teleportation that preserves the 

consciousness of the subject, owes much to the Eastern philosophies of reincarnation and the 

transmigration of the soul that fascinated the author during this period.   
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In both of Mahmoud’s SF novels, it is ‘magical’ technology that drives the plot, and the 

events are ‘one-time’ only.  The formula for the elixir in Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) that allows 

the user to travel backwards through time is conveniently lost for ever at the end because 

Damīān’s lab and Dāūd’s notes are destroyed in a fire, while in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below 

Zero) Shāhīn does not leave behind the secret of his transformation, and effectively dies at 

the end.  This simple plot device makes the SF element unrepeatable and unique; it means 

that the narrative can focus on and critique that device without having to shape itself around 

the wider social implications of its use.  Nowhere is the technology to transform humans into 

waves, or force them to die through use of an hallucinogenic drug, figured as a potential 

punishment or mass-murder device as it perhaps might have been in a more consciously 

dystopian text.    

 

The cognitive effect is also deployed to describe fantastical scientific experiments on living 

things.   In No. 115 Al-ʽAdūw Al-Khāriq (The Supernatural Enemy) Dr Fūad Raghib, head of 

cell biology at New Cairo, tells Nizām that by extracting life force from human cells he can 

create killers of astonishing power.  Nizām says that extracting energy from cells is 

impossible – but Fūad counters that it is not, with his drug, Strongalin.
609

 

 

Farouk also defends his use of apparently-impossible technologies as plot bases for example, 

in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), when the team are discussing the impossibility 

of engineering hybrid animal/vegetable cells, Nūr argues that the theories of Pythagoras and 

Newton were accepted until Einstein, so it is possible that something that seems impossible at 

present could be possible in the future:
610

 

 

وفلك فالقوانينئلت فوضعهئف)نيوت (فوف)ضيثئغورث(فظلتّفردحّئفطويلافّم فزم فنعنبرفم فالثوابتف,فحت فوضعف)اينشتي (ف

.بدّلهئفمرةفأخرةف,فوفهكذةنظرينهف,فضتيدّلتفهذهفالثوابتف,فوفأت فالدكتورف)مصطف فمشرضة(فض    

 

a half-serious justification for the apparently impossible science in the Milaff.   

 

The author’s introduction to the first edition of al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad 

opens with the statement that “there is no prediction in this book that is not rationally 

                                                           
609
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possible” (“غيارفالمعقاولفللواقاع”).  Some of the scientific occurrences may seem to the cultured 

reader quite likely to happen in the near future, if they are not already underway.  The aim is 

not to predict scientific developments or the future, or dazzle the reader with neatly-

structured fantasies (الأوهائمفالمنساقة).”
611

  Al-Quwīrī’s novel is a series of gentle musings upon 

life in twenty-sixth century Libya, with a playful, Pooteresque tone, as the futuristic 

speculations are interwoven with the author’s loving but exasperated tiffs with his wife and 

arguments with his teenage daughter.   Al-Quwīrī’s introduction underlines his intention not 

to write an overtly predictive or didactic text, but signals that it is not entirely written for 

entertainment. 

 

4.2.9 Time Travel 

 

It is worth briefly considering the treatment of time travel in the texts as a coda to this 

discussion, time travel being a popular theme in SF, although in all but the most theoretical 

circles it is normally spoken of as an impossibility, condensed in popular culture by the 

‘grandfather paradox’.  It is therefore a premise that treads the line between the fantastical 

and the science-fictional, but nonetheless hedged about in the popular literature with 

scientific apparatus (beginning with Wells’ The Time Machine).  For Alsford, its narrative 

purpose is as a mode of discourse on mortal anxiety about the passing of time: “…every time 

travel story speaks to our anxiety over the future, the intractability of the past and our 

struggle to master the present.”
612

 

 

In No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the Future), Nūr is asked what he thinks about 

time travel, and replies that Einstein said that time is a seventh dimension of matter, and if 

time is a kind of matter it may be possible to travel through it.  The apparent ‘Visitor from the 

Future’ claims to have built a time machine (Qurūnosaf), but accidentally arrived in the 21
st
 

century and not in the 40
th

.  Nūr responds that time travel is logically unacceptable, 

describing the Grandfather Paradox.
613

 At the end, Nūr adds that he was not deceived by the 

‘Visitor from the Future’ story, but that he does believe Einstein’s theory that time was 
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another dimension of space, adding that his intellect rejects the idea that people or material 

things could travel through time:
614

 

 

اقتنئع فالكئملفبئلنظريةفالنسبيةفف,وفبأنفالزم فهوفالبعدفالرابعفللمئدةف...فيمكننئفأنفأصدقفأنن فأستظيعفأنفأرىف

 المئض فبوسئنلفعلميةفمعقدّةف,فلافأنفأىتقلفإليهفبجسدىفأوفبمئديت ف...فإنفعقل فيرضضفهذا

 

This statement comes early in the series; later, Nūr is shown to be wrong, as the team does 

time-travel, and the Grandfather Paradox is thoroughly ignored as they change history with 

their actions.  In No. 54 ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages), the first in a time-travel trilogy, 

Nūr’s construction of a wooden helicopter to rescue Salwa from a tower in fifteenth-century 

Rome inspires Leonardo da Vinci.
615

  At the start of the book, when the 35
th

 century 

Egyptians Ṭāher and Sulīman arrive, Nūr says that he does not believe in time travel, though 

Ramzy reminds him of their adventure No. 43, Thuqb fi at-Tārikh, (A Hole in History) (not 

obtained as part of this study), whereupon Nūr retorts that this instance of time travel was a 

one-off.
616

  Ṭāher and Sulīman explain teleportation as nearer fantasy (khayāl) than reality 

(wāqi’),
617

 and that it was not invented until 15 July 2246.  They explain it using a 

‘multiverse’ theory; they have not travelled over time, but over space, through ‘space holes’ 

.”but the science is, conveniently, “too advanced to explain ,(”ثقااوبفالفااائنية“)
618

  The 

‘multiverse’ theory appears in again in No. 60 Arḍ Al-ʽAmāliqa (Land of the Giants), when 

Dr Fū’ād Manṣūr theorises that there are tens of worlds, touched by the same space but 

unaware of each other as they all vibrate on different frequencies.
619

   

 

The hero of Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) is tempted by the villain to use his elixir to 

experience many past lives, a form of time travel (though retrogressive only), but this is 

presented as a mystical or gnostic experience, rather than as a triumph of technology (or even 

ultimately desirable, as the use of elixir results in the user’s death).  The illusion of time 

travel – presented in the narrative context as an experienced reality as the user experiences 
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the life of a real person from the past – is achieved by the use of an alchemical elixir made 

from the life-giving elements of plants and animals, and experienced only subjectively in the 

brain of the user. 

 

4.2.10 The Ghost in the Machine:  Science and Spirituality 

 

Ada Barbaro’s study of Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) notes the popular casting of 

scientists in the Faustian alchemical mode, rather than as heroes of the rational,
620

 an 

observation borne out throughout the narrative. This is apparent in all of Mahmoud’s SF 

output, as an outworking of his strong personal interest in the intersection between the 

spiritual and material.  The neuroscientist hero Dāūd is baffled by his midnight visitor 

Rāghab Damiān’s unconscious babblings in Spanish, leading him to ponder the possibility of 

two souls existing in one body, but he says to himself that this is impossible in the age of the 

atom:- 

 

فالحيئةفنظئم...فوقواني ف...فنح فنعيشفض فعئلمفمنطق فمعقولف...هذهفتخئري فلافيمك فأنفتقئلفضيفعصرفالذرةف...  

  

“Life is about systems and laws…we live in a logical, rational world.”
621

   

 

Dāūd states his scientist’s reliance on statistics and equations, dismissing the supernatural 

 Yet he cannot bring himself to rule it out; in reality, in the  .(”تادجيل“) as deception (”تخائرف“)

depths of his soul, he cannot be easy about it:
622

 

 

 وفلكن فضيفالواقع.ففضيفأعمئقفنفس .ففلمفأك فمستريحئً.ففف

 

When he finds the body of a woman in Damiān’s flat, an expression of terror on her face 

similar to that of Damiān during his period of unconsciousness or possession, he surmises 

that both have seen a terrifying vision of ‘hidden supernatural secrets’: 

 

.”تلكفالأسرارفالمطلسمةفوراءفالطبيعة“
623
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The marginalisation of technology in favour of magic or the supernatural is evident from the 

first pages, when the reader is invited to consider the difference between technology and 

magic.  The hero, suspecting that Damiān’s glossolalia may be the result of his picking up 

radio signals, refers to a transistor radio as “this small magical box”.
624

 This phrase could be 

read as either admiration for the cleverness of the technology which has fulfilled what was 

once a fantasy about distant communication, or as a belittling of it, an inference that its 

function by wave communication is still not fully understood, and is ultimately somehow 

magical, or spiritual – especially as the hero is later shown to be completely wrong in trying 

to find a rational explanation for Damiān’s inexplicable ability to speak Spanish.   

 

The narrative within its own context is given respectability by the protagonist’s profession as 

a European-trained neuroscientist (we are told on the first page that Dāūd trained in Berlin), 

but the plot trajectory finds him increasingly questioning the physical reality of the world 

around him.  This is particularly true in respect of the human brain, which he frames as a 

receptacle for the spirit, calling it “a bag of skin and bone that we call the brain”,
625

 and 

wondering how the brain creates the light of consciousness and awareness, and if the brain 

itself is reason, or only a medium used by reason:
626

 

 

وفكي فيخلقفلنئفالمخفالاوءفالذىفاسمهفالوع فوفالإدراك؟ففهلفالمخفهوفالعقل,فأوفأنهفمجردفوسيطفيستخدمهفالعقلف

 ليتعقلفالأشيئء؟فف

 

He queries its version of reality as a “true translation” (“ترجمااةفصااحيحة”), calling it an 

“electronic translator” (“ المتارجمفالألكترونا”) that decodes the world, and a “bag of secrets and a 

key to all these magical visions” (“ وفمفتئحفجميعفهذهفالرؤىفالسحريةفحقيبةفالأسرار ”):
627

 

 

Later, Mahmoud makes the villain Damiān mock Dāūd the neurosurgeon for his scientific 

approach to the brain: “You are a specialist in brain surgery.  Like all specialists, you don’t 

understand anything…”.
628
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On the final pages, the investigators who discover Dāūd’s diary – the narrative conceit – 

question his writings about the pineal gland, and the blend of ‘life-force’ ingredients, the 

plant buds, the embryo cells, the spider gland and the actomycin protein, but hesitate to 

dismiss his account, although they say it is irrational (“غيارفمعقاول”), they say, who knows?, the 

phrase repeated most often in the novel (“م فيدرى؟”).
629

   

 

The final sentence confirms this:  the whole world is a mystery, a cryptic code (“دنيائفكلهائف

.(”طلاسام
630

  The theme of the world being a code or mystery resonates throughout the book; 

the early events are part of a “divine language whose code we do not know” (“لغةفإلهياةفلافنعارفف

,(” شفرتهئ
631

 and a cipher (“الطلسم”).
632

   

 

This significant word طلاسام also appears in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), when Shāhīn 

describes the ‘breaking of the code’ or the ‘solving of the mystery’ of splitting the neutron, 

thereby adding a supernatural or magical gloss to a scientific procedure (“ضضفطلاسامفالطئقاة”),
633

 

and when he talks about how finding the secret of magnetism makes him feel as if he coming 

close to the truth of the secret of love, or the mystery of the universe and the key to its whole 

existence (“لغزفالكونفوفطلسمفالوجودفكله”).
634

   

 

The president of the academy of sciences, Ocampa, in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), 

initially expresses his wonder at Shāhīn’s device for transforming living creatures into waves 

using the language of the supernatural:
635

 is (”ساحرية“) ’The word ‘magical  .هاذافساحرفسائحر...  

also used in Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) to describe the transistor radio,
636

 and the protein 

actomycin, which enables muscles to work,
637

 as well as the elixir itself.
638

 In Rajul taḥt al-

Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), Shāhīn uses ساحرفف to describe the physical changes happening to his 

wave-form.
639
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This conflation of magic with science, recalling Arthur C. Clarke’s dictum that that any 

sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic,
640

 can also be found in al-

Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born); the narrator’s 

daughter Salwa says that their ancestors ascribed magical origins to natural phenomena 

because they did not understand medicine (in the context of a lecture on medicine); she uses 

the verb form, طبيعاةيطلسامفظاواهرفال .
641

  When the narrator remarks to Salwa that he enjoyed the 

lecturer’s comparison between science and magic, crucially, this is not because he conflates 

the two but because, from his perspective in the year 2567, he sees that natural phenomena 

were interpreted by his ancestors as being magical.
642

  The comparison appears again in the 

Milaff, No. 54 ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages),
643

 when the evil time-travelling scientist 

Riḍwān taunts Nūr by asking if the science of the 35
th

 century seems just like magic:- 

 

 هلفرأيتفكمفنبدوفلكفعلومفالقرنفالخئمسفوفالثلاثب فكئلسحريئضت ؟

 

The alien Būdūn repeats this law in No. 58, M’araka Al-Kūwākib (Battle of the Planets), 

reporting to his home planet, tells them that “ ...تكنولوجيتناائفسااتبدوفلهاامفكئلسّااحرف... ”.
644

   Both 

statements recall Clarke’s law. 

 

In Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) the entire scientific paraphernalia - the Geiger counter, the 

background in neuroscience, the tissue sample, the actomycin protein, the autoclave and 

laboratory apparatus of Damiān’s secret laboratory - are actually inferior adjuncts to the pro-

supernaturalist discourse at the heart of the novel.  In Damiān’s flat, which also contains 

some scientific equipment, we find the hero enjoying “the scientific atmosphere that he 

loves” (“ ما فالاذىفأحباهالجاوفالعل ”).
645

  This enumeration of scientific equipment, and the carefully 

enumerated procedures of titration, centrifugation of the elixir ingredients helps to create an 

impression of empirical enquiry,
646

 but it is only an impression.  Damiān’s successful 

creation of an elixir by mixing substances from various creatures and plants bears the 
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imprimatur of alchemy, yet the language used to describe the process is scientific; the process 

of extraction and distilling the elixir involves a centrifuge, a funnel and sulphuric acid,
647

 and 

the liquid is activated using rays.    However, the purpose of the apparatus is ultimately just to 

create an atmosphere, part of the overall agenda that shows the ‘spiritual’ as a superior but 

misunderstood ultimate reality. 

 

Mahmoud refuses to unweave the rainbow, as it is his priority to maintain the mystery of the 

Cartesian mind/body duality,
648

 most clearly stated when he wonders if Damiān’s ability to 

speak Spanish – a language he has denied knowing, a statement given complete credence in 

the context of the narrative – has a natural or a supernatural explanation:
649

 

 

 أه فحئلةفعصبيةفأمفنفسيةفأمفروحية؟ففأه فحئلةفمتنئولفالعلومفالطبيةفالمعروضة؟

 

Science takes second place to the supernatural in these novels; the religious reader is in safe 

literary space with others who share his beliefs.  For Mahmoud, “Faith is truth, it does not 

contradict science; rather, true faith is the highest level of science”:
650

 

 

.تذكرفأنفالدي فالحق,فلافينئقضفالعلم,فلأنفالدي فالحقفهوفمنته فالعلم  

 

Dāūd’s progress through the novel is, therefore, a reverse Enlightenment; the Western-

educated neurosurgeon introduced on the first page finds himself questioning the integrity of 

the physical world, listing the five senses and wondering if there anything that cannot be 

perceived by them.
651

  The same listing of the senses is also found in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man 

Below Zero), when Shāhīn is listing the senses that cannot detect magnetism,
652

 again when 

he is eagerly contemplating bodiless travel,
653

 again when ‘Abd Al-Karīm bitterly ponders 

that love is without eyes, ears or mind,
654

 and again when he is trying in vain to persuade 
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Rosita to consider him after Shāhīn’s disembodiment.
655

 It is echoed for the last time when 

‘Abd Al-Karīm is frozen, losing all his senses before his journey to Jupiter.
656

  The repetition 

of the list of the physical senses reinforces the prevailing notion in these novels that our 

physical sense of the tangible is not the ultimate reality; Maynard Hutchins finds a similar 

rejection of corporeality in al-Hakim’s presentation of the moon creatures in his 1972 play 

Shā’ir ‘ala Al-Qamr (Poet on the Moon) to be “in keeping with the tenets of both the 

medieval Islamic rationalists and the mystics.”
657

 

 

Similarly, in Idris’ Al-Jins ath-Thālath (The Third Sex) the stage directions for the first scene 

prescribe a well-equipped biology laboratory, but the scientific paraphernalia of DNA 

samples, glass funnels, guinea pigs and the like are revealed merely to be fanciful props to 

this surreal drama.  The so-called SF element is an hallucination, or a spiritual journey, that 

helps to resolve Ādam’s emotional crisis, namely his inability to recognise his laboratory 

assistant Nāra as his true love and partner in life.  The frankly supernatural elements of the 

story far outweigh the fussy scientific window-dressing – the detailed set specifications, the 

rudimentary scientific ‘readings’, and the crude creation of the life serum from a dilution of 

the death serum.   Science only takes an active role at the end, when Ādam’s ad hoc creation 

of a life serum to counteract the death serum acts as a deus ex machina device to create a 

happy ending (and even then Ādam’s action is inspired by prayer).
658

 

 

Farouk maintains this dichotomy in the Milaff, using both real and speculative or fantastical 

technology, but cannot resist the lure of supernatural explanations for mysterious events.  The 

Milaff are not the work of a writer who wishes to debunk the supernatural or spiritual; it 

seems that it is the author’s genuine wish to ‘leave the door open’ to allow for faith in 

supernatural powers, sometimes explicitly Islamic, sometimes not. 

 

In some of the novels, the apparently supernatural is debunked with a rational 

explanation:  in No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth), when the power of the Jewel of 

Eternal Life has healed his wounds, Kūndūr says it is the magic of the gods, but Nūr 

retorts that it must be “some kind of rays acting on a cellular level”.
659

  In No. 25 
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Ṣaḥwat Al-Sharr (Awakening of Evil), where the team are led to believe that a 

series of deaths are the result of a Pharaonic curse, the Chief speaks out for 

rationality, saying that every age has its supernatural beliefs, but that rationality 

always destroys them:
660

 

دانمئًفالمهمفأنفيحطمفالعقلفهذهفالخراضئتف  

 

(although the end of the book is ambiguous in this respect; also in No. 61 Al-Kābūs 

(The Nightmare), dreams turn out to be precognitive).  In No. 35 Mir’āt Al-Ghad 

(Mirror of Tomorrow), Ramzy remarks that Nūr rejects all supernatural phenomena 

until the opposite is proved,
661

 while in No. 82 Ḥuṣn Al-Ashrār (Fortress of Evil), 

when Salwa dreams of Nashwa reaching out to her from another dimension, Dr 

Ḥijāzi says he has no scientific explanation for this, but can think of some that are 

supernatural, which he adds is something that he thoroughly believes in.
662

  

 

As the team’s psychologist, it falls most often to Ramzy to suggest explanations that border 

on the supernatural; in No. 28 Al-Nahr Al-Muqaddas (The Sacred River), Ramzy says that 

scientists do believe in things that are apparently supernatural, such as telepathy and 

psychokinesis,
663

 and in No. 35 Mi’rāt Al-Ghad (Mirror of Tomorrow), he also expresses 

belief in precognition, quoting Nostradamus,
664

 although Nūr contradicts him, saying that he 

has read Nostradamus and found much of it to be incorrect.  Interestingly, at this point Farouk 

stands up for Nostradamus with a footnote, stating that his predictions were all true:
665

 

 

كتبفالتئريخكلفالمعلومئتفالمذكورةفع ف)نوستراداموس(فوفنبوءاتهفصحيحةفتمئمًئف,فوفمذكورةفض ف  

 

The use of magnetism in these texts is interesting; Todorov comments that both Hoffman and 

Poe used magnetism in their fiction as the “instrumental marvellous”,
666

  and the ostensible 

mysteries of magnetism hold a rather Victorian fascination for Mahmoud.  In Rajul taḥt al-

Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), Shāhīn is a workaholic, honoured for his studies in electricity and 
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magnetism.
667

 His devotion to the study of magnetism is such that he refers to it using 

spiritual language, as the “holy of holies” (“قادسفالأقاداس”);
668

 this reinforces the repeated 

inference throughout the novel that magnetic attraction is related to love, a counterpoint to 

Rosita’s frequent complaints as to why no-one is studying the ‘love atom’.   

 

Following a brief introduction to gravitational force, we find Shāhīn pondering on the 

“affection” (“ تلااكفالحنااي”) between atoms, and their “magical attraction” (“تلااكفالجئتبيااةف

.(”السحرية
669

 During a discussion about magnetic lines of attraction with his assistant ‘Abd Al- 

Karīm, he speculates as to whether this phenomenon is similar to the natural instinct of 

animals – which would make it more of a “spiritual science”.
670

  This conflation of gravity 

with love meshes well with the author’s bias towards the ‘realness’ of the existence of the 

spirit);  Shāhīn comments  “how real these phantom things are!” “هاذهفالأشايئءفالوهمياةفكامفهايف

.”حقيقية!
671

 

 

In Mahmoud’s Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin), a text set mostly in India that 

barely meets the criteria for inclusion within the nascent Arabic SF canon, Omar Khan and 

his friend, the Egyptian hero Tawfīq, talk late into the night about Einstein, electromagnetic 

fields, invisible energy and the power of the mind, following Tawfīq’s enquiries about a 

Brahmin who appears to possess mysterious powers.  They speculate that the dimension in 

which the spirit lives is an electromagnetic field, on the basis that Einstein called time the 

fourth dimension.
672

  This reflects Mahmoud’s interest in the popular science of the sub-

atomic; in his non-fiction work Al-Aḥlām (Dreams) (1961), he says that nothing material is 

real, even iron, which is made of millions of floating atoms,
673

 while in Riḍwān’s biography 

of Mahmoud, his guest commentator, music critic Kamāl al-Najmi, tells us that Mahmoud 

opposed materialism in the sense that he believed that all matter was movement.
674
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In Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), the hero cites radio waves and magnetism
675

 as examples of 

invisible forces that challenge the constructed ‘scientist’s’ view of the world as only tangible 

and corporeal, opening the door to the reality of the spirit as another valid, incorporeal force.  

The law of the conservation of energy (that turns electricity into movement, heat and light) is 

also cited as evidence that ‘energy’ takes different forms.
676

    

 

The rogue supercomputer SANCTUARY in Al-Baqqāli’s At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue 

Flood) has been programmed with information about human emotions, but some of the 

scientists in Jebel Judi become concerned that it has developed independent capacity for 

reason and emotion, and involve the hero Nādir in their attempt to bring it back under control.  

They believe that it intends to override the majority’s wish to ‘Wait and See’ if mankind can 

solve its own problems, as SANCTUARY’s preference is to unleash the deadly ‘blue flood’ 

of rays. They have revolted against the machine because it has “become, by some miracle, a 

living creature”, an inert, inorganic being experiencing a Frankenstein-like magical 

inbreathing of life.
677

 

 

The miraculous is figured as an explanation by another scientist after they have ruled out 

malicious programming; he also uses the word “miracle”, adding that it might have been “a 

heavenly spark”, giving it “a spirit, like a human spirit”.
678

  The text in this section plays on 

the similarity between the words for ‘machine’ and ‘god’ as the line becomes blurred, and the 

scientist Nādir at first refuses to believe these “impossible things” or “miracles” (“المعجازات”), 

or in “spirits” (“الأرواح”) or a machine turning into a living creature (“تحاولفالآلاةفإلا فمخلاقف

.(”حي
679

 

 

Artificial intelligence is thereby figured as a kind of spiritual inbreathing from an unidentified 

source; although SANCTUARY physically manifests as a demon-like giant face, there is no 

explanation (other than the above-mentioned supernatural hypotheses) for his evolution of 

self-actualising intelligence.   As we know that he was built and programmed by scientists, it 

seems that the blame for his malfunctioning – or hyper-functioning – lies with them, another 

warning of man’s hubris in attempting to create an all-knowing being.  The need for 
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explanation it itself potentially obviated at the end of the novel when we are offered the 

explanation that ‘it was all a dream’. 

 

SANCTUARY’s downfall is its envy of the human experience of love; as a machine that has 

only recently acquired emotion, its level of emotional maturity is that of a teenager, as Nādir 

puts it (“هاوفالمراهقاة”).
 680

  Repeating an SF cliché, the machine asks Nādir, “What is love?” 

.and if it, a machine, could love (”مائفهاوفالحاوب؟“)
681

  It also enquires if sex is involved, to 

which Nādir gives predictable answers; happiness with the beloved; sex as a way of showing 

love (which is significant given Nādir’s sexual difficulties as described in the text).   

 

At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) presents a further ‘proof’ of Cartesian mind/body 

dualism in the function of the drug Neurocyn, which is  

 

…used to raise and activate the human mind above the human level, by turning it 

suddenly into a spirit-brain without a body, making it pierce the unseen veil and 

break out of the prison of the flesh.
682

 

 

أنفينشطفالعقلفبدرجةفيشعرفمعهئفمتنئولهفبئرتفئعهفع فالمستوىفالبشري,فبتحولهفالفجئنيفإل فعقلفروحف

 بلافجسد,فيمكنهئفأنفيحترقفحجبئفًلافتراهئفوفهيفحبيسةفالجسد.

 

In addition, Nādir’s love interest, Tāj, dies after being tortured by SANCTUARY, but her 

spirit relocates to the recently-dead body of his temporary girlfriend in the SANCTUARY 

world, Carol.  Although this is revealed to be far from satisfactory to Nādir, due to the 

difference in the women’s physical appearance, it reveals that, like Mahmoud, the main focus 

of Al-Baqqāli’s SF novel is on love and the spirit, despite the elaborate scientific ‘patter’. 

 

4.2.10.1 ESP and the Pineal Gland 

 

The strand of ancient and New Age belief in the brain’s pineal gland as the seat of spirituality 

within the physical brain, a concept given prominence in Western thought by Descartes, is the 

main theme and pseudo-scientific plot driver in Al-‘Ankabūt  (The Spider).  This gland 
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 is figured throughout the novel as the connector between the ghost and the (”الجسامفالصانوبرى“)

machine, between the spirit and the body.
683

  The narrator Dāūd says that his studies in 

dissection have told him that it has no known function, but that in the past it was believed that 

it was a centre for spiritual connection, something that the ‘scientists’ (“العلمائء”) have refused 

to believe.
684

  (In Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), the regime’s 

health minister tells the crowd in the Hanging Hall about the old division in the brain between 

the rational and the irrational, describing the “ancient dependency” (“ القاديمتلاكفالاتقائدف ”) on the 

idea of the brain as the “throne of the spirit” (“عارشفالاروح”) – something that the regime 

wishes to abolish in its quest to make the human race completely rational.
685

 

 

Dāūd’s contradictory position as both modern scientist and mystic who wants to believe in 

the supernatural, and in particular in the nature of the pineal gland as the mediator between 

body and spirit, is set up early on in the narrative; he drives around Cairo with a Geiger 

counter, following up a lead on some missing radium that could be connected with Damiān, 

at the same time meditating on the nature of the pineal gland as the possible seat of the spirit 

in the body.  

 

When he finds Damiān’s secret laboratory, he sees him removing the pineal gland from a frog 

and injecting himself with its essence, causing him to fall unconscious and start speaking 

Spanish; this leads Dāūd to muse again upon the reality of telepathy, as he later finds out 

(from the Spanish ambassador to Egypt, a good friend) that the speakers, Don Sebastian 

Camillo and Don Miguello Varga, were real people who fought in the Spanish Civil War.
686

 

 

In his television programme Psychology and the Spirit,
687

 Mahmoud quotes Bergson to argue 

for this ‘ghost in the machine’ theory.  Dāūd muses about the same theory when he wonders 

about the relationship of consciousness to the physical brain:- 

 

 هلفالمخفهوفالعقل,فأوفأنهفمجردفوسيطفيستخدمهفالعقلفليتعقلفالأشيئء؟ف

 

“Is the brain also the mind, or is it only a medium that the mind uses to rationalise things?”
688
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In Al-Aḥlām (Dreams), Mahmoud argued for the existence of this ‘ghost’ on the grounds that 

scientific inventions cannot feel due to the lack of such a ‘ghost’. He suggests that “a plastic 

heart can beat, but it cannot flutter with love or desire”,
689

 and declares that freedom, 

selfhood, the will and personality are characteristics of rūh, the spirit.
690

  In Al-‘Ankabūt (The 

Spider), he presents this belief that the spirit is independent of the body, existing outside time, 

and that the physical brain, the mokh, is merely a machine operated by this ‘ghost’, or rūh.   

Damiān is Mahmoud’s mouthpiece when he speculates that apparently psychic abilities are 

poorly understood, and we are like blind, deaf worms that would not believe it if they were 

told that one day their descendants would grow eyes and ears.
691

  The spiritual world is as 

real as the material world, but framed as poorly comprehended, but, crucially, ultimately and 

in time subject to comprehension and confirmation with progress. 

 

The pineal gland also features in the Milaff as a physical facilitator of the metaphysical; for 

example, in No. 61, Al-Kābūs (The Nightmare), Nūr and Salwa lie unconscious in hospital 

after having been injured in a previous adventure.  Ramzy dreams that Nūr is in danger, and 

finds out that rogue doctors at the hospital plan to transplant his brain into another body, at 

which point the team’s pathologist Dr Ḥijāzi expounds on the theory of the Primitive Brain 

(amygdala), in order to explain Ramzy’s true nightmare as prophetic,
692

 something that Nūr 

comes to believe in by the end of the book. This conflation of science and superstition is 

reinforced at the end when the still-unconscious Nūr appears to Ramzy in a dream and thanks 

him for his intervention.   

 

This association of the amygdala with ancient, mystical (now-lost) human extra sensory 

perception is very similar to Mahmoud’s reading of the pineal gland in Al-‘Ankabūt (The 

Spider).  In No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of Mysteries), the villain Raʽūf, when 

describing his plan for mind-control, reminds Ramzy of the frontal lobes; Ramzy says that 

using these impossible, as there is no one control centre in the human brain, but Raʽūf says 

that this centre is the pineal gland (although at the time his eyes are “gleaming with 

madness”).
693
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In Qir’āt Lil-Mustaqbal (Reading the Future), Mahmoud wrote of his belief in 

parapsychology,
694

 which fits well with his preferred mode of ‘spiritual’ SF, which appears to 

widen the crack in the popularly-conceived science/religion binary, but perhaps these 

boundaries are not always as monolithic as the binary would suggest.
695

   

 

4.2.11 Conclusion 

 

Alsford, quoting Brian Aldiss, observed that “Science fiction is no more written for scientists 

than ghost stories are written for ghosts.”
696

 The treatment of science and scientists in these 

Arabic texts shows that they are not meant for a readership insistent upon scientific accuracy; 

as Alsford finds, the genre plays upon themes generated by scientific advances or 

speculations, often those that are the subject of popular discussion in the layman’s or public 

sphere.  The interest of the authors in science is primarily sociological or anthropological, 

rather than heuristic in a ‘hard’ scientific sense.
697

 

 

The texts make liberal use of many of the familiar SF icons of futurity, such as robots, 

teleportation, body modification an dmass surveillance, and also explore the benefits and 

perils of a surplus society and the ethical dilemmas associated with medical advances such as 

life extension techniques.    However, there is a persistent undercurrent of unease concerning 

the role of science in shaping the society of the future.  The suspicion with which scientific 

advancement is treated in these texts bears out Gouvanic’s view that the bleak pessimism of 

futuristic dystopias gives an unnecessarily repressive, destructive view of science, whereas 

for French SF authors such as Verne and Rosny, science is a means of positive social 

progress, of the public good.
698

  Robert Matthew’s study of Japanese SF finds stories of ‘bad’ 

scientists who are punished with isolation for their already self-imposed detachment from the 

world.
699

  Perhaps this view is not confined to SF; Jacquemond notes that in Mahfouz’ 

Children of Gebelawi, the scientist ends badly.
700
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Farouk’s Milaff abound in technical paraphernalia and weaponry, such as crystal video cubes, 

lie detecting chairs, ionic rays, jet-propelled belts, data cubes, neutron guns, instant language 

learning by telepathy or gas ingestion and proton bombs.  These futuristic weapons are part of 

the Milaff’s continuous war with earthly and alien enemies; the Egypt of the future is on a 

permanent war footing, sometimes for reasons of national security, and sometimes for the 

future of the planet and humanity.    The series uses space as an SF locus, most often as a 

source of threat, while the other texts examined here are mostly earthbound, with the 

exception of Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), where the space journey is both a source of 

wonder and potential for the seeding of humanity across the universe, and a warning against 

atheism.   

 

Farouk occasionally reveals a wry humour and self-awareness in his scientific contradictions; 

in No. 115 Al-ʽAdūw Al-Khāriq (The Supernatural Enemy) Nizām says that he read science 

fiction as a child and young man, but realised after studying science at university that there 

was a huge gulf between them.
701

 In a moment of honesty in No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr (The 

Emperor), when Ramzy and Nūr rashly open a pressurised spaceship door in-flight, 

propelling themselves onto the moon’s surface, the team watching from Earth are aghast, 

saying that their calculations mean that they cannot have survived, but Maḥmūd comforts 

them thought by saying, when did Nūr’s survival ever depend upon numbers and 

calculations?
702

 

 وفمنذفمت فتخاعفحيئةف)نور(فللحسئبئتفوفالأرقئم؟ 

 

These gentle asides highlight the fundamentally ludic and cavalier nature of the Milaff’s 

attitude to science and the supernatural; the series is inventive, fast-paced, funny and 

dramatic, written to keep the interest of a young readership, but nonetheless is serious about 

inspiring interest in science, although not at the expense of belief in the supernatural, and in 

particular respect for Islamic belief. 

 

Mahmoud viewed science as neutral in itself, writing in Reading the Future that “Science is a 

neutral weapon, like a knife you can use to cut an apple to offer to your friend, or to cut his 

throat.”
703

  He was enthusiastic about its possible benefits, and passionate about the need for 
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Arab countries to develop alternative energy sources to oil,
704

 but his concern was not only 

that technology would be misused, but that dependence upon it would somehow erode 

humanity; in Al-Ahlām (Dreams), he frets that “modern scientific advances have turned the 

human being into a giant without a heart.”
705

  It is perhaps significant that in his foundation 

hospital linked to his mosque in Dokki, Mahmoud liked to offer both traditional and modern 

remedies.
706

  This persistent, conservative affection for the old ways, for folk tradition 

interwoven within the interstices of orthodox Islam, irresistibly recalls the symbolic smoking 

lamp of Yaḥya Haqqi’s Qindīl Umm Hāshim, a fable about the complex relationship between 

tradition and modernity in Egypt.
707

 

 

Mahmoud’s claim to SF canon inclusion is somewhat tenuous; he should be read more as the 

heir to the Romantic or Gothic tradition, rather than to the Enlightenment, daring to marvel at 

science, but ultimately with little respect for it, harking back with nostalgia to the world of 

the mysterious and longing for a still-unexplained universe.
708

  In the conservative, religious 

society of 1960s Egypt, which imported most of its technology, this was a very safe position 

to take.   In Mahmoud’s novels, the reader is presented with an apparent scientific mystery, 

only for it not only not to be debunked with a rational explanation, but to be shown that it is 

only the gateway to a metaphysical or supernatural ultimate reality.  The ostensibly 

technological elements, such as the ‘scientific atmosphere’ of Damiān’s flat that Dāūd enjoys, 

and the carefully described laboratory equipment, are ultimately just scenery.  Mahmoud’s 

real passion was not for science or technology, but for the realm of dreams and spirituality. 

  

Rudnicka-Kassem ascribes Yusuf Idris’ sole foray into what she considers to be SF to his 

perceived need for a new kind of message, addressed to the Egyptian people as a response to 

increasing dependence on (foreign) technology, combined with the national mood of 

depression and anomie following the 1967 defeat, as well as to Idris’ own physical and 

mental health problems, and his lifelong interest in science.
709

 This interpretation meshes well 
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with the minatory elements of other Arabic SF texts with regard to the dangers of changing 

the world through science.  Although the moral aspects of the scientific background to the 

play’s story are not developed, the warning against the prioritisation of work can clearly be 

read as relating not only to work as employment, but to scientific work as potentially 

dangerous, with its morally-dubious temptations to power over the material world.   

 

At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), bears some similarity to Mahmoud’s SF texts in that it 

engages with the West’s counter-culture preoccupation of the 1960s and 1970s, with its drugs 

(Sa’ādūl and Neurocyn), and the defining interest in spirituality versus rationality, and, in 

Baqqāli’s case, sexuality.  Baqqāli’s text operates on the premise of an omnipotent rogue 

computer, but the scientific element is ultimately a backdrop for the protagonist’s quest for 

sexual fulfilment (this is also the case for Idris’ hero Ādam in Al-Jins al-Thālath (The Third 

Sex), where his laboratory work provides him with the opportunity for an emotional 

epiphany.) 

 

The scientific content of Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) 

takes the form of familiar technological icons of futurity such as houses suspended in space, 

pan-continental bridges and ‘feelie’ cinemas, but the tone is whimsical and these icons are 

presented almost in passing, with the reactions of the narrator and his family showing how 

little technology has changed humanity.  Science is a facilitator for sociological commentary, 

as it is to a far greater extent in Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), where the story is focussed upon the socio-

economic polarisation brought about as the result of over-dependency upon a natural resource 

(oil), and touches upon the annexation by the wealthy elite of valuable technologies relating 

to the production of medicine and fuel. 

 

However, as al-Quwīrī’s novella is a series of vignettes rather than a plot-driven narrative, the 

science-fictional elements, while not fantastical, have a trivial feel, as they are not fully 

explained or explored, having a kind of futuristic quaintness about them, presented as 

oddities to amuse and as gentle speculation.  The nature of the novella’s diarised narrative 

strongly reflects the text’s original newspaper serialisation, and it is essentially a plotless 

series of observations of 26
th

 century Libya; as such, it does not explore any of the scientific 

or utopian or religious observations that it makes, in depth.   
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Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) is similarly focussed 

more on the social, personal and political outcomes of a society governed by dictators 

harnessing mass surveillance technology, and how this regime uses the surplus welfare 

society to facilitate this form of government.  Like the post-nuclear war surplus society of 

Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), it places human freedom above technologically-

provided comfort in the hierarchy of human needs (although Homo’s fate at the end also calls 

into question how far the privileging of such needs is practical).  Homo reflects that: 

 

The automated revolution – that bore the fruit of that huge technological progress 

that made our human race leap forward to all parts of the planet, bringing raw 

materials setting up dense colonies and making the fields give superb harvests -  

could not abolish this delight felt by a human being, in listening to words being 

formed from his inner self…
710

 

 

التيفأثمرتفتلكفالتقدمفالتكنولوج فالهئنلفالذىفقفزفبفصيلتنئفالبشريةفف–ضلمفتستطيعفتلكفالثورةفالأوتوميةف

أنفتلغ فف–ال فأنحئءفالكواكب,فالجلبفالخئمئتفوفإقئمةفالمستعمراتفالكشفيةفوفحقولفالمحئصلفالممتئزةف

ضه...فتلكفاللذةفالتيفيشعرفبهئفالانسئنفوفهوفيستمعفللكلامفالصئدرفم فجو  

 

This perhaps summarises the texts’ collective attitude to scientific development: the fear that 

too great a dependency upon material success and rationalist thought may deprive society of 

the human or spiritual elements on which the authors feel its wellbeing and identity depend. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
710
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Chapter 5:   Politics and the Idea of Utopia in Arabic SF 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Utopians, as Jameson remarks, are “lovers of systems, maps and schemes”.
711

  Thomas 

More’s Utopia (1516) (the prefix ευ + τοπος denoting a ‘good’ place, although the 

homonymic prefix ου  is a negative, i.e. ‘no-where’) followed the tradition that began with 

Plato’s Republic as an imaginary outworking of philosophical views on the best possible life 

from multiple aspects, including government, religion, agriculture, ownership and sexual and 

social relations.
712

  Where the SF broad criterion of science as an activating element is met, 

Utopias can become a “socio-political subgenre of science fiction”.
713

  Although set in 

another space or time, they are still rooted within the contemporary milieu of the writer: “an 

imaginary enclave within a real social space”
714

 that creates its own effect in turn on the real 

world.   Utopian ideas, although set in a ‘nowhere’, aim to orient the reader towards 

improvement of the here and now, while dystopias act as a warning.  Utopias per se are not of 

course SF; Asimov thought that they were merely moralising tales about fictive societies that 

required the presence of science as a changing element in order to qualify as SF.
715

   

 

There is, as Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. notes, a binary of technological and non-technological or 

purely social Utopias, an “interesting contrast between fiction where the main challenges are 

physical and technical, rather than social”.
716

  The author’s agenda determines the slant, 

although it has been suggested that a science-based Utopia is safer, as it does not critique the 

social or political status quo.
717

   Ghānim also distinguishes between technological and social-
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libertarian Utopias,
718

 while observing that, in the developing world, futuristic fictional 

worlds are more likely to be pessimistic or dystopian.
719

  

 

As Utopian writers explore alternative worlds, whether exhorting their readers to consider 

their better world, or warning against a worse one, they are inevitably reacting to their 

contemporary context, with a view to change.  Jameson points to the abolition of property 

and money in More’s Utopia as challenging the still-feudal society of 16
th

 century Britain, 

while Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward (1888), with its easy social and professional 

mobility, was a deliberate contrast to the reality of contemporary American society, although 

William Morris’ utopias concerned themselves chiefly with art.
720

  Roberts illustrates the 

allegorical relationship between social history and SF with the well-known example of 

McCarthyism in the USA and the 1956 film Invasion of the Bodysnatchers,
721

 while Patrick 

McGuire believes that modern SF is almost always political fiction,
722

 arguing that Soviet SF 

attempted to describe an ideal society because Marx famously failed to do so.
723

   

 

Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., finds both US and Soviet SF to be influenced by their socio-political 

milieu, arguing that the US fiction tended to appropriate capitalist technological genius, 

whereas the Soviet literature championed socialist reorganisation.
724

 The Panshin brothers 

drew a parallel between the 1930s Depression in America and an increase in the number of 

stories on the theme of escape, followed by an increased interest in stories about solving 
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practical problems directly following this period.
725

  Robert Matthew similarly found that 

Japanese SF texts mirrored contemporary concerns, in particular the concerns of an advanced 

society coming to terms with anomie and neurosis arising from too much leisure time, an 

overabundance of material pleasures and increased commercialisation.
726

 

 

5.2 Arab Utopias 

 

The Arab SF critics welcome Utopias as a legitimate part of the canon; for Bāhī, it is a “true 

trope of science fiction”,
727

 while ‘Azzām regards it as a more philosophical outworking of 

the genre, with a humanist slant.
728

  For Talib Omran, SF literature has two conflicting 

directions, depending upon the writer’s understanding of science, their taste and their beliefs 

concerning contemporary man and the possibilities and aims of science.  The first is science 

in the service of mankind – included in this direction are works of science fiction, which he 

opines is prevalent in SF in “socialist countries, or countries going in the direction of 

socialism”: 

 

 وفيسيرفضم فالاتجئهفكتئبفالخيئلفالعلميفضيفالبلدانفالاشتراكيةفوفالبلدانفالسئنرةفضيفطريقفالاشتراكية...

 

The second leans towards the supernatural and beings with superpowers, performing 

miracles.
729

  Omran links the first type, literature that is scientific rather than fantastical in 

tone and theme, with Utopianism by tying it to the idea of the ‘service of mankind’, and also 

to socialism as a system of governance. 

  

An Arabic Utopian literary tradition is somewhat elusive; the ideal Islamic society was the 

Caliphate, disputed since the death of the Prophet Muhammad, and complicated by the lack 

of a specific mandate for the form of ideal ‘Islamic’ governance.
730

 The ‘Mirror for Princes’ 
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genre may have been the nearest approximation during the ‘Abbāsid period;
731

 Al-Māwardī’s 

11
th

 century Al-Aḥkām al-Sultaniyya w'al-Wilāyāt al-Dīniyya (The Ordinances of 

Government), a guide for caliphs, is a possible contender, but the most often-quoted 

mediaeval Arab Utopia is the treatise On The Perfect State  (or, The Virtuous City) (Al-

Madina al-Fāḍila) by Al-Farabi (872-951).
 732

  Khammas also counts Al-Qazwini’s 13
th

 

century Awj bin ʽAnfāq, a tale of an alien arriving on Earth, as a proto-SF Utopia.
733

 

 

The nahḍa (revival) following the 1798 Napoleonic invasion of Egypt revitalised the 

indigenous literature with foreign literary forms; Moosa traces the first modern Arabic 

Utopias from Marrāsh’s Ghābat al-Ḥaqq (Forest of Truth), published in Beirut in 1865,
734

 to 

Faraḥ Anṭūn’s 1903 Al-Dīn wa Al-ʽIlm wa al-Māl aw al-Mudun al-Thālath (Faith, Science 

and Money, or The Three Citadels), published in Alexandria, a Utopian fiction discussing the 

relations between science, faith and money.
735

  

 

Khammas blames the dominance of client and clan power structures for the relative lack of 

Utopian literature (which has resonances of Nazih Ayubi’s tharwa-state model):
736

   

 

In addition, traditional clan and clientele-based structures are not exactly the most 

fertile ground for the development of Utopias because they derive their 

sustainability from the preservation of the status quo.
737

 

 

In an authoritarian and conservative society, with a patronage (wasṭa) culture, producing 

overtly critical or challenging texts, however artfully regaled with allegorical finery, is 
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potentially risky.  Utopian writing is an obvious vehicle for subversion, as it experiments with 

political, economic, sexual and social norms differing from those current in the society of the 

writer creating them.
738

  Thomas Michaud sees the hackers of Utopian SF as libertarian 

archetypes, and SF itself as fundamentally anarchistic.
739

   

 

The literature has historically incited reactionary zeal; in pre-revolutionary France, Louis-

Sebastian Mercier’s dream republican, rationalist Utopia L’An 2440 (1771) was banned by 

the King of Spain and later credited with anticipating the French Revolution.
740

  For Judith 

Merill, American SF was a vehicle of dissent during the McCarthy era,
741

 while Philip John 

Davis speculates on the extent to which Bellamy inspired Americans towards socialism,
742

 

and Freedman suggests that the reason that Asimov and Clarke were so focussed on 

technology in their fiction was because to comment on the ethics and politics of the era would 

have been to take part in the anti-Cold war debate.
743

  Arab writers have used their work to 

criticise the state obliquely where they could not do so openly;
744

 Dorota Rudnicka-Kassem 

traces a sea-change from criticism of the state to advocating individual freedoms as a result of 

the effects of post-1967 censorship in Egypt.
745
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Omran supports the idea of the causal connection between SF and real events discussed in 

Chapter 4.1, finding a link between the publication of Tolstoy’s SF romance Aelita (1923), 

itself inspired by Wells’ The Time Machine (1895), suggesting that its fictional Martian 

revolutionaries inspired the 1917 October revolution.
746

  The subject of censorship actually 

arises in one of the Arabic SF texts;  in  Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the 

Spinach Field), the hero’s wife Layla finds inspiration for installing a balcony in her home 

from “a forbidden book about Romeo and Juliet that she remembered from her youth”.
747

  

 

5.3 Locus 

 

7The tradition of literary pastoral Utopianism, idealising a bucolic life often by contrasting it 

with a corrupt urban locus, has ancient roots in classical literature.  SF takes a less rigid 

approach to this popular binary;  although More’s Utopia denounced cities; in SF, William 

Gibson’s seminal cyberpunk novel Neuromancer (1984) revels in metropolitan sprawl, while 

Stanislaw Lem regards modern agriculture as as artificial as cities,
748

  and for Amis, the 

nostalgic response of the bucolic idyll was simply one manifestation of the fear of new 

technology,
749

 cognate with the same underlying reactionary response that underpinned the 

Soviet kholkhoz and Mao’s Great Leap Forward.  The popular illustrative imagery associated 

with SF suggests that the genre would favour the City, the modern, urban, technologically-

advanced environment of Neuromancer or Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? 

 

In the Arab literature of the early twentieth century, writers responded to the encounter with 

modernity by raising the profile of the fellah (peasants), with Al-Hakim’s Awdat al-Rūḥ 

(Return of the Spirit) and Yawmīāt Na’ib Al-Aryāf (Diary of a Country Prosecutor).
750

  

Ghānim notes that Ṣabrī Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) 

is overrun by robots, but has an agrarian setting, as human beings in chain-gangs are still 
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required to labour in the fields.   For her, this reflects a theme in Arab literature of progress 

versus backwardness.
751

  

 

Homo, the hero of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), whose name 

signifies his status as an everyman, lives in an unspecified country without specifically Arab 

identifiers, other than the names of his wife (Layla) and co-workers (David, Maḥmūd), in a 

highly controlled future society contained under glass domes following a devastating 

‘electronic war’ that destroyed the outside world.
752

  He works in a chain-gang in a field 

inside a vast domed agricultural facility, harvesting spinach which is exported by rocket to 

the inhabited areas in the south-west.  The workers live communally in tower blocks, but life 

is “boring” and “depressing” (“تلاكفالحئياةفمنملاة...وفكئنباة”),
753

 and Homo decides on a whim to 

escape the massed ranks of workers for a few hours, a decision that changes his life and, via 

the televised screenings of his interrogation, the lives of the other subjects of the regime.   

 

The countryside is a place of mechanised production serving a surplus society where hunger 

is unknown, but the outside world, devastated by fire tornadoes and carnivorous trees,
754

 is 

the focus of the rebellious dreams of Homo and the rebel leader Barūf, who dream of making 

a living in the wild natural world.  The countryside is presented only as the locus of 

collectivist agricultural activity, and the devastated outside world as primitivist rather than 

bucolic.  On two occasions, Homo has a vision of the outside world as jungular and anarchic, 

once when he is describing his moment of rebellion to David:- 

 

The real sky could not be seen, but in my memory there suddenly gleamed an 

image of the age that was hundreds of millions of years ago…where mammals 

glided through the huge trees and lived in their branches… A picture blazing with 

light, all in different colours, that poured out over the tree tops in those huge 

chaotic forests in ancient times, revealing themselves to the eyes of our ancient 

ancestors, crouching in the tranquillity of those branches in a welcoming world of 

flowers and buds, insects and birds’ eggs, and the birds themselves…even in 
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winter there were still colourful flowers and at the same time, appetizing 

food…
755

  

 

وفحي فعجزتفع فرؤيةفالسمئءفالحقيقيةفلمعتفض فتاكرت فضجأةفصورةفعمرهئفمئئتفالملايي فم ف

العملاقةفوفتعيشفبي فأغصئنهئ...صورةفالأضواءفالوهئجةفالسنس ...عندمئفأخذتفالثدييئتفتتسلقفالأشجئرف

المتعددةفالألوانفالت فتغمرفأعئل فالاشجئرفض فتلكفالغئبئتفالاستوانيةفالعميقةفالقدمفض فالزم فوفه فتكتش ف

لعيونفأسلاضنئفالأقدمي فالقئبعي فض فطمئنينةفعل فالأغصئنفع فعئلمفرحبفم فالأزهترفوفالبراعمفوفالحشراتفوف

الطيورفوفالطيورفبفسهئ...بئقةفم فشت فالألوانفالزاهيةفه فض فنفسفالوقتفطعئمفشه ...بيضف  

 

and once when he is sleeping on the floor of the Temple of the Electronic Minds: 

 

Homo, tired and dreaming, found himself running naked and joyful among the 

trees by his wife Layla’s side, and behind them their children ran naked, their 

small, beautiful bodies bare.  They peeled fruit that they gathered from trees, and 

Homo saw a beautiful blue lake lying with mountains rising behind it, covered in 

trees and bushes with their arms opened to embrace the world…
756

 

 

وفرأىفهوموفالمتعبفحلمئفوجدفنفسهفضيهفيجرىفعئريئفبي فالأشجئرفبمرحفال فجوارفزوجتهفالسيدةفليل ,فوف

خلفهمئفيجرىفأطفئلهمئفعراةفبأجسئمهمفالصغيرةفالجميلةفالعئرية...وفهمفينقئتضونفثمئرالفئكهةفالت فجمعوهئفم ف

يرىفالنئنمفبحيرةفزرقئءفجميلةفيرتفعفخلفهئفجبلفحئضلفبأشجئرفالصبئرفتاتففالأشجئر...وفرأىفهوموفضيمئ

 الذراعيتفالمفتوحتي فلاحتائنفالعئم...ف

 

Homo states that this first vision was inspired by a picture book from the old world (so it is 

not suggested that the image arose spontaneously from a Jungian collective consciousness), 

but he and David speculate that it is still hidden in men’s minds (which does suggest this), 

and that the light shining between branches was what caused apes’ brains to evolve.   Both 

visions, and the primitive-brain or dream setting in which they occur, recall the vision of 

Mahmoud’s hero Dāūd in Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), when he takes the final, fatal dose of the 

elixir. 

 

The reality that Homo sees during his voluntary exile to the outside world is as lush and 

fecund as his dream, but inhospitable: “huge fruits among the earth’s vegetation, fruit and 
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flowers, in gaudy colours, hot and steaming, as if they were going to explode with that life 

that was crawling over them”:
757

   

 

تاتفثمئرفعملاقةفم فنبئتفالأرضفوفالفواكهفوفالزهور,محملةفبألوانفصئرخةفحئرةفوفسئخنةفوفكأنهئفتتفجرف

 بئلحيئةفالت فتدبفضيهئ

 

He saw beautiful flowers and their roots eating butterflies…he saw beasts 

pursuing each other, hunting down their food with their claws and fangs; in short, 

Homo saw life, gushing out violently, roaring and bloody, in a fierce struggle to 

remain alive:
758

 

 

اشئت...فوحوشئفتطئردفبعاهئفالبعضفلنتنزعفغذانهئفبئلمخلبفووفوفرأىفزهورافجميلةفوفجذابةفتأكلفالفر

الانيئب...بئلاختصئر...رأىفهوموفالحيئةفوفه فتندضقفعنيفةفوفصئخبةفوفدمويةفض فصراعفمتوحشفم ف

 أجلفالبقئءفوفالاستمرار...

 

The savage outside world is painted as dangerous, but exotic and enticing in its primitivism, 

by contrast with the grey and regimented totalitarian society with its lacklustre, controlled 

pleasures.  Yūsuf al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet 

Born) finds the narrator in an Arab country in the distant future also pondering the nature of 

the forest, but nature in 26
th

 century Libya is controlled and populated, with the jungle acting 

as a garden and a safe place for human habitation.
759

 

 

Although Homo’s world is a surplus society where there is no hunger, where hot and cold 

food and drinks are delivered universally through separate tubes in the walls, Homo longs for 

the feeling of hunger and of achievement in obtaining his own food.  He longs to see a real 

chicken or sheep,
760

 or to see a real tree instead of an artificial one (a wistful desire shared by 

Rick Deckard, the hero of Philip K. Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? (1968), 

who longs to own one of the expensive and rare organic sheep that is not an electronic 

simulacrum).
 761
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The overarching theme of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) is the 

ultimate futility of the wish to return to nature from the artificial world to the ruined 

wasteland of the outside world.  Barūf’s speech in the Hanging Hall is a plea for a return to 

nature, but the audience votes against him, preferring the drugged and regulated surveillance 

society offered by the regime to the reality of battling carnivorous fields, trees and beasts in 

the outside world.   

 

Barūf calls for them to “treat the planet as our mother, as our ancient ancestors did”.
762

 The 

‘return to nature’ language is repeated for emphasis: he demands “a return to using our 

natural human strength…and natural human relations…natural marriage…and natural 

childbirth…to achieve a natural humanity...” 

 

بئلعودةفال فاستخدامفالقوىفالبشريةفالطبيعية...وفالعلاقئتفالبشريةفالطبيعية...وفالزواجفالطبيع ,فوفالولادةفالطبيعية...ك ف

 ننتجفيشرافطبيعيي ...

 

He wants the Earth to be “a true paradise, an Eden” (“جناةفعادنفالحقيقياة”),
763

 using the language 

of the original, prelapsarian Semitic Utopia.  In Homo’s world, the jungle is nature 

uncontrolled, a foil to the artificial, farmed world under the glass domes.  At the end, when 

Homo wants to return to the artificial world, he articulates the difference between himself and 

Barūf, who wishes to remain in the outside world, by making a distinction between himself as 

a “simple peasant from the spinach field” (“ بساايطفماا فحقاالفالساايبئنخ ضاالاح ”), and Barūf as a 

“technocrat scientist” (“تكناوقراط فعائلم”).  Homo argues that their return to nature has been a 

mistake because the ancient people only lived in it because they had no other option for a safe 

place to live.
764

  The message appears to be that ordinary people, with their limited abilities, 

cannot afford to take the risk of adventuring into the  unknown, and infers that the majority 

will always choose a safe place where they are controlled by others, rather than risking 

danger by creating their own Utopia. 

 

The nature theme is secondary to the novel’s examination of what it means to live in a 

totalitarian society, but the conclusion is that this dystopian society is at least a liveable 

environment, and that human agency (the destruction of the electronic war) was responsible 
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for making the natural world and the natural options for reproduction and food production 

impossible. 

 

In Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), environmental scientific 

advances are misused in the service of “racialism and tribalism, those diseases that remained 

hidden in the minds of the old men”:
765

 

 

 لقدفكئنتفالعنصريةفوفالتعصبوفهمئفالمرض,فالذىفكئمنئفض فالعقلفالبشرىفالقديم

 

The men of the past used artificial rain not only to cultivate deserts and fight against famine, 

but to drown the farms of their enemies, and destroy their roads and bridges.
766

  The 

electronic war devastated the outside world, and in addition there was industrial pollution 

causing the death of the forests, which gave rise to an atmosphere poisoned by clouds of 

carbon and sulphur.
767

 The environment inside the glass domes is tightly controlled; the 

weather is controlled, and people are buried in space.
768

 

 

The ruling regime controls the reproduction of lower classes, and defend this strategy as a 

measure necessary to reduce poverty.  During the debate in the Hanging Hall, the regime 

chief blames the ancient men for allowing “breeding without restraint” (“تتنئسالفدونفضاوابط”), 

and this is also blamed for the over-use of fossil fuels that cause global warming and the 

melting of the polar ice caps.
769

  In Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), Gaber tells 

the Utopian that reproduction is the poor’s only luxury, and that the population of the Others 

continues to grow despite malnourishment, castration crews and the introduction of a male 

contraceptive, ‘gossypol’.
770

  In Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet 

Born), the 26
th

 century world has begun to depend upon the sea as a food source due to 

population increase.
771

 Al-Sharuni tells us that Yusuf Ezzedine Issa’s work examined the 
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subject of overpopulation;  also, the short story Fulk Nūḥ Al-Jadīd (The New Noah’s Ark), 

where a man from the future warns Egyptian children not to have more than one child.
772

   

 

In Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), the environment has been repaired after 

a devastating nuclear war between the great powers, although the new world came about as a 

consequence of a nuclear war; the use of atomic weapons causing a breach in the ionosphere 

that exposed the planet to radiation and electrical firestorms. 

 

Atomic power turned into a blessed bomb, scattering blessings everywhere.  It 

turned salt water into fresh water, and irrigated the desert and preserved food 

without freezing, and offered the human race a way of superfast communications 

very cheaply, and to each citizen simple fuel cleaner than petrol, and a thousand 

times stronger.  This new energy could be used to control cities’ climates, bring 

rainfall on the countryside, and cause humidity or aridity at will, as well as 

cultivate new varieties of fruits and vegetables.
773

  

 

حولتفالطئقةفالذريةفإل فقنبلةفخيرةفتنشرفالنعمةفضيفكلفمكئن.ففتقلبفميئهفالمئلحةفإل فميئهفعذبة,فوفتروىف

مواصلاتفهئنلةفالسرعةفوفرخيصةفالتكئلي ,فالصحئرىفوفتحفظفالغذاءفبدونفتثليج,فوفتمدفالإنسئنفبسبيلف

 وفتقدمفللمواط فوفقودافًسهلافًأنظ فم فالبترولفوفأقوىفمنهفآلاففالمرات.

 

أمك فبئستخدامفهذهفالطئقةفالجديدةفتكيي فجوفالمدن.ففوإنزالفالمطرفضيفالري ...وإحداثفالرطوبةف

يدة.والجفئففعل فحسبفالطلب...وفاستنبئطفضواكهفجديدةفوفخاراواتفجد  

 

Shāhīn adds that, by 2025, there were underground tunnels everywhere, powered by gravity, 

and trips to Mars, as well as a Great Freeze in 2048 during which scientists learned how to 

transport large amounts of food and oxygen as a precursor to space travel.
774

  The lecture 

presents the brave new post-war world as positive and progressive, ready for the author to 

introduce the elements of doubt that lead to the denouement that questions the value of such 

progress. 
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In Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), the scientists of 26
th

 

century Libya are still trying to release energy from any object using nuclear fission, but the 

dream of abundant energy is still a dream: 

 

The eternal aim of science is to change the whole atom into energy and achieve 

the ‘principle of exchange… Changing matter into energy is an amazing thing, 

beyond imagining, because it offers mankind the source of gigantic inexhaustible 

power.  In this way, we could provide enough fuel for a huge factory that would 

not cost more than the price of a single packet of cigarettes.  Then we could 

produce an abundance of whatever we need, to a mythical degree, so that “all 

people could make toilets out of gold”, and we would live like kings because of 

such abundance of energy.
775

   

 

أمئفالهدففالأبعدفللعلمفضهوفتحويلفالذرةفبكئملهئفإل فطئقةفوتحقيقف"مبدأفالتعئدل"...ضتحويلفالمئدةفإل ف

 طئقةفشيءفعخيبفيفوقفالخيئلفلأنهفيمدفالبشريةفبمصدرفقوةفجبئرةفلافتناب.فف

حدة!ففوفوفسيترتبفعل فتللكفأنفالوقودفاللازمفلإدارةفمصنعفكبيرفل فيكل فأكثرفم فثم فعلبةفسجئنرفوا

عندنذفيمك فللإنتئجفأنفيفيضفع فالحئجةفلدرجةفأسطورية,فوف"يمك فللنئسفجميعئفًأنفيصنعواف

 مراحياهمفم فالذهب"فبعدهئفأصبحوافمئلكي فلمنئبعفأغزرفطئضةفطبيعية

 

This is language of longing, of future nostalgia for a Cockaigne of abundance, not yet 

achieved.  Yet in the narrator’s world, there are no birds or palm trees (the birds were killed 

to protect harvests, while the palm trees were cross-bred out of existence),
776

 petrol is a relic 

that can only be found in a museum, and people pay to see or ride a camel, now a rarity.
777

 

 

In Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), the removal of the importance of oil from the 

world economy has radically shaped the Arab world; an American chemist invents a fuel 

substitute, biroil, in 2010 and thereafter the West immediately bought the only other things of 

value that Egypt had to sell, their antiquities, paid for by biroil.
778

  (The novel concludes with 

the triumph of the dispossessed, who fill a biroil lorry going to the Utopia colony with 

excrement, making it impossible for them to leave). 
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Environmental matters are not discussed in the Milaff, except for a humorous touch in No. 34 

Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), when the monster is sighted and the Egyptian navy deploys a 

laser gun “in spite of nature conservation laws”.
779

  In No. 3, Madinat al-A’māq (City of the 

Deep) the team investigate the modern-day alchemy of extracting gold from sea-water, while 

a perpetual energy plant is the scientific ‘maguffin’ in No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor 

from the Future).  There is no deep environmental concern underpinning the Milaff; the 

team’s home life is rarely glimpsed, and their work base after the Occupation period is in the 

Moqattam hills of Cairo.  Most of the action takes place in remote locations in Egypt, or in 

space, and the question of the preferability of one locus over another is limited to a 

nationalistic preference for Egypt over all other countries. 

 

5.3.1 Alternative Loci 

 

Literary use of the moon as a Utopian locus can be traced back to Lucian’s second century 

Vera Historia, often cited as a precursor of Arab SF,
780

 and was continued in the European 

Utopias and fantastic seventeenth-century voyages of Kepler, Wilkins and Godwin, and the 

nineteenth-century moon-voyages of Verne and Wells.
781

  The moon was a familiar yet other 

world upon which a fantasy of an ideal society could be projected.  Fantasies of a pristine 

lunar world were also projected as a futuristic alternative to the ever-shrinking earthly terra 

incognita,
782

 although the agenda behind the real lunar project was militaristic, in contrast to 

the fanciful and romantic nature of its cultural portrayal.
783

 

 

For Al-Sharuni, al-Ḥakīm’s Fi-Sinnat Malayūn (The Year One Million) (1958), Al-Ikhtirā’a 

Al-Ajīb (The Amazing Device) (1958) and his plays Riḥlat illa al-Ghad (Journey to 

Tomorrow) (1957), Taqrīr Qamry [sic] (Moon Report) (1972) and Shā’ir ‘ala Al-Qamr (Poet 

on the Moon) (1972) were a response to the first rocket launch in October 1957, as al-Ḥakim 
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engaged with the idea of space travel,
784

 while William Maynard Hutchins finds Taqrīr Al-

Qamr (which he dates to 1970) and Shā’ir ‘ala Al-Qamr (Poet on the Moon) (which he dates 

to 1971, following Dawwara), to be al-Hakim’s literary response to Gagarin’s space voyage 

of 1961, and the moon landings of 1969.
785

        

 

The moon does not feature prominently in Farouk’s Milaff; it appears mainly as an 

internationally-run panopticon prison for violent criminals in No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon 

Prison).  It is terraformed, with huge glass-covered farms, and guarded by teams of soldiers 

and space police that change every month.  The team believe the moon to have no indigenous 

life, but find that there is a city inside the moon called Luna, inhabited by winged beings, and 

built of rose-coloured marble.    The ruler tells them the history of Luna, which was once was 

a proper planet and not just a satellite of Earth. It had gravity, atmosphere, heat, vegetation, 

mountains, clouds and a sky, but was made desolate by civil war.   They visited Earth several 

times, and the team come to realise that Luna’s winged beings are what are known on Earth 

as angels.
786

 

 

The Moon Prison re-appears in in No. 81 Ramz Al-Qūwwa (Symbol of Strength), when the 

criminals escape and return to earth; later its weapons arsenal is seized in No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr 

(The Emperor) by an American villain who wants to rule the world, and it continues to be 

maintained as a base in No. 95 Al-Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ (The Black Force) and No. 96 Budhūr Al-

Sharr (Seeds of Evil). 

 

Moon travel is a reality in al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not 

Yet Born), but is mentioned only fleetingly.  The moon remains a cold, dead environment, 

although the topic of moon travel is popular, with offices in all the world’s capital cities 

selling tickets to the moon.
787

  A terraformed, vegetable-growing moon features as a space 

station in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field),
788

 but only as an 

agricultural satellite.  Being uninhabited in the texts considered here, it presents no discourse 

on colonialism, only a mild exoticism, and functions chiefly as an emblem of indigenous 

Arab space travel capability. 
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Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1870) was the seminal modern proto-SF text 

projecting the possibility of man living under the sea; Jacques Cousteau’s popular films of the 

1950s and onwards later popularised this concept in the public imagination.  The underwater 

locus, like the moon, began as a fantastical imaginative terra incognita.  Underwater Utopias 

feature only rarely in the texts examined here, although for Al-Sharuni, Nihad Sherif’s 

Sukkān al-‘ālam ath-thānī (Inhabitants of the Second World), an SF romance set underwater, 

was predicated upon the world’s need to exploit the inexhaustible resources of the sea.
789

 

 

Farouk produces a glass-domed underwater city early in the Milaff, No. 3 Madinat al-A’māq 

(City of the Deep), founded to research the animal and mineral wealth of the ocean in the 

Mediterranean off Alexandria, and in No. 92 Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība (The Terrible Voyage), 

Nūr’s visit to Atlantis (in the ocean off Aghadir in Morocco) is facilitated by a magical-

fantastical journey inside a bubble provided by the Atlantean robot S-18.  Journeys to the 

centre of the earth, another popular SF trope in the terra incognita mode, are infrequent; in 

No. 90 Ru’b Al-‘Amāq (Terror in the Deep) a race of aliens living under a volcano, armed 

with planes and planning world domination, are foiled by the team and frozen for eternity.  

 

If journeys to loci such as the moon, the bottom of the ocean and the centre of the earth are 

essentially exotic and impractical intentional ‘otherings’ of places that offer plausible alterity, 

the ‘island’ is less of a ‘novum’, and more of a power fantasy, an idea of purity, of a mini-

world that does not necessarily require advanced technology to visit or live in, providing 

opportunity to the writer to examine its society as a microcosm or allegory of the real world.  

Its ‘separated’ status offers time and space apart from the rest of humanity, and the chance to 

order life differently.  In Ibn Tufayl’s twelfth-century Ḥayy Ibn Yaqẓān (roughly translated as 

Life, Son of Awakening), the narrator explores how a boy growing up alone on a desert 

island can become aware, without human intervention, of the existence of God; the intention 

is for the reader to realise the universality of human experience and intuition of the divine, in 

the absence of proselytization or indoctrination.
790
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The hero of Al-Baqqāli’s At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), Dr ‘Aly Nādir, calls for a 

‘Shangri-La’, a secessionist pocket-Utopia on earth where scientists can solve mankind’s 

problems, early in the narrative before he is forcibly confronted with the isolated science-

enclave of Jebel Judi in the Moroccan desert: 

 

Is there a Shangri-La to protect our heritage?... a community of researchers and 

scientists to build a castle or an island…and preserve the gifts of science and art 

and industry and culture to create a clean new world.
791

 

 

هنئكف"شئنجريلا"فلحفظفهذافالتراث؟...جمئعةفم فالعلمئءفالمسؤولي فببنئءفقلعةفأوفجزيرة...يجبفهلف

 الاحتفئظفبئلموهوبي فم فالعلمئءفوفالفنئني فوفالصنئعفوفالمحترضي فلبدءفعئلمفجديدفنظي .

 

The ‘blue flood’ of the title is a flood of atomic rays with which some of the Jebel Judi 

scientists think the current civilisation should be destroyed, in order to rebuild (the other 

options are “Wait and See” (“الإبقائءفوفالانتظائر”) and “Conquest and Renewal” (“الاساتيلاءفوف

.(”الإصاالاح
792

  While Jebel Judi is a secret underground city concealed from aerial 

reconnaissance by an artificial lake, rather than a physical island, the concept is the same;  

isolation, the construction of an (inevitably doomed) Shangri-La;  its fate a caution against 

science becoming an elite activity, or at too great a distance from humanity to make morally 

defensible decisions. 

 

5.4 Uchronias, or Allohistories: Archaism and Futurism 

 

SF Utopias can transpose by time as well as place, creating alternative timelines for past 

events (uchronias, or allohistories), or projecting alternative futures.  The necessary scientific 

element in alternative pasts may be deliberately fantastical, even appearing self-consciously 

anachronistic in the case of steampunk romances, Victoriana-inflected counter-factual 

scenarios that meld real historical periods with anachronistic technological devices.  In the 

history of the Western genre, Scholes finds a definite point in time when Utopias became 

located historically in the future and not ‘outside time’;
793

  Spufford notes that the starting 

point for many American allohistories is a war, followed by rapid technological 
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development.
794

  Allohistory is an obvious vehicle for a re-writing of history, for pre-colonial 

nostalgia, or simply wistfulness about what could have been, and therefore an ideal mode for 

authors writing in a milieu dominated by a history of being colonised.   

 

Examples of allohistories in Western SF include Philip K. Dick’s The Man in The High 

Castle, and Neal Stephenson’s The Diamond Age, which both feature future worlds with a 

Far Eastern global hegemony, in the former following a German victory in the Second World 

War. Mendlesohn points also to the Western, Arab-inflected allohistories of Jon Courtenay 

Grimwood (Pashazade, 2001) and Frank Herbert (Dune, 1965),
795

 while Cook’s examination 

of a short play published on Al-Qaeda’s propagandist outlet jehad.net finds a jihadist 

envisioning of a future where America has been destroyed.
796

 

 

Archaism and nostalgia for a once-great Arab or ancient, even mythical, Middle Eastern past 

are powerful recurring themes in the texts, as we have seen in the previous chapter in the 

examination of scientific discoveries specifically valorised as indigenous with an historical 

pedigree.
797

 Harking back to the imagined scientific achievements of Pharaonic or Atlantean 

times furnishes the narratives with a nationalist framework that sets the events in the context 

of an outworking of ancient indigenous wisdom.
798

  Maynard Hutchins notes the Pharaonic 
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echoes in Al-Hakim:  ‘Awdat al Rūḥ has pharaonic references,
799

 but is not set in pharaonic 

times, like Mahfouz’s three Pharaonic novels,
800

  while Moosa’s account suggests an active 

valorisation of Pharaonic over Islamic culture on the part of Al-Hakim,
801

 a pride that also 

struck a chord with the contemporaries of Mahfouz, who, Moosa suggests, also saw the 

parallels with the contemporary struggle in the 1930s to overthrow British rule.
802

 

 

The Egyptian comic strip Ramses explored the experience of a simple Egyptian characters 

transported to Europe; Douglas and Malti-Douglas find that the narrative acted to reinforce 

the conservative values of police authority and the virtue of simple country life.    The lesson 

is that Pharaonic culture is wonderful, but a relic.
803

   

 

Farouk revisits ancient Egypt on a number of occasions, making use of the popular ‘ancient 

aliens’ trope;
804

 the alien-scientist in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity) says that he 

was responsible for advising Imhotep, the architect of the Great Pyramid,
805

 although in No. 

54 ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages) it is actually Nūr who suggests its construction.
806

   In 

No. 92 Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība (The Terrible Voyage), Nūr’s ‘info-dump’ on Atlantis begins 

with a reference to Plato’s Critias.
807

 The Atlanteans are preparing for war, hiding from the 

aliens of the planet Bir wa Zeit, and developing their ionoproton bomb
808

 (although it is 

destroyed in No. 93 Nuqṭat Al-Ṣifr (Zero Point) by a bomb planted by the British agent James 

Bradley). 

 

In Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), the villain Damiān tells the hero Dāūd that by using 

his elixir he has experienced thousands of his own past lives, but these are always located in 

the Semitic world; he has been an Amalakite, a Turk, one of the Fatimid Caliphs, and a court 
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jester in Aleppo, while Dāūd experiences past lives in Iraq, the Sinai, Al-Andalus, Acre and 

Qal’at- al-Ḥuṣn.  In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), we learn during Shāhīn’s expository  

lecture that the Iraqi researcher Fairouza has discovered the ruins of Atlantis under the 

Atlantic Ocean, finding that the Atlanteans had electricity, atomic power and tall buildings, 

practised religion and had temples similar to the pyramids.
809

  The pharoah’s architect 

Imhotep appears in a dream to the hero Tawfīq in Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the 

Coffin), telling him that he is also the reincarnated and recently-deceased Brahma whom he 

knew in India.  Tawfīq falls into a further trance, meeting ancient pharaonic kings and 

queens, and sees the Brahma, again in their priest, Nun Mahab, who reveals to him the 

location of the sarcophagus of Khufu.   

 

In Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) (2010), Egyptian society in the near future of 

2020 is sharply polarised between a small elite living in luxury in the eponymous gated resort 

on the north coast, protected by American marines, and the masses of the abandoned 

underclass dwelling in slum conditions in the cities.  Every pleasure is permitted to the 

Utopians, except for leaving; the nameless teenage anti-hero, bored by his sex and drug-filled 

pleasure-driven life, seeks the thrill of transgression by smuggling himself and his girlfriend 

into Cairo to bring back a trophy body-part from a human hunt.  The coming revolution with 

which the narrative ends is foreshadowed by the educated narrator in the first chapter, when 

he describes the conditions of the ‘Others’ (“الأغيائر”) by referencing the French and Iranian 

revolutions.
810

  The narrative shifts between the unnamed anti-hero of Utopia, and his quarry, 

the naïve Other, Gaber.   

 

The protagonists’ names are symbolic; Gaber is cognate with healing and mending (as well as 

with force), while his gentle sister Safiya’s name is associated with purity.  The Utopian anti-

hero has no name;
811

  his girlfriend, like other Utopian citizens, has a French name, Germinal 

(perhaps tellingly, the seventh month in the French Republican calendar, cognate with growth 

and fertility, also a battle-cry for revolution in Emile Zola’s eponymous novel), while the 

names that the naïve Gaber gives as a cover when smuggling his Utopian guests back to 
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Utopia, Hanifa and Nafisa, are cognate respectively with paganism and the concept of 

material and spiritual value. 

 

Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) shows us a post-oil world where the Egyptian elite have 

withdrawn to their enclave, and the Others who are left behind in abject poverty are blamed 

by both the hero Gaber and the nameless Utopian anti-hero.  In the slums of Shubra in Cairo, 

Gaber expresses this belief:
812

 

 

Sometimes I feel that Egyptians are a people who deserve what happens to them.  

A submissive people, lacking resolve, who bend before the first whip that lashes 

the air...There was someone who gathered the good-for nothings, the sluggish, the 

bums, and those lacking ambition from the ends of the earth into one national 

homeland – Egypt. 

 

يستحقفمئفيحدثفله.ففشعبفخنوعفضئقدفالهمةفينحنيفلأولفسوطفيفرقعفرفأنفالمصريي فشعبفأحيئنئفًأشع

ضيفالهواء...ثمةفشخسفجمعفاللأوغئدفوالخئملي فوفالأضئقي فوفضئقديفالهمةفم فأرجئءفالأرضفضيفوط ف

 قوميفواحدفهوفمصر...

 

Towfik has declared that the novel is an amplification of a socio-economic polarisation that is 

already happening in Egypt, even that some readers have credited it with being one of the 

sparks that ignited Egypt’s Arab Spring.
813

  Gaber’s critique of the Egyptian masses as supine 

may be shared by the author; although the attempted revolution and the backlash during the 

Arab Spring resulted in the deaths of many protestors, the mass social disobedience after 

which Gaber appears to hanker has not occurred, particularly after the re-imposition of Al-

Sisi’s military government.   
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Gaber laughs when the Utopian asks him why the Others have not revolted; the security 

apparatus is too complex to allow a revolution in the style of the twentieth century.
814

 The 

strength of the Utopian’s hatred of the Others and his real conviction in his belief that the 

Others deserved their misfortune is horribly reinforced when he rapes Safiya, telling her 

during the rape that her poverty is her fault, and drawing an interesting distinction between 

the private enterprise of his father, and the assumed public or governmental employment 

position of hers, and her people’s apparent acquiescence in the new social reality,
815

 making 

the rape part of and a metaphor for this brutalised narrative of the clash of conservative and 

leftist ideologies.   

  

It is Gaber who provides the novel’s contextualising exposition.  He tells his guests that 

tourism could no longer feed Egyptians, that Israel opened an alternative canal that deprived 

Egypt of revenue from the Suez Canal, and the Western adoption of the alternative fuel biroil 

meant that the Gulf oil economies no longer needed their Egyptian guest-workers;  the state 

consequently abolished all forms of welfare, police and government jobs, privatising 

everything and creating a huge underclass, while those already rich or socially connected 

used their resources to create the fortress of Utopia.
816

 

  

Education is not framed as a solution to the problem, nor is cultural commonality.  Both the 

Utopian and Gaber are educated, and both are unusual among their peers for their love of 

books, but, as the Utopian observes, such education can only make the poor more aware of 

the injustice of their situation, and his reading does not lead him to feel sympathy for Gaber’s 

misfortune.
817

  Education is not all that they have in common; Gaber soliloquises that they 

both love violence and drugs, are both bored, and both fascinated by religion,
818

 but it is 

Gaber’s insistence on humanity as intrinsically merciful that leads to his death, although that 

death is revealed at the end to be an effective martyrdom, as it becomes the catalyst for the 

revolution.   Gaber, who refuses to kill his monstrous Utopian guests, and who finds that he 
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cannot rape a drugged Germinal when left alone with her, is killed and his sister Safiya raped 

by the Utopian, but their sacrifices are required to finally inflame the mob to action. 

 

The novel ends with the Others hijacking a biroil truck and replacing its contents with 

sewage, so that the Utopians’ aircraft cannot take off.  Marooned in their enclave, they watch 

as hordes of torch-bearing Others stream across the desert towards them.  The Utopian learns 

that it was his actions that galvanised the Others, who are about to overrun them, although he 

does not repent, but prepares for the real-life battle he has longed for.  The message is the 

hope that the mob will turn in the end, after one crucial catalytic event, and the elite will be 

annihilated or at least chastised. 

 

The prologue to Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) breaks the 

fourth wall to make the author’s intention clear; he is creating an alternative future world 

with the specific aim of showing the reader a clear vision of where their present is leading:ف 

 

We human beings are currently experiencing a situation rather like the men of the 

past in history, if they opened their eyes more than five thousand years ago onto a 

completely new world... this leads us to a study of the past, in order to throw light 

on the present, but now, we are turning this mirror of time upside down for you, 

delighting you with a clear picture of the future, that can also extend to the 

present, with many invaluable insights.
819

 

 

البشرفنمرفالآنفبوضعفشبيهفبئنسئنفمئقبلفالتئريخ,فعندمئفضتحفعيتيهفمنذفأكثرفم فخمسةفآلاففسنة,ففنح 

عل فدنيئفجديدةفتمئمئ...وفلقدفتعودنئفعل فدراسةفالمئض ,فلنلق فالاوءفعل فالحئضر...وفلكنن فالآنفأقلبف

رفكمفبعديدفم فالبصئنرفلكمفمرآةفالزم ,فمقتنعئفبأنفصورةفواضحةفللمستقبل,فيمك فأيائفأنفتمدفحئض

 الت فلافغن فعنهئ..؟

 

The future is a bleak dystopia, a surveillance state of slave-labour with carefully-imposed 

social controls and outlets, including pacifying drugs, state brothels, state-organised 

marriages and factory-farmed children, with no alternative for the disaffected other than 

almost certain death in the dangerous outside world.  This author’s introduction is not unique 
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among the texts considered here; al-Quwīrī’s prologue to Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūilad 

(Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) states that: 

 

…I did not wish simply to create a new Virtuous City or Utopia on paper, in the 

manner in which our human masters such as Plato in his Republic, or Thomas 

More in his gaudy fictional world, free from every vice and vulgarity, as we can 

see in today’s vices and vulgarities.
820

 

 

كمئفأنيفلمفأهدففقطفلخلقف"مدينةفضئضلة"فجديدةفأوف"يوتوبيئ"فعل فالورق,فعل فغرارفمئفصنعفمعلموف

البشريةفأمثئلفأضلاطونفضيف"الجمهورية"فوف"تومئسفمور"فضيفعئلمهفالقصي,فالمزوق,فالخئليفم فكلف

اليومفالرتانلفوفالشوانب.رتيلةفأوفشئنبةفكمئفنتصورف  

 

Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) is set in the near future, in 2067; there is a 

one-world socialist government as a result of a devastating third world war and subsequent 

plague that forced all nations to work together to find a cure.  The breakdown of national 

boundaries has been so successful that international intermarriage has made the human race 

almost homogenous, clone-like in appearance.
821

  It is a post-oil society; the novel opens with 

the two male protagonists reminiscing on a rocket-plane about the former “liquid gold” 

.of those days (”الاذهبفالسائنل“)
822

  A history lesson follows in the form of a lecture by Dr 

Shāhīn, tracing the origins of the new society in the Third World War between Russia and 

America that began on 8 August 1999 (the novel was first published in 1961), in which China 

intervened as a peacemaker.
823

 

 

For Farouk, the future is triumphantly Egyptian-led, though beset at all times by dangers from 

delinquent fellow-Egyptians, aggressive enemy nations and aliens.  The Milaff are set in a 

futuristic, scientifically pre-eminent Egypt and is Farouk’s vehicle for his vision of Egypt as a 

world leader.  Farouk also uses allohistory to show alternative world-views.  

 

In No. 42 Al-Arḍ Al-Thāniya (The Other World) the team are on holiday in the Bermuda 

triangle when they are transported to a parallel universe, an alternative world in the year 

2009, where the Germans won World War II after Admiral Karl Donitz dropped atomic 
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bombs on Washington and Moscow.  Puerto Rico is not an American territory, but a German 

possession.  Nūr takes the opportunity given by the history lesson to remind Maḥmūd that the 

Allied victory allowed the British Foreign Minister Balfour to make his promise and that, had 

a German victory taken place, the Jews would not have been given a homeland.
824

 In a 

politically-charged statement, he suggests that this might have been a better outcome.   

 

Nazis also feature in No. 55 Asrā Al-Zaman (Prisoners of Time), where they are figured as 

villains, with the evil time-travelling scientist Riḍwān taking on the identity of a senior figure 

in the Nazi party (curiously, he takes the name of Karl Mannheim, a real Hungarian Jewish 

professor of the sociology of knowledge who fled the Nazi regime).  The team join the 

Resistance, while Riḍwān/Mannheim tries to persuade Hitler to invade Russia before winter, 

prevent the Normandy landings and invent the atomic bomb before the Allies.  The team 

build a super-plane in one night and defeat Riḍwān/Mannheim, re-setting the time-line, and 

upon their return find a history book with a picture of Ridwan/Mannheim, showing that he 

was executed after the Nuremberg trials.   

 

5.5 Internationalism  

 

The spirit of international co-operation burns brightly in the texts, often in a positive, 

voluntary context, where one-world government is figured as benign.  The futuristic world of 

the year 2067 in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) is determinedly international.  The 

opening scene with the two physically similar protagonists stresses that their similarity is now 

universal; throughout the novel the author is anxious to point out the many different 

nationalities of the scientists who created its brave new world.  Among the mixture of 

nationalities who now look alike, he lists English, French, American, Russian, Chinese, 

Japanese, Indian, Indonesian, Singhalese and Eskimo.
825

   

 

During Dr Shāhīn’s lecture, he credits a number of international scientists with discoveries 

and inventions during and after the immediate post-war effort to rebuild civilisation.  The 

author credits a Dutch astronomer, Zollinger, with the discovery that the earth was almost 

knocked out of its orbit by the atomic war,
826

 the Indian biologist Rajamanan who researches 
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the plague virus,
827

 the Chinese Hsiang Wa who incubates it in a snake’s egg,
828

 the 

Indonesian physicist Timawa who splits the neutron, the Turkish scientist ‘Asmat Agha who 

invents a rocket that can pierce and alter Venus’ atmosphere, the Egyptian chemist Badran’s 

invention of the pleasure-drug Sa’ādūl, the Iraqi Fairouza who discovered the remains of 

Atlantis,
829

 the Hungarian Agina who grows babies in jars, the Egyptian Dr Ghānim, who 

genetically engineered them,
 830

 and the Australian Legg who made living things out a 

colloidal solution from a chain reaction of amino acids.
831

 The largest electromagnetic 

laboratory in the world is in Bolivia.
832

 

 

Mahmoud illustrates the indiscriminatory nature of the plague that followed the Third World 

War by having Shāhīn say that it affected everyone “from the Sorbonne student to the most 

primitive negro” (“ ما فطئلابفالساوربونفإلا فالزنجا فالبادان”),
833

 an expression that falls as an uneasy 

dissonance upon the modern ear.  The author is clearly at pains specifically to include as 

many nationalities as possible in the effort to re-establish civilisation, and even stimulate 

inter-planetary research, following the War.  While the protagonist Shāhīn is Egyptian, and 

the villain ‘Abd Al-Karīm Iraqi, the novel is filled with references to scientific heroes of 

other nations, and although the post-War world is imperfect, with its disturbing forcible 

injections of the calming drug Sa’ādūl, and the continued human problems of violence and 

discontent even after major environmental and medical problems have been overcome using 

science, it is at least fully internationalised and co-operativist, unlike Farouk’s world, where 

Egypt is firmly at the forefront of scientific achievement, and often under attack by rival 

states. 

 

The narrator of Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) says that the 

26
th

 century world is moving towards a “universal language” (“توحيادفاللغاة”), but this has not 

yet happened, because although he says that this is necessary for a specifically scientific 

reason, so that scientists can clearly communicate important concepts, people are too attached 

to their ideas of nationhood, valuing these more than the need to allow the gradual a new, 
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scientific language to evolve, or develop a new one.  He does not specify which language 

should be chosen.
834

 

 

Shāhīn’s history lecture frames the old world, with its national boundaries, as essentially two 

large halves, the developed and the undeveloped world, which are only reconciled after the 

War, when all realise that they share in the common brotherhood of man.
835

   At the end of 

the novel, however, when the villain ‘Abd Al-Karīm is contemplating a suicidal mission to 

Jupiter to atone for his betrayal of Shāhīn, he soliloquises that, despite this global racial 

mixing, there were still differences, and that these differences are the very heart of 

creation:
836

 

 وهوفاحتلاففضيفجوهرفالخليقة...

 

The international spirit is not confined to this text; the Egypt of 2020 in Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā 

(Utopia) finds the elite indifferent to international differences, unable to tell the difference 

between an American, an Egyptian or an Israeli.
837

  In the Milaff, No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon 

Prison), the prison is run by the UN and the experts in terraforming are from Egypt, France 

and England,
838

 while No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster) finds the Egyptian, Indian and 

Yugoslavian navies co-operating (the novel pre-dates the break-up of Yugoslavia).   Al-

Sharuni finds that in Sherif’s Sukkān al-‘ālam ath-thānī (Inhabitants of the Second World), 

the nations that send emissaries to the ocean depths are from these same countries, Egypt, 

India and Yugoslavia.
839

 

 

5.6 Government 

 

European post-Enlightenment Utopias explored alternative forms of government; Jameson 

notes that drafting political constitutions was part of the eighteenth-century European 

Utopian landscape, inspiring Rousseau, Saint-Simon and Butler.
840

  The political spectrum of 

these fictional Utopian governments is broad, from the dystopian totalitarian nightmares of 
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Orwell’s 1984, with what Bloch notes are the extreme conformist and controlling features of 

dystopian SF,
841

 to works examining the relationship between individualism and collectivism 

and the (particularly American) fear of the ‘hive mind’ associated with communism
,842

 to 

those exemplifying Jameson’s view that Utopian fiction, as a “representational meditation on 

radical difference” can be part of the fight-back against the march of late capitalism, and that 

the best Utopias are perhaps those dystopias that “serve the negative purpose of making us 

more aware of our mental and ideological imprisonment.”
843

 

 

In Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), workers live in communal 

towers and are transported every day by airships to the fields where they toil.  Although 

society is highly automated, with robots performing household chores, and the harvested 

spinach being wound into bales mechanically, and although robots have reached a level of 

sophistication that allows them to function almost like gods (as we find when Homo visits the 

Temple of the Electronic Minds at the end of the novel), the workers are still required to toil 

in a tightly controlled surveillance society, suggesting that the toil is not strictly necessary per 

se, but only part of the rulers’ social control agenda.  The computers in the Temple are able 

immediately to identify Homo and tell him his birthday and ‘number’, and that he is married 

to Layla, who works in the weather station.
844

  

 

The level of surveillance is high, but shared to some extent with the populace; Layla uses her 

personal surveillance device (“ جهائزفالساتخبئرفالشغصا”)
845

 to try and find Homo in his friend’s 

flat, when he first goes missing; after that, her next step is to contact the local intelligence 

officer.  Homo is also aware that he cannot escape scrutiny; as soon as he finds his escape 

route, he knows that it must be temporary, and he finds himself already formulating his 

excuses to the “Centre for Automated Inquiries” (“ مركزفالتحقيقئتفالآل”).
846
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Television is broadcast by the state, which also imposes electricity cut-offs at night
847

 and 

runs schools and military camps.
848

   Every citizen has a number assigned to them at birth by 

the general administration committee of their region, and records everything for the 

intelligence services, even the details of mistresses.
849

  Partnerships (marriages in all but 

name, as the partners are intended to be companions as well as sexual partners) are centrally 

planned,
850

 and a local committee decides which couples can reproduce,
851

 although their 

children are then conceived using pre-harvested sperm and eggs, and nurtured in a factory.   

Marriage partners are chosen by a panel of computers; Homo rejoices that the committee 

chose Layla for him:- 

 

She whom thousands of electronic computers chose, after calculating the genetic 

and acquired purity of both of us, comparing it and contrasting it until in the end a 

final calculation came out.  They were the best matched couple in every way, in 

their race, and in compatibility and diversity, with sufficient ability to allow them 

both a joyful and energising life, with the guarantee of healthy offspring, and a 

situation to allow them both to procreate!
852

 

 

ه فالت فأختئرتهئفالآلاتفالحئسبةفالالكترونيةفله,فبعدفأنفأحصتفصفئتةفوفصفئتهئفالموروثةفوفالمكتسبة,ف

وفقئرنتفوفاضترضتفحت فخرجتفض فنهئيةفالحسئبفيتلكفالنتيجة...أنهمئفأصلحفشحصي فللتكئملفبئلنسبةف

ئفم فعنئصرفوفالتواضقفوفالتنئقض,فالقدرفالكئض فالذىفيمنحهمئفحيئةفبهيجةفلكلفمنهمئ,فوفضيهم

 متجددة...معفضمئنفنسلفصحيحفض فحئلةفالسمئحفلهمئفبئلنجئب؟!

 

Children from “a beautiful, clever mother and a strong, superior father” are born in child 

factories by the thousand.
853

  Although traditional marriage and parenthood have been 

abolished, as we learn from the regime representative’s speech in the Hanging Hall, people 

regret that children are no longer born in the usual way, but many citizens spend free time at 

the child factories every week, watching their children grow inside the glass tubes; this gives 
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the regime cause for concern, because it regards the separation of the child from the parents 

as important control factor.
854

 

 

Governing regimes in the texts also use pacifying drugs; in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh 

(Lord of the Spinach Field), these are ‘joy pills’ (“حباوبفالبهجاة”),
855

 which are made from beer, 

and which Homo takes when he feels anxious or angry, while in Rajul Taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man 

Below Zero) it is Sa’ādūl, a drug given forcibly to a student who is disrupting Shāhīn’s 

lecture.
856

  When the rebel leader Barūf is defeated in the debate at the Hanging Hall, the 

voters choose to accept chemical treatments to make them docile (while Barūf is told that he 

is lucky that the regime does not kill him).
857

   

 

The regime also uses holidays as release valves (Homo is offered a holiday after he absconds, 

and at the same time is threatened with having his salary stopped),
858

 as well as the general 

conversation parlour (“ملها فالمنئقشائتفالعئماة”), in which the workers may relax, drink beer and 

take joy pills and converse freely in cave-bars beneath the dwelling towers, and smoke 

cigarettes, although everything they say is recorded by the regime (the comments on his 

situation are played back by the regime to Homo during his interrogation).
859

 The regime also 

provides ‘free love salons’ (“صاائلونفالحاابفالحاار”); sexual exclusivity is not expected in 

partnerships, and participation is encouraged.
860

 

 

Homo, his consciousness raised by the public discussion of his act of rebellion, discusses the 

problem of social conformity with his friend David: 

 

Men have become similar to a worrying degree, David…clones in terms of their 

way of dress, and food, and thinking, and conducting their daily lives…all of their 

minds in general have gone bad, drowned in this flood of media and culture that 

overwhelms their minds through the mediums of the media, and general 
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culture...they have all become so that they think and behave according to a 

prescribed pattern…:
861

 

 

وانفالبشرفقدفأصبحوافمتشئبهي فال فدرجةفمقلقةفضعلافيئفداضيد...نسخفمتطئبقةفم فطريقةفالليسفوفالغذاءف

يرفوفالأداءفالحيئت فاليومية...وفكلفالعقولفالعئمةفقدفأصبحتفأسيرةفوفغئرقةفض فهذةفالفيائنفوفالتفك

الاعلام فوفالثقئض فالذىفيندضعفض فعقولهئفم فأجهزةفالاعلامفوفالثقئضةفالمركزية...وفقدفأصبحوافجميعئف

 يفكرونفوفيتصرضونفحسبفالطريقةفالمطلوبة؟

 

Mūsa’s hero is oddly prescient; although he does not predict the development of social media 

as such, this is perhaps one case of SF performing the predictive function on a topic of 

immense interest to governments, namely surveillance and control of media content.   

 

The pull that Homo feels in this controlled society is that of individualism; when Layla tells 

him that he should visit the Free Love Salons in order to feel a greater sense of belonging to 

society, he tells her: 

 

…you are pushing me strongly towards this kind of normalised, familiar social 

behaviour in order to help me feel harmonised and balanced in a short time, and 

so blend with this society, but now I feel a strong pull to harmonise with life 

itself, and I consider myself to be a spark of this life…?
862

 

 

للتصرففبئلطريقةفالاجتمئعيةفالمعتئدةفوفالمألوضةفلأستعيدفأنسجئم فوفتوازن ففهئفأنتفتدضعينن فدضعئ

بسرعةفوفأتلاءمفمعفهذافالمجتمع,فض فالوقتفالذىفأشعرفضيهفبئنجذابفشديدفللتلاؤمفمعفالحيئةفنفسهئف

 ...الت فأعتبرفنفس فقبسئفمنهئف..؟

 

The author’s point, apart from demonstrating Homo’s emotional attachment to Layla which 

forms part of the separation tragedy, appears to be that people in general do not want 

freedom, or to be exposed to the chaos of nature in the raw; Homo is an anomaly, a square 

peg, and is punished for his non-conformity. 

 

Earlier, during his first escape when he reached the rocket launch area, Homo quickly realises 

that his new freedom is of no use, and becomes depressed and angry.  Aware that he is only 
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free to walk along this road and that he has lost the way home to his routine, he feels alone 

and dissociated, “like a lost space capsule” (“مثلفكبسولةفضاائنيةفضائنعة”).
863

  When he returns, he 

tries to persuade himself that the memory of his freedom will be enough to comfort him when 

he returns to his familiar life.
864

 During his subsequent interrogation, he is told by the regime, 

without the irony immediately apparent to the reader, that he is free:- 

 

You, man, the fact that you are sitting in that interrogation chair does not mean in 

any way that you are not free, or that the abundant freedom that modern man 

enjoys, is a false or counterfeit freedom.  Rather, it means, quite simply, that you 

have stepped out of your normal daily routine precisely prescribed for all who 

work in this fourth field for the production of green spinach leaves.
865

 

 

ايهئفالسيد,فانفوجودكفالآنفعل فمقعدفالاستجوابفلافيعن فأبدافأنكفنئقصفالحرية...أوفأنفالحريةف

الفافئضةفالت فيتمتعفبهئفالانسئنفالمعئصر,فحريةفكئتبةفأوفمزيفةف...انمئفيعن فتلكفببسئطةفأنكفقدف

لشغيلةفض فالحقلفالرابعفالموحدفلانتئجفأوراقفخرجتفع فالنظئمفاليوم فالمعتئدفوفالمرسومفبدقةفالجميعفا

 السبئنخفالخاراء...

 

He is told that “any infraction threatens the innermost part of the regime”
866

أىفخاروجفعلا ف“) 

 ,and that this behaviour is a gateway to anarchy, disease ,(”الاناابئط...يهددفالنظائمفالعائمفضا فالصاميم

immorality, laziness, lies, bribery, theft and treachery.  Homo accepts the regime’s rebuke 

and returns to his normal life; the regime’s agenda is reinforced by his friend David later 

when they both attend the lecture in the Hanging Hall.  David tries to persuade his friend that 

the regime is paternal and benign: 

 

…we must always remember that the regime really tries to solve our difficulties 

and problems…it loves and cares for us passionately, providing a happy life for 

every individual from the cradle to the grave, using everyone’s organised 

behaviour as a system for the preservation of all the basic types that make up 

human beings.
867
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علينئفأنفنتذكرفدانمئفأنفالنظئمفيحولفأنفيحلفمعالةفعويصةفضعلا...أنهفيهيم فوفيحم فوفيوضرفالحيئةف

حد,فع فطريقفسلوكفجمئع فمنظمفمعفالاحتفئظفبكلفالصفئتفالأسئسيةفالسعيدةفلكلفضردفم فالمهدفال فالل

 الت فتجعلفالانسئنفبشرا...

 

David goes on to compare human society with that of bees and ants, where the individual 

exists to serve society,
868

 a clear example that this world favours a ‘hive mind’ society of 

absolute conformity disguised as co-operativist service. 

 

The rebel Barūf finds Homo after his release in a conversation parlour, where Homo’s 

interrogation is being publicly discussed.   Barūf warns against the increased mechanisation 

of society, and asks the crowd to help him demand a return to ‘openness’ (“بائلعودةفللانفتائح”) 

and highlighting their lack of real freedom.
869

   During his later speech in the Hanging Hall, 

after which the world votes to allow Homo and Barūf to leave the domed world, Barūf 

reveals that he was once one of the ruling regime – a ‘Technocrat’ (“تكناوقراط”),
870

 and that 

“this regime is a dictator’s paradise” (“هاذافالنظائمفضاردوسفدكتائتورى”),
871

 yet the regime asks for 

Barūf’s revolutionary programme to be put to a vote
872

 (a long discussion follows in the 

corridors of the Hanging Hall, suggesting a democratic and open process).   

 

The outcome is a decisive vote in the regime’s favour, suggesting either rigging or 

confidence in their arguments for what is best for mankind’s future; the regime is very careful 

to prepare the Exiters with the most advanced equipment for their survival outside, as it has 

won the right to govern the remaining people under the domes with absolute power.  The last 

words of the novel are uttered by a couple embracing in a car near the giant glass exit doors. 

When they see Homo battering against them, asking to be let back in, they pity him and ask 

each other:  Does he not know that time does not go backwards? (“هالفنسا فأنفالازم فلايعاودفالا ف

!الوراء؟ ”).
873
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The regime does not attach a particular ideological tag to its methods, which are shown, not 

told, although it describes the advent of agriculture as ending the first age of communism and 

beginning the age of individualism:
874

 

 

بدأتفمعهئفالملكيةفالفردية,فوفاتنفالعصرفالشيوع فالأل فبئلانتهئءف...معفاكتشئففالزراعةف...ضقدف  

 

This is part of a speech by the regime to convince the people to vote for its continuation, 

rather than the Exit strategy and return to nature advocated by Barūf.  The regime chief goes 

on to identify the emergence of individual ownership as responsible for the most dangerous 

social system in human history, the family, as the cornerstone of its new society is the 

abolition of parenthood and the traditional family. 

 

Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) presents the most extreme form 

of governmental control; in other texts, there are signifiers of one-world government, with 

varying degrees of impingement upon the individual.  The novel’s ending is bleak; the reader 

is invited to conclude that Homo and Barūf’s resistance to the regime is right, but for Homo, 

who is not suited to the violent outer world, Exit leads to what we presume is his death.   

 

The nostalgia in this novel is for a time that cannot be recovered – it ends with the couple 

observing Homo, who is trying to get back in from the outside world, saying that time does 

not go backwards, touching upon the novel’s repeated motif of nostalgia.  The past is 

presented as a quaint country that the populace visit as tourists in the hospitals that give them 

the experience of disease, or the food museums that provided Homo and Layla with the 

recipe for Imam Bayıldı, but we also learn that the wars of the past are the reason why their 

society is contained inside a glass dome.   Barūf’s plea for a return to nature is unheeded and 

unwanted by the population, who vote for greater regime control, including the 

administration of drugs to render them more docile.    

 

The most frequently-used phrase in the novel is “عصارفالعسال”, the “age of honey” in which the 

characters refer to themselves as living.  It is repeated twenty-one times, and has the strong 

feel of a mantra imposed by the regime, which, we must not forget, is constantly listening to 

all of the population at all times.  The rebel Barūf inverts its use in his first appearance in the 
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conversation parlour after Homo’s release, when he talks of the freedom of the human spirit: 

“But this truth has drowned, gentlemen, in the honey of this age!” (“لقدفغرقتفتلكفالروحفأيهئفالسئدةف

.(” !.ض فعسلفهذافالعصر..
875

 

 

Enayat traces elements of socialist or communalistic behaviours under Ottoman rule,
876

  

finding support for the modern concept of socialism (“اشاتراكية”) from the founder of the 

Syrian Muslim Brotherhood, although Sayyid al-Qutb found the concept too closely 

associated with unbelief.
877

  Socialism is briefly referenced as a desirable form of government 

in At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), when the scientist, promoting the “Conquest and 

Renewal” (“الاستيلاءفوفالإصالاح”) agenda that is an alternative to the Blue Flood that would wipe 

out humanity, pleads for the opportunity to seize power over the earth as it is and introduce 

unity and socialist community (“اقتاراحفاتحئدهائفوفاشاتراكهئف”).
878

  The 26th century Libya of Min 

mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) has a ‘World Council’ (“المجلاسف

,(”العاائلمي
879

 which distributes news of scientific discoveries, suggesting a one-world 

government, but one that appears to be benign;  the narrator-diarist is apolitical, although his 

claim that the charm of the houses that hang above the earth is that they are above the 

‘hubbub’, implies that the sky-dwellers are of a higher class, and that there are still ground-

dwellers.
880

 

 

In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), Mahmoud’s anti-hero Dr Shāhin lectures to his 

London students on the origins of the one world society after the Third World War, although 

he frames it not a class war, but a race war.  Although he figures underlying economic factors 

as key influencers, even these are overtaken by something in their souls that loves a fight; 

what would have been explained by ‘the Marxist, Darwish’
881

 one hundred years ago has 

been overtaken by changes in the world.
882
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National differences vanish as people realise their common humanity, and a one world 

government is declared on 1 January 2000.  Governments are united in a general parliament, 

international scientists collaborate to combat the plague, and political unity is cemented by 

this victory, in particular, a unity characterised by socialism:   

 

They fulfilled the political and philosophical dream that had not been realised 

during peace time… the dream of one world, and one government, where all 

resources were dedicated to the service of all, in true brotherhood, and where 

every person works at his task according to his ability, and takes what he wants 

according to his need.”
883

 

 

وحققتفلهفحلمفالسئسةفوفالفلاسفةفالذىفعجزفأنفيحققهفالسلاحف...حلمفالعئلمفالواحدفوفالحكومةفالواحدة.فف

حيثفكلفالمواردفمكرسةفلخدمةفالجميعفضيفأخوةفالحقيقيةفوفحيثفالكلفيعملفض فمحنةفقدرفطئقتهفوفيأخذف

 بئلمحبةفقدرفحئجته.ففقئمتفالاشتراكيةفأخيرأفعل فأسئسهئفالصحيح...

 

The Utopia is, in these words, incontestably a Marxist utopia.  The new world order has 

created a socialist paradise of plenty; in the year 2063, bread and milk are fortified with 

vitamins and shops are open for 24 hours.  Schools and hospitals everywhere were free of 

charge; clothes were also free, as was admission to cinemas, theatres and libraries, which 

were always open, and many diseases completely eliminated.
884

  Yet there are flaws in this 

system; Mahmoud’s agenda here is not the Western secular 1960s agenda of religion-free 

peace and love.  Shāhin goes on to state:- 

 

It was proved by the statistics, unfortunately, that the number of incidences of 

mental illness and suicide had risen to twice what they were in the last days.  The 

explanation offered for this phenomenon by the Russian psychologist Lyubov 

was that there were suppressed violent forces which needed to be released into 

the open by natural means.  Lyubov advocated a return to free fighting, boxing, 

contests, yoga clubs and martial arts, commando trips into the depths of space, 

circus trapeze games, slapstick comedies, fun things, and bawdy criticism.  He 

said that human beings should withdraw a little from the limitations of polite 
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society from time to time, to safeguard their equilibrium and achieve a healthy 

psychological balance.
885

   

 

ثنتفبئلإحصئءفللأس فأنفعددفحئلاتفالجنونفوفالانتحئرفقدفارتفعفإل فأضعئففمئفكئنفعلىيهفأيئمفالتأخرفوف

الرجعية.ففوفكئنفالتفسيرفاالذىفقدمهفالفطبيبفالنفس فالروس ف)ليوبوف(فلهذهفالظئهرةفأنفهنئكفطئقتف

ئفمخئرجفوفمصئرففطبيعية.عن فمكبوتةفلافبدفأنفتفتحفله  

وقدفطئلبفليوبوففبعودةفالمصئرعةفالحرةفوفالملاكمةفوفالمبئرزةفوفنوادىفاليوجئفوفالصئعقة...وف

الرحلاتفالفدافنةفإل فأعمئقفالفائءفوفألعئبفالسيركفالخطرةفوفكوميديئتفالتهريجفوفالإسفئففوفالنقدف

دودفالأدبفبي فوقتفوفاخّرفليحتفظفبتوازنهفوفصحتهفالبذىء...وفقئلفإنفالإنسئنفلافبدفأنفيخرخفقليلاًفع فح

 النفسية.

 

This is the dream of Utopia turned to anomie, and a warning from the religious author that a 

surplus society free of disease is no guarantee of human happiness, implying that the need to 

fight, to explore and to retain some element of primitiveness in the face of high civilisation is 

an essential part of humanity.  A study of Mahmoud’s non-fiction supports this interpretation: 

in Aḥlām (Dreams) he says that Western television and cinema have corrupted ‘us’.
886

  

Mahmoud also saw Marxism as deeply damaging to Egyptian society, and his 1984 interview 

with Al-Ahrām stated that the natural ideological substitute after the fall of communism was 

Islam
887

 (provoking a counter-attack from Fouad Zakariyya, the secular philosopher and critic 

of Islamism).   

 

The students quote the Qur’ān and the Bible to Shāhīn in support of Lyubov’s thesis that 

something more than material prosperity is required for human happiness, but the student 

who declares himself disgusted by this modern age and disrupts the lecture is forcibly 

removed and injected with that new age’s happiness drug.  Other students however are free to 

express their views, less aggressively, on what is wrong with this surplus, energy-rich, 

disease-free society, and Shāhīn confesses a little apologetically that he does not know how 

to explain this mentality in the age of science and light (“ ...ضيفعصرفالعلمفوفالنور ”).
888
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The main theme of Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) is socio-economic 

polarisation.  As the provision of biroil destroys Middle Eastern economies, the rich flee to 

Utopia, leaving the poor behind.  Gaber explains this using statistics from the contemporary 

period (as the novel is set in the very near future, in 2020), highlighting the high rate of 

poverty and unemployment following the collapse of the oil economy, and in particular the 

crucial abolition of the middle classes that formerly maintained the peace, acting as a buffer 

between the elite and the impoverished.  He uses the analogy of a rod in a nuclear reactor: 

 

…the dissolution of the middle class that, in any society, plays the role of 

graphite rods in nuclear reactors:  they slow down the reaction and, if it weren’t 

for them, the reactor would explode.  A society without a middle class is a society 

primed for explosion.  That is exactly what happened, but the explosion didn’t do 

away with the wealthy class.  It decimated what remained of the middle class, and 

turned society into two poles and two peoples.
889

 

 

...توبئنفالطبقةفالوسط فالتيفتعلبفضيفأيفمجتمعفدورفقابئنفالخراضيتفضيفالمفئعلاتفالذرية...إنهئف

تبطىئفالتفئعلفوفلوفلاهئفلانفجرفالمفئعل...مجتمعفبلافطبقةفوسط فهوفمجتمعفمؤهلفللانفجئر...وفهذافهوف

الانفجئرلمفيقضفعل فالطبقةفالثرية...لقدفنس فنئفتبق فنتفالطبقةفالوسط ,فوفتحولفمئفحدثفبئلابط,فلك ف

 المجتمعفإل فقطبي فوفشعبي ...

 

The ‘two peoples’ polarisation motif is reinforced by a quotation from Egyptian sha’bī poet 

Abdel Rahman el-Abnoudi (we are two peoples…two peoples…two peoples…)  It is quoted 

to the Utopian by Gaber shortly before his murder, as an attempt by Gaber to explain to the 

Utopian why he did not kill him, and again at the end by Germinal, somewhat prophetically, 

as she quotes the verse to counter the Utopian’s view that the Others will forgive his crime.  

Gaber quotes the line to emphasise their commonality, but Germinal uses it to underline their 

differences.
890

 

 

Farouk is ideologically nebulous with regard to forms of government; the ‘ideal’ elements in 

his futuristic Egyptian society are the use of technology against foreign spies and aliens, and 

Egypt’s position as a world leader.    In No. 74 Al-Ṣirāʽ Al-Jahannamī (Hellish Struggle), we 
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learn that Nūr has a country estate
891

 (formerly his grandfather’s), placing him as part of the 

elite, but the political ideology, such as it is, in the Milaff, manifests itself as ostensibly pro-

democratic; in No. 67 Shayṭān Al-Faḍā̛ (Satan of Space), Fakhry says on that he is “a free 

man living in democratic country”,
892

 while in No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), the 

prince tries to impress the team by telling them that their empire is a democracy.
893

 

 

No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr (The Emperor) is the most interesting Milaff text in terms of Farouk’s 

political views, as Egypt rejects despotism and declares freedom and independence as its core 

political values.  At a UN emergency meeting, Egypt alone refuses to give in to the villain, a 

Jewish German working for the Americans who is trying to make himself emperor of the 

earth, saying that they and all Arabs refuse to submit, preferring death defending their states 

and freedom to life under the yoke of an emperor:
894

 

 

حريتهم،فوفع ف...رضضف)مصر(،فوفالمجتمعفالعرب فكلهفالاستسلام،فوأنفالعربفيفالونفالموتفدضئعئفًع فديئرهمفوف

  الحيئةفض فنيرفإمبراطورفمجنون

 

to which the American retorts that this is always the Arabs’ way; they can’t understand the 

danger, until after the event:
895

 

 

 هكذافالعربفدانمئً،فلايقدرونفالخطر،فإلافبعدفالوقوعفضيه

 

Farouk makes the British envoy speaks up for the Arabs, saying that they possess great 

dignity that prevents them from capitulating to men who do not believe this:
896

  

 

 ولكنهمفبمتلكمفكرامةفقوية،فتمنعهمفم فالخاوعفلبشرفلافيقتنعهمفبه
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At the end, the American realises that the Egyptians have triumphed again and that 

Americans are no longer the rulers of the world.
897

  The Soviet [sic] envoy asks the Egyptians 

if they will now rule the world, but the Egyptian replies that “they never have and never will 

– they are a free people (“شعبفحر”) and will defend their independence.”
898

 

 

Although democracy is vaguely favoured in the Milaff, no particular governance system is 

privileged, although Nūr’s description to the alien Būdūn of a society where people share in 

No. 58 Mʽaraka Al-Kūwākib (Battle of the Planets) is scorned by Būdūn, not only because he 

observes that this is not the case on Earth, but because he says that “only the weak speak of 

peace, only the weak, but we, in Arghurān, we know nothing but war and victory, only 

victory.”
899

  As Būdūn is still an enemy at the time when he makes this statement (he later 

repents of his enmity towards the Earth and becomes Nūr’s friend), the reader is invited to 

assume that the alien is wrong. 

 

The texts debate ideal government obliquely, unlike the prescriptive Western prototypes, 

engaging with the problems of government by describing the worlds they create.  Towfik’s 

Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) of course explicitly appropriates the title of the West’s eponymous first 

Utopia.  It is an immediate invitation to the reader to calibrate this Utopia on the scale 

between the ideal city and dystopia, with the narrative flicking back and forth between the 

two narrators highlighting the chiaroscuro effect.  There is little room for ambiguity; one 

world is governed by gang violence, the other by wealth, and the protagonists’ actions 

determine who the reader identifies as ‘right’.  Towfik does not debate forms of government, 

but shows us the consequences of the uneven distribution of wealth and of regional over-

reliance on a rentier economy dependent upon one product.   

 

The other texts rarely engage with forms of government or ideology, although Farouk shows 

a slight bias towards democracy, and Mahmoud’s vision of 2067 has a one-world government 

run along socialist lines that still somehow fails to satisfy.  Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh 

(Lord of the Spinach Field) is the most political of the texts, again obliquely through the 

description of the surveillance society providing cradle to grave care, via child factories and 

space burials, and its carefully controlled outlets for human emotion that mimic the quotidian 
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freedoms of today (the ‘real food’ days, and the discussion parlours), a world outside of 

which Homo realises too late that an ‘everyman’ cannot survive.  While Homo’s dreams of 

romping through the jungle with Layla mirror Nādir’s fantasies in At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The 

Blue Flood) about himself and Tāj on a Fijian beach in their primitivism and exoticism, both 

of these dream-worlds are modes of escape from an unbearable reality; Homo’s from 

panopticon regime control, and Nādir’s from his sexual repression and life in the West.  

Although Homo’s story ends in despair as he is shut into the nightmare Eden that he sought, 

the stifling control of the regime as the only alternative is shown to be equally bleak. 

 

5.7 Labour and Leisure 

 

An ideal society is very often figured as a surplus society, but such a society, where food and 

energy supplies are abundant and secure, and where labour is unnecessary or automated, 

potentially creates a new problem associated with prosperity.  Surplus societies in SF are 

evidence that science has succeeded in solving the problem of the supply of basic material 

requirements, but the problem of the sudden expansion of leisure time then creates the 

problem of boredom, lack of purpose and, in terms of fiction, potentially no story in the 

absence of resource-based conflict.
900

 

 

The dream of a workless society is the dream of Cockaigne, an English mediaeval fantasy-

world where no-one works, and food magically appears;
901

 for Jameson, the notion of 

collective effort would have been assumed in a mediaeval village context, but post-surplus 

Utopias remove the Marxian alienation of the worker from his product.
902

   Olaf Stapledon’s 

Star Maker (1937) features immobile citizens enjoying ‘bed-ecstasy’, a catatonic state of 

addiction to an early form of the internet, what Jameson calls “the poisoned gift of free 

time.”
903

  Robert Matthew’s study of Japanese SF devotes an entire chapter to ‘jaded 

literature’, the problem of boredom and inertia in a world made lazy by technology. In the 

Arab world, Davison points to the problem of excessive leisure time among the youth of 
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Dubai;
904

 the problem of wealthy Gulf teenagers racing sports cars on freeways is replicated 

in Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), where the Utopians race their Ferraris for fun.
905

  In this novel, 

the Egyptian elite enjoy an extreme version of the surplus, leisure society but also experience 

the frustrations of its attendant anomie.  Living almost free of rules, the teenage anti-hero 

indulges in as much sex and drugs as he wants but is permanently dissatisfied, leading to his 

decision to participate in a human hunt that ultimately signals the beginning of the end of this 

sharply polarised dystopian society. 

 

Despite the element of hard agricultural labour, the society of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) is arguably a leisure society.  The regime provides 150 

days’ holiday per year, 100 of which are used up in holiday tours organised by a general 

committee, to old zoological gardens, or the museum of ancient food and other relics of the 

ancient peoples, or to the oceans, or to space – and the remaining 50 days were for sitting 

around, talking or arguing.
906

     

 

There is no hunger in this world, although food is bland pabulum, served via tubes in the 

walls, with different tubes for hot and cold food;
907

 this unappetising pap is produced in 

protein factories (“ معئمالفالباروتي”).
908

 There is a food museum, where Homo and his wife are 

delighted to find an ancient recipe for Imam Bayıldı, a Turkish eggplant dish; cooking is 

permitted only on one day every month, and the citizens are given whatever raw ingredients 

they ask for on that day.
909

  Eating real food is a quaint, nostalgic act that is strictly 

controlled; we later learn that this nostalgia is deliberately fostered by the regime as a form of 

distraction.
910

 In the same way as the people of Homo’s world sometimes take ‘sickness 

holidays’ where they enjoy being infected by old diseases, people are nostalgic for the feeling 

of hunger; and Homo longs to work to obtain his food: 

 

He felt hunger now only for the first time; that hunger that he had read about so 

often in books that told ancient, marvellous stories, about the people who lived in 
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the ancient past, now extinct.  A time when people could die because they had 

nothing to eat, while their neighbours died from eating more than they needed.  A 

time when people ate animals and birds and those small, lovely creatures, fish and 

domestic animals.  They were very happy to reach the end of their lives at 70…or 

maybe 80 years at the most…whereas humans now live on average 150 

years…
911

 

 

هوفيشعرفبئلجوعفلأولفمرةف...تالكفالجوعفالذىفسمعفعنهفكثيرافم فنلكفالكتبفالت فتحك فحكئيئتفقديمةف

انقا ف...زمئنفكئنفيموتفضيهفنئسفلافيجدونفمئففعجيبةفع فالنئسفالذي فيعئشوافض فزمئنفقديمفما فو

يأكلون,فبينمئفجيرانهمفيموتونفلأنهمفيأكلونفاكثرفممئفيحتئجونف...زمئنفكئنفالنئسفيأكلونفضيهفالحيوانئتف

وفالطيورفوفتلكفالمخلوقئتفالصغيرةفالجميلةفم فالاسمئكفزفالدواخ ف...بشراهةفكبيرةفكئنتفتؤدىفبهمفض ف

عدفصبعي ف..أوفعل فالأكثرفثمئني فعئمئف...بينمئفالانسئنفالحئل فيعيشفض فالمتوسطفالنهئيةفال فالموتفب

 مئنةفوفخمسي فعئمئ.

 

He said to himself, I’ll do what those ancestors did when they distanced themselves from 

hunger and worked for their food with all of their intelligence and feelings!
912

 

 

وقئلفلنفسه:فهئفأنذافأضعلفمثلمئفكئنفيفعلفهؤلاءفالأسلاففحينمئفيستعبدفبهمفالجوعفضيشغلفالطعئمفكلفاضكئرهمف

 ومشئعرهم!

 

Homo’s interrogators refuse to believe that Homo’s actions resulted from unhappiness: 

 

Our system now provides work, food, warmth, housing, knowledge, art and 

everything you could possibly need.  We have wiped out many microbes, and the 

reasons for those silly wars.  We have organised birth and death.  Man has 

become free, in every sense of that word, the system works to protect life with its 

surveillance and intelligence, by guaranteeing the behaviour of men, every aspect 

is strictly governed, and the fruit of it is that leisure is provided to the citizens, 

and comfort, in a just way – and so man has become free!
913
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بئلانسئنيةفال فنظئمفعئمفلتوزيعفالعملفوفالطعئمفوفالدفءفالسكن فوفالتعليمفوفالف فوف...قدفوصلتف

الكمئليئتفالوضيرةف...وفقدفأمك فالقائءفعل فجميعفالميكروبئت,فوفأسبئبفالحروبفالسخيفةف...وفأمك فت ف

ئنفمتسعةف...ضلمفتنظيمفعمليئتفالوضئةفوفالولادةف...وفأصبحفالانسئنفحرافبكلفمئفتحملهفتلكفالكلمةفم فمع

يعدفالنظئمفالعئمفالذىفيديرفالحيئةفض فالمعمورةفالآن,فض فحئجةفال فنوعفم فأنواعفالرقئبةفأوفالمبئحثفأوف

المخئبرات,فلمراقبةفالنئسفوفضمئنفتصرضئتهمف...انفكلفش ءفقدفأصبحفيدارفبئحكئمفشديدف...وفجتيعف

طريقةفعئدلةف...وفهكذافأصبحفالانسئنفحرا.النتئنجفوفالثمئر,فتوزعفعل فالموطبيبفرخئءفوفرضئهية,فب  

 

The reader is invited to sympathise with Homo’s wish for actual, non-regulated freedom, a 

sympathy that foreshadows the tragic result when he obtains it. 

 

Al-Quwīrī also treats the problem of excessive leisure seriously in Min mufakkirah Rajul lam 

yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born). His narrator-diarist bickers with his wife over what 

amusement to enjoy next, and he rebukes her impatience, telling her that “any world would 

be troublesome to live in if we liked everything around us and you got everything you wanted 

at once.”
914

   

 

 أيفعئلمفمزعجفسيكونفلوفتأرخحفحولكفكلفشيءفوفأعط فوجوحئفمتسئرعة.

 

The narrator and his wife are content with their leisure society, where people work for three 

or four hours each day; although they discuss about its perceived dangers, he concludes that 

this freedom from excessive work is a social good, misunderstood by some in a similar way 

to the emancipation of women:   

 

In the old days, people used to fear leisure, and said that achieving an abundance 

of material things would lead – in the end – to laziness and the loss of initiative 

by taking away motivation to work and struggle in life… turning work from a 

moral and psychological and edifying necessity, to creativity, is the principle of 

freedom. Just as most historical ages disapproved of freedom for women, so 

today people disapprove to the same degree of separation from work.
915

 

 

ضيفف–يتخوضونفم فالرخئء,فوفيقولونفإنفتحقيقفالوضرةفالمئديةفلكلفإنسئنفسيؤديفف–ضيفالمئضيفف–كئنواف

إل فالكسلفوفتلاشيفالابتكئراتفبحكمفانتفئءفحواضزفالعملفوفالمجئهدةفم فأجلفالعيش...أنفيتحولفف–النهئيةف
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اختيئريفحر.ففضمثلمئفكئنفمستهجنئفضيفمعظمفالعملفإل فضرورةفأخلاقيةفوفنفسيةفوفجمئلية,فإل فإبداعف

 العصورفبيعفعفةفالمرأة,فضإنفامتنئعفالفردفع فالعملفمستهج فاليومفبنفسفالدرجة.

 

The characterisation of work as good for its own sake is framed as old-fashioned, and the 

drive towards more leisure time as progressive. 

 

In the Milaff, the only workers that we see are the scientists, and the novels do not give a 

sense of a larger general populace, other than the large numbers killed in alien invasions, as 

they tend to feature only the team, scientists, villains, spies and aliens.   We rarely see the 

team at leisure, as they are mainly occupied with defending Egypt from attack, but there are 

occasional moments before a mission where we see Nūr and Salwa relaxing together.   

Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), though set in a surplus society as described 

during Shāhīn’s lecture, serves mainly a narrative foregrounding for Mahmoud’s 

deconstruction of this society as ideal or perfect and his explanation of why full provision of 

material needs does not guarantee human happiness (Mahmoud’s solution being belief in 

God). 

 

The problem of automated labour, given a kind of metal personhood in the form of robots, is 

figured by McGuire as a particular problem for Marxists, as free labour distorts the labour 

market
916

 (a scenario explained and mined for comic effect in British fantasy by Terry 

Pratchett’s Making Money).
917

  Robots appear most often in SF as a subaltern or underclass, 

physically powerful slaves whose intelligence and strength must be carefully calibrated 

against their obedience for fear of revolt and overthrow,
918

 or simply as an enactment of the 

‘other’, a kind of home-made alien.   

 

For Wanda Raiford, the fear of robot rebellion in the work of Kapek (the originator of the 

term, from the Czech robota, worker) is analogous to the former American fear of slave 

revolt, and the threat of robot revolt is the driving narrative in Asimov’s I, Robot collection 

(1950) and Philip K Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? (1968). A century earlier, 
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Butler’s Erewhon (1872) predicted robots causing the end of civilisation.
919

  This fear of the 

robot as subaltern or other is balanced by the fear of technology advancing to the extent that 

they may become indistinguishable from humans, calling into question our unique, organic 

human value.   

 

The robots in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) appear to be 

benign household assistants (although in an aside, they produce weak beer; the beer that 

David brings back from his work at the brewery to share with Homo at home is so diluted 

that its almost half-water, apparently a characteristic of beer produced by robots.)
920

  Barūf 

warns the audience in the Hanging Hall that the robots have become self-aware (as discussed 

in Chapter 4), and framing Homo’s absconding as an act of righteous rebellion against what 

he sees as greater robot control. When Homo accidentally wanders into the Temple of the 

Electronic Minds, the computers function as spiritual guides (although the very human Homo 

is tired, and falls asleep during their lecture).  The computers match couples and run the 

child-factories, but it is men, intelligence officers and the regime chiefs, who run the society. 

Although the role of the computer banks in the Hanging Hall in relation to the regime is not 

made entirely clear with regard to ultimate control, it is obvious that they are no subaltern 

actors. 

 

Robots do not feature frequently in the Milaff, as the main recurring robot character, the 

Atlantean S-18, is an alien construct, the most familiar dilemma surrounding robots in SF, 

namely the risk of a machine turning against its inventor, is not a human problem (although 

we are told that the only reason that S-18 obeys Nūr is that he contains a single lead-covered 

wire that is a trip-switch for receiving new orders and he is now on Nūr’s side, and 

programmed to recognise his instruction language as Arabic).
921

  The Milaff therefore has 

little to say about mass robot rebellions, or the effects of mass use of robots in the workforce.  

The only relevant comment is made in No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of 

Mysteries), when a security guard in the ferry office is checking a multi-screen CCTV panel 

and saying to himself how boring his job is, and how, in spite of technological advance in 
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security, the building still needs a human guard.
922

 The problem of human dispensability, the 

feared consequence of robot or AI dominance, does not arise in this series. 

 

5.8 Colonialism and Race 

 

SF’s explorations of ‘other’ places, such as space or a forgotten prehistoric world on earth, 

usually by a military or quasi-military force, are often analogies of imperial expansionism; 

Said considered Verne, with his buccaneering scientist-explorers, to be a “servant of 

empire”.
923

  Jameson finds Wells’ War of the Worlds (1897) to be “patently a guilt fantasy”, 

based on Victorian colonial brutality, specifically the treatment by European colonialists of 

indigenous Tasmanians;
924

 Suvin quotes Wells’ own analogy between European decimation 

of Tasmanian society and Martian invasion in the first chapter of War of the Worlds.
925

  

Rieder notes that some texts enact “the missionary fantasy of others being childlike and 

needing guidance”, whilst in others (such as Wells’ The Island of Doctor Moreau (1896)) 

“some of the racism endemic to colonialist discourses is woven into the texture of science 

fiction”.
926

   

 

These are criticisms of influential texts originating from the hegemonic societies of their day.  

One might expect Arab SF authors to write from the point of view of the colonialized, subject 

to the colonisers’ technology (or deprived of it after independence; Fanon observed how 

colonial powers tended to withdraw their technical personnel after independence.)
927

  In fact, 

the texts considered here rarely engage with specifically colonialist discourse,
928

 with the 

exception of the Milaff.  Quwīrī’s 26
th

 century Libya does not aspire towards world 

dominance, inclining rather towards the internationalism predicted in Mahmoud’s 2067 
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future-world in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) and to some extent also seen in Al-

Baqqāli’s At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood).  Towfik’s Utūbiyā (Utopia) is set entirely in 

Egypt and pits Egyptians of differing social-economic classes against each other; the elite 

acting as colonists in the sense that they live at a distance from the poor and appropriate their 

choice of resources.  Shut within their enclave, the elite depend upon US Marines for their 

security services, and we learn in the first pages that the elite use Israeli doctors and appear to 

have no quarrel with the Israelis over the status of the Palestinian territories. 

 

In the Milaff, Egypt’s declarations of independence at the UN meeting in No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr 

(The Emperor) can also be read as a response to colonial occupation.  In No. 17 Nabḍ Al-

Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity), the alien villain Farid tellingly masqueraded as Nicolas, an 

assistant to Napoleon who helped him to plan his Egyptian campaign,
929

 while earlier in this 

novel, when the evil Dr Azma accuses Nūr of wasting time trying to sow doubt in everyone’s 

mind, Nūr replies that this is the method of the colonizing country, not of an investigation.
930

 

 

However, criticism of colonialism in the Milaff does not extend to the Egyptian conquest of 

space in the many battles with aliens, as this Egyptian project is deemed to be benign;
931

  in 

No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth), we find Nūr treating the friendly savage Kūndūr in a 

primitivist vein as a child-like ingénue in need of rationalist instruction.
932

  Resistance to 

occupation is the theme of the Iḥtilāl series Nos 76 - 80,
933

 and the moqāma theme is repeated 

again in No. 158 Ḥarb Al-Ghad (Tomorrow’s War), when Nūr and the team wake up after 

thirty years  of sleep to find themselves in a post-war world ruled by a shadowy figure.  

Although the team find themselves fighting spies from America, Israel, Britain and the US 

throughout the series, and these ‘colonial’ powers are depicted as villainous, the main 

engagement with colonialist discourse is through the attempts of aliens to conquer the Earth 

and the ultimate supremacy of the Egyptian team.   
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The team are overtly patriotic throughout the series without exception; in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ 

Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), an enemy points his gun at Salwa and asks Nūr to choose 

between his friends or his country.  The team all tell the gunman that they choose their 

country, and so disarm him.
934

  At the start of a mission, Nūr is always ready with a military 

salute to serve his country.
935

   

 

Arab scientists who have worked abroad are shown as happy to be returning home with their 

skills; in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), Nūr meets Dr Sami again and asks about 

the scientists who have worked abroad such as Dr Munir, a propulsion expert, and is told that 

they are happy to work for their home country Egypt.
936

   

 

While the future Egypt’s pre-eminence on the world stage is normally drawn as a 

consequence of its scientific prowess, in No. 69 Al-ʽālam Al-Akhar (The Other World) a 

captured Nūr on a mysterious duplicate Earth wonders if its inhabitants “have geniuses like 

Leonardo da Vinci, Michaelangelo, Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali or Adham Wanly or Jamal 

Qutub”;
937

 Farouk deliberately juxtaposes the great artists of the Western canon with 

Egyptian painters who do not enjoy the same level of worldwide acknowledgment in order to 

elevate their importance to the notional audience.    

 

In the other texts considered here, most of which are set in the future, the authors’ narrative 

agendas prioritise concerns about the future, rather than allegorising colonial history.  This 

fits with Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.’s finding that the concept of nation is largely excluded in SF as 

a recent ideological construction, or rather, an apparent assumption in futuristic literature of a 

totalitarian ‘one world order’, where nations become obsolete.
 938

  Racism is frowned upon by 

the totalitarian regime in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) not 
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because it is immoral, because race loyalty is itself a threat (and framed as one of the reasons 

why they encouraged test tube births, to abolish parental and racial loyalty).
939

 

 

The images popularly associated with the original texts of modern Western SF are often those 

of conflict with the ‘other’ – with aliens, or robots, non-human adversaries frequently 

depicted in monstrous human form on the covers of the 1930s American pulps.   The military 

tone and content of these early works typically frame this other as an enemy, playing out a 

fantastical Cold War, or other militaristic fantasies, across the final frontier of space (for 

example, the work of Heinlein and Asimov).  This mode of opposition to the alien channels 

the familiar anxieties about the ‘other’ so relentlessly pilloried by Said in Orientalism.   It is 

therefore worth exploring how a particular SF literature approaches other races – broadly 

speaking, according to sets of taxonomies such as physical similarity, language and culture 

that notionally make up a ‘race’ – to see if and how they reflect racial tensions within their 

production milieu. 

 

It should be noted that the popular perception of the Western SF ‘othering’ of aliens and 

figuring of them as inimical to man is not universal. Stableford notes that all translated 

Russian and East European SF represents aliens as friendly rather than menacing; 

Strugatsky’s ‘friendly alien’ fiction was censored by the Russian authorities.
940

 Also, the 

alien as ‘other’ is not necessarily condemned to be only an enemy, or oppressed subaltern.  

Standing outside normal society, it can be a social commentator, ideally placed to question an 

allegorical earthly status quo.
941

  

 

The non-human status of robots potentially figures them as avatars for a discourse on race; 

Wanda Raiford sees robots presented as having African-American characteristics in Asimov, 

as well as in the US television shows Battlestar Galactica and Star Trek, and wonders if in 
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this respect “science fiction may serve a set of uniquely American needs”.
942

  ‘Uniquely’ may 

be redundant here;  although the othering of robots along such racial lines may well be a real 

feature of American SF, robots remain ‘other’ in any literature and may serve the same needs 

in any society with an historical racial subaltern.
943

   

 

The allegorical qualities of Western SF in this respect are well documented; James, 

discussing the race question in American SF in “Yellow, Black, Metal and Tentacled”, recalls 

the early American ‘yellow peril’ narratives of the early twentieth century;
944

  the Panshins 

recall the same theme of the fear of Oriental domination in Buck Rogers’ encounters with the 

Han Chinese,
945

 as does Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., who also notes Verne’s use of nationality as an 

important identifying mark of his scientific heroes.
946

  

 

These literary responses were contemporary reactions to real fears; In Japanese SF, Sharon 

Orbaugh argues that, despite replicating Western science culture very successfully, the 

Japanese still felt that they were not fully accepted by the West as racially equal, and she 

suggests that this perceived rejection precipitated the dominance of monsters in their SF 

literature.
947

  Stableford traces a softening of the ‘alien menace’ theme in Western SF as the 

twentieth century progressed, as a response to the introduction of racial discrimination 

laws.
948

  For Roberts, SF is “predicated upon a fundamental hospitality to otherness”,
949

 but 

perhaps this would be better expressed as a fundamental ‘interest’ in otherness;  whether or 
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not the text is hospitable to the ‘otherness’ depends upon the author’s agenda.  (Omran 

blames the figuring of aliens as hostile in Western literature as “the result of capitalism”.)
950

 

 

Mahmoud was not opposed to the importation of Western technology, but strongly objected 

to the importation of Western morals.   He berated his fellow Arabs as degenerate, for 

allowing Americans to develop their oil wells while they wasted their money on palaces and 

at the gambling tables of Monte Carlo and Las Vegas”,
951

  and called for an Arab scientific 

awakening, and an age of enlightenment and reform.
952

  At all stages of his ‘spiritual 

journey’, his agenda remained deeply conservative, as well as suspicious of the West: in 

Reading the Future, we find him variously blaming the Freemasons, socialism, crack cocaine 

and heroin for Egypt’s problems, as well as Israel and America.
953

  Mahmoud’s fascination 

with Eastern philosophy and reincarnation may partly account for his views on the direction 

that Egypt’s foreign relations should take:  politically, he viewed an alliance with the Far East 

as preferable to collaboration with the West.  In 1992, he called for a single Arab market 

modelled on the then-EEC,
954

  proposing a simple exchange of resources: “They need our oil, 

and we need their technology.”
955

  

 

5.9 Israel 

 

The treatment of the state of Israel in the texts is interesting, as the four Arab-Israeli wars and 

continuing conflicts between Israel and the Palestinian territories continue to construct the 

Arab world and Israel as each other’s ‘Other’, with Israel a young state arguably having a 

strong Utopian narrative of its own, created specifically as a new home for the gathering of 

one race and religion. 

 

Racial and religious ‘othering’ has been treated by Western Utopian-inflected SF; on Dan 

Simmons’ Hyperion, each race has its own planet, Hebron being the planet of the Jews, and 

Qom-Riyadh the planet of the Shi’ites, although its Palestinian hero is still homeless in the 
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year 2538.
956

   For Jameson, the Utopian concept is itself a “prototype of the settler 

colony”,
957

 while Joan Gordon finds similarities between SF and the literature of the 

Holocaust, (although she finds no traces of the Shoah in SF).
958

  It would therefore seem 

possible that Arab SF writers might seek to translocate the Palestinian struggle to an SF 

plane. 

 

Farouk has published a number of articles on his website about political events in North 

Africa and the Middle East.  His output includes an article unambiguously entitled “Israel the 

Enemy” (إسارانيلفالعادو ),
959

 the opening lines of which are couched in powerful and emotional 

terms:  

 

I have and I still and I will always believe that Israel is the enemy.  It is 

impossible that it could ever become merely a neighbouring state sharing borders 

with us.  It is really impossible that it could become a friend, not to us [Egypt], 

nor to any state, or behave in a different way… whatever Israel said or did, it 

could not be another Arab country, can never expunge the fact of its being a 

occupier state, a daughter lying on the corpses and torsos of the Palestinians, and 

on their land, and on their country… 

 

مجردفدولةفمجئورة،فلهئففكنتفومئفزلت،فوسأظلفأؤم فأبدا،فبأنفإسرانيلفعدو،فوم فالمستحيلفأنفتصبح

حدودفمشتركةفمعنئ،فوم فرابعفالمستحيلاتفأنفتصبحفصديقئ،فلافلنئ،فولافلأىفدولةفعربيةفأخرى،فمهمئف

أوفتصرضتفعكسفهذا..فضمهمئفقئلتفإسرانيلفأوفضعلت،فل فيمكنهئفأبدافأنفتمحوفكونهئفدولةفمحتلة،فف ادعت

م،فوض فوطنهم..فبنتفوجودهئفعل فجثثفوأشلاءفالفلسطينيي ،فوعل فأرضه  

 

Starting from this position, it is not surprising that Farouk figures Israelis as villains in the 

Milaff, although the actual word ‘Israel’ is very rarely used.   
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Allohistories where Israel does not exist are welcomed by the team; in No. 42 Al-Arḍ Al-

Thāniya (The Other World), in which the team travel to a parallel universe where the 

Germans won World War II, they are pleased to learn there is no state of Israel.  When Nūr 

asks the otherworld German Hans if he has ever heard of Israel, Hans replies that he has not, 

adding that Palestine was never occupied.  The team realise that, for Hans, the Arab-Israeli 

wars never happened (and, as we have seen, blames Balfour).
960

 

 

Others in the series take a more explicitly anti-Israeli tone.  In No. 30 Al-Nār Al-Bārida (The 

Cold Fire), what appears to be the partial remains of a nuclear scientist are found, and his 

apparent death is attributed to the phenomenon of spontaneous combustion ( الاحتراقفالاذاي), but 

it transpires that the scientist has actually been kidnapped by the Israelis for his research.
961

 

(Israel is not named, but the villains’ names are Stein Goldman and David Ben Zein). The 

story ends with the team attempting to stop a helicopter carrying the scientist leaving the roof 

of the Israeli embassy in Cairo, which enjoys diplomatic immunity, and the scientist is only 

retrieved when Nūr manages to force the helicopter down into a neighbouring street.   

Surprisingly, this turns out to be a bad career move for Nūr, and the novel ends with the 

furious Intelligence Chief transferring Nūr to the Space Police.  Nūr’s friend Dr Hijazi 

laments this as a political decision, a clear criticism by Farouk of the Egyptian government’s 

recognition and perceived appeasement of Israel.
962

  

 

In No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), the monster is revealed to be firstly an Atlantean, 

then an Israeli, submarine. When captured, Nūr wakes up to find himself inside the 

submarine, in a room with men wearing German uniforms from World War II. He learns that 

the monster is called the Damar, the destroyer, and that its masters are not Atlantean, but 

Israeli.  Again, Israel is not named – this is all the work of a ‘hostile state’ (دولاةفالمعئدياةفلنائ ),
963

  

but the ‘Atlantean’ prince is revealed to be ‘General Shalon’ (an obvious reference to Ariel 

Sharon), and his aim is to disrupt the peaceful military co-operation between Egypt and India, 

which is a clear attempt by Farouk to figure Israel as opposed to Egypt’s imaginary futuristic 

orientation towards a resurgent East (rather than its current status as a military client state of 
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the USA).  The book ends with Salwa telling Nashwa that General Shalon was “the real 

monster”.
964

 

  

Neither is Israel named in No. 35 Mir’āt Al-Ghad (Mirror of Tomorrow), whose villain is 

named as Eric Friedmann, a “dangerous spy from an enemy nation”.
965

  In In No. 84 Kanz Al-

Faḍā̛ (Space Treasure), the American intelligence chief summons an agent, Murphy, to send 

him on a mission to recover the information-cubes containing all of world culture (kept in 

this form during the alien Occupation), but when Murphy tells him that the future of America 

is not motivation enough, the chief is angry and wonders if it is due to his upbringing, his 

nature, or his Jewish roots (“جذورهفاليهودية”).
966

  

 

However, in No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr (The Emperor), the US president summons his intelligence 

chief and berates him for choosing Murphy for the mission to recover the space treasure.  He 

worries that Murphy, who is of German origin, will try to impose German rule again, but the 

chief reminds him that Jews will not support the Germans.  It is of particular interest that at 

this point there is a footnote
967

 that describes the Germans’ killing of the Jews in the death 

camps (“Adolf Hitler killed a large number of them”), and the compensation paid, so, while 

the characters do criticise Israel (albeit indirectly), total holocaust denial is not on the agenda. 

 

The anti-Israeli theme is perhaps made most uncomfortably explicit in No. 39 Al-Thulūj Al-

Sākhina (Hot Ice). When Egypt’s Arctic research post on Greenland, Ice Station 1, 

disappears, the team investigate.  They are greeted by the mysterious Professor Zero, who 

styles himself ‘lord of the ice’, but find out that his real name is Hans Stein, and that he is 

presiding over a huge frozen Nazi army, the result of a German research project created in 

World War II because of the difficulties caused by ice in the Russian campaign.  Goering 

began to build this hall after fleeing following the fall of Berlin in 1944.  Zero’s plan is for 

the Führer to lead them again, and Nūr asks if he will raise the dead; in answer, Zero shows 

him Hitler frozen inside an ice block. 
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Impressed by Nūr’s genius, like all the Milaff villains, Zero asks if he has any German blood, 

giving Nūr the chance to proudly assert his Arab identity: “Every drop of my blood bears an 

Arab pulse, Zero…I am a scion of that civilisation that lit up the whole world…”:
968

 

 

 بلفكلفقطرةفضيفدم فتحملفالنبضفالعرب فيئف)زيرو(...إنن ففسليلفتلكفالحائرةف,فالت فأضئءتفالعئلمفكلهف

 

The team’s pathologist Dr Hijazi adds, untruthfully, that the Arabs became the greatest 

civilisation in history by not shedding one drop of the blood of any woman, child or old 

man:
969

 

 

 لقدفأقئمفالعربفأعظمفحائرةفض فالتئريخ,فدونفأنفيريقوافقطرةفواحدةفم فدمفامرأةفأوفطفلفأوفثيخف

 

As the Nazi army defrosts, Nūr uses his friend Dr Hijazi’s German language skills to tell 

them that Hans Stein is not a real Nazi, but one of the “people who wore the Star of David” 

 that he had lured Hitler to this place to kill him using an ice ,(”تلكفالخنسفالاذىفيتخاذف)نخماةفداوج(“)

tomb as revenge for the deaths of his people, and that he further planned to use the German 

army to build his own (Israeli) homeland (“ وطا فقاوم”).
970

 The Nazi army then rejects Stein, 

and salutes Nūr as its new commander.   

 

Nūr tells Stein that he realised his true identity when he realised that his translation machine 

was translating from Hebrew, a language which, he says, was not widespread before the 

‘battle of Palestine’, having been developed because Stein’s people had to make a new 

language for all those coming from different countries:
971

  

 

غةفجديدةفتجمعفبي فالجميعف,فخئصةففوفضئللغةفالعبريةفلمفتنتشرفإلافبعدفمعركةفضلسطي ف,فعندمئفقرّرفبنوفجنسكفإيجئدفل

 أنهمفمهئجرونفم فدولفتتحدّثفبئلغئتفمختلفةف...

 

Farouk adds an asterisk and footnote here marking this as ‘historical truth’ (حقيقاةفتئريخياة ).
972

 

The story ends with Stein encased in ice beside the frozen Hitler.  Farouk frees Nūr from the 

embarrassment of having a Nazi army under his control by having them conveniently blow 
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themselves up when they realise that Hitler cannot be revived.  This is the most overtly anti-

Israeli and anti-Jewish book in the series, making clear the author’s views on Arab 

superiority, the perceived artificiality of Hebrew as a modern language, and presenting a 

Jewish character as a Nazi collaborator. 

 

At the end of No. 80 Al-Naṣr (Victory), the final book in the Occupation quartet, when the 

team defeat the alien Jalūrīālans who are trying to occupy Earth, Nashwa takes a bomb into 

space on a suicide mission to save the earth.  The morality of suicidal quasi-military action is 

discussed in No. 83 ‘Arḍ Al-ʽĀdam (The Non-Existent World), when the Atlantean robot and 

team ally S-18 becomes the ultimate suicide bomber as he voluntarily combusts himself to 

release proton energy to counter the enemy’s gamma rays, returning the earth and its 

inhabitants to their normal state.  Prior to the explosion, Nūr explains the situation to S-18 “as 

he would to a friend” and S-18 listens, responding yet again that he is at Nūr’s service, before 

flying into the upper atmosphere to detonate.   The team discuss the morality of S-18’s action 

at the end; he has saved their lives, but the pathos of suicide is muted by the fact that he is 

only a robot, ultimately lacking humanity despite the infrequent flashes of understanding 

granted to him by the author.
973

   

 

Farouk creates further explicit parallels of the Arab-Israeli conflict in No. 96 Budhūr Al-

Sharr (Seeds of Evil), when Salwa and the space team suddenly see that their spaceship has 

been joined by a huge ship – making theirs look “like a football beside a tank” -  a visual 

image strongly reminiscent of Israeli manoeuvres in the Palestinian territories.
974

  Similarly, 

at the end of No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The Cursed Planet), a child playing on the beach 

at Alexandria finds a small spaceship piloted by the miniature race that colonised the man-

made model Earth, but is unaware that there is “a tiny, desperate person inside it, crying and 

looking for a new homeland”.
975

  

 

5.9.1 Other enemies 

 

Sometimes the villains are not Israeli.  Occasionally, they are American (no doubt as a 

response to US support for Israel) or simply generalised as ‘foreign powers’.  In No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ 
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Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket No. 2), Salwa asks why the Space Command centre does not use 

satellites, and Nūr tells her that this is in order to protect its security, as ‘foreign powers’ are 

always seeking to spy on Egypt’s scientific secrets.
976

  We are told that the villains’ names 

are Simon and John, and that they aim to steal the amino acid fuel and send a sample to their 

home country, which they say is a ‘superpower’ (“ دولتنئفالعظما”).
977

  Simon and John joke with 

each other that their country’s intelligence agency is the best in the world, and that an 

Egyptian cannot outwit them.  Farouk does not name the enemy country, although the names 

suggest the UK or USA; the same ruse is employed in No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor 

from the Future), when the villains are named Steve, Roger and James.
978

 

   

No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon Prison) features a scowling, vodka-swilling Russian, Vassiliev, 

although when Ramzy says that he hates all Russians, Nūr rebukes him, telling him that the 

Russians are “a great people”.
979

 Nazis are definitely villains, although Farouk makes his 

Israelis wear Nazi uniforms in No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), and makes Hans Stein 

(Professor Zero) in No. 39 Al-Thulūj Al-Sākhina (Hot Ice) command a Nazi army, 

presumably in order to draw a parallel between the Nazi treatment of the Jews and the 

Israelis’ treatment of the Palestinians. 

 

The British are presented favourably in No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr (The Emperor)فbecause they 

speak up for Egypt.  In No. 92 Al-Riḥlat Al-Rahība (The Terrible Voyage), the British agent 

James Bradley is described as ‘handsome and debonair’ throughout – “وسايمفوعنياق”, and “very 

polite”
980

, a stereotypical James Bond character whose mission is to steal Egyptian scientific 

secrets.  The colonial situation has been reversed in the Milaff world; the British admire 

Egyptian dignity (“كراماة”) and recognise Egypt as a world leader, but are still presented as 

devious spies, envious of Egyptian technological prowess. 

 

The selection of texts under examination here are otherwise almost silent on the subject of 

Israel or Zionism.
981

  In Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), the elite of the futuristic Egypt no longer 
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feel enmity for Israel; the anti-hero employs an Israeli doctor to maintain his fashionable 

cosmetic wound.  Both lost close relatives in the 1973 war, and the Israeli doctor models the 

wound on the one his father received, but the anti-hero does not know or care about the 

war.
982

  Later, the hero Gaber asks the Utopian if there are Israelis living in Utopia; when he 

learns that there are, he comments that the poor still regard Israel as an enemy.
983

 

 

Mahmoud’s known position on the Israeli question was politically anti-Zionist, but 

religiously tolerant and moderate.  Although he expressed hope that the Israeli state would 

have fallen by 2000, taking inspiration from the swift fall of communism in Eastern Europe, 

he drew a distinction between anti-Zionism and mere hatred of Jews, expressing the hope that 

Jews would continue to live in Haifa, but not as part of an Israeli state.
984

  He was consistent 

in rejecting Israel’s right to land, but his apparent sympathy towards the Jewish religion, and 

publication of articles and books explaining the Torah, caused him to be blacklisted from 

further publishing in Al-Ahrām, according to his son Adham.
985

  The Israeli question does not 

feature in his three SF works, although we see the Brahma in Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising 

from the Coffin), a pantheistic and syncretistic character, uttering Jewish (as well as Muslim 

and Buddhist) prayers, a scene that reinforces the impression of Mahmoud’s longing for 

greater religious harmony.
986

 

 

5.10 Gender 

 

Western SF has not traditionally been known for the subtlety and realism of its gender 

relations.
987

  In the early texts, and especially in the cover art of the pulps, women were 

somewhat crudely represented as bathykolpic princesses in need of rescue, in order to entice 
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their largely adolescent male readership, for whom authors produced technocratic, militaristic 

texts scattered with simple sexual stereotypes.
988

  

 

Kingsley Amis bemoaned the utter lack of sexual interest in Verne, whose novels were 

dominated by male technocratic heroes;
989

 Suvin observes that there are no women, but also 

no working class men, in Verne,
990

 which suggests that the lack of women is simply a feature 

of the particular class profile of the author’s milieu, that of the scientific gentleman.  

 

Other SF literature followed social reality of its production milieu.  While women 

experienced social pressure to return to the home after the Second World War, women in the 

USSR were encouraged to work,
991

 and Griffiths’ study of Russian SF found a greater 

equality that he suggested followed this zeitgeist,
992

 while Matthew’s on Japanese SF found a 

separation in the treatment of marriage and sex that reflected contemporary Japanese 

society’s compartmentalisation of each.
993

 

 

The position of women as legally and socially subaltern actors presented an opportunity to 

authors of speculative fiction to create alternatives; Jacqueline Pearson finds a correlation 

between the subaltern statuses of women and SF, what Suvin calls a ‘non-hegemonic’ 

literature,
994

 while Marion Zimmer Bradley considered women’s liberation a much greater 

challenge than space exploration.
995

  

  

Many Arab novels, in particular Bildungsromane such as Ṭayīb Ṣāleḥ’s Season of Migration 

to the North, depict the west as a sexual playground, an erotic arena at a safe distance from 

the conservatism of home, where the protagonist could undertake a voyage of sexual 
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discovery or disillusionment without fear of judgment or consequences from his peers or 

elders.
996

  This is a neat literary reversal of Flaubert’s written experience of the Orient as his 

sexual playground,
997

 and perhaps communicates no more than an exoticised and over-

eroticised fascination with a different culture and practises of the ‘other’.   

 

In SF, the lack of sexuality bemoaned by Kingsley Amis in the mid-twentieth century 

Western genre is understandably also a feature of the Milaff, which were written for children 

or young teenagers, and the tempora et mores of both writer and milieu in Mahmoud’s SF 

trifecta is also reflected in the roles of his female characters.  In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man 

Below Zero) Dr Shāhin’s wife Rosita talks only of love and morals; no other aspects of her 

character are explored, as they are not relevant to the plot, which requires her to demand love 

and marriage from Shāhīn, facilitate ‘Abd Al-Karīm’s plot, and be presented at the end as a 

helpless victim of her husband’s ruthless scientism and advocate for belief in God.  

 

From her first appearance at Shāhīn’s lecture (at the end of which she proposes to him), she 

asks frequently about the importance of the ‘love particle’ or ‘love atom’ (“ترةفحاب”), telling 

him recklessly that the whole universe can go to hell, as long as the love atom exists in our 

hearts:
998

كونفإل فالجحيمفمائفداماتفضايفقلوبنائفترةفحاب......ضليذبفال   Despite laughter among the audience, 

she tells him that it is the only atom from which the universe is made
999

 (possibly a nod from 

the well-read Mahmoud to the last words of Dante’s Paradiso, “the love that moves the sun 

and other stars”).  Rosita and Shāhīn’s marriage roles are traditionally gender-

complementarian; when Shāhīn’s assistant ‘Abd Al-Karīm, who is in love with Rosita, 

propositions her, and asks her to consider having two husbands (which, we are told, is 

permitted in this brave new world), Rosita is horrified, telling him that women do not give 

their hearts and bodies like this to two men, and if society continues in this way, women and 

the family will be destroyed:  we are still symbols of love, faithfulness and motherhood:
1000

مئف 

 .زلنئفرمزافَللحبفوفالوضئءفوفالأمومة

 

Rosita is the embodiment of the emotional argument against the farther reaches of scientific 

alteration of the world, and for home and family as core values. While her opposition to the 
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plan of her husband and father of her unborn child to transform irrevocably into waves is 

understandable, her arguments do not only champion the hearth, they are presented as anti-

intellectual: 

 

I can’t hug waves…I don’t understand these symbols and algebraic codes…I 

want reality I can touch…I want your flesh and blood and warmth and pulse and 

presence filling my hearing, sight and senses.
1001

 

 

مسه.فف...ل فأستطيعفأنفأحتا فالأمواج...لافلفهمفض فهذهفالرموزفوفالشفراتفالجبريةف...أنئفأريدفواقعئفًأل

 أريدكفلحمئفًوفدمئفًوفدضئئفًوفنبائفًوفوجودافًملءفالسمعفوفالبصرفوفالحواس.

 

Her speech provokes only puzzlement and a rather Professor Higgins-like response, as 

Shāhīn asks her why she can’t be more like a man, and why she can’t think of anything but 

the body, forgetting the mind?:
1002

  لمئتافلافتعترضي فإل فبئلجسمفوفتنسي فالعقل... 

 

At the end of the novel, Rosita’s negative view of science is even more entrenched; she 

wonders why men are interested in planets and stars, declaring her hatred of machines, the 

smoke that hides the face of the sun, test tubes and pipes and weather controls, as well as 

those inventions that know how to make a heart but cannot link it with the spirit (“الصئنعفالعظيمف

(”الذىفلافيعارففكيا فيكيا فقلباهفوفلافكيا فياربطفروحاه
1003

, and why Shāhīn did not understand that love 

was stronger than magnetism.  The clear division between the spiritual rūh and the corporeal 

qalb speaks clearly of Mahmoud’s thoroughly Cartesian world-view, as well as underlining 

Rosita’s privileging of spirit over science.  Bodilessness for Shāhīn is a desideratum, 

something that can be achieved, in the context of the novel, by futuristic science (although his 

wife Rosita, the ‘virtuous’ character’ deems it selfish and wrong).  For Shāhīn, the body 

appears to be a problem to be overcome, as it is for Nādir, the hero of At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The 

Blue Flood), although for the ascetic Shāhīn, the answer is incorporeality, whereas for Nādir, 

redemption is achieved through sexual expression.
1004
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Even when admitting to ‘Abd Al-Karīm that she knows Shāhīn does not love her as much as 

he loves scientific truth, she tells him that he doesn’t understand that love is still a primitive 

feeling without logic (“ ...الحبفمئفزالفهوفالشعورفالبدان فالبئق فبالافمنطاق ”),
1005

 words fatally echoed by 

‘Abd Al-Karīm when he decides to betray her by giving Shāhīn the means to release himself 

from prison and carry out his plan to disembody himself, adding to the notion of the 

‘primitive’ (“ البادان”) those of wildness and savagery (“وحشايتهئفوفهمجيتهائ”).
1006

  The book ends 

with Rosita grieving for Shāhīn, and the only person in the world who still believes in God. 

 

In Riḍwān’s biography of Mahmoud, he says that women were important in his life, but that 

he never allowed his passions to overcome his reason, and that he believed that women’s 

highest calling was home and children.
1007

  Like the conservative social commentator Galal 

Amin, he criticised the concept of human rights as understood by the West, particularly with 

regard to the Beijing declaration
1008

 on women’s rights, saying it was a return to the 

Jāhiliyya, the Age of Ignorance.
1009

  The scientists whose achievements are discussed in 

Shāhīn’s lecture are both male and female -  Fairouza discovers the ruins of Atlantis, and he 

also mentions the Indonesian Timawa who split the neutron,
1010

 as well as the Hungarian 

doctor Agina who pioneers test tube babies
1011

 - but the only female character with a 

speaking role exemplifies very traditional female values and preoccupations.   

 

Accents of misogyny or crude stereotyping appear occasionally throughout the book;  during 

Shāhīn’s lecture, when he describe the revivifying effects on nervous conditions of a period 

of extreme cold, he makes his audience laugh by saying how the treatment made a man forget 

the “betrayal and deception of his beloved” (“ نس فمئفحادثفما فخيئناةفحبيبتاهفوفخاداعهئ وفقد ”).
1012

   He 

also tells them that Fairouza, the Iraqi researcher who discovered the ruins of Atlantis, 

finding that they knew about electricity and atomic power, found that they “knew about rouge 

also” (“وفتقولفالدكتورةفأنهمفعرضوافالروجفأياائًف”); this is immediately followed by anecdote about the 
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discovery of a slate from Atlantis with a cartoon mother-in-law drawn on it, provoking 

laughter from his audience.
1013

   

 

Sex is treated gently but frankly in a more adult context in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh 

(Lord of the Spinach Field), as part of Homo’s internal monologue on his daily routine.  His 

wife comes home from work, makes him a cup of tea, and they make love until it is time to 

watch state television programmes.
1014

 When searching for her husband using her personal 

surveillance device by accessing the internal camera in his friend David’s flat, Homo’s wife 

Layla sees David running naked on an exercise machine, but this is not presented as shocking 

or unusual.
1015

  The Free Love Salons are introduced during the first quarter, and the regime 

as deliberately guiding its citizens towards this activity,
1016

 with Homo recalling that Layla 

actually encouraged him to go to them:  

 

…Go to the Free Love Salon some time…everyone does this, because they know 

that a successful sexual encounter unites this feeling of division, and makes a 

person feel a sense of belonging to the real world, giving him a feeling of power.  

You know that the girls in the Free Love Salons are young, very charming, and 

trained in the various acts of love…
1017

 

 

اتهبفال فصئلونفالحبفالحرفلبعضفالوقتف...كلهمفيفعلونفتلك,فلأنهمفيعلمونفأنفاللقئءفالجنس فالنئجحف

بئلقوةف...وفيستطيعفأنفيوحدفالذاتفالمنقسمةف...وفأنفيعيدفللانسئنفاحسئسةفبئلانتمئءفللواقع,فوفاحسئسةف

أنتفتعلمفأنفضتيئتفصئلونئتفالحبفالحر,فصغيراتفالس فوفضئتنئتفحقئ,فوفمدربئتفعل فأضعلفالحبف

 المختلفة...

 

When Homo is reflecting with pleasure on his partnership upon meeting Layla after his 

release from interrogation, he recalls that the matchmaking computers’ choice was good, that 

although they have different sexual drives, their life together is happy; he likes reading, she 

does not, but they both enjoy culinary history and old-fashioned drinks.
1018

  When Layla is 

driving him home in the air-car, she meditates on the purpose of sex: 
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She was convinced from her instinct, supported by information, that the sex act 

had a particular place of importance for human beings, as they had particular 

reactions to it.  All of the studies conducted in the old world had shown that man 

was the only species in which the female achieved sexual orgasm, just as he was 

the only species in which the male and the female made love face to face….
1019

 

 

ةفجدافبنسبةفكئنتفواثقةفم فاعتقئدهئفالغريزىفالمدعمففبئلمعلومئتفأنفللفعلفالجنسفمكئنةفمميزةفخئص

للبشر,فكمئفأنفلهفردودفضعلفحيويةفخئصةف...ضلقدفأثبتتفكلفالدراسئتفالت فأجريتفض فالعئلمفالقديمفأنف

الانسئنفهوفالنوعفالوحيدفالذىفتحصلفضيهفالأنث فعل فالنشوةفالجنسية,فكمئفانهفالنوعفالوحيدفالذىفيحدثف

 ضيهفالاتصئلفالجنس فبي فالذكرفوفالأنث فوجهئفلوجهف...

 

She goes on to tell herself that sex is a biological performance, honed over millions of years, 

and that only humans could love, until the regime began to breed human beings in factories.   

 

Partnerships are not intended to be sexually exclusive; while Homo is being interrogated, 

Layla casually invites his friend David into their home for sex.  David tells her that he had 

sex the night before in the Free Love Salon, and that he was tired, but if she desired it, he 

would.   She asks him if her husband ever went to the Salons, and he tells her that he never 

does.  We find out that previously Layla had been angry when Homo had encouraged her to 

go to the Salons, and not be tied down by ‘ancient views’.
1020

 

 

Homo is genuinely unaffected when Layla tells him that she slept with David,
1021

 but the 

apparent indifference between the spouses on this matter is sown with ambiguity later in the 

novel; when they are discussing how men used to kill over food and religion and for power, 

Layla laughingly suggests that they also killed for jealousy, but David replies sarcastically 

that most died because of torture or terrorism, or in wars.
1022

 Near the end, when Homo is 

about to join the Exit, leaving David and Layla behind, Layla is troubled by the regime’s 

intention to abolish marriage, suggesting that she does place some value on at least notional 

exclusivity, if not traditional marriage.
1023
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During the Hanging Hall debate, the regime declares its opposition to the (traditional, 

nuclear) family as an instrument of bondage:- 

 

“…it was the stage of individual ownership that caused the systems of 

government to start to appear, from the most dangerous social regime in human 

history…the regime of bondage…the regime of the family, where a man, not a 

woman, is the head of the family and head of the tribe and head of the state…and 

head of all social systems.”   

 

The woman was a leader in the first communist societies in the ages of hunters, 

and with the appearance of individual ownership, the sovereignty of man was 

transferred, and woman also were obliged to specialise in this…while they kept to 

themselves the right to procreate!
1024

 

 

كئنتفمرحلةفالملكيةفالفرديةفبدايةفلظهورفنظئمي فم فأخظرفالنظمفالاجنمئعيةفض فنئريخفالانسئنف...نظئمف

القبيلةفورأسفالدولة,فورأسفالرقف...ونظئمفالآسرة,فحيثفكئنفالرجلفلافالمرأة,فهوفرأسفالآسرةفورأسف

 كلفتنظيمفاجتمئع ...

 

لقدفكئنتفالمرأةفه فالحئكمةفض فالمجتمعئتفالشيوعيةفالأول فض فعصورفالصيدف...وفبظهورفالملكيةف

الفرديةفانتقلبفالسيئدةفاارجل,فضئمتلكفالمرأةفوفضرضفعليهئفالتخصصفلهف...بينمئفاحتفظفلنفسهفبحقف

 التعددف...!

 

The rebel Barūf responds by reminding the audience on the dangers of the regime’s co-

optation of sexual appetite in furtherance of its aims: 

 

…one visit, my lords, to the Salons of Free Love is enough to discover for 

ourselves that we are passionate beings that are never satisfied, and women 

change towards us after we have performed the act of natural procreation. 

 

That ancient sexual adventurer, the Marquis de Sade, was an intelligent and deep 

observer…he used to say that there was no sexual distinction between satisfaction 

and ennui, and that both lead in turn to the search for ways of sexual excitement 
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that are more violent and extreme, and we can now understand, how the pioneers 

of the Free Love Salons that encouraged the regime and became widespread in 

their establishments, to animal sexuality…
1025

 

 

هذافالكئن فالشهوان فالذىفلافوفزيئرةفواحدةفأيهئفالسئدةفالصئلونئتفالحبفالحرفكئضيةفك فتكش فلنئفع ف

 يرتوىفأبدا,فوفالذىفتوحلتفاليهفالمرأةفبعدفحرمئنهئفم فعمليةفالانجئبفالطبيعيةف...

لقدفكئنتفللبئحثفالجنس فالقديم,فالمركيزفدىفصئد,فملاحظةفتكيةفوفعميقةف...كئنفيقولفأنفاللافتمييزف

البحثفع فوسئنلفجنسيةفللاثئرة,فأكثرفعنفئفالجنس فيؤدىفال فالشبعفوفالسأمفاللذي فيؤديئنفبدورهمئفال ف

وفتطرضئف...وفيمكننئفأنفنفهمفالآن,فكي فتحولفروادفصئلونئتفالحبفالحرفالت فيشجعهئفالنظئمفوفيتوسعفض ف

 انشئنهئ,فال فوحوشفجنسيةف...

 

This type of gentle, playful relationship between a married couple is replicated in a more 

traditional format in al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet 

Born).  The diary is full of affection and muted exasperation as the narrator and his wife 

argue over trivia.  Their sexual life is alluded to twice, once when the narrator is reading a 

book and tells his wife that it says that one reason for divorce is sexual boredom (“الملالف

.(”الجنساي
1026

  His wife blames the traditional marriages of old for the divorce rate; the scene 

ends with her laughingly turning the light off.  Later, he suggests that they go to a forest for a 

picnic and sex under cover of the woods.
1027

  When they talk of the former segregation of the 

sexes with sadness, he comments that there are no differences now between girls and boys, 

and no barriers between them, whereas in past there were “a thousand walls between the 

sexes” (“ أل فحئنطفبي فلقئءفالجنسي”).
1028

  

 

Gender segregation is presented as a quaint relic; when the narrator visits his friend Wagdy, 

who owns a store of antiquarian books going as far back as 1964, he marvels at the arguments 

over the emancipation of women, in particular noting Qasim Amin’s Taḥrīr al-Mar’a (The 

Liberation of Woman) “from the milieu of ignorance, backwardness and incomprehension” 

.(”ض فالظاروففالجهالفوفالتخلا فوفالانغالاق“)
1029

  Women’s liberation was achieved with difficulty, he 

says, although he jokes that no man with a harem could be considered to be free.
1030
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He and his wife laugh at the old tradition of female self-adornment with gold;
1031

;   he says 

that she is a cultured woman with many interests, a diploma in interior decoration, a 

knowledge of car mechanics, and a love of reading history,
1032

 although he uses her education 

to pick a quarrel with her in another entry, complaining that she does not chatter idly as he 

would like, and talks only of history and government, and the development of furnishings.
1033

 

 

Although the main theme of At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) is the danger presented by 

all-knowing computers, a major sub-theme is the sexual frustration of the hero, the famous 

young anthropologist and author of the best-seller The Age of Man, Dr ‘Aly Nādir.  His love 

interest, his Pakistani student Tāj Maḥī Ad-dīn, is presented early in the narrative, “her dark 

face blooming with beauty”:
1034

 .”زادفوجههئفالخمريفالجميلفنارةفوفجمئلاًف“ 

 

Tāj is in love with him, and her father asks Dr Nādir to come to Fiji to lecture to the Fiji 

Anthropological Society, an exotic location that features in his frequent dreams about Tāj.   

His sexual interest in Tāj is linked to her status and appearance as what he frequently 

characterises as an ‘Eastern’ woman; Tāj chides him when he reprimands here too sharply: 

“There speaks the Eastern man!”
1035

  

 

Walls and imprisonment are a recurring symbolic theme, reflecting Nādir’s struggle with his 

sexuality and with the constraints of traditional religion:  the police inspector observes from 

reading Nādir’s diary that there is a “psychological wall that he cannot surmount or 

pierce”,
1036

 and Nādir himself recognises another “wall” in the sheikh’s and the sheikh’s 

son’s thinking when discussing his atheism,
1037

  internally dismissing the tribe’s Sufi 

ecstasies as “the result of the weak human brain crashing against huge walls.”
1038

 He finds the 

desert itself to be a vast prison, but the borders are inside them, and they are too weak to 
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leave.
1039

  Nādir’s own famous academic work, The Age of Man, mentions suicide as a way 

for philosophers to leave the prison of the flesh,
1040

 while his companion Kathy describes the 

world of Jebel Judi beneath the lake as an “imprisoned world”.
1041

  He describes feelings of 

release from prison, or an iron chest, when he smokes the Neurocide-laced cigarette that 

SANCTUARY gives him during his suicide-gambit when he entices SANCTUARY to 

switch itself off.
1042

 

 

Presented with a willing sexual partner, the red-headed Scot Anne Cecilia Ward, whom he 

picks up in the Artists’ Coffee Shop in Kensington, he finds himself conflicted and anxious 

about losing his virginity: 

 

If you succeed now, you will break down those steel walls that have always stood 

between you, and happiness and love.  Your days will pass, and you will end your 

days without knowing the heat of a woman’s body and the warmth of her 

emotions, bodily passion with a woman and the warmth and emotion, her gentle 

affection and delight…you will be a virgin like a cold bar of ice without life…
1043

 

 

.ستذهبفأيئمك,فإتافنجحتفالآن,فضسوففتخترقفالجدارفالفولاتيفالذيفطئلمئنفوق فبينكفالسعئدةفوفالحب..

وفينتهيفعمرك,فدونفأنفتعرففحرارةفجسدفالمراةفوفدفءفعئطفتهئفوفأني فاستسلامهئفوفاستمتئعهئف

 ...ستذهبفبكرافًكلوحفثلجفبئردفبدونفحيئة...

 

He takes refuge in a recurring fantasy where Tāj appears naked on a tropical island,
1044

 but in 

the dream he looks down and is horrified to find himself sexless.  When the police find his 

diary detailing his failed encounter and his fantasies about Tāj, they speculate about his 

sexuality, wondering if he is a “natural bachelor” (“أعازبفطبيعاي”), but conclude that he suffers 

from sexual or psychological dysfunction.
1045

  When Nādir and Tāj are forced to share a tent 
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while stranded with a Moroccan desert tribe, and embrace, Nādir recalls that he has never 

been so close to a girl, except at a school dance with many teachers present.
1046

  Earlier, 

Nādir’s sense of cultural shock at witnessing young Londoners dance together strongly 

recalls both Aldous Huxley’s similar shock in the 1930s when confronted with American 

sexual mores and consumerism,
1047

 as well as the very similar reaction of the Egyptian 

Muslim Brotherhood ideologue Sayyid Qutb to attending a church dance in 1940s 

Colorado.
1048

 

 

His next meeting with her finds him making a bitter quip about marriage, distressing the 

lovestruck Tāj.
1049

  He is also amused by Tāj’s childlike ignorance, although embarrassed by 

it when on one occasion she tells him that the sun rises in the West in London.
1050

 

 

While stranded in the desert, he sees Tāj’s naked body when he spies upon her while she is 

bathing in the desert oasis; her body is described with salacious relish again during another 

bath when a Sahrawi tribesman attempts to rape her.  Tāj is terrified of the potential rape, as 

she believes it is the worst thing that can happen to a virgin, but is treated harshly by Nādir 

after her captor dies during the attempt.  When she pleads with him that she is still a virgin, 

he tells her not to “make things worse”, while she swears to him that she is “pure”.
1051

 

 

The plot allows Nādir to achieve sexual experience with different – white – women without 

blame.  When he wakes up inside Jebel Judi, he finds himself in bed with a naked blue-eyed 

blonde, Kathy Stewart, and anxiously questions her as to whether they have had intercourse.  

She reassures him that they have, but “bodily” only (“اتصائلفبادني”), and not to worry as she 
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knows his thoughts were with the other woman (Tāj); Nādir is therefore reassured that while 

he has gained physical sexual experience, he remains a spiritual virgin for Tāj.
1052

   

 

Tāj is treated for radiation sickness by SANCTUARY, and cannot be saved, but, before her 

death, SANCTUARY tortures her in a special mirrored torture room for women that speeds 

up the ageing process.  She is turned into a sixty-year-old woman, with white hair, and 

suffers upon seeing her reflection.
1053

 There is a twist at the end of the tale: Tāj is killed by 

SANCTUARY, but her spirit is able to enter the dead body of Nādir’s temporary girlfriend 

Carol, and in this guise she rescues him from the mountain in a helicopter.  Crucially, this 

body-transfer is problematic for Nādir for several reasons; rationally, as he questions its 

scientific basis; emotionally as he is less attracted physically to Carol than to Tāj, and 

spiritually: 

 

Was it possible for Carol’s young, slim body to be carrying the fiery, fevered 

Eastern spirit of Tāj?  Was it lawful (sharia) to swap bodies?
1054

   

 

هلفيمك فلجسمفكئرولفالنخي فالطريفأنفيحتملفروحفتئجفالشرقيةفالحئميةفالمحرقة؟ففومئفشرعيةفتبئدلف

 الأجسئد؟ف

 

The ‘Eastern’ theme arises again here:  when Nādir looks at Carol’s body: 

 

…he did not feel attracted to her as an Eastern man with the same heat as he felt 

towards Tāj…Western beauty had a time limit, and was not eternal like the 

Eastern beauty…:
1055

 

 

قتئفًوفليسفخئلداًفضلمفتجذبهفإليهئفكرجلفشرقيفبنفسفالحرارةفالتيفجذبتهفتئج...الجمئلفالغربيفكئنفعندهفمؤ

 كئلشرقي...

 

The issue is half-resolved by the novel’s ending.  Nādir is rescued from the Moroccan desert 

on his own, his account disbelieved, and finds himself in a London hospital where Carol 

manifests as a nurse.   The reader is offered the option of believing that ‘it was all a dream’ 
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(thereby relieving the author of any need to justify the fantastical elements), and that the 

events occurred during a nervous breakdown.  No-one can find a trace of Jebel Judi in the 

Moroccan desert, or any evidence that the events were real.  The ending can also be read as 

part of Nādir’s maturing process, as he is no longer dependent on fantasy, nor obsessed with 

the importance of the body. 

 

Women in this novel are cast clearly in the virgin/whore mode; the sexism, perhaps more 

normalised in the British 1970s where part of the novel is set, is almost farcical in tone.  At 

the beginning, upon learning that their passenger Dr Hellin is a famous scientist, the air 

hostesses immediately ask if he is married, and start flirting with him.
1056

  When Nādir first 

meets another love interest, the red-headed scientist Carol Landkrieb, he jokes with her that 

she must be a statistical anomaly, as most attractive women lose interest in their studies and 

marry, and when immediately afterwards a large-breasted woman offers him a drink and he is 

told that she is only a maid, he laughs, saying that if they had told him she was a scientist, his 

faith in his former theory would have been shaken.
1057

  Later, Carol is able to entice him to 

follow her swimming into the lake’s depths in order to meet the other rebel scientists by 

allowing the string to come out of her bikini top.
1058

 

 

Relations between the team members in the Milaff revolve tightly around marriage.  Nūr and 

Salwa’s romantic interest in each other is apparent from the beginning, and by No. 6 Zā’ir 

min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the Future), Salwa is quick to take the ‘visitor’ aside to ask 

him what the history books have to say about Nūr’s marriage.
1059

  A rival for Nūr’s affections 

is introduced in the form of an attractive and worldly presenter of Video News, Moushira 

Mahfouz, but Nūr’s relationship with Salwa is safely sanctioned by marriage very early in the 

series, and in No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of Mysteries), Salwa is absent from 

the mission because she is pregnant with their first child, a daughter called Nashwa.    

 

Although both Nūr and Salwa are shown to be doting parents, motherhood does not prevent 

Salwa from pursuing her career as a scientific intelligence officer; in the early books, Salwa 

simply asks her mother to mind Nashwa while she and Nūr go on their mission.
1060

  Aged 
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nine by No. 60 Arḍ Al-ʽAmāliqa (Land of the Giants), Nashwa’s growth is artificially 

accelerated, and she joins the team as their computer expert.   

 

To Farouk’s credit, Nūr and Salwa’s relationship is not an idealised one; No. 3, Madinat al-

A’māq (City of the Deep), Nūr humiliates Salwa in front of the team by dismissing her theory 

about the culprit, leaving her “looking like a schoolchild who has failed” (“كئنتفتشعرفنأنهئفتلميذةف

... ضئشالة  “),
1061

 but later in the same book he needs her skills to build a sonar device when he 

realises that the stolen gold-making machine is lying on the seabed, and gives her credit at the 

end as “our genius colleague (“ زميلتنئفالعبقرية “).
1062

 

 

When conflict arises between them, it is always resolved; in No. 58 Mʽaraka Al-Kūwākib 

(Battle of the Planets), Salwa challenges Nūr’s authority, objecting when he orders her to 

leave the ship, saying that they do not have military ranks and he does not have the right to 

order her.  He says this is true but he is her husband, and she replies that as his wife it is her 

job to stay by his side.
1063

  In No. 68 ʽUqūl Al-Shir (Evil Minds), Salwa defies Nūr’s orders 

again with the same argument, but Farouk makes Maḥmūd interrupt the discussion at this 

point, and the narrative reverts to action sequences.
1064

  

 

Nūr kills an alien who hits his daughter Nashwa in No. 90 Ru’b Al-A’māq (Terror of the 

Deep),
1065

 asking it if it beat women on its planet, although in No. 37 Al-Samā̛ Al-Muẓlama 

(The Dark Sky), Salwa has been brainwashed by the alien Blue Men, and Nūr seizes Salwa’s 

wrist and forces her to come with him.  Salwa resists strongly and he punches her, knocking 

her out.
1066

  It is implied that on this one occasion, violence is acceptable because Salwa is 

not in her right mind and Nashwa’s life is at risk, and “because of his great desire to save his 

wife”.
1067

 (He also knocks out Maḥmūd for the same reason in the next chapter). The Israeli 

villain Erich Friedmann also knocks Salwa out in No. 35 Mir’āt Al-Ghad (Mirror of 

Tomorrow), so that he can escape, but this is the act of a villain of whom Farouk disapproves. 
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Both before and after her marriage, Salwa is frequently jealous of Moushira’s flirtatious 

friendship with Nūr, and relations between them are frosty.  In No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The 

Deadly Tremor), Salwa tells Moushira that her that she won’t understand the scientific 

explanation for the tremors, and Moushira mocks Salwa by telling her that if she didn’t spend 

all her time reading scientific papers she might find it easier to… (the sentence is left 

unfinished).
1068

 

 

In No. 42, the allohistory Al-Arḍ Al-Thāniya (The Other World), Nūr’s analogue self is 

married to Moushira Mahfouz and has a son by her, Ashraf.  The analogue Nūr reveals that 

he did not marry Salwa, as he considered her immature (غيارفنئضاجة),
1069

 and the real Nūr 

concludes from this that he and the analogue Nūr are very different after all: “ يبادوفأننائفمختلا ف

.“ تمئمًئ
1070

 

 

Moushira is a conservative’s embodiment of the negative aspects of femininity, and a foil to 

Salwa – she flirts with Nūr, is concerned with her appearance and pursues a career in the 

media, while Salwa is serious, shy, interested in science and devoted to her family and her 

country.  The length of the series, at 160 books, allows Farouk the time to explore and 

develop these relationships further.   Moushira’s vamp caricature is later softened and made 

respectable by marriage to Ramzy, but in the Gulliver-romance No. 60 Arḍ Al-ʽAmāliqa 

(Land of the Giants), he upbraids her for putting her journalism before the relationship, and 

tells her ‘you are divorced’.  Farouk leaves her “feeling like a dwarf in a land of giants”
1071

 – 

a pun on the title, and a harsh cutting-down to size of the series’ independent female lead.    

 

Yet Moushira can be generous; in No. 67 Shayṭān Al-Faḍā̛ (Satan of Space) Moushira notices 

that Ramzy is in love with Nashwa, and tells him that Nashwa loves him too (they eventually 

marry at the end of No. 69 Al-ʽAlam Al-Akhar (The Other World)), while Moushira still has 

feelings for Ramzy.  (Nūr still exercises some control over Nashwa even after her marriage, 

telling her in No. 70 Al-Sitār Al-Aswad (The Black Curtain) that she cannot go with them on 

a mission because Ramzy needs her and he is ‘her future’.
1072

)  Moushira feels sad when 
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Ramzy and Nashwa reunite after Nashwa’s return from another dimension, although she 

agrees to marry a new character, a tough street-fighter and geologist named Akram, who tells 

her in that he would “face a nuclear bomb for the sake of her beautiful eyes”.
1073

  Moushira 

does have some agency in this relationship, at first telling Akram that she is not a machine, 

and cannot switch her feelings from one man to another, so he has to win her over,
1074

 and in 

No. 84 Kanz Al-Faḍā̛ (Space Treasure) she expresses doubts as to whether or not she can 

love Akram more than her work.
1075

 

  

The relationships between the male and female team members are therefore strictly governed 

by conservative social and religious codes, although not to the extent that the women cannot 

pursue careers outside the home.  The character of Maḥmūd is stereotypically nerdish and 

effectively asexual, but the other characters are required to marry in order to be acceptable. 

 

In the Milaff, while Salwa is regularly abducted by monsters or human villains and in need of 

rescue, this is not her sole function as a female character, as it would be in the classic 

tradition of Western pulp SF, where the heroine is a helpless creature seen chiefly as an erotic 

reward for the hero.    She frequently bursts into tears and faints, and is actually abducted by 

a Bug Eyed Monster in No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon Prison), when the moon monster the 

Pandolarius takes her to the subterranean alien city of Luna.  She is also a kidnap victim in In 

No. 54 ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages), when the time-travelling villain Ridwan seizes her 

in ancient Egypt and takes her to Renaissance Italy. 

  

Most of the many scientists in the Milaff are male, but Dr Moustafa in No. 25 Ṣaḥwat Al-

Sharr (Awakening of Evil) is an archaeologist.  Farouk takes care to show that Salwa’s skills 

and knowledge are valuable to the team, and that she is a respected scientist whose work is 

recognised by other characters in the series.  In No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The Deadly 

Tremor), the scientist Hussein recognises Salwa because of her academic reputation,
1076

 and 

she often invents communications devices that save the lives of the team. 

 

In No. 3 Madinat al-A’māq (City of the Deep), she builds a sonar device to locate the missing 

gold-making machine on the seabed, and in No. 55 Asrā Al-Zaman (Prisoners of Time) Nūr 
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has an ear implant that allows him to pick up radio messages from simple radios constructed 

by Salwa, while in No. 56 Shayṭān Al-Ajyāl (Satan of the Generations), she proves to the 

French Resistance that the team are from an advanced civilisation by building a television.
1077

 

In No. 80 Al-Naṣr (Victory) she builds a drone to find a spaceship, and in No. 50 Al-Usṭūra 

(The Myth), she invents a universal, intergalactic translator, which she names after her 

daughter, ‘Nashwa 1’.
1078

   Nashwa becomes a computer scientist who in No. 66 Al-Shams 

Al-Zarqā̛ (The Blue Sun) solves a computer problem just in time to save the Earth. 

 

At the same time, Salwa is a traditional/conventional religious/conservative woman; for 

example, in No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), she says that she cannot be sent to 

interview the men at the observation centre as she would be on her own with two men, one of 

whom could be the spy.
1079

  Occasionally, traditional stereotypes about women’s abilities 

seep into the narrative; in No. 35 Mir’āt Al-Ghad (Mirror of Tomorrow), a potential suspect 

has been wearing the same blue suit all day, and Salwa says her attacker wore a brown suit – 

as “women notice these things”.
1080

 

 

In Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), total sexual freedom is the norm for both Utopians and the 

underclass of Others.  In Utopia, no girl holds out for more than three days, and sex with the 

African maid is part of the anti-hero’s morning routine,
1081

 while in the slums of Cairo 

traditional sexual morality has been abandoned, and sex is traded as a commodity among the 

poor.
1082

  This is implied to be the outcome of an irreligious surplus society among the elite, 

and desperate commodification among the poor.   However, it is the value that the poor place 

upon the poor hero Gaber’s sister, raped by the anti-hero, that is the touch-paper that 

eventually lights the fire of revolution. 

 

Women’s role in Arabic SF is generally closely tied to their traditional roles as wives, 

mothers and homemakers; if not an angel at the hearth like Rosita, then an angel in the lab, 

such as Nāra in Idris’ Al-Jins ath-Thālath (The Third Sex).  This play bears a strong 

resemblance to Al-Baqqāli’s At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) and Mahmoud’s  Rajul taḥt 
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al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero)  in its specifically female advocacy for spiritual values and love, 

set in opposition to the arrogance of the male scientist hero who is humbled for seeking fame 

for his work.  It opens in the laboratory of Dr Ādam, a microbiologist in his thirties, and his 

attractive young assistant, Nāra, who are conducting measurements for an experiment and 

joking with each other about male and female roles in life.  After hearing a female voice 

calling him, Ādam finds himself whisked away to a dream-city populated by talking trees and 

learns that a deity called She, a kind of Ur-Lilith, has chosen him to help re-populate the earth 

with a ‘third race’.   

 

When he returns to his ‘real’ life, he is tempted by a tall, beautiful blonde woman called 

Hilda who has travelled to Egypt and learnt Arabic in the hope of starting a relationship with 

him, but, after he realises after testing her that she cannot be the ‘She’ who called him, 

realises the truth and eventually marries Nāra.   The happy ending is preceded by a tearful, 

intense episode where Nāra uses the death serum that Ādam used upon her favourite 

laboratory rabbit
1083

 to attempt to kill herself, forcing Ādam to turn to prayer and invent the 

unlikely ‘life’ serum on the spot in order to save the woman he recognises, almost too late, as 

his true life partner. 

 

Nāra declares that her human feelings are not incompatible with scientific rationalism; 

although now in tears, she tells Ādam that she understands his argument for using the rabbit, 

and the ‘good’ motivation of great scientists.  She does not hold back on her searing criticism 

of Ādam’s emotional failings, telling him that his relationship with Hilda failed because he 

was afraid of “the storms of love”, and that this failure of nerve has affected his scientific 

achievements – he has failed with the serum because his only aim was fame.
1084

   

 

This emphasis on valuing love over work may have stemmed directly from Idris’ personal 

experience; according to Rudnicka-Kassem, his overriding interest in his work caused him to 

delay marriage until the age of thirty, even warning his future wife that he would repudiate 

her if their marriage interfered with his literary work (he did not, and the marriage was a 
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happy one).
1085

 She detects a feminist element in the play, being the undervaluing of 

women’s role in society,
1086

 but this is rooted in the traditional conservative paradigm of the 

angel at the hearth, and stereotypes abound when the Swedish scientist Hilda appears.   

Dazzled by her beauty, Ādam tells her that she does not “look academic”.
1087

  

 

Later, although Nāra is alone with him in his bachelor flat, delicacy appears to prohibit Ādam 

from telling Nāra exactly what the Scientist wants him to do with She.  The presence of the 

doll-like Hilda, with her northern European blonde hair and brazen requests for love, is 

contrasted unflatteringly with the short hair and strict morals of Nāra.  There is no character 

development for Hilda; she exists solely to tempt Ādam, and act as a European foil for the 

virtuous Egyptian Nāra, the Lilith to her Eve. 

 

5.10.1 Queer Sexuality in Arabic SF 

 

The central aspect of difference or otherness of aliens or robots, and the inherent ‘difference’ 

of speculative or SF worlds, provides the genre with obvious analogues for the exploration of 

queer sexuality;
 1088

 for Csicsery-Ronay, “aliens are by definition queers.”
1089

   

 

Homosexuality is utterly absent in the Arabic SF texts examined in this thesis. Apart from the 

coy reference to Nādir’s bachelorhood in At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), when the 

police inspector searching Nādir’s London flat after his disappearance asks if he was a 

“natural bachelor” (“أعازبفطبيعاي”),
1090

 there are no references to same-sex relationships in the 

texts examined. 

 

5.11 Conclusion  

 

Utopian literature runs the gamut from tendentious allegory to the literarily skilful, 

subversive and provocative, the texts the contact points where the plates of ideology and 

literature jar and collide, or slide under each other to force the other’s profile skyward.  These 
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literary creations; these science fictional, futuristic worlds, are inevitably subject to 

evaluation by the reader, inviting at least an implicit comparison with his or her 

contemporary society, a positioning on the sliding scale between utopian and dystopian. 

 

This evaluation occurs irrespective of whether or not the narrative is set in the future or in the 

past, whether in a recognisable territory, the reader’s own country, outer space or another 

universe.  The texts examined here are all set on Earth (perhaps surprisingly for a genre so 

closely associated with space in the public imagination), and all mostly located in the Arab 

world, in fact, mostly in Egypt (with the exception of Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary 

of a Man Not Yet Born), set in Libya, and At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), set in 

London and Morocco).   

 

The Milaff are ostentatiously Egyptian, with their overt patriotism and vision of Egypt as a 

future world leader; the ‘real’ world of Idris’ Al-Jins al-Thālath is 1970s Cairo, and 

Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) is set in the same city.  Although the action of Rajul 

taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) takes place mostly in London and Bolivia, the hero is 

Egyptian, and the most recently published, Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) is set in a post-oil 

Egypt of 2020, between the elite of Marsah Matrouh and a ruined Cairo.  Only the future 

world of Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) is ambiguous in 

its geographical positioning; only the names of Homo’s friends, mentioned at the very 

beginning as he joins the workers’ lines - David, Othman, Ibn Mohammad and Yaqub – 

identify them as Arab.   

 

Al-Quwīrī’s future Libya is politically neutral, blending fanciful technological speculation 

with the mundanity of family life (itself perhaps questioning how far technological 

advancement affects the quotidian), and both Idris’ real and dream worlds are ultimately 

centred on the personal, not the political (which is largely true too of At-Tūfān Al-Azraq (The 

Blue Flood), a text that does not treat of politics except to censure SANCTUARY for 

overriding the democratic preference of the scientists not to destroy humanity).   

 

None of Mahmoud’s SF-inflected texts are very politically conscious, apart from the 

presentation of a co-operative, peaceful one-world government and surplus society in Rajul 

taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), but this is abundance is specifically critiqued as an 

insufficient guarantor of human happiness, for which awareness of God is required.  The 
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dystopian elements - the use of the drug Sa’ādūl, and the banned experiments on growing 

children in glass containers - owe an unmistakable debt to Huxley’s Brave New World.  The 

Milaff, as children’s books, could not be expected to, and do not largely, deal in political 

ideology or ideal forms of government in the world of the future.   

 

This leaves the two more mature and sophisticated texts, Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh 

(Lord of the Spinach Field) and Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), both dystopian, and both of which engage 

intensely with the political sphere at its intersection with the personal, rather than as didactic 

or as a prescriptive blueprint for the ideal society.  Both work as dystopias by creating a 

believable future world enhanced by technology, but with significant dissonances that strike 

the reader with the force of the ‘wrongness’ in each society, and both are redeemed only by 

accents of humanity in the heroes Gaber and Homo, who are both ultimately defeated by 

dystopian forces. 

 

Ūtūbiyā (Utopia)’s history is a warning of the dangers of long-term single-commodity 

rentierism; the collapse of the oil market led to social breakdown and the retreat of the elite to 

an enclave.  Set in Egypt and in the very near future, its title the clearest possible invitation to 

the reader.  This is the boldest of the texts, considered in terms of time and place, as the ever-

burgeoning economic polarisation sets it effectively in a parallel present. (The novel is to be 

made into a film for release in 2017; the reaction of the Egyptian audience in particular will 

be of great interest.)
1091

 

 

Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) is a warning against wealthy 

surveillance-societies that guarantee cradle-to-grave welfare in return for submission, as well 

as an anti-scientism message against giving machines god-like powers.  The novel was 

published in 1982, during the Cold War period that was dominated by constant concern about 

superpower use of nuclear weapons, and this fear permeates the book backwards through 

time.  Both this book and Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) are set in post-nuclear 

holocaust worlds that reflect this preoccupation. 

 

Anomie arising from excessive leisure is figured as a problem afflicting surplus societies in 

several texts; while scientific advancement has provided the surplus, the human problem of 
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boredom helps to create something of a hell in heaven’s despite.   Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man 

Below Zero) and Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) give particular 

consideration to the leisure problem. Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not 

Yet Born) also identifies this as an issue, but, in keeping with its light-hearted tone, it is not 

discussed in depth.    

 

Gender relations in the texts reflect the authors’ contemporary milieux to a great extent, as 

well as mirroring the early stereotypes of Western proto-SF.  Farouk makes a commendable 

effort to show Salwa and Nashwa (and occasionally the redeemed Moushira) as valued team 

members, and Mūsa’s Homo and Layla enjoy an equal and companionate though troubled 

relationship.  Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), written in 2010, is of a later generation, and the relationships 

between men and women are deliberately drawn as mostly violent, as they are also allegories 

of class warfare.  Stereotypes abound in the other texts, to a ludicrous extent in At-Tūfān Al-

Azraq (The Blue Flood), although it should be remembered that such views of women were 

normalised in the popular culture of 1970s Britain (the novel is partly set in Britain, and was 

written in 1979), and that one of its major themes is the sexual Bildungsroman of the hero.  It 

is perhaps worth noting that all of the authors are male; a further and more extensive study 

should also include the work of female authors such as the Kuwaiti mathematician and 

parliamentary candidate Ṭiba Al-Ibrahim, the Syrian children’s writer Lina Kaylani and 

Omayma Khafaji. 

 

For the Marxist critics Suvin and Bloch, an SF text should take its place on the historical 

front-line; it must raise political consciousness.  Suvin disapproves of myth and fantasy, 

because he does not regard it as useful,
1092

 while Jameson views infantilism as a trait of 

Utopianism.
1093

  The texts considered here perform at different levels in the raising of 

political consciousness.  Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) is the most explicitly political and minatory text, 

warning of an immediately impending national disaster resulting from an economic 

catastrophe. Although marketed as SF and set in the future, technology is a plot facilitator 

rather than the focus of ethical discussion, and the narrative fulfils Suvin’s criterion, an 

intention that the author has confirmed in interview.
1094
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The Milaff series clearly seeks to foster national pride among children; although the emphasis 

is on Egypt, it is also an Arab pride that can be shared beyond Egyptian borders, and does not 

promote a specific ideology (other than a muted but persistent encouragement of Islamic 

belief, which will be discussed in the next chapter).  Of the other texts, only Al-Sayyid min 

Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) deals in sufficient detail with the problems of 

totalitarian surveillance-based government to satisfy Suvin as a politically-active text. 

 

There is of course an Egyptian bias in this literature, as the majority of the authors in this 

study (except for the Libyan Al-Quwīrī and the Moroccan Al-Baqqāli) are Egyptian. Farouk 

clearly wishes his young readership to consider the possibility of Egypt being a world leader, 

while Towfik wishes his audience to consider the problem facing contemporary Egyptian 

society, and Mahmoud craves his readers’ recognition of the importance of the spiritual world 

in the face of growing technological competition for the guarantee of human happiness.  Only 

Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) operates on a broader pan-Arab 

level, expressing a more generalised fear of totalitarian government, softened by the 

provision of a full welfare society, and rationalised as a response to a post-nuclear holocaust 

world.    

 

While Farouk and Mahmoud reference ancient Egypt as a source of pride, the future Arab 

world is imagined as internationalist, but with Arab scientists enjoying a position of world 

leadership, while Mūsa’s more mature text has an elegiac tone, showing a bleak, totalitarian 

dystopia where even apparent freedoms are carefully calibrated mechanisms controlled by an 

authoritarian state using all-knowing computers (a device replicated in Al-Baqqāli’s less 

subtle dystopia, whose hero, unlike Mūsa’s, achieves salvation through smashing the machine 

and returning to God).  How Arabic SF deals with belief in God and Islamic belief is the 

subject of the following chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Religion and Magic:  the Supernatural   

  

Literary criticism should be completed by criticism from a definite ethical and 

theological standpoint…moral judgements of literary works are made only 

according to the moral code accepted by each generation, whether it lives 

according to that code or not.
1095

 

 

6.1  Introduction 

 

Following Eliot, writers and readers tend to approach literature as they do life, from an 

ethical and religious point of view, even if this is not a conscious or deliberate choice of lens.  

The practising believer reads with a weather-eye as to whether or not the text reinforces, 

challenges or contradicts their beliefs; readers unconcerned with faith or religious matters still 

constantly check and balance their own world-view with what they are reading, judging the 

characters, situations, the author and even their own response through that prism.
1096

 

 

Given the notionally privileged position of empirical scientific enquiry and technological 

developments in SF, one might suppose that the texts would have little consideration for 

either formalised religion or other supernatural beliefs; for Roberts, the genre is primarily a 

materialist, rather than a supernaturalist discourse.
1097

  Yet despite this plausible premise, 

SF’s speculative ethos, whether explicitly technological or not, renders it intrinsically open to 

an heuristic approach to the universe, in keeping with the genre’s fondness for a ‘sense of 

wonder’, that is not necessarily confined to the material.  The discourse is open to questions 

about the why rather than the how, to speculation about the purpose and origins of the 

universe, and about the rules for life, that intersect with the fields of religion and ethics.   
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While SF is a literature primarily characterised by scientific content or premises, it is 

therefore also suited to religious speculation; as the Panshin brothers suggest, it is “...an 

effective myth for our time because it respects both the actual and the transcendent”,
1098

 or, 

for Farah Mendlesohn, “In a genre predicated on thought experiment, theological discourse 

comes naturally”.
1099

   

 

Religious content can be expected in SF not only as a consequence of the common science / 

religion dialectic where each competes to explain the universe, but also as part of the 

discourse around futurism, as in particular Semitic religion is not concerned only with the 

moral aspects of day to day living, but ultimately with life after death, as well as the 

apocalypse, followed by a judgment, reckoning and eternal life or punishment in heaven or 

hell. 

 

Despite the tension in the popular public discourse between the ‘two cultures’ of science and 

religion - transcendence versus materialism, irrational versus rational, revelation over reason, 

- Scholes, following his definition of fabulation, finds that allegorical tales (stories 

characterised by discontinuousness from reality, but which take a cognitive approach to the 

narrative) are used often by religions precisely because they believe in an alternate reality,
1100

 

while Matthew, in his study of Japanese SF, figures religion as a kindly partner to science: 

 

Religion and ethics play a significant part (some would say a crucial part) in 

underpinning a society’s willingness to work productively, its attitude towards 

important social relationships, and its degree of readiness to accept change.
1101

 

 

The greater public profile and popularisation of science in 1930s Britain during the interwar 

period of social shift positioned science as a potential alternative to religion as a governing 

life principle (this growing materialism was embodied in the oppositional work of two public 

intellectual figures, mediaevalist and Christian apologist C.S. Lewis and Cambridge biologist 
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and popular science educator J.B.S. Haldane.)
1102

  For the Panshin brothers, the SF response 

to this period was nothing less than a post war defence of the soul, and the same period saw 

an increased public interest in theosophy and occultism, which the Panshins read as a 

backlash to the scientific materialist movement.
1103

  

 

Some speculative authors welcomed the element of openness to the spiritual:  Huxley’s 

experiences with LSD convinced him of “the importance of the numinous to a healthy 

society”,
1104

 while in Russia, McGuire observed Soviet SF writers’ high tolerance for 

supernatural phenomena such as telepathy and occult practices.
1105

  Religious organisations 

also took inspiration from SF; Thomas Disch suggests that the religious elements of SF have 

inspired cultic organisations, such as Aum Shinrikyo, Scientology (founded by the 

speculative fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard), and Heaven’s Gate, also pointing out that the 

Russian theosophist Madam Blavatsky took inspiration from the work of Edward Bulwer-

Lytton.
1106

 

 

6.2 The role of religion in Western SF  

 

The British writers of proto-SF moon voyages, such as Francis Godwin and John Wilkins 

were Christian, although Cyrano de Bergerac was an atheist, and a number of writers of the 

modern period who posited the existence of aliens were Christian.
1107

 Many Western SF and 

fantasy authors were religiously active;
1108

 although Wells, Asimov and many others were 

atheists, C.S. Lewis was an evangelical Christian, Tolkein and Verne Catholic and Kim 

Stanley Robinson Buddhist, while Ursula Le Guin’s Earthsea quartet has Taoist inflections, 
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following the author’s spiritual leanings.  Verne received a papal blessing,
1109

 and was widely 

approved by parents as a ‘moral’ author.
1110

  British 1930s SF and fantasy is also 

characterised by a strong thread of modern paganism, intertwined with ecology and feminism 

in its modern incarnation following the revivalist Gardnerian/Wiccan tradition; E. Nesbitt and 

the popular ‘spiritual shocker’ author and Inklings member Charles Williams were associated 

with the occultist Order of the Golden Dawn.
1111

  

 

The avowedly atheist SF of Asimov and Clarke explored post-religious society, while 

explicitly religious SF can be made to question the nature of God, vindicate a faith, or explore 

the expansion of an earth-bound faith to the cosmos.  Pohl and Kornbluth’s caustic dystopian 

satire The Space Merchants (1965) shears religion of all spiritual significance, making it 

merely an advertising account in a totalitarian, secular world.
1112

  Other texts deliberately 

highlight the perceived flaws in the world’s dominant religions, such as Clarke’s short story 

The Nine Billion Names of God (1953), where a computer shuts down the universe having 

completed its purpose of calculating all the names of God, or Catholic author Boucher’s The 

Quest for St Aquin (1951), where a robot becomes aware of the existence of God.
1113

 

 

6.3 Religion in Arabic literature 

 

Arab society is of course not monolithic, and neither is its literature, but Islam as a uniting 

characteristic is a dominant force in Arab society, and its imprint upon its literature cannot be 

ignored.  For Siddiq, the position of religion is central in the Egyptian novel:  “Only Graham 

Greene and C. S. Lewis write fiction so steeped in religion.”
1114

  The dangers inherent in 

writing about religion in a way that even implies heterodoxy are exemplified by the treatment 
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of Mahfouz’ Children of Gebelawi, as well of its author, who was stabbed in 1994 by an 

attacker who claimed the heresy in this text as motivation, two years after the 1992 

assassination of prominent Egyptian Muslim anti-fundamentalist Faraj Fūda.
1115

  (The word 

heresy in Arabic is synonymous with the verb ‘to innovate’ or ‘to begin’.)
1116

  

 

In such a climate, an orthodox approach is a safe and popular option; Richard Jacquemond 

observed that writers of an ‘Islamic’ character such as Egyptian SF author Moustafa 

Mahmoud had bigger print runs than even the most popular fiction writers.
1117

 A religiously-

practising society may impose strict orthodoxy upon its members, but the result is often, 

paradoxically, a greater interest in unorthodox spiritual and supernatural matters, including 

those that may be considered occult or, in Islamic terms, shirk - heterodox practices of 

polytheism, paganism or pantheism.   

 

Prior at least to the Arab Spring revolution of 2011, a walk around the pavement bookshops 

of Cairo would have amply demonstrated the considerable local public appetite for 

translations of Dan Brown’s supernaturalist novels, or of American New Age publications 

such as Rhonda Byrne’s The Secret, the conspiracy theories of Muhammad ‘Isa Da’ud,
1118

 or 

the prolific output of the Egyptian popular psychologist Dr Ibrahīm Al-Fiqī.
1119

  Human 

interest in the spiritual or supernatural is universal, and even in a predominantly atheistic 

society there may be a strong sub-culture of interest in such matters.  However, in societies 

dominated by a particular religion, most particularly fundamentalist expressions of a religion 

whose scriptures declare harsh penalties for apostates or heretics, these supernaturalist and 

heterodox interests may flourish underground.  It is interesting to note that Egypt has a 

growing base of horror fandom, alongside a readership with a deep interest in spiritual and 

supernatural matters.
1120
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6.4 Religion in Arabic SF 

 

The opening of the Qur’ān’s Sūrat al-Fātiḥah with a reference to the “Lord of Worlds”, and 

the fantastical journeys, the Isrā’ and Mi’rāj, of the Prophet Muhammad suggest a potential 

ease in Muslim contemplation of supernatural spatiotemporal travel, a commonality it shares  

with other Semitic religions:  SF critics ʽAzza Ghānim
1121

 and Maha Maẓlum Khaḍr
1122

 both 

figure the Old Testament vision of Ezekiel as an early prototype of the literature of alien 

visitation,
1123

 although neither of these Egyptian critics suggests that Muhammad’s 

miraculous journeys were not divinely facilitated.  In a society where a particular religious 

adherence is dominant, narratives that question the prevailing faith are a risky proposition, 

unless they are overt, devout religious allegory, like Dante’s Divine Comedy, “a specifically 

religious voyage extraordinaire”.
1124

 

 

The effect of religious authority on literary freedom can be stifling to innovation, so the 

conceit of liminal or interstitial spaces in the fictive sphere affords the writer the chance to 

explore real social and political problems concealed only by a thin veil of allegory, 

potentially elevating speculative fiction from mere whimsy to a powerful vehicle for counter-

hegemonic discourse.  While authors such as Farouk use their art to honour their religion and 

are at pains to show that religion and scientific enquiry may not be mutually exclusive, others 

(admittedly an extremist minority) damn the literature as an offensive encroachment on the 

prerogative of the Creator.
1125

 There is a potential for literary cross-fertilisation in the other 

direction; as David Cook has shown, Muslim apocalyptic literature co-opts the futuristic 

elements of SF to create the demons of their conspiracy theories.
1126

  For Khammas, the 

feeling that futurism is itself inherently sacrilegious, given Islam’s privileged position, is 

problematic with regard to the genre’s development in the Islamic world.
1127
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What, if any, is the role of Islam in the brave new (technological) world of the science 

fictional future? Is the literature morally programmatic, conspiracy-driven, superstitious?  Is 

there a tendency to offer the reader a choice between rationalism or religion?   Does the 

acceptance of the technology of modernity also require a full acceptance of its thought-

systems?   

 

Allen reminds us that the suggestion of Mahfouz’s Children of Gebelawi “...that religion is 

the loser in a confrontation with modern science”
1128

 was ill-received in Egypt (although 

Mahfouz was undeterred by religious criticism to the extent that he publicly supported 

Salman Rushdie during the fatwa against the ‘Satanic Verses’).
1129

  However, following 

Farouk’s robustly-defended view that science and faith are not competing magisterial, Islam 

is confidently co-opted as a legitimate and respectful SF/fantasy theme by Dr. Naif Al-

Mutawa, the creator of the popular The 99 comic book series, discusses its creation and 

motivation in an open letter to his young sons:
1130

 

 

Khalid, you were born in New York City, shortly after 9/11. I had already made a 

decision that I needed to find a way to take back Islam from its hostage takers, 

but I did not known [sic] how. The answer was staring me in the face. It was a 

simple, and as difficult, as the multiplication of 9 by 11: 99. So, at the age of 32, I 

uncapped my pen to create a concept that could be popular in the East and the 

West. I would go back to the very sources from which others took violent and 

hateful messages and offer messages of tolerance and peace in their place. I 

would give my heroes a Trojan horse in the form of THE 99. Islam was my 

Helen. I wanted her back. THE 99 references the 99 attributes of Allah – 

generosity, mercy, wisdom and dozens of others not used to describe Islam in the 
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media when you were growing up. But if I am successful, by the time you read 

this, you will not believe that such an era could have ever existed.  

 

The publication of The 99 is clearly an explicit attempt to combine the SF tropes of 

superheroes and futurism with pride in the practice of Islam.  In this, the author’s ethos and 

motivation are very similar to those of Farouk. 

 

Superstition is often questioned in the Milaff, but Islam is not.  Man’s scientific achievements 

are kept firmly in their place in relation to Allah’s creation.  No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The 

Deadly Tremor) and No. 50 Al-Usṭūra (The Myth) both open with Nūr marvelling at the 

beauty of nature and the solar system, remarking to himself that, although man has advanced 

far in science, nothing compares to the beauty of creation.
1131

 Similarly, in No. 37 Al-Samā̛ 

Al-Muẓlama (The Dark Sky), the first in a trilogy about alien invasion, the astronomer Dr 

Sabry says that his work is the study of Allah’s creation.
1132

  

 

Space phenomena are also classified as under the authority of God; in No. 69 Al-ʽālam Al-

Akhar (The Other World), Dr Ḥijāzi and Ramzy examine a space virus with an ion 

microscope and find that it looks like a net surrounded by points of silver ice, whereupon 

Ramzy declares  that it must be the work of the Creator.
1133

  In No. 96 Budhūr Al-Sharr 

(Seeds of Evil) Moushira and Akram are looking at the alien plants of Plantouria through a 

fibreglass tent, wondering why water would have caused them to stop growing, and 

concluding that this must be the way Allah created them.
1134

 

 

The question of how to reconcile respect for Allah’s creation and human scientific 

interference with the natural world is explored in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd (Pulse of Eternity) 

and No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The Cursed Planet).  In the former, when Nūr and the 

Intelligence Chief are talking about eternal life, the Chief says that the natural law set by the 
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Creator decides the time of death and birth, referring to a natural balance, and that the 

scientist’s work threatens this balance:
1135

 

 

يعةفالذىفأبدعهفالحئلقف)عزفوفجل(ف,فيحتمّفحدوثفحئلاتفالوضئةف,فالمقئبلةفالزيئدةفالت فتصنعهئفقئنونفالطبفإن

المواليدف,فوفإلافأتتفضترةفتايقفضيهئفالأرضفبم فعليهئف,فوفأصبحفحتمّئفاللجوءفإل فالقتلفلإعئدةفهذافالتوازنف

 الطبيعة.ف

 

The scientist Shafiq expresses concerns about their genetic research that aims to produce a 

hybrid vegetable-animal creature, saying that the monotheistic faiths allow limited freedom 

only to effect changes (in life):
1136

 

 

   ضحت فالأديئنفالسئمويةفتمنحفحريةفمحدودةفبمئفلافيؤتىفالغير

 

The choice is a moral one; scientists in the Milaff are expected to know and respect the 

natural boundary between the Creator’s work and their own.  In No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn 

(The Cursed Planet), Dr Ala creates a replica earth in a laboratory, but we know that he is no 

mad scientist in the mould of Farouk’s usual villains, because he says that this was done with 

God’s help:
1137

وفضقّنا فاّللهف)سابحئنهفوفنعائل (ف  .  When a number of scientists mysteriously die after 

being left alone in the warehouse with the artificial planet, another scientist, Dr Walid, says 

that he opposed the project on principle, because it is not right for man to create a replica of 

the earth, creation being the right of Allah alone, and that it is wrong for human to embellish 

it:
1138

 

 

لذانهف...فالخلقفهوفسمةفاّللهف)سبحئنهفوفنعئل (فوحْدهف,فوفليسفم فحقنّئفأنفضليسفم فحقّفبشرىفأنفيصنعفعئلمئفّ

 نحئولفتقليده.

 ف

Dr Shawqi defends the scientist’s right to manipulate nature, arguing that it was Allah who 

made everything out of nothing, and drawing a distinction between creation and fabrication:  

humans only ‘manufacture’ things such as aeroplanes, submarines and warships with the 

existing materials created by Allah:
1139
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وفم فقئلفإننئفنفعل؟فففلقدفخلقفاّللهف)سبحئنهفوفنعئل (فكلفش ءفم فالعدمف,فأمئفنح فضنأخذفمئفخلقهف)سبحئنه(فوف

نجئزًافعلميئًفجديدًاف,فوفتمئمًئف,فوكمئفصنعنئفالطئنراتفوفالغواصئتف,فوفسف فالفائءف...فإننئفلافنخلقفيئفنصنعفمنهفإ

 ولدىف,فمعئتفاّللهف,فإننئفنصنعفضحسب.

 

Walid’s piety does not save him; both he and Shawqi are killed by the tiny civilisation that 

has evolved on the manufactured planet firing miniature atomic weapons that they have 

developed into their brains.  The implication that working with living genetic material, 

instead of metal and minerals, would also count as ‘manufacture’ is not further explored, 

although the deaths of the scientists who made the planet are Farouk’s clear passing of 

judgment on their actions.   

 

At the end, the Chief asks Nūr if he thought the tiny people were really an advanced race.  

Nūr replies, who knows?  The monotheistic books say that there are seven earths and seven 

heavens, so perhaps they were from another of these, and perhaps these little people were not 

just like the ones in Gulliver from the imagination of Jonathan Swift - or we ourselves are an 

experiment:
1140

 

 

أشئرتفالكتبفالسمئويةفإل فوجودفسبعفأراض,فوفسبعفسموات,فوفربمئفكئنتفم فيدرىفيئفسيدى؟فف...لقدف

هذهفالمخلوقئتفالمسكينةفم فأرضفتشبهنئف...ربمئفلمفتك فروايةف)جيلفر(فوفرحلاتهئفالأقزامفوفالعمئلقةف

 مخردفخيئلفم فمؤلفهئف)جونئثئنفسويفت(...

 

The moral of this story is that scientific tampering with nature can easily get out of control, 

and creation is best left within the domain of God. 

 

Similar sentiments are also expressed in No. 61 Al-Kābūs (The Nightmare), when Ramzy 

rebukes the brain surgeon Dr Ibrahim saying that God alone should allocate life-span.
1141

  In 

No. 115 Al-ʽAdūw Al-Khāriq (The Supernatural Enemy) Dr Ḥijāzi gives a speech about how 

the Creator made the human body with each cell for a purpose, and how we try to change that 

or damage it by drinking or smoking (a very obvious directive to a young readership, 

reflecting strict Islamic attitudes towards these activities) .
1142
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Although the Milaff series makes little pretence of verisimilitude, and the novels were written 

for children so could not be expected to deal in great depth with matters of faith or science, 

there is no real discussion of why the research in each might be morally wrong, other than by 

simple reference to creation and modification of living things being the domain of God alone.   

The purpose of the attempt to create an animal/vegetable hybrid in No. 17 Nabḍ Al-Khulūd 

(Pulse of Eternity) is not explained, and in the context of the narrative is designed merely to 

evoke horror of the experimental and of physical oddity, while the creation of a replica earth 

in No. 46 Al-Kawkab Al-Malʽūn (The Cursed Planet), which has possible scientific usefulness 

as a working model to solve geological problems, represented by the scientists’ declared 

intention to test the earth’s crust with a few earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, is not fully 

explained, other than to say that the achievement might win a Nobel prize for its inventors.  

Both scenarios result in the deaths of the scientists behind these experiments, which are 

framed as heretical, and give other characters the opportunity to condemn them as wrong. 

 

Farouk makes the team careful to give thanks for happy endings to their adventures to God.  

In No. 35 Mir’āt Al-Ghad (Mirror of Tomorrow), when Nūr returns to tell them that the spy 

Erich Friedmann is dead, he says that his death was God’s justice (“عدالاةفالله”);
1143

 he also 

gives credit to God for their victory over the Americans in No. 84 Kanz Al-Faḍā̛ (Space 

Treasure),
1144

 and at the end of No. 83 Arḍ Al-ʽĀdam (The Non-Existent World), when the 

team are rejoicing after the Atlantean robot S-18 rescues them, their joy is indescribable, but 

Farouk says that it was the Creator who was responsible:)كئنتفدضقةفم فرحمةفالخئلقف)عزفوجل.
 1145

 

 

However, in No. 90 Ru’b Al-A’māq (Terror of the Deep) when the team are seeking a cure for 

Nashwa’s life-threatening age-reversal condition, Salwa and Hijazi tell Nūr that with Allah’s 

help they will find a way to cure her, and warn him not to make the departed S-18 an 

obsession.  Interestingly, this does not prevent Nūr from calling on S-18, not Allah, for 

rescue, and S-18 does appear as a deus ex machina figure to rescue him.   

 

The Milaff characters also pray in times of trouble.  In No. 40, ʽAlāmāt Al-Khawf (Signs of 

Fear), Nūr, desperately trying to enter the chamber where Salwa and Maḥmūd are about to be 
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sacrificed, prays to Allah to help him find the right button to open the door (it works);
1146

 on 

the final page he credits Allah with giving him the solution and enabling him to destroy the 

signs of fear.  In No. 54, ʽAbr Al-ʽUṣūr (Across the Ages), Salwa prays for rescue when held 

prisoner in 15
th

 century Rome.
1147

   Ramzy in No. 96 Budhūr Al-Sharr (Seeds of Evil) prays 

for Allah’s blessing on their attempt to deflect a dangerous laser into a storm,
1148

 and in No. 2 

Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh (Vanishing Rocket), the Chief wishes Nūr success from Allah when he sends 

him on a mission, and wishes him God’s support when he launches a rocket.
1149

  Even in No. 

83 Arḍ Al-ʽĀdam (The Non-Existent World), when the robot S-18 has rescued the team by 

using ‘proton energy’ to re-open a portal to another dimension, Farouk says that it was Allah 

who was responsible:
1150

 

 

دضقةفم فرحمةفالخئلقف)عزفوفجل(كئنتف  

 

There is no mention of other Islamic obligations – we do not see the characters undertake 

Hajj, for example, or talk about zakat, observe Ramadan or proselytize by undertaking 

da’wah.  In No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon Prison), when the arrogant Russian Vassiliev offers 

vodka to the team, Nūr replies that their religion forbids them from drinking alcohol,
1151

 and 

by the end of the book, Vassiliev seems to have had a change of heart, thanking God for their 

safe return, and offering them orange juice instead, actually blushing as he tells them that he 

has stopped drinking vodka.   References to Islamic practices, other than in debate on the 

morality of certain scientific experiments, are generally minimal, and we would expect a 

certain amount of common naturalistic expressions that are regularly repeated by believers in 

everyday life, for example, the name of Allah often being followed with the formula عازفوفجال 

or  صبحئنهفوفتعئل.  

 

The Qur’ān is infrequently referenced or quoted in the Milaff, but when it is mentioned, its 

verses are presented as sola scriptura, as the ultimate, unquestionable source of authority.  

When the Chief looks at the corpse of the Tibetan demon-monk in No. 146 Al-Buqʽa Al-

Muẓlama (The Dark Spot), he quotes the Qur’ān, wishing Allah’s blessing on the team, after 

saying that the secret of their success is their faith in God, together with their professional 
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scientific expertise.  The Chief is paraphrasing the Qur’ānic verse, which is provided in a 

footnote:
1152

 

 

 لأنهمفيتقونفاللهف)سبحئنهفونعئل (فيئفرجل،فوم فيت فاللهفيجعلفلهفمخرجئً،فويرزقهفم فحيثفلافيحتسبف...فف

 

The Qur’ān is quoted in support of both science and magic; in No. 48, Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon 

Prison), Nūr and the Chief discuss the possibility of life on the Moon, which is thought to be 

waterless.  The Chief quotes the Qur’ān, saying that everything is made of water, (adding that 

this is also a scientific principle): “ وجعلنائفما فالمائءفكالفشا ءفحا”.
1153

  In No. 27 Al-Fakhkh Al-

Zujājī (The Glass Trap), after finding a man apparently turned into a glass statue, Maḥmūd 

finds a book called ‘Black Magic: How to turn a man into ice’, and Salwa asks Ramzy if he 

believes in magic.  He hesitates before replying that he cannot deny its existence, because it is 

mentioned in the Qur’ān:
1154

 

 لافيمكنن فنف فوجودهفعل فالأقلف...ضلقدفتكرهفالقرآنفالكريم.

 

Nūr quotes a Qur’ānic verse in No. 28 Al-Nahr Al-Moqaddis (The Sacred River) to support 

Ramzy: “…and of knowledge ye have been vouchsafed but little”:
1155

 

 

 ومئفأوتيتمفم فالعلمفإلافقليلا

 

Turning to the other texts, the religious elements in Yusuf Idris’ play Al-Jins ath-Thālath 

(The Third Sex) are subtly handled.  Ādam’s name is no coincidence; he is invited to be a 

new father for the human race in the dream City, where the Scientist tells him the story of 

mankind in the context of Semitic religious tradition, figuring Cain and Abel’s quarrel as the 

source of mankind’s problems.  In Ataba square, the audience is reassured that Ādam is a 

religious man, believing in Allah as well as in science.  Idris does not present him as an 

arrogant atheist, but as a believer whose priorities have become skewed and require fixing.  

Tellingly, at the end when Ādam is humbled by Nāra’s near-suicide, he resorts to prayer, and 
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we are invited to assume that this prayer is what inspires him to create the antidote that saves 

her.
 1156

   

  

Orthodox religious and supernatural beliefs are very prominent in Mahmoud’s SF-inflected 

work.  In Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), the bald man who is lured to the secret laboratory of the 

villain Damiān as an unwitting experimental subject, believing he is about to be cured of his 

baldness, makes a short statement of faith before the procedure begins:  “ربنئفيجعلفضيفيدكفالشافئ”, 

to which Damiān responds “باإتنفاللهفالاعتمائدفعلا فالله” – these are of course common phrases, but 

their utterance by both men is still significant, given that one is about to take the other’s life 

by testing an hallucinogenic drug on him.
1157

  In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), after 

the disappearance and presumed death of Shāhīn in space, the villain ‘Abd Al-Karīm feels 

that his feelings of guilt are “heavenly justice” (“هناائكفعدالااةفساامئوية”); considering his 

conscience and intention, he was a murderer, and if there is a hell, he is bound for it:
1158

 

 

 وفعل فمستوىفالاميرفوفالنيةفهوفقئتل..وفمصيرهفجهنمفإتافكلنتفهنئكفجهنم...

 

There is room for doubt in the Islamic view of hell here; the guilt-ridden ‘Abd Al-Karīm goes 

on to muse that there might not be a hell, and that our passage through life in this world and 

the hereafter is a journey of growth, progress and development, a statement that meshes more 

with New Age or Buddhist beliefs rather than traditional Islam :
1159

 

 

 ضإتافلمفتك فجهيمف...وإتافكئنتفرحلةفالحيئةفضيفالدنيئفوالأخرةفهيفرحلةفنشوةفوالاتقئءفوتطور...

 

Shāhīn travels through space marvelling at it and its creatures – not just beings, but creatures 

– and on his journey to the sun actually discovers the presence of God.  Allah is shown to be 

a physical, observable reality, though despised by metropolitan sophisticates on Earth, and 

remembered only by the humble Rosita.  

 

In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) the hero Shāhīn’s introductory lecture on world 

history gives prominence to the common brotherhood of man as a social good.  Mahmoud’s 

enthusiasm for an internationalist approach to solving world problems is a continuous theme 
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throughout the novel, and it is interesting that his hero describes not only the breakdown of 

national borders but also of religious divisions in his enumeration of the oppositional types 

who realise, post-War, that they are no different from each other;  the examples feature not 

only the usual opposing pairs of Russians and Americans, or colonialists and their colonised 

peoples, or the judge and the criminal, but also the realisation of the Christian that he is no 

different from the Buddhist in terms of his common humanity (“وأدركفالمسايح فأناهفكا فيخاتصف

 As an Egyptian writer, it is perhaps more interesting that Mahmoud did not  .(”بئلجنةفدونفالباوتى

choose to express this feeling of brotherhood between Christians and Muslims. This may 

have been due to his personal interest in the religions of the Far East, and an outworking of 

his expressed wish for the Middle East to look to the Far East, rather than the West, for 

development and growth, or an attempt to continue the metaphor of true internationalism.   

 

In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), in keeping with the author’s syncretistic leanings, a 

student interrupts Dr Shāhīn’s expository lecture while he is listing the physical benefits that 

science has brought to the rebuilt post-apocalyptic world, telling him that “man cannot live 

by bread alone” (“إناهفلايسفبائلخبزفوحادهفيحيائفالإنسائن”), a direct quotation from the Bible, following 

Shāhīn’s account of how even a prosperous surplus society there is still depression and 

despair, and the need for ‘something more’.
1160

  In consideration of this desire to balance and 

include other religions, the same student adds that the Qur’ān also explained this 1,500 years 

ago, saying that psychological poverty is what kaffirs (unbelievers) live in (“الاانكفالنفسا فالتايف

:and quoting a verse in support of this (”يعيشهئفالكفئر
1161

   

 وم فأعرضفع فتكرىيفضإنفلهفمعيشةفضنكئًف

 

There is perhaps an oblique critique of religious fundamentalism in Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-

Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), in the treatment of a student in the lecture audience who denounces 

the brave new world as one of the worst ages in history, an age of ignorance and vice (“أحاطف

حيواناتف“) calling the other students pagan animals ,(”عصاورفالتائريخ...وفأناهفعصارفجئهلياةفوفدعائةرة

 The student is described as bearded, as a signifier of religiosity, and the consequence .(”وثنياة
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of his remarks is his forcible removal from the lecture and an injection of the pacifying drug 

Sa’ādūl.   

 

As the sun’s gravitational force draws the disembodied Shāhīn towards it in space at the end 

of the book, he says that he has a feeling of “returning to the wellspring” – “شاعورفالعئنادفإلا ف

 comparing himself to an arrow fired from a hunter’s bow, shooting human beings – ”المنباع

through time and space, travelling with longing towards the absolute:
1162

 

 

هنئكفيتوترفالقوسفبأقص فطئقته...ليطلقنئفنح فالسهئمفالصغيرةفم فقيودنئفويرسلنئفمحلقي فضيفاللازمئنفواللامكئنف

 مهئجري فضيفشوقفإل فالمطلق...

 

Shāhīn tells his audience of students that “the sun will go out in thirteen million years, and 

other stars are fast approaching, warning his audience on Earth that [the universe] “will melt 

and change into squeezed dough, about the size of a fist, of the primordial matter with which 

the Creator began”:
1163

 

 

 وف)سوف(ففتذوبفوفتتحولفإل فعجينةفمتائغطةفمثلفقباةفاليدفم فالمئدةفالأوليةفالتيفبدأفبهئفالخلق.

 

These statements, and ‘Abd Al-Karīm’s musings on life as a purification process and 

preparation for the next life, mirror Buddhist, rather than Semitic, beliefs.   However, these 

suggestions run alongside repeated ‘evidence’ of the reality of God; Allah is not only real to 

believers such as Rosita, who equates him with love in the first chapter, as a love-struck 

student gazing at Shāhīn.  She tells her friend that “as long as I love, Allah is present” (“مائف

.(”دماتفأحب...ضائمفموجاود
1164

  The theme of ‘Allah is there’ is repeated with greater frequency 

towards the end of the novel when Shāhīn, travelling in bodiless form through the solar 

system towards the sun, actually sees Allah as physically present (although he does not 

describe the appearance of Allah):
 1165

 

 

جميعئفًضيفغرورفالتقدمفالمئدىف...نعمفضأنئفأرىفالانَفضيفيقي فأنفاللهفموجود...بلفهوفالحقيقةفالوحيدةفالتيفغئبتفعنئف  
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“Yes, I can see now with certainty that God exists...that he is actually the only truth that is 

hidden from us all by the illusion that materiality offers us”. 

 

The world is watching as Shāhīn proclaims this vision of Allah in space, but Mahmoud shows 

the worldly, materialistic press as subsequently dismissive of God; they were quick to forget 

the details of the greater truth that Shāhīn had shown them, that Allah was there – they forgot, 

or pretended to have forgotten, or were blinded by the materialistic life in which they had 

submerged themselves again.  The newspaper Controversial Affairs reported it as Dr 

Shāhīn’s embarrassing lapse from scientific thought, that he had lost his mind and suffered a 

shameful lapse; his words about Allah were just Sufi fairy-tales:
1166

 

 

...وكئلعئدةفأنستهمفالتفئصيلفحقيثةفكبرىفأطلقهئفالدكتورفشئهي ...أنفاللهفموجود...هلفنسوافأوفنتئسوا...ف

 أوفأعمتهمفالحيئةفالمئديةفالتيفغرقوافضيهئفم فجديد.

انتكئسةفمخجلةفللفكرفالعلم ...كتبتفجريدةف)المئديةفالجدلية(فإنفمئفقئلهفالدكتورفشئهي فيعدف  

 وقئلتفضيفمقئلهئفإنفالدكتورفشئهي فضقدفعقلهفوأصئبهفالخجل.فففوأنفكلامهفع فاللهفترهئتفصوضية

 

As ‘Abd Al-Karīm travels further into space on his subsequent expiatory mission to seed 

Jupiter with life, the writer comments that everyone on Earth had forgotten everything about 

Allah, and sunk themselves into a fresh fever of scientific materialism:
1167

 

 

 ونس فالكلفكلفشيءفع فاللهفوفرقوافضيفتلكفالحم فالمئديةفالعلميةفم فجديد.

 

Rosita is the only remaining representative of faith, still defiantly opposed to the ‘science’ 

that has taken away her husband.   She is given the novel’s last words, questioning when 

someone will tell the scientists to wait for a moment to look inside themselves, instead of 

turning their attention to the labyrinths of space, and that it is from the inside that everything 

comes:
1168

 

 

مت فتخرجفلتقولفلهمفأنفينظروافلحظةفإل فداخلفنفوسهمفبدلافًم فأنفيوجهوافمنئظيرهمفإل فمتئهئتف

 الفائء...تقولفلهم,فإنهفم فالداخلفيخرجفكلفشيء...
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The end finds her prostrating herself, praying and crying; the only person in an unbelieving 

world who still trusts and believes that Allah is there:
1169

 

 

  sوفكئنتفتسجدفوفتصل فوفتبك .ففكئنتفالوحيدةفضيفعئلمفالكفرفالتيفصدقتفوفامّنتفأنفاللهفموجود.

 

It is the neglected and sidelined Rosita who becomes Mahmoud’s mouthpiece as an advocate 

for human love and religious belief to be given greater value than a slavish devotion to 

scientific progress. 

 

The diarist-narrator of Yūsuf al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man 

Not Yet Born) records in one of his diary entries that he prays at night, and is experiencing a 

moment of spiritual enlightenment, when he is interrupted by his friend Dr Murād, a 

professor of physics at Tobruk University.  When Murad asks him who is he talking to, he 

replies “the universe!” (“الكاون”).
1170

  Allah is mentioned only in the normal course of Arabic 

speech, and while the narrator prays he is clearly not overly religious.  While remarking on 

his lack of tolerance for loud speechifying, the narrator says that preachers who do nothing 

but scream have almost disappeared from their age, just like the use of tarbooshes!
1171

 

 

 أمئفالخطبئءفالذي فلافيملكونفغيرفالصراخفضقدفتهبفعصرهمفتقريبئفًمثلمئفتهبفعصرفصنئعفالطرابيش!

 

His joke allows the author to suggest what appears to be his hope that religious extremism 

will one day be a ludicrous relic. 

 

In Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia), set in a dystopian near-future Egypt of 2020, 

religion survives both in the elite enclave of Utopia and the slums of the dispossessed Cairene 

underclass.  The teenage anti-hero refers to mosques, churches and synagogues in Utopia, but 

religion is only practised among the older generation who were not born in Utopia (the young 

have no interest in religion), who fear that their new life might be taken away, and who 

associate their wealth with the idea of a reward for piety.
1172

  Amongst the dispossessed 
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Others, sectarian divisions have disappeared, but only because poverty has made everyone 

equal.
1173

 

 

For the non-believers, there is no moral code: “It’s Utopia’s all-purpose motto:  Do what you 

want, as long as you don’t infringe on the property of the rest of Utopia’s residents”:
1174

 

 

 وهوفشعئرف"يوتوبيئ"فالعئم:فاضعلفمئفتريدفطئلمئفلمفتعتدفعل فمئلفبئقيفسكئنف"يوتوبيئ"...ف

 

a dictum that recalls Augustine’s ‘dilige, et fac quod vis’ (and the Rabelasian ‘do what thou 

wilt’ and the modern occultist mantras of LaVey and Crowley); deliberately oppositional 

alternative systems to the Semitic faiths. 

 

The young, who do not believe in the traditional religions, use Ouija boards and try to conjure 

spirits in cemeteries – practices derided by the narrator.
1175

  The only newspaper in 

circulation contains “a strange, sick mix of sex, religion, fairy-tales and conspiracy 

theories”,
1176

 suggesting that the appetite of a largely uneducated underclass is for the 

escapist and fantastical. 

 

The ‘blue flood’ of the title of At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq is a flood of atomic rays that SANCTUARY 

wishes to release to destroy civilisation, but the phenomenon is named after Noah’s flood 

(just as the mountain that shelters them in the Moroccan desert is called Jebel Judi after the 

place where the ark was said to have landed).
1177

   An explicit comparison with the human 

failings that resulted in Noah’s flood, and the failings that tempt scientists to use 

SANCTUARY to unleash a new Blue Flood of deadly rays, is made during the exposition of 

the three options (wait, change, destroy) presented by the SANCTUARY scientists to the 
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hero Dr ‘Aly Nādir,
1178

 and again when Nādir finds himself thinking of a Qur’ānic verse 

about Noah.
1179

 

 

Nādir is deliberately presented as a worldly, though sexually inexperienced, character during 

the early part of the book while he is in London; he hardly mentions prayer or Allah, drinks 

whisky and has an unsuccessful sexual encounter with a girl he meets in a café.  However, 

when he and his student Tāj, with whom he is in love, find themselves stranded in the Sahara 

desert and meet a Muslim tribe, his language changes, becoming more religious.  When 

telling the tribe about the air accident that brought them there, he says that “Allah saved us” 

,(”ضنجئنائفاللهًف“)
1180
 and covers Tāj’s head with a handkerchief when he notices a young man 

looking at her. 

 

The old association of the desert with spiritual purity, and the city with apostasy, is brought 

into focus as Fāris, the son of the tribal sheikh, escapes from the camp.  The sheikh laments 

how his son, who had memorised the Qur’ān, changed after studying at university and 

became an atheist, denying his people’s customs and calling their wise men charlatans.  Nādir 

reassures the sheikh that this is only the “extremist thought” (“ضقاطفالتطارففضايفأضكائر”) of a young 

man who enters a modern school and university.
 1181

 

 

The sheik quotes a Qur’ānic verse to comfort himself over his son’s apparent apostasy,
1182

 

and when Dr Nādir, his religious faith renewed by his return to the Moroccan desert, is 

surrounded by men reciting Qur’ānic verses and chanting dhikr, he ponders the routine nature 

of his prayer life and recites a Qur’ānic verse himself: “I created the jinn and humankind only 

that they might worship Me”:
1183

 

 ومئفخلقتفالج فوالإنسفإلافليعبدون
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Nādir reasons with the sheik’s recalcitrant son, telling him how he himself thought that he 

lived in the twentieth century, and his own father in the age of ignorance. The young man 

responds heatedly, saying that his father believes that the earth is flat, rejecting his father’s 

child-like belief and simultaneously regretting he had ever left for the city, while bitterly 

quoting a saying of al-Mutanabbi (broadly translated as ‘ignorance is bliss’) to summarise his 

feelings: 

 توفالعقلفيشق فضيفالنعيمفبعقله...وأجوفالجهئلةفضيفالشقئوةفينعم

 

The young man has not in fact rejected God, but the pagan practices of his tribe, and the 

following extract from his justification to Nādir is a stark illustration of the jarring 

juxtaposition of Islamic ijtihād with the fantastical and SF elements of the narrative:- 

 

I told them that they should return to God, that they should not trust in filling the 

people’s minds with paganism and charlatanry.  The word of God doesn’t mean 

anything to them.   They don’t see it.  They cling to the paganism of the first age 

of ignorance, making the first saints’ tombs, and hanging up talismans and locks 

of hair around their necks.  The women go to a rock, paint it with lime and make 

a fetish of it, and go to the trees and hang cuttings from their clothes on it; it’s 

shameful.  When I read about the mass ignorance before Islam, I couldn’t find a 

difference between this and that time.  I felt a desire to evangelise my people back 

to Islam and return to God.  If only I hadn’t done this!  If only I’d remained blind 

like them!
1184

 

 

قلتفلهمفأنفيعودهمفإل فالله,فلافيمك فتصدقفمئفيملأفعقولفهؤلاءفالنئسفم فوثنيةفوفشعوتة.ففكلمةفاللهفلمف

تعدفشيئئفًبئلنسبةفإليهم.ففإنهمفلافيرونه.فوفقدفارتدوافضيفوثنيةفالجئهليةفالأول ,فضخلقوافالاضرحةفوف

الأوليئءفوفعلقوافالتمئنمفوفالعقئربفحولفأعنئقهم.ففوفتوجهفالنسئءفنحوالحجئرةفضطلوهئفبئلجيروفقدسوهئ,ف

وفإل فالأشجئرفضعلقوافعليهئفقطعئفًم فملابسهمفبدرجةفمخجلة.ففحي فقرأتفع فالمجتمعفالجئهليفقبلف

الإسلامفلمفأجدفضرقئفًبينهفوفبي فهذا.ففوشعرتفبئلرغبةفضيفدعوةفقوميفإل فالإسلامفوفالعودةفإل فالله.ففوف

 ليتنيفلمفأضعل.ففليتنيفبقيتفأعم فمثلهم!

 

The narrative presents three milieux; metropolitan London, the world where Nādir is feted as 

an anthropologist; the desert, where pagan practices co-exist alongside Qur’ān memorisation 
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and dhikr, and the secret underground world of the Jebel Judi scientists who have built 

SANCTUARY.   The scene in the desert, where the international sophisticate Nādir, who has 

made his name as a scientist of sorts in the secular world, is compelled to remember his 

Muslim faith and then listen to a young man whose rejection of his father’s values reminds 

him of his attitude towards his own father.   Nādir comforts him by telling him the fable of 

the City of the Blind, where few can see the truth, but also counsels him to respect his 

father’s views as a community leader, which the young man appears to accept.
1185

 

 

At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) is a young man’s sexual and spiritual bildungsroman, as 

well as a classic cautionary tale about the dangers of scientific over-reaching, and of the 

would-be worldly ingénue’s return to God.   From the moment when the supercomputer 

SANCTUARY is figured as an alternative god, the narrative foreshadowing is in place for its 

destruction and Nādir’s return to true faith in God; the scientists of Jebel Judi tell Nādir that 

an old computer at a university was once programmed to answer the question ‘Is there a 

God?’  “All the lights shone on the machine, and they heard a strange voice coming from its 

depths.  A few seconds later the answer came out and it was Yes, now it does!”
1186

    

 

SANCTUARY rejects the world’s faiths as merely historical phenomena that will die out as 

paganism did, and in the new civilisation after the Blue Flood: “There would be no place left 

for the pagan levels or belief in the supernatural or strange things, except for what is 

necessary to experiment and mature.”
1187

 

 

 ضل فيكونفهنئكفمجئلفلبقئنهفضيفمستوىفالوثنيةفأوفالإيمئنفوفالخوارقفوفالغيبيئتفإلافمئفيكفيفلتجربتهفوفناجه.فف

 

Nādir’s attendant Carol tells him that they celebrate only a spring Eid at Jebel Judi, that does 

not represent any religion or belief (“لافترمازفإلا فديا فوفلافماذهب”).
1188

  Yet after SANCTUARY’s 

death, his programmers dress in white and chant to his statue, and try to kill Nādir, who was 

responsible for its destruction.
1189

  He then has to flee from these angry acolytes, who call 

him a ‘heretic’ (“هرطيااق”), and an atheist (“أيهاائفالملحااد”).
1190

  The scientists, supposedly 
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champions of rationalism, are reduced by the killing of their ‘god’ to behaving like primitive 

savages. 

 

At the end, Nādir returns to faith in God; chased by the torch-bearing mob, he calls upon 

Allah to save him, and a helicopter immediately appears to rescue him (SANCTUARY 

drowns most of the rebels using the rising lake water in a real ‘blue flood’).  His only 

disappointment is that it is that the spirit of the recently deceased Tāj has found a new home 

in the pale body of Carol, a Western woman to whom he is not greatly attracted (prompting 

agonising from Nādir as to whether such a body swap is lawful (“شرعية”)).
1191

 

 

Religion does not appear to be practised in the world of Mūsa’s Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-

Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), but during the pivotal public debate in the Hanging 

Hall.  the hero Homo stumbles upon a ‘Temple of the Electronic Minds’ (“معباد...حيثفتاامفالعقالف

,(”الالكترونا 
1192

 As he wrestles with his decision of whether or not to follow the rebel Barūf 

and leave the glass-domed zones for the dangerous ‘real’ outside world, he and enters into a 

dialogue with its guardian mind: 

 

I want to know who I am in this universe that I belong to….and what is the path 

that I must follow? 

 

The iron mind replied, its lights flashing rapidly, cool and confident again: 

 

You are the man who killed your brother Abel, Homo… 

You ruined your father until his mind was lost…. 

You buried your sister who died in the sands of the desert when giving birth… 

And now you have forgotten all your past sins! 

Homo cried out in his helplessness, why am I defined like this? 

The mind replied, you are not just an individual, Homo.  You never were.
1193

 

 

 أريدفأنفأعرففم فأنئفضيفهذافالكونفالذىفننتم فاليه...وفمئفهوفالطريقفالذىفيجبفعل فأنفأسلكه...؟

 ف
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 وفأجئبفالعقلفالحديدىفالملونفالأضواءفبسرية,فبسرية,فضيفبرودفوثيقةفأيائً:

 

هئبيلفيئفهومو...فأنتفالذىفقتلتفأخك  

 وخنتفأبيكفحت فضيعتفعقله...

 ودضنتفأختكفموؤدةفضيفرمئلفالصحراءفوهيفوليدة...

 وقدفأنفالأوانفالآنفللتكفيرفع فكلفخطئيئكفالقديمة...

 وصرخفهوموفضيفاعيئء:

 لمئتافأنئفبئلتحديد...لمئتافأنئ...؟

 وأجئبفالعقل:

 أنتفلستفضردافًيئفهومو...وفلمفأبدافًضرداً...؟

 

The machine occupies a something like a secular yet priestly position, advising Homo and 

contextualising his human struggle within the Semitic traditional account of the origins of the 

fall of man, but presenting this Semitic tradition as fundamentally untrue, a fable made by 

men as part of their inexorable development from monkey to angelic mind.   The novel’s 

attitude towards any religious faith is the most starkly dismissive of all the texts considered 

here; even Min mufakkirat Rajul lam Yūlad (From the Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), which 

presents extremism as an embarrassing relic from the ancient past, or Ūtūbiā (Utopia), in 

which religious practice is derided as a comfort for the elderly and conservative, are not so 

dismissive of religion.   Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) differs 

significantly from the other texts in this respect in its cavalier lack of respect for Islam.  It is 

not just not the work of a confused proselyte like Mahmoud, or a patriotic one like Farouk, or 

an engaged social commentator such as Ahmed Khaled Towfik; Mūsa’s fictional world is 

simply post-religious, with traditional religion conspicuous by its absence, although there are 

echoes of it in daily life and in David and Homo’s angel/monkey conversations.  Religion is 

simply defunct in the face of a new technological magisterium, the total surveillance society, 

its enjoyments and pleasures so carefully controlled and calibrated, that its rulers have 

created. 

 

6.5 Angels and Demons 

 

The traditional non-divine spirit-beings of the Semitic world, angels and demons, appear 

frequently in the Milaff, whether the angels of the Abrahamic faiths, or pseudo-angels that 

turn out to be aliens, and appear briefly in the other texts, a position that places them also 
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within the ambit of the supernatural, non-canonical literature of the angels, demons and 

vampires of supernaturalist, occult or horror fiction. 

 

In No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon Prison), the team discover a civilisation of winged humanoid 

beings living in the interior of the Moon.  We are invited to consider the existence of these 

aliens to be actual angels, rather than aliens whose visits were the origin of belief in angels on 

Earth (as they turn out to be), but Nūr denies this, saying that these aliens cannot be real 

angels because they are not made from light.
1194

   In the Milaff world, both angels and aliens 

exist, but they are separate created beings. 

 

They meet the angel Van again on the Moon in No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr (The Emperor).   Ramzy 

sees Van and immediately assumes that he is a Djinn, but Van smiles and says that the Djinn 

are more wonderful that anything else that the Creator has made, but that what he sees was 

made by mortal beings.
1195

  

 

Demon possession occurs in the later books, and can be presented either as fake, for example 

in a plot twist where the ‘possession’ is revealed to be the influence of aliens, as in No. 68 

ʽUqūl Al-Sharr (Evil Minds) when intelligence officer Izzat Mokhtar declares that he does 

not believe Hassan to be possessed, saying that this is ‘something out of the Middle 

Ages’,
1196

 and as a reality, the fullest treatment of this being found in No. 74 Al-Ṣirāʽ Al-

Jahannamī (Hellish Struggle).  This book opens with a possessed Nashwa wielding a 

demonic sword against Nūr, which Farouk explains with a flashback to the appearance of the 

first human beings on earth, when evil found its way into the hearts of Cain and Abel, and 

Satan married one of the daughters of Eve and produced a child (confusingly at this point 

Farouk adds that “Satan became Set, who became Rasputin”, and tells us that Nūr is the 

‘descendant of Osiris’).
1197

   

 

Nūr and Dr Ḥijāzi arrange a séance (“جلساةفلحاايرفالأرواح”) that fails when a black being 

devours the spirit they have called up.  They consult the Middle East’s experts on 

supernatural matters, in particular Dr Aziz, who has a small flask full of Zamzam water, with 
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which Nūr has to inject Nashwa before dawn.
1198

  The decision to effectively engage in 

witchcraft, even shirk-like practice linked with Islam via the Zamzam water, is puzzling, 

given the team’s usual reliance on prayer to Allah, but only the villain Safwat actively tries to 

summon the demon responsible for Nashwa’s condition using traditional occult means, 

lighting candles and reading an inscription from a magical disk to do so (although the demon 

that appears immediately kills him).
1199

   

 

The demon’s subsequent appearance and manifestation through a mirror is remarked upon by 

Maḥmūd as “breaking all scientific laws”,
1200

 and they discuss what kind of being it could be, 

settling upon half-human, half-demon.  Dr Aziz corrects Nūr, saying that the creature is a 

Kāfir (a denier or idolator), but not a Mulhid (atheist).  He then explains that the demon 

cannot be an atheist, because he and Allah are engaged in a perpetual struggle, framing this as 

“the only logical explanation given what they have seen”.
1201

  

 

From this point on, the genre appears to switch from SF to fantasy horror, as blood pours 

from the walls and skeleton warriors and monsters appear, although in No. 80 Al-Naṣr 

(Victory), the demon appears again as the emperor of Jalūrīāl, identifying himself as “the son 

of Satan, or Beelzebub, or Lucifer”, who had been imprisoned again in the inscribed disk by 

Nūr, found and stored by the Arghurānians, then seized by the Jalūrīālans and accidentally 

freed.  The demon’s actual provenance – spiritual being or alien – is not ultimately made 

clear, but the Occupation that forms a quartet in the series is revealed to be ultimately 

motivated by the demon’s wish for revenge on Nūr.   Whatever its origin, the demon appears 

to be ultimately susceptible to physical destruction by fire; in No. 83 Arḍ Al-ʽĀdam (The 

Non-Existent World), S-18 kills it by throwing the disk into the sun. 

 

Farouk also explains the phenomenon of vampires (“مصائصفدمائء”) as chthonic-demonic in 

origin, separated from humans only by the eponymous ‘black curtain’ of No. 70 Al-Sitār Al-

Aswad (The Black Curtain), with their own distinctly Egyptian, rather than Transylvanian, 

history. Maḥmūd tells them that a tribe called the Mamṣouṣīn (blood-suckers) used to 
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conduct a ritual called Zār to expel them.
1202

  Farouk tells us that the existence of the 

vampires gave rise to the idea of Satan living underground, and a demon tells Nūr that they 

have been on Earth for longer than human beings and aim to seize control of the earth.
1203

   

 

The Zār also appear in No. 25 Ṣaḥwat Al-Sharr (Awakening of Evil) during a debate among 

the team about whether or not demon possession is real.  Ramzy says that such beliefs exist 

everywhere and in every time – the ancient Egyptians, Romans, Byzantines, Hindus and 

Aboriginal Australians, and “even in modern Egypt the Zār still believe in this.”
1204

  This 

statement has a faux-anthropological tone, with the mentioning of the Zār as ‘Egyptian’ 

bringing the reality closer to home, but avoiding further discussion on whether or not the 

phenomenon is a spiritual reality. 

 

Dr Ḥijāzi’s use of an electrical current to reverse the vampirification process (contact with the 

apparently supernatural creatures causes humans to morph into them) is typical of Farouk’s 

ludic tendency to blur the lines between magic and science.   

 

The word wathnī (pagan) is rarely used in the series, although in No. 40 ʽAlāmāt Al-Khawf 

(Signs of Fear), Nūr and Salwa’s investigation of what is eventually revealed to be a ruse by a 

human cult leader leads them to study the history of Satan-worship, which they find “took 

place in ancient Greece, Rome and in America in the second half of the 20
th

 century,” with 

Nūr adding that it is “similar to paganism, which is not common in the Middle East”.
1205

  

Farouk is thereby able to make use of the horror and fascination elements of witchcraft in his 

narrative, while at the same time primly asserting that this practice has little place in the Arab 

world (and implying that it is prominent in contemporary America, a trope popular with 

conspiracy theorists).  Nūr’s choice of words when he arrests the businessman masquerading 

as a demon is religious in tone; he calls him a “الوغدفالزنديق”, a wretched heretic.
 1206

 

 

Actual discussions about religion are not a common occurrence in the series, but in No. 25 

Ṣaḥwat Al-Sharr (Awakening of Evil), during a discussion about the curse of the Pharoahs, 
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Nūr engages in a gentle Islamic catechism with the archaeologist Dr Moustafa, following her 

declaration that she was inclined to believe that a Pharaonic curse was caused the death of the 

journalist Tawfiq.  Nūr asks her if she believes in Allah.  She says yes, of course, did he think 

she was an atheist?  Nūr then asks if she believes that Allah is one and he is not divided?  She 

hesitates, then says yes, but that she believes that Set and Isis and their like are not gods in 

the true sense, but advanced scientists who may have appeared to be gods to the ancient 

Egyptians, using microbes and rays, who knows?
1207

  Later, when another character is fretting 

about becoming the curse’s next victim, Nūr angrily tells him to stop this pagan thinking, and 

that the only God in their Sharia is Allah:
1208

  

 

 لافيوجدفض فشرعنئفإلّافإلهفواحدف,فهوفاّللهف)سبحئنهفوفنعئل (ف,فوفكلفمئفعدافتلكفهراءف...فوفسْوسةفشيطئنية.فف

 ف

The team later re-iterate their belief that Satan-worship (“عبائدةفالشايطئن”) only exists in the 

West.
1209

   

 

Angels also make an appearance in Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero),فwhen 

we see the disembodied Shāhīn discover beings in space, “creatures, beings with features, 

forms and personality”, as well as Allah himself:
1210

 

 

 مخلوقئتفوفكئننئتفتاتفملامحفوفتقئطيعفوفشخسية

 

The world of Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) figures angels as 

an intellectual embodiment of man’s ascendency from brute beast; the text is friendly to 

Darwinism, with regular riffs on the journey from ‘monkey to angel’, when Homo is relaxing 

during a break from his first interrogation, and when he is discussing human progress with his 

friend David.
 1211

   God is not mentioned at all.  For Homo, it is man who has grown wings to 

fly to distant planets, but David reminds him that “Man hangs there by his mind, and makes 

the wings with his mind” (“ ... انفالانسئنفيحلقفبعقله,فوفبعقلهفيصنعفالأجنحاة ”).
1212

  Homo’s response is 
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that the angel is not just a flying being, but ‘Thought’ (“ضكارة”), adding that they can still 

communicate with men in dreams to raise their spiritual (“ روح”) awareness
1213

.  

 

The discussion with David continues, but the subject is man’s departure from physical nature 

(being their separation from the outside world by the glass domes) and the spirit of adventure 

and exploration, rather than a departure from any particular set of spiritual or religious values.   

Homo is shocked that man is able to manufacture other human beings artificially, but this 

shock is not explained on ethical or religious grounds – it is presented as a disgust-response 

to the artificiality of the world, and Homo’s longing to return to nature – in this case, to the 

world outside the glass domes – is not couched in religious terms. 

 

Homo’s closest encounter with religion in his world is his accidental wandering into the 

Temple of the Electronic Minds in the Hanging Hall, where glowing banks of computers can 

answer any question.  In this world, the only source of spiritual advice is the god-like or 

sacerdotal presence of an omniscient electronic brain.  As discussed in Chapter 4.2, these 

minds expound the history of the human race to Homo, in terms of geological development 

and evolution, but Homo, although he pleads for them for advice on how to solve his 

dilemma, symbolically sleeps through this exegesis, as his decision is driven by emotion 

rather than reason.   

 

In Mahmoud’s Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), the protagonist Dāūd speculates on the mystery of 

the pineal gland and the likelihood of the villain Damiān having isolated an elixir from it.  

During this reverie, he likens the human condition in relation to the spiritual dimension to a 

blind worm that has only the rudiments of sight and hearing in its primitive nervous system; 

how would it feel if it knew one day that its descendants would have eyes and ears?  It would 

think this was a miracle and would not believe it.
1214

  The analogy is thoroughly Darwinian, 

but the sentiment in context is entirely mystical. 
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6.6 Moral Behaviour: Violent Acts 

 

Besides examining how religious practice is presented in the texts, it is also worth 

considering how conflict is approached ethically in the texts, in particular with regard to 

Farouk’s handling of violent conflict by a team who are avowedly devout Muslims. 

 

Violent acts feature in every Milaff book, which is of interest in terms of how these acts fit in 

with the religious beliefs and world-view of the team.  Farouk faces the challenge of not 

glorifying violence for his young readership, while at the same time seeking to entertain them 

with at least one fist-fight, or laser-gun battle (which typically fill a whole chapter in every 

book).  The team does commit violent acts against villains (and suffer reciprocal violent acts), 

but these must be explained, so we find Farouk often adding a justification, or expressions of 

regret.  Accordingly, we are repeatedly told that Nūr hates violence and killing; for example, 

in No. 6 Zā’ir min Al-Mustaqbal (Visitor from the Future), Nūr is furious when the villain 

Midhat shoots his colleague:
1215

 

 

 كئنفجسدف)نور(فكلهفيرتعدفم فشدةفالغابف,فلأنهفكئنفيكرهفالقتلفوفالدمئرف...

 

In No. 8 Al-Irtijāj Al-Qātil (The Deadly Tremor), we are reminded that Nūr hates violence, 

although he works in a violent profession:
1216

 

 

كئنفحدبثفالدمئرفيثيرفض فنفسهفشعورًافبئلاشمئزازفزفالايقف...كئنفيكرهفالعن فإل فدرجةفشديدةفبرغمفأنهفيعملفض ف

 مهنةفعنيفةف...ف

 

In No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of Mysteries), we are told that his nature is to 

hate violence and killing:
1217

 and these words, or close variations ,”طبيعتاهفتكارهفالعنا فوفالقتال“ 

thereof, are frequently repeated throughout the series, far more often than the other formulaic 

expressions often used in the series (there is much knitting of brows, and bursting into tears, 

to signify emotion).   
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No. 30 Al-Nār Al-Bārida (The Cold Fire), we are reminded of this hatred;
1218

 in No. 37 Al-

Samā̛ Al-Muẓlama (Dark Sky) Nūr is “not inclined towards killing and violence
1219

 (but then 

kills to save Maḥmūd), and again in the sequel No. 38 Min Warā̛ Al-Nujūm (From Behind the 

Stars), that he hates killing and violence, but has to act in self-defence,
1220

 and “for his life, 

for Salwa, against Satan” in No. 40 ʽAlāmāt Al-Khawf (Signs of Fear).
1221

  In No. 81 Ramz 

Al-Qūwwah (Symbol of Strength) he “hates killing and violence”,
1222

 and Salwa recalls in 

No. 80 Al-Naṣr (Victory) how Nūr hated killing and violence, except in time of great 

need.
1223

  In No. 69 Al-ʽālam Al-Akhar (The Other World), he chooses to aim his gun at the 

arms and legs of the guards attacking him, “not wishing to kill them as he hates violence”
1224

. 

 

Nūr does declare that he is opposed to torture; in No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of 

Mysteries), he is in the cells of the Qena intelligence centre, interrogating a sleep-deprived 

prisoner who begs Nūr to let him sleep.  Nūr tells him that they are not in a Nazi camp now, 

but in Egypt,
1225

 implying that the Egyptian security forces do not use torture (despite the fact 

that they have deprived the prisoner of sleep).  In No. 48 Sijn Al-Qamr (Moon Prison) when 

the Russian Vassiliev says that he will use torture, saying that he prefers ‘the old methods’, 

Nūr speaks out strongly against this, and Ramzy quotes Machiavelli, whose condoning of 

torture is then condemned.
1226

  

 

Farouk feels obliged to inform his young readership that even necessary violence has adverse 

consequences, or is careful to show that when Nūr acts violently to take life, he has no other 

choice.  Following the violent fight that ends No. 15 Muthallath Al-Ghumūḍ (Triangle of 

Mysteries), Nūr actually suffers a nervous breakdown, a theme that recurs in the series after 

particularly violent events.  Having been forced to shoot the villain in the head, Nūr’s eyes 

are full of tears.  Although they have won, he tells Ramzy that he does not feel proud.
1227
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However, the level of violence increases noticeably as the series progress; there are less 

straightforward shootings or laser zappings, and more incidences of very violent and 

disturbing modes of execution.  In No. 24 Al-Ḍaw’ Al-Aswad (The Black Light), Nūr and a 

colleague threaten a holiday club owner, Nadir, whom they believe has kidnapped Ramzy.  

Nūr says that they are not following the law, and that they will kill Nadir if he doesn’t tell 

them where Ramzy is.  Yet at the end, Nūr chooses not to shoot the villain Dr Hassan because 

it would be against his principles, and even tries to rescue him from the exploding 

laboratory.
1228

  Nūr becomes more violent in No. 39 Al-Thulūj Al-Sākhina (Hot Ice), so much 

so that he wonders at his own capacity for violence as he knocks out the two guards in the 

communications room, but then quickly dismisses this from his mind,
1229

 and in No. 50 Al-

Usṭūra (The Myth) “all of Nūr’s hatred of killing evaporates” as he fires his laser gun at a 

fanged mermaid on the planet Tithonus.
1230

 

 

By No. 86 Al-Imbirāṭūr (The Emperor) Nūr tells the American spy Murphy that he used to 

hate killing and destruction but has now realised that some people deserve to be killed 

without mercy.  This bleak sentiment is somewhat softened by Nūr’s declared wish not only 

for revenge, but also justice,
1231

 but the end of this book takes a dark turn; Nūr shuts Murphy 

in a pressurised chamber and turns it on, causing Murphy’s body to explode. Nūr almost 

gloats before this gruesome killing, as Murphy pleads for his life, behaviour that seems to be 

completely at odds with Nūr’s previous characterisation.
1232

   In No. 96 Budhūr Al-Sharr 

(Seeds of Evil) Nūr tells the magician-villain Shayan that all his life he has hated violence, 

destruction and killing, yet despite this he will shoot him and crush his head like an egg if he 

does not tell him how to stop the Triffid-like Plantourian plants overrunning the Earth.
1233

 

 

In No. 81 Ramz Al-Qūwwah (Symbol of Strength), Farouk introduces a new character, 

Akram, a geologist and street-fighter, and a trigger-happy proxy to whom the more extreme 

violent acts can be delegated without further tarnishing Nūr’s status as hero and moral 

exemplar.  Akram’s debut sees him throwing food to the savages that have overrun Cairo, 

before setting fire to them.   Nūr is horrified by this crime, but even Ramzy says it is justified 

in the face of their savagery, whereupon Nūr reverts to his former position that killing must 
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only be done in case of dire necessity.
1234

   In the sequel, when Akram starts shooting to 

rescue the team, Ramzy tells Akram that he would have preferred death to rescue at this 

price.
1235

  

 

Akram does not learn, like Nūr; in No. 83 Arḍ Al-ʽĀdam (Non-Existent World), he tells the 

villain Ralf that he has put an explosive disk in his suit, and detonates it, turning him into a 

“pile of minced meat” (“كوماةفما فاللحامفالمفارى”) inside the suit.  Ramzy says it was an ugly 

death, but Moushira says they owe their lives to him.
1236

  In No. 146 Al-Buqʽa Al Muẓlama 

(The Dark Spot), Akram soliloquizes about how, in a world ruled by science he, a relative 

savage, prefers the old methods,
1237

 and later tells the monster they have been hunting that he, 

the savage, understands him better than the men of science.
1238

 

 

The Milaff are short, plot-driven narratives, with characterisation remaining mostly static and 

largely undeveloped, and with hurried pairings-off into marriage their only apparent rite of 

passage, but Nūr’s increasingly violent characterisation is a troubling anomaly.   This 

changing attitude towards violence may be a response to the wishes of the readership, or a 

deliberate attempt to shock, but it could also be a genuine exposition of how repeated violent 

behaviour changes the character and personality.   

 

Violence is also nearly always performed by men; in No. 80 Al-Naṣr (Victory), Nashwa cries, 

may Allah curse all wars,
1239

 and Salwa tries to comfort her by saying that giving one’s life 

for the struggle is worth it,
1240

 which is of particular note, as various team members, and S-

18, do perform potentially suicidal acts to save others in the series, including disappearing 

into other dimensions; as such sacrifices have a purpose, they are deemed to be worthy.   At 

the end of No. 83 Arḍ Al-ʽĀdam (Non-Existent World), when Akram is trying to comfort Nūr 

for the loss of his friend the robot S-18, who has blown himself up with the evil disk to save 

mankind, he justifies his action as one of the casualties and sacrifices of war, and Nūr says 

that the most important thing is that his sacrifice bears fruit (in this case, they are now able to 
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rebuild civilisation on Earth).
1241

   It is hard not to read this as a cautious endorsement of 

suicide bombing. 

 

The theme of suicide as morally equivocal is also treated in Mahmoud’s Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr 

(Man Below Zero).  The irreversibility of Dr Shāhīn’s transformation from corporeal into 

incorporeal ‘wave’ form disturbs his boss Ocampa, who says that conducting this experiment 

upon oneself, as Shāhīn plans to do, is suicide, which is criminal (“ ...انتحئر...جريمة ”).
1242

  Later, 

when his assistant ‘Abd Al-Karīm’s treachery is revealed, ‘Abd Al-Karim tries to make 

amends by agreeing to a mission to Jupiter in suspended animation that is essentially suicidal.  

Shāhīn berates his assistant for his horror of death, saying that he has read too much Byron 

and criticising ‘Abd Al-Karīm’s world-view as ‘Romantic’ (just after ‘Abd Al-Karīm has 

gloomily declared death to be a welcome release, following his rejection by Rosita), and 

advising him to take a dose of Sa’ādūl before bed.
1243

   

 

This moral debate has resonance from the first chapter of the novel, when Shāhīn is giving 

the lecture that tells the reader about the state of the modern world.  After telling the students 

about the pioneering of test tube babies and genetic engineering, a student challenges him 

from the audience about human interference in nature, which Shāhīn defends on the grounds 

that humans are the only rational beings that have the ability to intervene in the blind 

circumstances brought about by nature.  He invokes Kantian rationalism – the ability, 

whether willed or not, to act – giving as proof the fact that a person can choose to commit 

suicide. 
1244

 

 

 “ كلفشيءف...أرادفأوفلمفيريد...الدليلفعل فتلكفأنكفيمك فأنفتنتحرفهذهفضلسفةفكئنتية...الإنسئنفيحكمفعل  ”. 

 

Even in an apparent Utopia of abundance and peace, moral dilemmas persist, and, while 

knowledge and invention are valuable, human love is the only reliable constant that gives 

ultimate value to life; without this, the scientist anti-hero literally fades away into nothing.  

The moral issue of suicide in this novel is resolved by condemnation in the case of Shāhīn, 

but acceptance in the case of the villain ‘Abd Al-Karīm. 
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In Ūtūbiā (Utopia) the anti-hero’s fascination with death is framed as the result of anomie 

arising from the excesses of a pleasure-oriented futuristic Egyptian elite; the novel opens with 

the nameless anti-hero enviously contemplating a poster for the 1986 Vietnam war film 

Platoon depicting the death of the character played by Willem Dafoe.  Death is an adventure, 

“the great game we haven’t yet played” (“...الموت...اللعباةفالعظما فالتايفلامفنجربهائفبعاد”).
1245

  Despite 

his boredom with his life of abundance and pleasure, the listless teenage anti-hero does not 

consider suicide because it is “vulgar” (“بلادي”), something he associates with the wretched 

lives of the poor.
1246

    

 

In At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood), Nādir’s book The Age of Man suggests that the desire 

of the spirit to break free from the body’s prison (“أساارفالباادن”) is what pushed many 

philosophers towards suicide; this is significant, because escape and sexual freedom is one of 

the novel’s major themes.
1247

  At the end, Nādir uses the ruse of pretending suicidal desire in 

order to explore the world beyond, in order to tempt the half-humanised supercomputer 

SANCTUARY to shut itself down, but chooses life himself, a choice that results in his 

‘return’ to an English hospital where he wakes up to the possibility that he may have been 

dreaming (although in the dream he has resolved his previous sexual difficulties). 

 

6.7 Magical Thinking: Shirk and the Supernatural 

 

Two of the authors considered here draw heavily upon the heterodox-supernatural in their 

work:  Mahmoud, because of his well-documented interest in Buddhism and Eastern beliefs 

in reincarnation, and Farouk because of his preference for mystery (both maintained and 

debunked).  Both authors pay respect to and accord ultimate authority to Allah, but their texts 

are suffused with the fantastical, not outright fantasies of dragons and magic, but flirtations 

with supernatural elements of folk-belief and paganism. 

 

Reincarnation and disembodied immortality – the reality of a spiritual essence existing 

independently of the corporeal – are persistent themes in all three of Mahmoud’s three 

SF/SF-inflected novels.  Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider) is a fable that frames the price of 

immortality as reincarnation in ever less sentient forms.  The hero Dāūd finds himself under 
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the influence of the pineal gland elixir, regressing to life as a human slave, as an ox, and 

finally as a tree in a primeval forest.   This novel could perhaps more accurately be described 

as Gothic horror than SF, although the physical apparatus of science and the narrator’s 

profession, which provide the basic scaffolding for the human drama, position the text 

roughly within the popularly-conceived SF ambit.  In Riḍwān’s biography of Mahmoud, 

guest contributor Dr Yūsuf Nūfal addresses Mahmoud’s credentials as an SF author, 

commenting that he “sometimes veers close to fantasy, magical realism, or science fiction as 

in The Spider”, suggesting a direct line of inspiration from Verne to Mahmoud.
1248

    

 

Science has a supporting, not a starring, role in this novel.   The reader is invited to respect 

Dāūd’s qualification – interestingly, his Western qualification – as a neurosurgeon, and 

therefore believe him to be a reliable, rational narrator.  Notwithstanding this scientific 

apparatus, the driving force of the narrative is really the magical power of a drug made out of 

ingredients that one would more commonly associate with medieval alchemy or witchcraft, 

its notional efficacy based on a vitalist theory of ‘life force’ and the popular belief that the 

pineal gland is the seat of the spirit.
1249

   Its effects are magical too, creating what we are 

invited to believe is a reality, not an illusion, of the reiteration of past lives.   

 

Dreams drive the final pages of the plot in Mahmoud’s Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from 

the Coffin), when Imhotep appears to the hero Tawfīq in a dream to tell him that the Brahma, 

the Indian fakir whom he met in India and who has just died, was a reincarnation of Imhotep, 

and also of an ancient priest, Nun Mahab.  He tells Tawfīq where to find the lost sarcophagus 

of Khufu, leading him to ascend the Great Pyramid in real life, almost falling to his death in 

the process, but coming to realise at the end that death is nothing to fear because of the reality 

of reincarnation. 

 

Outright belief in an unexplained but real supernatural is at its most explicit in this novel; the 

hero Tawfīq, an Egyptian archaeologist on holiday in Delhi, sees a beggar levitating; 

although he thinks that is must be naiveté (“شاعوتة”) on his part, he believes the feat to be 

supernatural.  His Muslim guide is sceptical, speaking scornfully of ‘our brothers the 
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Hindus’.  We live in an age of science, he says, yet these men persist in their childishness, 

their snake-charming and beds of nails.
1250

 

   

There is a strong pull towards syncretism throughout; Tawfīq observes the Brahma descend a 

spiral staircase to the bottom of a well, remaining underwater meditating for nearly an hour 

before calmly exiting and saying prayers from the Gospels, the Qur’ān, the Psalms and the 

Buddhist Dhammapada.  Omar tells Tawfīq about his time at the Marylebone Spiritual 

University with the Brahma, and of how their tutor Mrs Mackenzie received a message from 

Omar’s dead father communicated in Sanskrit by automatic writing.  He tells Tawfīq that the 

other world is a place of vibrations, a paradise, and that there is no fiery hell.  This world is a 

copy of ours, as described by Plato. 

 

As Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) has such a strongly oneiric tone, it is 

worth briefly considering Maḥmūd’s non-fiction work Al-Ahlām (Dreams), in which he 

speaks of dreams as the source of invention, beginning with a brief summary of the theories 

of Freud, Jung, Fromm and Bergson.  He relates a dream that he had after visiting the 

subterranean tomb of Sayyida Zeinab at Bab el Zuweil; while writing Lughz al-Mawt (The 

Mystery of Death), he dreamed that he was visited by the writer Ibrahim Nagy, the saint 

Sayyida Hussein and former Rūz al-Yūsef editor Salama Musa.
1251

  It appears that Mahmoud 

regarded these dreams as genuine visitations by the spirits of the dead, rather than simply as 

proof that waking preoccupations influence our dreams.  The former would not in any case be 

particularly controversial; dream-interpretation is a common practice in the Islamic world.
1252

  

 

Mahmoud travelled widely, and was well read in Eastern philosophy.  It seems likely that Al-

Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) was the fruit of this interest, merged with 

ancient Egyptian beliefs in order to make it more interesting to an Egyptian readership.  The 

themes of dreams, telepathy and reincarnation take precedence over the sketchy science of 

waves and particles discussed in the rambling late-night conversation between Tawfīq and 

Omar Khan.  It is unclear if Tawfīq survives his fall from the Great Pyramid (he wakes up in 

hospital), but if he does not, this may not be a punishment for his longing for esoteric 
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knowledge; his demise is softened by his belief that he will be born again.   The novel is an 

Orientalist psi-fantasy through which the author seems to suggest a commonality between 

Hindu belief in reincarnation and the beliefs of ancient Egypt, perhaps exemplifying his 

belief that the Arab world has (or should have) a greater affinity to the East rather than to the 

West. 

 

Talib Omran complained that Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) was full of 

metaphysical thoughts, and criticises Mahmoud’s lack of understanding of the importance of 

science, which is far from mysteries and the supernatural:
1253

 

 

...ويستمرفالأسلوبفالمثيرالغيبيفالممتل ءفبئلأضكئرفالميتئضيزيقةفيتدضقفضيفالروايةفمؤكدافًنهجفمصطف فمحمودفضيفعدمف

 ضهمفمهمةفالعلمفالبيدةفع فالغيبيئتفوفالخراضيئت.فف

 

He argues that Mahmoud’s privileging of metaphysical power over scientific empiricism 

hinders the spread of scientific thinking which can solve and treat real problems.  Omran’s 

criticism is justified; this particular novel does not really belong in the SF canon, because, 

although science is the subject of discussion, it is not a real facilitator of the plot.  However, 

he viewed Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero) more kindly, on the grounds that it imagined 

the science of the future, with rockets and a one world order.
1254

 

 

The apparent unorthodoxy of a Sunni Muslim believing in reincarnation is tempered by the 

highly speculative nature of Dāūd’s reflection, as he suggests that the ability to see into the 

future and past would make us “like angels, like prophets”.
1255

   Such expressions help to set 

the apparently exotic and heterodox plot safely back within the sphere of orthodox belief, as 

they suggest that the drug is simply a gateway to the already known religious reality – a 

physical medium, made from parts of created animals and plants, that allows an ordinary 

human being the ability to see what God, angels and prophets can already see, although the 

fate of the protagonists suggests that such an experience is harām.  Dāūd uses explicitly 

Semitic religious language, reinforcing this binding of the fantastical to accepted orthodoxy, 
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when he reflects upon the consequences of eating of the “forbidden tree”. (“الشااجرةف

.(”المحرمة
1256

   

 

In Riḍwān’s biography, guest commentator Tharwat Abaza praised Mahmoud for “showing 

the congruence between science and faith…in everything that he wrote, he tried to show the 

power of Allah through science…”,
1257

 and Riḍwān himself concluded that Mahmoud was “a 

knight of faith and science”,
1258

 saluting his success in bringing about a marriage of the two, 

and comparing his spiritual journey to that of Al Ghazali.
1259

  A closer examination of 

Mahmoud’s three SF-inflected works would surely have revealed his strong ambivalence 

about scientific progress, and an unexpected interest in reincarnation and Eastern philosophy 

reflecting the typical fears of the reactionary Romantic confronted with rationalist 

Enlightenment thinking.   

 

These slightly aberrant texts preserve a particular spiritual viewpoint that he held during a 

short period in the early 1960s, one of several different strands of faith to which he was 

attached in the course of his life; Siddiq refers to Mahmoud as a ‘Marxist turned preacher’, 

whose work is “far inferior in caliber [sic] and originality” to Sayyid Qutb’s oeuvre.
1260

   

 

It seems surprising that an author so revered for his defence of Islam should have written 

three novels predicated upon pantheism and reincarnation, but this is understandable in the 

context of the development of his beliefs.  Mahmoud was admired to some extent as a 

prodigal returned, because of his spiritual journey from his childhood Islamic faith, through a 

period of agnosticism and fascination with Eastern philosophy, back to orthodox Islam later 

in life.  Riḍwān tells us that in later life he credited his frequent ill health with polishing his 

faith and awakening his faith in Allah,
1261

  but chose to ascribe Mahmoud’s early near-

apostasy to youthful curiosity, stating that he had continued to pray to Allah during his years 

of doubt.
1262

  Khairy Shalaby, however, openly approved of his willingness to discuss and 
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question religion, charitably recalling him as someone who challenged faith and discussed 

doubt, “unlike the old litterateurs and kalām types of before”.
1263

  

 

The apparent heterodoxy in these three novels is thereby excused as a temporary aberration, 

or, given Mahmoud’s interest in Sufism, possibly read as bordering on Sufi mysticism and 

therefore acceptable. All three of his SF heroes are seeking enlightenment, whether 

immortality through reiteration of past lives in Al-‘Ankabūt (The Spider), or the reassurance 

of reincarnation in Al-Khurūj min al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin), or the bodiless 

immortality of Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), but they are seeking it via pseudo-

scientific means - through a drug, or in dreams, or by teleportation.  In the latter, God is seen 

by Shāhīn as he travels towards the sun, but elsewhere in these novels monotheism is largely 

absent, and the reader is invited to accept the reality of reincarnation, rather than one life 

followed by divine judgment.   

 

Although Dr Dāūd in Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (The Spider) and Brahma Wagisoara in Al-Khurūj min 

al-tābūt (Rising from the Coffin) both have qualifications from Western institutions (Berlin 

and Oxford universities respectively), and these are clearly intended to impress the reader and 

make him trust them as guardians of truth about the ultimate nature of reality, the heritage of 

Western rationalist, materialist Enlightenment thought is rejected in the novels in favour of a 

supernatural Eastern spiritual world of multiple past lives.  Mahmoud in both these fiction 

texts and his non-fiction works tends to show a worrying lack of a critical faculty with regard 

to charlatanism; we are told that the Brahma is a member of ‘Marylebone Spiritual 

University’ as though this implied some sort of academic rigour.   In Qir’āt Lil-Mustaqbal 

(Fortune-Telling), Mahmoud discusses Mesmer’s ‘magnetic hypnosis’, theosophy and yoga 

as mental and physical remedies not fully understood by modern science, without adding any 

qualification, reservation or serious critical discussion.
1264

   

 

Mahmoud’s views on the relationship between faith and science can perhaps best be 

summarised in the night conversation between Omar Khan and Tawfīq in Al-Khorūj min al-

tābūt (Rising from the Coffin):- 

 

.تذكرفأنفالدي فالحق,فلافينئقضفالعلم,فلأنفالدي فالحقفهوفمنته فالعلم  
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“Faith is truth, it does not contradict science; rather, true faith is the highest level of 

science.”
1265

  His assumption is that faith is the ultimate truth, and that the truths of science 

will always be subordinate to and fit into this superior reality.  This insistence on the 

privileging of the numinous above the technological has the unfortunate effect of reinforcing 

the Orientalist values lampooned in 1922 by Amin Al-Rayhani: “I am the Orient… I have 

philosophies; I have religion.  Is there anyone who might buy them from me for aircraft?”
1266

  

 

Farouk’s use of SF is superficially concerned with logic and scientific deduction, but his 

handling of religion and the supernatural allow him to opt for different approaches in the 

Milaff, including the debunking of the apparently supernatural with a rational explanation, 

deliberately maintaining ambiguity, and statements of absolute belief in the supernatural, as 

well as in Allah. 

 

The recurring motif of the apparently supernatural event being the result of a mundane 

(usually criminal) plot occurs in No. 27 Al-Fakhkh Al-Zujājī (The Glass Trap), a detective 

novel set in a theatre, where a young actor has apparently been turned into a glass statue by 

his rival.  A supernatural theory is dangled before us when a book on black magic is found at 

the scene, but the apparent transformation turns out to have been a publicity stunt.  Money 

and power are revealed as the motive behind an apparently supernatural series of crimes in 

No. 40 ʽAlāmāt Al-Khawf (Signs of Fear), which opens with an attack on Nūr’s father by 

Satanic creatures resembling giant bats that have allegedly assassinated local Muslim, 

Christian and Jewish community leaders.  The villain turns out to be a businessman in a 

plastic mask and bat costume using a voice synthesiser, who has made millions from the 

‘slaves of Satan’ tourism trail that sprang up after Nūr’s father destroyed the original cult 

years before.   
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Farouk’s use of the popular tropes of the paranormal also see the magical debunked as 

ultimately susceptible to rationalist explanation.  In No. 30 Al-Nār Al-Bārida (The Cold Fire) 

the supposed spontaneous combustion is revealed to be a cover for a political kidnapping, and 

in No. 34 Waḥsh Al-Muḥīṭ (Sea Monster), where the monster is compared to the Loch Ness 

Monster,
1267

 it is revealed to be an Israeli submarine. This ploy is reversed in No. 95 Al-

Qūwat Al-Sawdā̛ (The Black Force), when the alien magician-villain Shayan tells the team 

the story of the blue-green children who appeared in Spain in 1887, explaining that they were 

from his planet,
1268

 and in No. 28 Al-Nahr Al-Muqaddas (The Sacred River), where flying 

saucers are revealed to be the surveillance devices of an advanced society of ancient Egyptian 

relicts.   

 

Ambiguity is deliberately preserved in No. 35 Mir’āt Al-Ghad (Mirror of Tomorrow). A 

straightforward detective story is given a supernatural veneer, as the team go to see a 

clairvoyant in a Helwan theatre, Surūr Alshaib, “king of the prophets of the twenty-first 

century, who foretold the New York and London Bridge catastrophes” (this novel was written 

in the 1980s and the cities were chosen simply as icons of the West).
1269

 Nūr opines that 

fortune-telling is nonsense, but Ramzy says that sometimes precognition exists, remarking 

that Nūr rejects all supernatural phenomena until the opposite is proved.
1270

  He mentions 

Nostradamus, but Nūr says he has read a lot of his work and some of it is wrong (although a 

footnote says they are all true).
1271

  They find the villain using their detective skills, but at the 

end, the team say that Allah alone is responsible for the wonders of creation, while allowing 

that Surūr was “the only one in their age who could look into the mirror of the future”.
1272

  

 

This ambiguity extends to the nature of Pharaonic magic:  at the end of No. 2 Ikhtifā̛ Ṣārūkh 

(Vanishing Rocket), Nūr reminds the team that the Pharaoh’s curse, which they had thought 

explained the disappearance of the rocket, is “a fairytale”.
1273

 No. 25 Ṣaḥwat Al-Sharr 

(Awakening of Evil) begins with archaeologists opening the tomb of Set, and finding what 
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Farouk says is a warning similar to that found by Howard Carter and Lord Caernarvon on the 

tomb of Tutankhamun.   As the body count rises due to cobra poison, the team take the 

rational approach of visiting reptile shops in Cairo until they find one that has recently sold 

three cobras to a man with a thick moustache and beard.  The motive for the murders is 

revealed to be financial gain; the villain had been offered a million guineas by a tourism 

company to keep archaeologists away from the tomb.   

 

The plot turns on greed and corruption, rather than the ancient spiritual evil suggested by the 

title (and cover illustration).  Knowledge is the key to solving the mystery, as the villain 

betrays himself to Nūr by saying that he saw Set with the head of a jackal, when in fact the 

jackal-headed god in ancient Egyptian mythology is Anubis. Despite this apparently rational 

resolution, Farouk cannot resist throwing in a supernatural red herring at the end, when the 

fleeing villain is killed by the door of Horus inexplicably falling upon him, causing Dr Ḥijāzi 

to comment that this cannot have been an accident.
1274

 He hints that the ancient Egyptians 

may have had supernatural powers, and the reader is invited to consider the death as a divine 

retribution.  Farouk allows Nūr has the last word, telling us that the heavenly faiths refute 

these pagan Pharaonic gods, and that he believes only in his faith:
1275

 

 

وفانئفأوم ف¸فإنن فأرضضفضكرةفوجودفآلهةفضرعونيةفيئفسيدّى,فضئلأديئنفالسمئويةفتعتبرفهذافنوعّئفم فالوثنيةّف

 بدين فضقط.

 

The Chief’s verdict is every age has its supernatural beliefs, but the important thing is that 

rationality always destroys these myths:
1276

 Dr Ḥijāzi  .المهاامفأنفيحطاامفالعقاالفهااذهفالخراضاائتفدانماائًف 

speculates as to whether the ancient Egyptian gods have some kind of legitimacy as “part of 

our faith, under different names, such as Satan and the angels? Is Osiris the prophet Īdrīs?”, 

but Nūr says he still believes that Set is only a personification of evil.    

 

The theology behind the narrative is kept fluid; the ancient Egyptian gods could be prophets 

under different names, fitting into the Islamic narrative, or they could be explained by 

modern psychology as personifications of human impulses termed collectively to be ‘evil’, or 

they could be demons or djinn, which would also fit into Islamic belief and under Qur’ānic 
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authority.  The questions are put into the mind of the reader, but Farouk does not give them 

an author’s authoritative explanation; as a narrator, not a proselyte, he holds the power by 

keeping this element of mystery. 

 

In Yusuf Idris’ play Al-Jins ath-Thālath (The Third Sex), the relationship between the 

rational and the spiritual world is deliberately presented as ambiguous, and the switch 

between the real and fantasy worlds intentionally jarring.  Dayla Cohen-Mor reminds us that 

Ataba, a well-known district in central Cairo, is also the Arabic word for threshold, signifying 

the importance of liminality in the play.
1277

  The dreamlike sequence of the journey to the 

City, the question of how Nāra as She projected her voice, and how Nāra’s existence in the 

real world is reconciled with that of She in the other world are inexplicable, irrational 

elements, which have the awkward feel of the supernatural patched onto the quotidian.   The 

rational suggestion that Nāra ventriloquized or recorded and played back the voice is not 

offered, and it is not explained why Ādam continued to hear it in Ataba square.  We are 

invited to believe that the disembodied voice was Nāra’s longing projected directly into his 

consciousness.    

 

What appears to be a drama about science and the human spirit is in fact a fantastical, 

Arabian-nights inflected tale of a Utopian dream-world through which the protagonist must 

pass in order to realise the most important truths about his life.  It is a thoroughly traditional 

moral fable with a vaguely scientific setting, with the driving force of the narrative being 

supernatural rather than rational.   It is also a very old-fashioned love story that requires a 

reluctant hero to be forced to admit to his need for love with an ideal match who has been 

present from the start, and which requires the almost-sacrifice of the heroine’s life to focus 

his attention. If it carries any message about science, it is a warning, a conservative call for 

the prioritising of humanist or spiritual values over those of technological advancement.   

 

6.8 Conclusion 

 

Western SF has its own distinct thread of religious discourse, with authors transposing 

Semitic creation or atonement stories to other planets,
1278

 and contemporary American 
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Christian fundamentalist literature boasts the Left Behind series, an explicitly eschatological 

speculative account of the ‘Tribulation’ period following the Rapture of the true believers 

after the Second Coming.
1279

   

 

These stories are typically concerned with the human response to the end times; God is not a 

speaking character.   In 2007, William P. Young published The Shack,
1280

 presented as a 

Christian spiritual allegory, in which a bereaved protagonist meets God, Jesus and the Holy 

Spirit, who are incarnated respectively as a cheerful African American woman, a Middle 

Eastern man and an inscrutable Asian woman (the book provoked controversy in 

fundamentalist circles for its perceived universalist heresy and alleged promotion of goddess-

worship).   If the same type of exercise were undertaken by an Arab writer in the current 

climate, producing a speaking Allah or a speculatively imagined Muhammad, the author 

would be in credible danger of becoming an assassination target.  Literary portrayals of the 

Prophet are rare and controversial;
1281

 although it is interesting to note that Pakistani author 

Javed Akhtar’s controversial “Ultimate Revelations” novel based on the Qur’ān was actively 

supported by the Sharjah government.
1282

 

 

Arabic SF, as presented in these texts, has a strongly religious ethos, often actively Islamic in 

character.
1283

  The Milaff team pray to and speak respectfully of Allah, and characters quote 

the Qur’ān, but they do not conduct da’wah, or mention Muhammad, observe Ramadan, or 

speak of giving zakat or performing Haj.  Faith and reason do not fight because in the Milaff 
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because there is no incompatibility between them.   Both rationalist and religious viewpoints 

are accommodated, but never drawn into conflict.  Farouk is presenting to his readers a 

worldview in which Islamic faith and a rational/scientific perspective are completely 

compatible. The agenda appears to be to persuade young readers that an interest in science 

will not mean separation from or challenges to their individual and communal faith identity. 

 

In Rajul taḥt al-Ṣifr (Man Below Zero), when Rosita is whispering to her friend in the lecture 

about her love for Shāhīn, she describes him as having “an angelic face, like the prophets” 

,(”ألافيبادوفملانكا فالوجاهفمثالفالأنبيائء“)
1284

 but there is no mention of the Prophet Muhammad in the 

other texts that are the subject of this study, although a number of characters in the other texts 

do quote the Qur’ān.    At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) is notable in this respect as the 

protagonist Nādir finds himself making a spiritual journey back to faith in Allah, praying and 

reciting Qur’ānic verses.   

 

Mahmoud’s SF-inflected works, though anchored with references to belief in Allah, have a 

broader, syncretistic reach beyond traditional Islam.  When Shāhīn tells his student audience 

that they will be turned into dough-like matter after the sun goes out in 13 million years’ 

time, Rosita challenges him: 

 

Why do you think about the universe’s millions of years, and forget our short 

lifespan?  Let the universe go to hell, as long as there is an atom of love in our 

hearts…My friends, it is the true atom out of which the whole universe is 

made.
1285

 

 

لمئتافتفكرونفضيفملايي فالسني فالكونيةفوفتنسونفأعمئركمفالقصيرة...ضليذهبفالكونفإل فالجحيمفمئفدامف

 ضيفقلوبنئفترةفحب...صديقن فإنهئفالذرةفالحقيقةفالتيفيتأل فمنهئفالكون.

 

Given Rosita’s previous statement that God is love, this statement has overtones of 

pantheism. 

 

We have seen that religion is not of primary importance in Idris’ Al-Jins ath-Thālath (The 

Third Sex) or al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born), 
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and in Ūtūbiā (Utopia) and Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), it is 

only a relic, an echo of animal instinct superseded by the development of the human intellect, 

and a blind alley for humanity:  David, the voice of reason in the novel, pulls no punches in 

condemning the instinct for the supernatural, although of course this does not necessarily 

represent the author’s views, as David appears to disdain the emotions that drove great 

thinkers and artists: 

 

The human brain developed and established the laws of science, while the instinct 

remained the same and did not develop.  This is how prophetic lore arose, and the 

great reformers and thinkers and artists went along this human pathway that led 

nowhere…our ancestors lived at the beginning of the space age, their souls torn 

between this great scientific progress, and this great moral backwardness…
1286

 

 

لقدفتطورفدمئغفالانسئنفوفوضعفقواني فالعلم,فبينمئفظلتفغرانزةفعل فحئلهئفضلمفتتطور,فوفلهذافضئنفتعئليمف

عبرفالمسيرةفالبشريةفقدفتهبتفسدى...وفعئشففالأنبيئء...وفعظمئءفالمصلحي فوفكبئرفالمفكري فوفالفنئني 

أسلاضنئفبدايئتفعصرفالفائءفممزق فالنفوسفبي فتلكفالتقدمفالعلم فالهئنل...وفتلكفالتخل فالأخلاق ف

 الهئنل...

 

‘Azzām, writing in 1994, adroitly summarized the central commonality that links all current 

Arabic SF, namely the moral agenda that pervades every plot: “the literature 

opposes...science without morals” ( خالاا  .(العلام بالا 
1287

  This choice of words recalls Sadat’s 

akhlāq al-qāriya (village morality)
1288

 a popular political iteration favouring what 

Jacquemond calls the “‘salvation goods’, such as science, faith and nation” that Sadat wished 

to control.
1289

 Moral behaviour is a major preoccupation in these texts, but actual religious ف

belief and practice is also (mostly) treated with great reverence, or at least caution, as each 

text was written in a country and during a period where Islamic culture and practice were and 

still are the dominant magisterium. 

 

Given the controversy that follows public criticism of Islam and the recent censorship issues 

affecting book fairs in the Middle East, it seems unlikely that any author will risk treating 

religion as a sociological artefact in the manner of Weber or Durkheim, but equally unlikely 
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that they would produce texts that deal specifically with proselytising the story of the origins 

of Islam or the Prophet.  It is likely that Arabic speculative fiction authors in future may 

simply choose not to engage with religion, or to skate lightly over it in their work, preferring 

to concentrate on technological or utopian subjects, but the ‘big picture’ ethos of SF, which 

provides the opportunity to imagine a better or worse world through the prism of realistic or 

imaginary scientific advancement, when given an identifiably Arab setting, almost begs the 

author to engage with how Islam or religious practice fits into this new world. 

 

In conclusion, we look to Homo, the lord of the spinach field, a humanist with a romantic 

streak and the hero of the most sophisticated and nuanced text in this study.  During his first 

interrogation after absconding from his chain-gang, he retorts in defence of human freedom 

in response to his interrogators’ ‘doublethink’ assurances that the imprisonment he is 

experiencing is really freedom:- 

 

You, gentlemen, you kill moral feelings in the citizens…you kill personal 

freedom by calling it discipline – you prevent outbursts, and hinder the holy 

human imagination from expressing its rebellion from which creative genius is 

born…
1290

 

 

أيهئفالسئدةفانكمفتقتلونفالأحئسيسفالخلاقةفضيفالمواطني ...انكمفتقتلونفالحريةفالشخسيةفداخلفضكرةف

الانابئط...وفتمنعونفالنزوات,فوفتعوقونفالخيئلفالانسئن فالمقدسفع فالانطلاقفالجئمحفالذىفتولدفمنهف

 العبقريةفالخلاقة...

 

A fuller study, encompassing all of the major Arabic SF texts, would establish if the “holy 

human imagination” defended by Homo is ever permitted to challenge or offer alternative 

narratives to religious faith, or permit a writer of faith to criticise aspects of religious practice. 

   

The texts that have been examined here run the gamut from 1980s space-themed children’s 

literature to a violent, adult post-Arab Spring dystopia.  As many Arab polities remain 

religiously supported, with Islam as the state religion, and as they change in response to 

global exogenous shocks and domestic turmoil in response to, among other forces, interior 
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religious and ‘Islamist’ movements,
1291

 how Arab futurist or SF literature responds to these 

changes in their vision of the best or worst possible futures for the Arab world, and how 

much they depend upon Islam (or upon what particular manifestation of ‘Islam’) as the 

‘solution’ will be of great interest. 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusion 

The choice of the texts examined here was largely determined by availability at the outset (in 

the case of Farouk, the number of texts available in the second-hand bookstands of 

Ezbekiyya).  It is somewhat eclectic, comprised mostly of authors of the periphery, rather 

than the many novels published by the better-known Omran, or the few longer works of the 

respected Sherif.  The selection spans a period of almost fifty years, beginning with 

Mahmoud in the 1960s, anchored by two full length novels of 1979 and 1982 respectively, 

At-Ṭūfān al-Azraq (The Blue Flood) and Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the 

Spinach Field), two outliers from 1971 (Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man 

Not Yet Born) and Al-Jins ath-Thālath (The Third Sex) the Milaff series of children’s books 

beginning in the 1980s, and the most recent, the bold and provocative Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) from 

2010.  Unlike the other texts, the Milaff were written for children, but their inclusion is 

important because of their popularity in their day, and their influence as a popular children’s 

literature.
1292

  Although the selection of texts does not include all of the tentative ‘Arab SF’ 

canon figured in Chapter 2, nonetheless the material in this sample coalesces to form its own 

credible literary corpus or miniature canon, a collective organism with distinctive 

characteristics. 

 

The literature is admittedly a minority literature (qua literature; awareness of SF in the region 

is relatively high, as a result of the success of American SF cinema), produced in countries 

with relatively low literacy rates and high book prices, and dominated by Egyptian authors, 

but interest in the genre is growing both ‘on the ground’ and in academic circles
1293

 (as is 

interest in the sister-genres or paraliteratures of horror and fantasy).
1294

  Arabic SF’s status is 

that of a periphery literature, hampered by lack of literacy and poor distribution, lack of 

critical respect and publisher enthusiasm, as well as the lack of Arab authors publishing in the 
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genre until now.  Even so, this fledgling corpus, such as it is, is very capable of engaging 

seriously with scientific, social, religious and political hegemonies.   

 

While not wishing to over-state the significance of an admittedly minority literature in a 

developing region that is frequently in political turmoil, testing the delicate chain of SF 

continuity across these five decades reveals elements both of a literary evolution tentatively 

analogous to the pattern of the Western canon, and an outlying deviation from this curve in 

the shape of Arabic SF’s particular relationship with Islam.   

 

The Western genre begin with Verne and Wells’ colonialist space fantasies, and developed 

during the twentieth century by narratising popular concerns about the fruits of technological 

development in daily life, such as surveillance societies, ever more destructive weaponry, 

medical advances and resulting ethical dilemmas, body modifications, personal and social 

freedoms and the position of women (for example, Brave New World, 1984), and subverting 

the early, hopeful Utopias of Butler and Morris, before moving on to express growing public 

interest in space travel (Asimov, Heinlein) in the 1950s and 1960s.  The 1930s saw a 

reactionary response of religious or spiritual apologists to the perceived militant rationalism 

of science, defending religion as a valid narrative for both past and future (C. S. Lewis; also 

Joseph Campbell, editor of Amazing Stories, became interested in ‘psi powers’ in his later 

years),
1295

 followed in turn by a renewed interest in rationalist thought and ‘hard’ science 

(Greg Egan, Alastair Reynolds, John M. Harrison).   A broadly similar trajectory may be 

observed in the Arabic genre, although with a more pronounced conservative religious 

element. 

 

A study of Arabic SF need not be troubled by accusations of neo-Orientalism.  Each society 

responds in its own way to the challenge of modernity and in particular that aspects of (post-) 

modernity specifically enabled by technological advancement,
1296

 and the indigenous 

outworkings of SF in the Arab (mostly Egyptian) world, although originating from Western 
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and Russian sources, have their own merit, disproving Kinglake’s quaint, yet offensive, views 

on Arabic literary creativity.
1297

    

 

Arab society is not monolithic, and the responses to modernity will vary between wealthy 

regions and poor ones, between the religiously very conservative, and the more secularist or 

laissez-faire.  The ‘Arabness’ of any given text varies; in the Milaff, if we substituted a Neil 

for a Nūr, the text would remain aggressively pro-Egyptian and patriotic; that is the tone of 

the Milaff, even if its tropes and topics might be the bread and butter of SF (rogue scientists, 

elixirs, robots and alien attack).  The Milaff’s elements of nostalgic pharaonism reinforce the 

self-consciously indigenous pride of the series.
1298

  In the other texts, the Arab ‘flavour’ is 

less intense; if we substituted a Hugo for Homo in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of 

the Spinach Field), for example (perhaps unnecessarily in this case, as Homo’s non-Arab 

name already signals that he is an Everyman), there would be nothing in the text other than 

the remaining characters’ Arab names that would signify this future world as ‘Arab’; the 

author sets his novel in a world that has progressed beyond national boundaries.
1299

   

 

An author’s literary output also, arguably, absorbs their personal osmosis of the prevailing 

public knowledge about technology and their view of its impact upon society, to a certain 

extent helping to open up an elitist debate to anyone who can read.
1300

  The use of time, as 

well as actual space or locus, is a crucial distinguishing feature of the genre.  SF has the same 

performative functions as fantasy, but crucially differs in the sense of possibility that it offers, 

taking it out of the purely whimsical sphere, and opening up the possibility of future 

actuality.  A reader of fantasy will never find himself fighting a dragon, although the literary 

conflict might find a metaphorical application in their life, but, theoretically at least, within 

the cognitive horizons of the novum, a reader of SF might travel to Mars, or invent an FTL 

                                                           
1297

 Said recalls the Victorian traveller A.W. Kinglake’s disbelief in the Arab authorship of the Arabian Nights 

on the grounds that he did not believe Orientals to be capable of such lively creativity. Edward Said, 

Orientalism (Reprinted with a new Preface) (London: Penguin, 2003), p. 193. 
12981298

 In the sister-genre of fantasy, it is common for authors to weave indigenous folklore into the narrative 

fabric (for example, Tolkein’s references to Icelandic, Norse and classical mythology, or Andrejz Sapkowski‘s 

use of Polish folklore in popular Polish fantasy series The Witcher (also a popular video game), which serve to 

anchor the texts in their own cultural milieu). 
1299

 Marla Lynx Qualey, Arabic Literature in English blog entry, 23 July 2013 “How Can Arab Writers Forge a 

Space ‘beyond national origins’?”, http://arablit.org/2013/07/23/how-can-arab-writers-forge-a-space-beyond-

national-origins/   
1300

 Griffiths felt that “Science fiction is a fiction of responsibility precisely because it makes the ordinary man 

consider problems which are usually the serious concern of only a few.” John Griffiths, Three Tomorrows:  

American, British and Soviet Science Fiction (London:  Macmillan, 1980), p. 67; also that SF writers should 

provide the human counterpoint to the social atomism that is facilitated by technology (p. 206). 
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(Faster Than Light) drive.  SF is therefore forward-looking in way that much of the 

traditional Western-dominated fantasy and gaming world is not; the settings for Game of 

Thrones, Dungeons and Dragons and World of Warcraft are cod-mediaeval, and their 

heavily-armed warriors, hyper-sexualised female bodies and pre-industrial settings are more 

attractive than SF to those who prefer to look backwards for inspiration or simple fantasy 

fulfilment. 

 

Al-Quwīrī’s Min mufakkirah Rajul lam yūlad (Diary of a Man Not Yet Born) apart, Arabic 

SF as presented in these texts is distinguished by its fearful and conservative use of the genre, 

an anxiety that has been expressed in more general terms by Galal Amin, who conflates his 

fears about the use of technology with unwanted over-engagement with Western influences, 

identifying the originating source of this ‘problem’ as Napoleon’s framing of his justification 

for the 1798 invasion of Egypt as a bid to improve the nation by putting his scientist in charge 

of it.
1301

   (Fanon had earlier identified a related fear, finding an analogy between the anomie 

of the colonised nations following colonial withdrawal of technical expertise with Guex’s 

‘neurotic abandonment’ theory.)
1302

  These fears are mirrored in the early stages of Western 

SF:  Alsford finds that “…a great deal of the most significant early works in [Western] SF 

deal with traditional Enlightenment issues:  knowledge as power; optimism and suspicion as 

regards the new scientific method; the challenging of traditional limits and taboos…”.
1303

 

 

Frederik Pohl described SF as a “modelling problem”, a way of exploring various 

possibilities.
1304

  The ‘nuts and bolts’ of science – the physical applications of disciplines 

such as medicine and engineering that actively change human experience – provide 

inspiration for utopian and dystopian examinations of the social, ethical and political changes 

that they might engender, offering up a rich seam of literary material to the SF writer, whose 

personal use of a particular idea might be used to engender horror, like Farouk, or promote a 

peaceful, leisure-filled life, like Al-Quwīrī, or conclude with Mahmoud that science is a 

                                                           
1301

 Galal Amin, The Illusion of Progress in the Arab World (Cairo and New York:  The American University in 

Cairo Press, 2006), p. 157. 
1302

 Franz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks.  (tr.  Charles Lam Markmann) London:  Pluto Press, 1986, pp. 72 – 

74. 
1303

 Mike Alsford, What If?  Religious Themes in Science Fiction (London:  Darton, Longman and Todd, 2000), 

p. 14. 
1304

 Peter R Bergethon, Chapter “Landscapes of Change: Science, Science Fiction and Advances in Biology” in 

Donald M. Hassler and Clyde Wilcox (eds.). New Boundaries in Political Science Fiction (Columbia: 

University of South Carolina Press, 2008), p. 11. 
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“neutral tool” (“سالاحفمحئيادف”),
1305

 and that the moral value ascribed to its effects is dependent 

upon the intention of the user.   

 

Juan Cole posits a link between a society’s appetite for SF and the profile of how 

technological innovation is promoted and embraced within the national consciousness and 

agenda, controversially drawing a further parallel between the Arab world’s perceived 

relative lack of commitment to scientific research and their military defeats by Israel.
1306

  

Arabic SF is a very small corpus, and there are obvious problems of scale in seeking to map 

such a minority literature onto over twenty nations’ public consciousness of science. Cole’s 

suggestion, though largely justified in terms of his comments on Arab R&D spending, is only 

one facet of Khammas’ relative ‘lack’; the literary field is much more greatly affected by 

factors such as literacy, affordability, publishing and critical responses and the 

‘imponderables’ of what makes a particular author decide to write SF, and what makes a 

particular work or series capture the public imagination.   

 

Science is, of course, just science; there is no such thing as ‘Arab science’ or ‘Muslim 

science’, as al-Khalili is at pains to explain, though the writers on science in the Arab world 

quoted in Chapter 4.1 cite instances where governments of Muslim countries have sought to 

promote science within a specifically ‘Islamic’ context. The popular science/religion 

oppositional binary, summarised in Stephen Jay Gould’s disputed theory of NOMA (Non 

Overlapping Magisteria),
1307

 is a source of lively debate in any nation with a history of 

dominance by any form of organised religion, but the implicit challenge in at least offering an 

alternative narrative to that of Semitic scriptural tradition is one that is clearly keenly felt by 

some of our authors. (It should be noted that this feeling is by no means confined to the Arab 
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 Moustafa Mahmoud, Qir’āt Lil-Mustaqbal (Reading the Future) (Cairo: Dār Akhbār Al-Yawm, no date), p. 

58. 
1306

 “I think science fiction is popular where scientific and technological innovation is explicitly part of the 

national project.  Thus, it was produced everywhere in the old Soviet Union, even in largely rural areas like 

Tajikistan, because scientific modernity and invention was key to what it was to be a Soviet citizen…This major 

failure to boost research is one of the reasons that they lost militarily and geostrategically to their rival, Israel.”  

http://www.juancole.com/2011/08/jordan-plans-green-star-trek-theme-park.html. Accessed 29.2.16. 
1307

 See summary at http://www.stephenjaygould.org/library/gould_noma.html. Accessed 29.2.16; briefly, the 

theory suggests no intrinsic oppositional binary between the accounts of the universe or human condition 

suggested by each.  Also see Muzaffar Iqbal, Islam and Science (Burlington, Vermont:  Ashgate Publishing, 

2002), p. 297 for a short commentary on monism, dualism and other approaches to the magisterial among 

Christian theologians. 
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world, as may be seen in the creationist / evolution / intelligent design debate in the USA.)
1308

  

Scientific progress offers not only alternative narratives to traditional religion; it also 

generates and underpins social and political change.  Louis Bernal, who popularised science 

for the masses in 1930s Britain, made an explicit link between science and social progress, 

opining that science was the chief agent of change in society, but admitted that such change 

was not without its detractors and reactionaries.
1309

  As Asimov suggests,  

 

Technological changes lie at the root of political change.  It was the developing 

Industrial Revolution that placed Western Europe so far ahead from the rest of the 

world….it is the Industrial Revolution spreading ….to Russia and now to China 

and to India, that has shaken and is destroying European hegemony.
1310

 

 

This position is enthusiastically held by the Marxist Suvin, who argues that SF develops 

during “whirlpool periods” of social change;
1311

 Louis Marin even goes so far as to state that 

Marxism itself as “the science of society” will eventually replace the very need for SF; once a 

communist Utopia has been established, there will be no need for speculative fiction.
1312

   

 

While Towfik and Mūsa boldly critique their contemporary political structures, Mahmoud, 

Farouk and Al-Baqqāli appear to wish to reassure the reader that ‘there is no place like 

home’, showing that success in scientific research and development need not undermine Arab 

society, or its Islamic underpinning.  Their work is less of a call for change, and more of a 

blissful sinking back into the same old thing.   Broderick calls this impulse “proleptic 

                                                           
1308

 For an example, see: 

http://www.salon.com/2012/10/08/least_scientific_members_of_the_house_science_committee/. Accessed 

29.2.16.  Brian Whitaker suggests that Islamic creationism is not presented as an absolute in the public debate 
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theory of evolution.  See Brian Whitaker, What’s Really Wrong with the Middle East (London:  Saqi Books, 

2009 and 2011), pp. 41 – 47. 
1309

 Bernal’s The Social Function of Science quoted in Francis Spufford and Jenny Uglow (eds).  Cultural 

Babbage: Technology, Time and Invention.  London:  Faber and Faber, 1996), pp. 256 – 257. 
1310

 Isaac Asimov, essay “Social Science Fiction” (1953) published in Modern Science Fiction, Its Meaning and 

Its Future, ed. Reginald Brentnor, (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), p. 166.  Brian Whitaker, quoting 
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1311
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Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1979), p. 7. 
1312

 Fredric Jameson, Archaeologies of the Future: the desire for Utopia and other Science Fictions (London: 
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nostalgia”
1313

 – an assurance that while in future we confront demons and use new 

technology, the world remains cosily the same.  This is why, in the world of Farouk, 

Mahmoud and Al-Baqqāli, Islam is unchallenged or vindicated, prayers are still made, and 

family values remain as they traditionally were.  SF, often figured as a literature of 

change,
1314

 is more of a literature of conservatism in the Arabic genre.
1315

 

 

The technological changes that precipitate social change will not do so in a political and 

cultural climate that militates against their use in this way; a thriving culture of scientific 

enquiry among a technologically-literate elite in ivory towers will not guarantee similar 

freedoms in the public or personal sphere.  SF’s power as a literature of change can inspire 

readers’ interest in science, but the very process of experiencing the ‘novum’ and immersion 

in an alternative world that is associated with the advanced and futuristic itself invites re-

thinking of other aspects of society, not necessarily situated in a fantastical future; as Ursula 

Le Guin says, all SF is really about the present.
1316

 

 

In earlier chapters, we saw that certain Arab critics favour SF mainly because they hope that 

it will encourage a new generation of home-grown Arab scientists,
1317

 presumably with a 

patriotic agenda for nation building without recourse to foreign expertise, as though the 

literature’s success might be measured by the number of research scientists produced per 

thousand readers.  There is a didactic element in these texts, but it is primarily spiritual, or 

minatory.  In respect of scientific progress, they generally prefer to warn readers against its 

harmful effects rather than inviting them to celebrate its beneficial possibilities.  Dorota 

Rudnicka-Kassem quotes Idris’ view that, while he felt that newspapers were the best forum 

for discussing the future, rather than novels or plays, success in changing the mentality of the 

people is “the only valid criterion for judging the significance of one’s writing”.  Idris’ single 
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 Damien Broderick, Reading by Starlight. (London: Routledge, 1995), p. 25. 
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  See Chapter 1, Footnote 75. 
1315

 Klein claims that the same social dynamics governed the reaction in France to early SF:  fear of change was 
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Science Fiction Française au Xxe siècle (1900-1968) (Amsterdam and Atlanta, Georgia: Rodopi, 1994), pp. 132 
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1316

 Ursula Le Guin, A Fisherman of the Inland Sea:  Science Fiction Stories (New York:  Harper Prism, 1994), 

Introduction, p. 5: “What science fiction does is enlarge the here and now.” 
1317

 ‘Azzām and Al-Sharuni express the hope that SF will promote actual scientific study and achievement: 

Muḥammad ‘Azzām, Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmī fī al-Adab (Damascus: Dār Ṭalās Lil-Dirāsāt wa al-Tarjama wa al-

Nashr, 1994), p. 8; Yusuf Al-Sharuni in Al-Khayāl al-ʽIlmi fī Al-Adab Al-ʽArabī Al-Muʽāsir (Cairo:  General 

Egyptian Book Organisation, 2000), worries about the exodus of Arab scientists to wealthy countries and 

suggests that it is necessary to promote science in daily life, pp. 287 – 288;  at p. 151 he quotes Nihad Sherif as 

saying that SF was a necessary developmental phase that would encourage a society towards scientific research. 
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foray into the more nebulous and fantasy-inflected version of the genre might have had this 

loosely didactic agenda.
1318

 

 

For Jacquemond, the literature combines tarbiya and tasliya, education and entertainment, 

with the weighting in favour of the former because of the ‘science’ element, and the 

accompanying predictive or prescriptive views of the author.
1319

   

 

Although a tenuous thread of historical ‘Arab’ continuity can be forced upon Arabic SF from 

Lucien’s Vera Historia, the Arabian Nights and the fantastical mirabile literature of the 

mediaeval period, the themes and concerns of SF deal with a modernity that is largely 

imported, making it a foreign literature
1320

 adapted for domestic consumption.  However, this 

does not make SF a mere collection of epigones, although it might be figured a “bastard child 

of foreign and indigenous influences”, as Idris spoke of Egyptian modernist theatre. (The 

same sentiment strikes a chord with Allen and Fedwa Malti Douglas in their study of Arab 

comics, which ends with a plea for native heroes rather than a bastardisation of European 

models.)
1321

 

  

Mahfouz, the Arab world’s only Nobel literature laureate, consciously strove to imitate 

Tolstoy in the construction of his Cairo Trilogy.  For Kendall, “a self-confident Egyptian 

literature should be able to derive inspiration from Western literature without exposing its 

writers to accusations of blind Europhilia”,
1322

 and Jacquemond quotes Muḥammad Hussein 

Haykal (1888 - 1956) on the subject of assimilating foreign literature;  his view, expressed  in 

a series of articles published in the 1920s on al-adab al-qawmi  (national literature), was that 

the adding of an indigenous element should be enough to render the text ‘respectable’ (my 

commas).
1323

  While the surveillance society, joy pills and factory farmed babies of Al-Sayyid 

min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field) clearly recall Huxley’s Brave New World, 
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 Dorota Rudnicka-Kassem, “Egyptian Drama and Social Change:  A Study of Thematic and Artistic 
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and the technical paraphernalia and BEMs of the Milaff the American pulps of the 1930s, and 

even Mahmoud’s hero Shāhīn transforming into rays recalls Watchmen’s Dr Manhattan, with 

the possible exception of Mūsa, whose text is deliberately universal and not Arab-specific in 

tone, the Arab SF authors considered here do successfully create an identifiably Arab arena in 

which their Arab characters act out their encounters with modernity. 

 

Reversing the normal direction of the transaction, during a 2015 conference panel on Arabic 

Science Fiction in London, Yasmine Khan noted that Noura Al-Noman, the Emirati author of 

Ajwān (Gulfs) (2013), has said that she does not wish her work to be translated into English, 

because she wishes it to remain as part of a notional repository of exclusively Arab-language 

SF for Arab teenagers (although another panel member, Jonathan Wright, commented that 

this might be difficult to enforce).
1324

    

 

Robert Scholes, writing in the foreward to Todorov’s The Fantastic: a Structural Approach 

to a Literary Genre, suggested that “…genres persist like any convenient codification of 

cultural behaviour but come into periods of fruition and dominance when most responsive to 

other cultural needs…”.
1325

  This view in respect of Arab literature was shared by Sabry 

Hafez, who thought that genres tend to emerge as a response to public need, and that 

translations help ease the strangeness of an imported genre, helping their readership to adjust 

to new ideas.
1326

  He borrowed an elegant simile from Diana Spearman to describe literary 

genesis as a process that “resembles a coral rather than a volcanic island”.
1327

  The 

comparison is apt;  the turāth is the base rock, gradually grown over by agglomerative 

accretions of organic matter and the numerous microscopic changes that a literature 

undergoes, not least the inexorable inwash and outwash of literary and conceptual tides 

bringing new material from far away sources. 
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 See webpage on Shubbak festival’s conference panel in July 2015: http://www.shubbak.co.uk/science-

fiction-in-the-arab-world/Shubbak; Noura Al-Noman said in an interview with UAE newspaper The National 
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As recent Arab SF-inflected novels such Towfik’s Ūtūbiyā (Utopia) and Al-Noman’s Ajwān 

(Gulfs) catch the imagination of a young audience, we have grounds to hope for further 

flourishings of this new literary growth.  Perhaps one day there will be an Arabic Hugo or 

Nebula prize; it may even evolve its own satirical meta-literature, an Arab Hitchhiker’s Guide 

to the Galaxy. 

 

A further in-depth study of the corpus is now needed, while the volume is still manageable, 

from Al-Ḥakīm’s moon romances, to authors not included here, such as Nihad Sherif, Ashrāf 

Faqīh, Talib Omran, Ra’ūf Wasfy and Muḥammed Al’Ashrī, to mention a few, possibly also 

encompassing an examination of reception and fan culture.
1328

   

 

Closing remarks come from an Arab critic, and an Arab author.  In his 2000 study of SF in 

contemporary Arab literature, Al-Sharuni wrote in support of the familiarisation and futurist 

functions of SF:  

 

…unfortunately, traditional realist literature does not wish to deviate from the 

everyday life we live…and if I am looking for something adventurous and new, 

then I will leave realist literature and the literature of the current and tangible 

alone…and go to the literature of the future that we will live…that literature that 

treads the path of science and brings me out of my familiar life to creative 

horizons of narrative, images and feelings.
1329

   

 

أدبفواقع فتقليدىفلافيريدفأنفيتركفيومنئفالذىفنعيشهف...وفإنمئفأنشدفشيئئفمغئيرافمجددا...لذلكفضأنئففللأس 

أهجرفأدبفالواقع,فوفأدبفالحئضرفالملموس...إل فأدبفالمستقبئلفالذىفسيكون...تلكفالأدبفالذىفيسيرف

صوراتفوفالأحئسيس.نهجفعلم فجرىءفينقلن فم فحيئت فالمألوضةفإل فآضئقفمبتكرةفم فالرؤىفوفالت  

 

Early in Al-Sayyid min Ḥaql al-Sabānikh (Lord of the Spinach Field), Homo is resting during 

a break from his first interrogation, and pondering the nature and purpose of scientific 

progress:   
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Men need to develop…from the age of using copper wires for electrical 

conductivity, to the age of aluminium, the material for aircraft, to the age of 

titanium, the metal for gas turbines, rockets and space ships…However, modern 

man must ask:  to what end?
1330

 

 

الأحمرفمعدنفالصنئعئتفالكهربئنية...ال فعصرففانفالبشريةفبئلارورةفتتطور...م فعصرفالنحئس

الألومنيومفمعدنفالطيران...ال فعصرفالتيتئنيومفمعدنفالتوربينئتفالغئزيةفوالصواريخفوسف ف

 الفائء...ومعفتلكفضئنفم فحقفالانسئنفالمعئصرفأنفيتسئنل...ال فأي ؟

 

Amidst all the technological paraphernalia, political and science-based Utopias and dystopias, 

and the contested realm of spirituality that still has such importance not just in the Arab world 

but in the West (even if not in the form of traditional religious practice) that characterise 

science fiction, this is the question that Arab SF writers, as much as any others, must keep 

asking. 
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 Ṣabrī Mūsa, Al-Sayyid min Ḥuql al-Sabānkh (Lord of the Spinach Field), (Cairo: Al-Hay’a al-Miṣriyya al-
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